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Introduction

I arrived in Budapest in the beginning of 2007, as an MA student at the CEU, to an atmosphere of tension and discontent. Hungary, by that time, was gripped by a recession and a general dissatisfaction with the powers that be coming from a significant section of the population. The loss of credibility of the political left, and the subsequent rise of the right-wing, in its conservative and far right manifestations, was palpable. As a Hungarian coming from the diaspora, I had the quality of a semi-outsider, and had a unique perspective, being accustomed to Hungarian culture, but not its contemporary politics. I could not help notice the situation, and contrast it to that of my native country, Romania, where the far right had all but died out as a political phenomenon. As a historian, I attempted to interpret the situation in a diachronic manner, comparing past situations to the present. As asymmetrical as these comparisons were, they opened up my interest in investigating a hitherto under-researched area, that of the far right and fascist ideologies in interwar Hungary. These past political projects were conspicuously present in the symbolism and legitimacy of the contemporary far right, which glorified the interwar period. Reading further into the material that became available to me, I came across certain trends of interpretations that seemed implausible and anachronic (see the literature review). Beyond simple intellectual curiosity toward the topic, I attempted to explain the apparent populist and mimetic leftist rhetoric of both the interwar fascism and contemporary far right.
The dissertation is structured into three major chapters, which constitute the body of the thesis. The first chapter is dedicated to explaining the current state of the research on the topic, and attempts to place my work within the major international historiographic debates on the subject of fascism. It also provides the reader with the needed socio-political context, in order to show the political, intellectual and social background which gave birth to fascist ideology in Hungary. This also includes external influences, for I have partly explained the phenomenon as a product of domestic tendencies and adaption of foreign ideologies. The second chapter contains the actual results of my research, structured into four major sub-chapters, each dedicated to a certain group of ideas or concepts. In the first sub-chapter, I attempted to discuss the attempt of interwar fascism to create a certain type of national community through discourse and practice, and to define the nation on ethno-racial terms, all the while attempting to place Hungary as high up as possible in a European new world order. Closely following this, the second part of the chapter discusses the role of the narrative of leadership and charisma in creating hierarchies of power within state and society. These hierarchies were formed a binomial between leadership and the people, who were also given an important role, as fascism attempted to level social difference in favor of an organic community of the people, with a singular leader. This kind of definition of the people constitutes the topic of my third subchapter. The final sub-chapter of the second part of the thesis analyzes the narrative in which these concepts of people, nation, and leader were arranged. The narrative theorizing was disguised as historicist, but ultimately was an a-historic and anti-historic theory. The Hungarian nation would enter into a new phase of existence that would constitute the end of history, a sort of perpetual golden age. In the final chapter, I provided the conclusions to my work.
**Fascism in Hungarian historical writing**

Compared to the vast literature on German National Socialism or Italian and even French fascism, a literature review of the scientific works on the topic of Hungarian fascism is a somewhat brief task, but at the same time it speaks volumes about the politics of memory in the country in the last 5-6 decades. The topic of fascism in Hungary was a problematic one to deal with and process both during communism and democracy, a dark chapter of history which was in turn condemned, forgotten, deemed an aberration or utilized for political legitimation. Due to the prevalence of these attitudes, there was little serious or independent (unmarred by politics) analysis of the phenomenon up to the present, with a few notable exceptions. This is evident if we undertake a short history of the histories of Hungarian fascism.

The first works that started to deal with and tried to make sense of the brutality and apparent insanity of the Szálasi state appeared in the immediate wake of the fall of the fascist regime in Hungary. The most significant of these was the work of Márton Himler, a Hungarian-American journalist of Jewish origin, who had direct access to Szálasi in 1945, as he was part of the American OSS team which captured and repatriated the former fascist dictator. He questioned and took the statements of Szálasi during his investigation, and gathered invaluable data on his personal attitude toward politics, nationalism and especially the anti-Semitic crimes perpetrated during his time in power. The results of his work appeared much later, in 1958,
the title “The face of the gravediggers of the Hungarian nation”\(^1\). He was also examined by the psychologist Pál Gartner\(^2\). A little later, during his detention proceeding arraignment for his trial, the authorities also attempted to confront Szálasi with his crimes, taking him on a tour of the ruins of Budapest, from which the statement, the notes of the trip from his prison diary and a number of photos survive\(^3\). The opinions in all reflect him rebuffing any responsibility and maintaining his radical nationalist stance until the end; the authors of the materials therefore considered him a pathological case, and gave his actions a clinical psychiatric interpretation. This gave rise to the first scheme of understanding the fascist regime, which on the one hand, divested a lot of what happened onto the actions of the leader, and on the other, underlined the deeply irrational, pathological nature of the regime. The idea was that it had been a regime that had come into power during extraordinary circumstances (the war, Soviet invasion), via the action of a foreign power (Nazi Germany) and was essentially made up of a political riff-raff of insane persons. This is a seductively simple explanation, which is still championed today by some professional historians (I have also run into this interpretation during academic forums). This explanation also bears the error of minimizing the domestic responsibility for the crimes that occurred, and gives them an external tinge, as if the 1938 anti-Semitic laws and the ghettoization of Jews did not exist prior to 1944. It also does not explain anything, and does not show the deep roots of Hungarian fascism and far right anti-Semitism which in actuality began in the 1920’s.

Proper histories of fascism and national socialist politics in Hungary started to appear soon after this, as professional scholarship began to turn its attention toward the phenomenon.

\(^2\) Rudolf Paksa, *Szálasi Ferenc És a Hungarizmus* (Jaffa Kiado, 2013.), p. 192
\(^3\) Ibid., p. 188; L Karsai, “Tetemrehívás,” *Rubicon*, October 1992.
The first such work of any significance was written by Jenő Lévai, a left-leaning journalist and writer\(^4\), who was a pioneer in two significant ways: he was the first one to write a long-term history of all of the most important Hungarian fascist movements, stretching back to the late 1920’s; secondly, he was the first to gather data on all of these movements and synthesize them in a coherent manner in his book entitled “Swastika, Scythe, Cross, Arrow Cross”\(^5\). The book however, is a largely descriptive work, with an important addendum of historical documents; the interpretation has to be read between the lines. What we can ascertain is, however, very shallow and largely follows the scheme laid out in above. Almost all of the fascist leaders are either ridiculed for their stupidity and ineptness, or accused of not being actually ethnic Hungarians: Mecsár and Meskó were Slovaks, Ulain, Gömbös and others Germans, Szálasi was Armenian, the Arrow Cross was infiltrated by ethnic Germans and Swabians, et cetera. Lévai starts his book by documenting actual and supposed public and secret meetings between Hungarian and German national socialists, and suggests that all of the other Hungarian fascist parties were under Nazi control or influence. This reading of history placed a lot of blame in the wrong hands, and lead the investigation down a blind alley, for the book was highly influential on Hungarian and international historiography, by securing the status of the single workable synthesis on the topic for at least a decade.

The first book to give a balanced treatment to the theme of the Hungarian far right generally, and to the fascist movements within the country, specifically was Carlile Aylmer Macartney’s “October Fifteenth: A History of Modern Hungary, 1929-1945\(^6\)”\(^6\). The book is a larger synthesis, spanning two volumes, dedicated to the history of the Hungarian state in

general, but consecrates a large chunk of several chapters to the history of the Hungarian far right. Macartney was a Northern Irish historian who had extensive knowledge of Hungary and Central Europe in general, and may be considered the counterpart of Robert W. Seton-Watson, inasmuch as he always had a positive attitude toward Hungary in his most important writings. The British historian was in direct contact with many of the politicians of the Horthy regime during their time in exile in Vienna in 1918-1919, and tended to give precedence to Hungarian rhetoric on Central Europe on a number of subject; this is most evident in his moderate revisionist critique of the Versailles/Trianon system in East Central Europe in his works *Hungary and her successors* (1937) and *Problems of the Danube basin* (1942). In them, he highlighted the numerous problems of treaty violations concerning the good treatment of minorities, and suggested a reform of the Paris system based on appeasing at least some of the Hungarian claims.

Macartney, however leaning toward the Hungarians, was the first one to trace the continuity between Gömbös, the freecorps- and racial defense-far right of the 1920’s to the later phenomenon of Szálasi’s Arrow Cross. He correctly showed the partly symbiotic, partly rivaling relationship between central authority and the fascist opposition. What Macartney also highlighted was the gradual push toward the far fringes of right wing which this interaction elicited, during the reign of Gömbös, toward Imrédy and then ending up with Szálasi. The faults of the work are the lack of deep exploration of the ideology and praxis, the lack of linkage between Hungarian political culture and fascism, and the basically descriptive nature; the book

---

7 Lojkó, “C.A. Macartney and Central Europe.”
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid.
was on the other hand, never intended to be an analysis of fascism, but a synthesis of a decade and a half of Hungarian history.

Macartney’s book proved to be inspirational, mainly due to its international exposure and prestige, rekindling the interest for studies in the field. A few years later, in the 1960’s, a number of new works started to appear both in Hungary and abroad. The “enthusiasm” lasted up until the mid-1970’s when the subject was relegated to the corpus of forgotten topics of historical research. This increase of interest may be explained by the political event of the 1956 revolution and the subsequent shift in the policies of the communist regime. After 1960, the regime of János Kádár had a direct interest in presenting the 1956 revolution as a fascist coup, or a sort of ultranationalist revolution. This is why many of the books appearing on the topic concentrate on Hungarian fascism in power, and the events before and following October 15th, 1944. A good example of this is the book entitled A zuglói nyilasper, which published the court proceedings of a trial of lower Arrow Cross party members during 1966-67; it shows the communist regime’s attempt, through the trial, to draw a parallel between the occurrences of the 1956 revolution (hangings, lynchings of security services’ staff) and the lynchings, disorders and mass murder perpetrated by the Hungarian fascists two decades earlier.\(^\text{10}\)

In 1962, Rozsnyói Ágnes published her work, entitled “The Szálasí putsch\(^\text{11}\)”; she deemed the fascist movement in Hungary as an unimportant phenomenon, concentrating only on the events around the coup d’état which thrust the Arrocross party to power. In many ways, her descriptive work did not accord enough importance to the movements, being more about the last days of the Hungarian participation in the Second World War, than anything else. The book can


\(^\text{11}\) Ágnes Rozsnyói, October Fifteenth, 1944 : History of Szálasí Putsch (Budapest: Akadémiai Kiadó, 1961); Ágnes Rozsnyói, A Szálasí-Puccs (Budapest: Kossuth Kiadó, 1962).
be described together with its counterpart, which appeared almost 12 years later, Teleki Éva’s “Arrow Cross Rule in Hungary”. Both are highly descriptive, and give most of their attention to the political and military events which occurred from Hungary’s occupation by Germany to the last days of the Szálasi government. However, Teleki had learned the lessons from Rozsnyói’s earlier mistakes, and gave an interpretative framework for the rise to power of what she called “far right fascism”. Its source was orthodox Stalinist dogma: she correctly established the connection between the far right of the early days of the White Terror and its fascist descendants, but Teleki put a sign of equality between them. For it, the two were the same, fascism being just another manifestation of the reactionary classes and the military caste, trying to fool the masses into helping it them secure political power. She claimed that fascism only reached power due to the extraordinary circumstances of the war, and in any case, it was supported by the reactionary classes and the lumpen-proletariat. In the end, her interpretation, even if we chose to accept it, only explains part of the story, and is highly open to questioning.

In 1963, Szakács Kálmán published his book “The Scythe Cross”, a brief, but exhaustive case-study of the earliest example Hungarian fascist movement with any measure of success. To this day, most of the work holds up, and its conclusions ring true. Szakács argued that the reason for the success of Böszörmény Zoltán’s party in the rural areas of Hungary was due to the rampant poverty in the area, the lack of political connection between the peasants and the ruling elites in Budapest, and the fact that left-wing parties did not and could not campaign efficiently in the villages. This is the weakest leg of the argument, for he only considered the Social-Democratic Party, and spoke of the forceful curtailment of its activism in the countryside. The

---

13 Ibid., p. 56-57
14 Ibid., p. 57-58
15 Ibid., p. 61
truth is that the Social-Democratic Party was, by its nature, a reformed Marxist political formation and its ideology imposed little campaigning in the villages, concentrating instead on the urban proletariat. The real loser of the Horthy regime was Nagyatádi Szabó’s Smallholder Party, which was swallowed up into the government party of Bethlen due to its own faulty politics. The Hungarian historian also correctly identified the provenience and main elements of the Scythe Cross ideology: the nationalist and chauvinism of the interwar far right, the cult of personality, and German National Socialism, all blended together with elements lifted from religious cults and millenarian movements. The author also explained the “flaming out” of the movement by likening it to peasant revolts, which either broke up upon reaching their goals or upon losing it.

A year later, in 1964, and subsequently, in 1965, international scholarship gave its answer to Hungarian historiography. This was done in the pioneering work of Eugen Weber and Hans Rogger, which for the first time, attempted to write a comparative history of European fascism. The books functioned on the “checklist method” of defining the concept of fascism, by identifying its main ideological components. This was a daunting task, since they attempted to do so in no less than eight countries, in the “Varieties of fascism” and eleven, in “The European Right”. The main points of contention were the racialism of German Nazism, which the two struggled to explain, calling it a “red herring”. The works also struggled to make sense of the social demagogy of fascism, and overall, their concept of “extreme right” was extremely porous. Nevertheless, the books were written by specialists of the field such as Eugen Weber, a Romanian-American historian of high caliber, and featured articles by Hungarian political

---

scientist István Deák. The main fault of the works, besides a theoretical scheme which was too broad, is the fact that they were highly tributary to secondary literature, and had very scarce access to primary sources.

This was not the case in Hungary, though, where the limitations came from eschewing the censorship of the regime. A historian had to work broadly within the Marxist blueprints, in order to have his/her work published. A scholar who did this balancing act masterfully was Miklós Lackó; he was to become one of the first historians of political ideas in Hungary, and cut his teeth by writing on the topic of Hungarian fascism in the mid-1960’s. He wrote two works in the mid-1960’s, entitled “The social bases of Hungarian national socialism” and “Arrow Cross men, national socialists”. The works, which also appeared in English, investigated the fascist movements of interwar Hungary from a number of viewpoints: social, political, and cultural. Lackó, working from a Marxist perspective, theorized that the social bases of fascism of Hungary were made up of three main categories: the reactionary holders of medium-sized properties and land, the military-bureaucratic-bourgeois caste, and the industrialist-capitalist bourgeoisie. This was a dogmatic explanation, but later in the work Lackó attempted to suggest that the movements had real mass support, by capitalizing on public discontent and by coalescing the declassed elements of aristocracy, the military-bureaucratic bloc and the petty bourgeoisie. The work was the first one to concentrate on the Szállasi movement, and give a concrete history of all of its facets, breakups and its road to power. Lackó also wrote an introductory history into

---

20 Lackó, Nyilasok, Nemzetiszocialisták :1935-1944., p. 8-9
the origins of the ideology of Hungarism in his work, tracing the elements of Szálasi’s thought. He brought all the attention of a professional historian to the topic.

The most seminal occidental book written on the topic was published in 1970 by Nicholas Nagy-Talavera. Entitled “The Green Shirts and the others 21”, it was (and still is) among the few attempts to write a comparative history of two contemporary fascist movements of East Central Europe. The author was a Hungarian-Jewish historian from Transylvania, who, through his upbringing, had unique access to both Romanian and Hungarian sources, and had an unique affinity and sensitivity toward the subject, being a former Holocaust and Gulag survivor, and even met Romanian fascist leader Corneliu Zelea Codreanu on one occasion. Talavera traced the history of ideas of nationalism that led to the development of Szálasi’s ideology of nationalism, and treated explored his ideas of nation quite extensively, while at the same time writing a political history of the movement. He was also the first to theorize that one of the reasons for the emergence of fascism in both Hungary and Romania was the loss of credibility of both democracy and communism 22, combined with a political culture steeped in demagogy and nationalism. The Great War and the Great Crash of 1929 served as catalysts 23. In 1971, Hungarian-American historian Peter F. Sugar edited the first comparative history of Eastern European fascisms, entitled “Native Fascism in the Successor States 24”. It filled in some of the gaps left by Talavera, by providing an inkling into the social bases and mass support of fascism in Hungary. Sugar was a well-known expert on South-East and Central European nationalism, who wrote and edited almost a dozen works on the subject, and he employed the budding social

22 Ibid., p. 75
23 Ibid., p. 83
24 Péter F. Sugár, Native Fascism in the Successor States: 1918-1945 (Santa Barbara, California: ABC-CLIO, 1971).
and economic historian György Ránki to write one of the chapters on Hungary, and fellow luminary George Bárány to write the other. Ránki concentrated on the social roots, while the latter compiled a political history. Ránki was the first to show concrete evidence of the mass support that existed for the Arrow Cross Party around 1938-39, by analyzing evidence from the voting patterns in the elections of 1939, in another book published in the West, under the coordination of Larsen and Hagtvet. He disclosed that even “Red Csepel” a working-class borough of Budapest, which was staunchly leftist, had voted massively for the Arrow Cross. However, Ranki still refused to break completely with the theory of fascism being a petty bourgeois phenomenon, and did not seem to differentiate at all between the different far right elements in interwar Hungary (Gömbös, The Awakening Hungarians, Imrédy, Szálasi etc.). He contended that the Arrow Cross and other such political movements were led by a petty bourgeois and military element, which ultimately defined the nature of the parties. This argument may be convincing, however Ránki and others of his generation gave little further direct attention to the topic of fascism and its social roots in Hungary. Berend, Ránki and others of his generation were system builders, studying overarching social, economic and political structures and conditions, and were not prone to case studies. The two were in contact with Occidental leftist scholarship, Ránki participating in the German paradigm shift of the “new social history” (The Bielefeld School), publishing books on comparative history with the likes of Jürgen Kocka. This explains much of his nuanced opinions on the topic of the social support of Hungarian fascism.

The most important corpus of published documents we probably owe to the pioneering work of Elek Karsai. Between 1977 and 1988, he published three books, dedicated to the trials of Szálasi and his cronies, and to Szálasi’s hitherto unpublished diary\textsuperscript{28}. Karsai was one of the prime ideologues and specialists of the Kádár regime on the topic of far right and Holocaust. Therefore, his demarche was primarily political, a drive not to analyze, but to memorialize and condemn the phenomenon of fascism and its consequences in Hungary. Therefore, there is little analysis, and a lot of raw data in his works. Karsai characterized Szálasi’s ideology as a mix between violent anti-Semitism, irrationality and an attempt aping and reproducing Hitler’s charismatic politics in Hungary\textsuperscript{29}.

His work was taken up and continued by his son, Karsai László, who brought the topic to international attention, contributing with book chapters and articles to a number of international works\textsuperscript{30}. Karsai László later wrote a series of articles in the popular historical magazine Rubicon dedicated to Szálasi, which did much to clarify his ideology and reopen the public discussion on the subject\textsuperscript{31}. On the whole, however, the Hungarian historian concentrated his efforts on researching the topic of the general conditions that led to the Holocaust in Hungary, and interpreted the Arrow Cross party as an element (albeit the most important one) of that historical phenomenon. Karsai’s work may be integrated in the general field of Holocaust studies, rather than fascism studies.


\textsuperscript{29} Ibid., p. 9


\textsuperscript{31} Karsai, “Tetemrehívás.”
A number of other authors also published smaller, companion works on the topic of the trials\footnote{János Sólyom and L Szabó, \textit{A Zuglói Nyilasper} (Budapest: Kossuth Könyvkiadó, 1967). T Zinner and P Róna, \textit{Szálasiék Bilincsben} (Lapkiadó Vállalat, 1986).} and on the topic of Szálasi’s prison diary, the last appearing in 1997\footnote{Ferenc Szálasi, Tamás Csiffáry, and Péter Sipos, \textit{Szálasi Ferenc Börtönnaplója 1938-1940} (Budapest Főváros Levéltára, 1997), http://books.google.ro/books?id=Bzl6AAAAMAAJ.}. The introduction to this book contains what I consider to be the best and most succinct introduction to the history of the Arrow Cross movement and Szálasi’s ideology, written by Péter Sipos.

The historiography of fascism in Hungary transformed only somewhat after 1989, and has not progressed much in quality. Only a handful of works appeared on the subject. Aside from those already mentioned, the only ones worth noting belong to János Pelle\footnote{János Pelle, \textit{Sowing the Seeds of Hatred: Anti-Jewish Laws and Hungarian Public Opinion, 1938-1944}, East European Monographs (Boulder: Columbia University Press, 2004).}, and those edited by Romsics Ignác\footnote{Ignác Romsics and Balázs Ablonczy, \textit{A Magyar Jobboldali Hagyomány, 1900-1948} (Osiris, 2009).}. Tibor Tóth has written a simple book on the post-war Hungarist émigrés, which has some limitations in the source material\footnote{Tibor Tóth, \textit{A Hungarista Mozgalom Emigrációtörténete} (Debrecen: Multiplex Media, 2008).}. The most important work done in this field since 1990 has been done by Rudolf Paksa, a young historian, who has written two seminal works. The first is political profile of Szálasi, complete with the most ample biography ever committed to paper\footnote{Paksa, \textit{Szálasi Ferenc és a Hungarizmus}.}. The author of the book utilized extensive archival material, and painstakingly trawled Szálasi’s numerous diaries, personal writings and ramblings to produce the outline of the dictator’s mind which is unparalleled. The work is significant also due to the fact that it is the first(!) academic work dedicated solely to Szálasi. The second part of Paksa’s work is his extensive political history of Hungarian fascism, entitled “Hungarian National Socialists”. The work features his already-mentioned attention to detail and extensive use of source material, and is completed by never-before published samples of source material, and a small dictionary of fascist movements and people. At the present time, I consider it the primer on the topic of the
political history of interwar fascism in Hungary (it is a shame it is not yet translated into a language of international circulation).

A number of important works have appeared on the topic of the proto-fascist and fellow traveler movements and political groups of the Hungarian post-war and interwar period. Béla Bodó’s work on the lives, paramilitary and political activity of Pál Prónay\textsuperscript{38} and Iván Héjjás\textsuperscript{39} has given precious insight into the militant wing of the radical right in the 1920’s and how the carriers and political options of these former freecorps members evolved further. Bodó argues that the paramilitary violence of the early year caused a sort of cul-de-sac evolution in Hungarian politics, in which violence became a legitimate means of conducting politics from the outset. The author believes that this led Hungary down a blind alley, eventually ending in the anti-Semitic violence and Holocaust during World War II. While this seems to be a valid argument, Bodó’s work also shows that at least some of these former paramilitary leaders had a different ideological makeup than fascist later developed\textsuperscript{40}, retaining conservative leanings to the end. However, others ended up converting to fascism, showing the partial continuity between the two ideological traditions.

Finally, while not directly dedicated to the topic of fascism in Hungary, we must make mention of two of the most important recent authors working on the topic of far-right and anti-Semitism in the interwar period: Krisztián Ungváry and János Gyurgyák. The latter has published over the last decade a series of three books, dedicated to the history of Hungarian


\textsuperscript{40} Ibid.
nationalism, anti-Semitism and to the topic of the interwar radical right\textsuperscript{41}. This triptych contains the author’s basic explanations of the development of far-right ideologies and discourses in modern Hungary. Gyurgyák favors a historization of the problem, going back to the 19th century, and analyzes the roots and diachronic changes of the various concepts of nation, ethnos and „the other”. His is a more-or-less up-to-date approach, in methodological and theoretical terms, to the history of nationalist and radical right-wing discourses, which he analyzes exhaustively. Albeit briefly, he correctly set up a blueprint of the basic elements of Hungarian fascist discourses in the late interwar and wartime periods: biopolitical anti-Semitism, nationalism on a racial basis and social populism with mimetic leftist leanings.

On the other hand, Ungváry Krisztián’s latest work\textsuperscript{42}, entitled “The verdict on the Horthy-system” has created a large debate among historians. The main contention of the historian is that anti-Semitism in interwar Hungary occurred out of a complex interplay of social, economic and political development, and the resistance to modernity displayed by certain “reactionary” elements of Hungarian society, namely the gentry and to a lesser extent, the aristocracy. The upward mobility and social domination of Jews in certain sectors, created a sort of “dual society”, in which the Jews progressed toward modernity, reaping all the benefits of a modern liberal, capitalist way of life, while the rest of the Hungarian elite remained backward. This imperfect modernization has much in common with Andrew C. Janos’ argument\textsuperscript{43}, and ultimately is derived from Daniel Chirot\textsuperscript{44}. However, Ungváry deviates from Janos, and makes


\textsuperscript{42} Krisztián Ungváry, \textit{A Horthy-Rendszer Mérlege: Diszkrimináció, Szociálpolitika És Antiszemitizmus Magyarországon, 1919-1944} (Budapest: Jelenkor Kiadó, 2013).


\textsuperscript{44} Daniel Chirot, \textit{The Origins of Backwardness in Eastern Europe: Economics and Politics from the Middle Ages Until the Early Twentieth Century}, Acls Humanities E-Book (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1991).
the crucial mistake of internalizing some of the ideas and perceptions of his primary sources, believing that the domination of Jews in certain sectors was real, and not just a perception of the times. This creates a problematic position, which is unsustainable, especially in the light of the data put forward by Hungarian social historians. The other problem of his book is that he perceives anti-Semitism as on the one hand institutional project, while on the other, as being a gentry phenomenon. This only explains part of the story, as this thesis shall attempt to show the manner in which anti-systemic discourses were successfully paired with anti-Semitism. The value of the work is that it gives a good description of the political atmosphere of the interwar period, in which anti-Semitism and radical nationalism had created a sort of interpretative scheme, a dogma, and a language, within which each political project had to navigate.

Outside of the two, all of the works directly dedicated to the topic of fascism, published after 1990, exhibit the same problems. The single most significant issue is that they almost completely lack a theoretical basis and a solid methodology, to be expected in modern scholarly products. Ironically, the Marxist and communist materials produced on the topic in the 1960-1980’s have a somewhat more sophisticated approach to the subject material, as they actually possess somewhat concrete conclusions and a coherent argumentation (albeit one the author of this thesis might disagree with). The post-communist books all fall back on a pseudo-Rankean scheme of “sine ira et studio” history-writing, which upholds history as the “science of the particular”. This however, results in eschewing generalizations to the degree that conclusions are almost left out of the works completely. It may be explained by the laziness of the authors, but in truth, it can probably be chalked up to a loss of quality endemic in the institutions of higher learning not only in Hungary, but all of Eastern Europe, as they become increasingly massified in scope and ossified in leadership. Theorization, the basic goal of any social science, is therefore
missing from the books, and this has consequences on their outside forms. A general sense of confusion dominates, in which terms are not clearly defined, and the reader is left with a sense of having read nothing more than a muddled description. For instance, what is fascism? We are never told. The authors all toy with terms such as far right, right wing, radical right, fascism, national socialism, using them interchangeably, for seemingly varied and different movements and phenomena, often in the same chapter or passage. The objective of the works is therefore lost in translation, and they end up more as narratives, than analysis. Their methodology is restricted solely to empirical study of archive material, which is compiled and synthesized. Part of the reason for why the books fail to provide workable explanations is that they almost all focus mostly on the political history of the movements, and get lost in the details of events, parties and the movement of people. The socio-cultural aspect is left out, and they do not focus at all on ideology as a combination of discourse and practice. Szálasi’s and his fellow cronies’ activities are detailed in great length, but the motivations for their actions are not truly analyzed, just reproduced in the form of published samples of his writings. The why might be answered if one dissected the elements of the discourses, which are readily available in published documents (press and pamphlets). The inner logic of why the fascist movements behaved as they did is thus revealed, through critical discourse analysis. Critical theory also provides us with a reading of the socio-economic conditions and the frames of political power, which reveals the conditions in which fascist discourses gained ground in Hungary. The base is provided by the ossified social and dire economic conditions of the interwar period, while the superstructure is composed of ideology. It is this kind of interpretation I have ventured to provide in my thesis.

My thesis seeks to make up the lack of a deep exploration of the ideology of Hungarian fascism, and provide a detailed analysis of its particularities, as filtered through the various examples of its speech: political pamphlets, theoretical works, day-to-day utterances, propaganda and speeches given in various political forums and so forth. I theorize that Hungarian fascist ideology had an inexorable and deep connection with Hungarian political culture in the interwar period. The Hungarian fascist political movements developed their discourse and their system of ideas at the intersection of Hungarian nationalist political lingo and external influences, most notably coming from Germany and Italy, where similar political formations managed to achieve political success and domination. Thusly, my thesis is a history of these ideas, showing their possible proveniences, their mutation over time, and their final form or interpretations (for Hungarian fascism was at most times during its existence, represented by a plurality of parties and movements). I shall attempt to show the various ideas embedded in their particular national, regional and European contexts, and connect my work to the international theoretical debates in the field of fascist studies and 20th century European history.

My work is not an attempt to do a linear, event-based history of the various parties, fringe groups, movements and political figures which self-identified or can be categorized as fascist in Hungary in the 1930-1945 period. This approach has already been taken by other scholars (as we have seen above) and, in my opinion, has yielded very few responses on the nature, character and origins of the phenomenon of interwar Hungarian far right movements and fascism. An exploration into the fascist world of ideas, instead, would lead to a productive debate within the field of Hungarian history and has far-reaching implications for the history of interwar European fascism, as well.
What is fascism? Delimiting the concept

Before embarking on any analysis of the ideology or political impact of fascism in Hungary, a precise definition of the very concept the study is based on is necessary. Without it, the confines of the investigation would not be delimited, and the historian would get lost in the jungle formed by the abundance of far right political groups and movements of interwar Hungary. The search for definition is therefore first of all, a heuristic exercise; in other words it helps guide the research, and should not serve to curtail it.

The definitions of fascism are as old as the phenomenon itself. Among the first very popular ones we may count Dimitrov’s theory: he attempted to integrate the then novel political movement into Marxist theory by claiming that it represented the very last stage of finance capitalism, the attempt of its most reactionary elements to halt the progress toward communism. This approach became dogma and dominated the historiography of Eastern Europe after the Second World War. In the West, the concept of totalitarianism sought to bind together the two major enemies of democracy, most significantly in the works of Hannah Arendt’s “The Origins of Totalitarianism”, which traced important common elements in the ideology and practices of fascism and communism. Another approach which sought to explain fascism via its proximity to communism was manifested in the works of German historian Ernst Nolte, whose ultimate claim was that the former was caused by the latter. It was a bold revisionist claim which was ultimately successfully refuted in the intellectual phenomena called Historikerstreit, which debated the Holocaust and the Nazi past in Germany.
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Ultimately, the main problem with the academic study of fascism was that it became over-politicized, as in all of the above cases scientific study was part of a political demarche. The field became so polluted, that some in the academic field wondered aloud if the concept was useful anymore. Among the most vocal was Gilbert Allerdyce, who in a 1972 essay, declared the term to be too charged to be of any future use.\(^{49}\)

In the field of historical studies proper, the study of fascism was centered on the study of its ideology, and it was also not making any significant progress. Typical of these approaches are the comparative works of Rogger and Weber\(^{50}\), and S.J. Woolf\(^{51}\). Their most important contribution is the fact that they attempted to broaden the field of study by including important case-studies from Central and Eastern Europe. However, their theoretical approaches consisted of nothing more than empirical study and their comparisons were made up of parallel retellings of the histories of the various European movements. The first to really make an important mark in the field was Stanley G. Payne\(^ {52}\). He pioneered a definition of fascism based on a list of its most important ideological features. This approach, which I shall dub “the checklist method”, helped to nail down the confines of the most significant fascist ideological tenets, common all across the geographical spectrum. It contributed much toward understanding the outside manifestations of fascist ideology, by putting together a coherent map of its discourse. This diagram of fascist ideology, while explaining the how did not, however, sufficiently explain the why: what was the ideological motivation, the motor behind the development of fascist ideology, and what was its core myth?

\(^{50}\) Rogger and Weber, *The European Right: A Historical Profile*.
The main fault of the works mentioned above, in historical studies, and political science alike was their tendency to analyze fascism either in papyro or concentrate only on the movements themselves, albeit across borders. The larger cultural, political and intellectual context was almost always missing, and thus the results of the studies were easily combatted and refuted by empirical studies, which were quick to point out the vagaries of the research. On the other hand, classical historical studies did not seem to pinpoint the core of fascist ideology, seemingly being unable to escape the trap of national exceptionalisms or Sonderweg\textsuperscript{53} theories. In this way, they were unusable as larger interpretative schemes. The meta- vs. particular divide was first bridged by the pioneering works of Georg Lachmann Mosse. His 1966 book, entitled *The Crisis of German Ideology*, attempted to insert Nazism into the larger intellectual context of German political culture, starting with the late 19\textsuperscript{th} and early 20\textsuperscript{th} centuries. It correctly showed that historians may find clues in the culture of radical German nationalism that might explain the particular form taken later on by Nazism. Later, he spun this into a concrete theory of fascist ideology, which insisted on the revolutionary nature of its ideology, which merged tradition with modernity, in order to control the effects of the latter\textsuperscript{54}. In the scholarly field, this began to be termed “generic fascism” and would lay the groundwork for the consensus that was about to come to the field of fascism studies.

Building on Mosse’s work, British historian Roger Griffin, established the determination of the “fascist minimum” and advancing a coherent and synthetic theory of fascism, based on ideology, which would be accepted by the majority of scholars\textsuperscript{55}. His approach proved to be paradigmatic. Griffin utilized Max Weber’s concept of ideal-types in order to move toward a


heuristic definition of fascism, and on the other hand, utilized the cultural history of fin-de-siècle Europe to pour content into the ideal-type construct. In practical terms, this meant that Griffin approached fascism by utilizing the historical method, and looked at its pre-history in a contextual manner. Fascism, he argued, was a by-product of a cultural malaise, pessimism and a perception of modernity as destroyer of mental super-structures, which it did not replace with anything concrete. This was evident in the works of such intellectuals as Friedrich Nietzsche, Arthur Schopenhauer, B.A. Morel and Max Nordau; certainly, when Nietzsche affirmed that God was dead, he was expressing an attitude shared by many of his contemporaries. The mass society that modernity produced also caused great fear in the establishment, expressed most poignantly in the works of Gustave Le Bon. The masses needed to be controlled, as their primary drive was anarchic and destructive.

The degeneration theories were later propounded by the effects of the Great War, and the chaos that followed it, which did much to confirm all the fears and suspicions of European society; this was echoed by the works of the likes of Oswald Spengler. Thusly, fascism was born out of a need to curtail and control modernity on the one hand, and revitalize the nation, on the other. Griffin calls this drive “Palingenetic”, meaning it is centered on the myth of rebirth. This may be better understood by employing Arnold van Gennep’s theory of the rights of passage at the level of society. In it, a large section of society feels that the community is in a “liminal” phase, i.e. passing from one state of existence into another. This necessitates a revival of society in a revolutionary manner: fascist felt that the nation was under siege by foreign elements, outside influences and modernity itself, which sought to pull the organic community apart with its centripetal force. Polish sociologist Zygmunt Bauman referred to this as “liquid modernity”, a

situation of increasing feelings of uncertainty and the privatization of ambivalence, in which the status of the individual and the community are uncertain, and can shift at any moment.\(^{57}\) Fascism, as a political movement, stepped in to mediate this process and regenerate the nation, materially but most importantly, in a spiritual manner. The main tools of this regeneration were the myth of the nation and populism. Thusly, Griffin circumscribes fascism as a form of populist, palingenetic ultranationalism. The allegory of the nation, coagulated around a central creed, spiritually reinvented, and rising like a phoenix from the ashes is the core myth of fascist ideology, across borders. In my thesis, I have found the same basic idea in the discourses of Hungarian fascism, especially pertaining to its treatment of the concepts of nation, society, history and future.

**Populism and the populist style**

If we start to take apart Griffin’s theory of fascism into its basic elements, we are left with three highly important concepts: the rebirth myth (which we have already treated above), ultranationalism and populism. The latter is the most troublesome from a theoretical perspective, for it is a controversial concept, floating somewhere at the confines of a political style (as Margaret Canovan claimed\(^ {58}\)) and an ideology. We may resolve this apparent conflict if we refer to Ernesto Laclau’s theory of populism. The Argentinian political theorist characterized populism as “a chain of empty signifiers\(^ {59}\), in other words, political demands which at first, may seem disparate and belonging to different political ideologies are brought together by their common opponent. This common opponent is the “elite”, which is opposed by “the people”. For

---

example, in Hungarian fascism, disparate political plans, such as racism, eugenics, and anti-Semitic ultra-nationalism on the one hand, were grouped together with demands for social welfare and land reform, all in the name of “the Hungarian people”. This is the chain of empty signifiers, in Laclau’s terms, which in the end is eventually unified under the banner of a single empty signifier (in this case, the rebirth of the nation), in which each interest group sees its own demand. The people claim the right to power in favor of the parasitic minority who cling to power in an illegitimate fashion.

Laclau sees populism as “empty”, in other words, more of a style and system, than an actual ideology or set of beliefs. This is why it may adapt to a number of political ideologies, and serve as one of their building blocks. However, recent studies in political science indicate that, while in essence, Laclau’s theory holds, there are a number of ideological positions within populism that may be clearly identified. A good example of these discursive tropes or ideological traits is given by Italian political scientist Daniele Albertazzi in his work “Twenty-First Century Populism”. Albertazzi identifies the following repeating patterns:

1. (a) the government and democracy, which should reflect the will of the people, have been occupied, distorted and exploited by corrupt elites;

(b) the elites and ‘others’ (i.e. not of ‘the people’) are to blame for the current undesirable situation in which the people find themselves;

(c) the people must be given back their voice and power through the populist leader and party. This view is based on a fundamental conception of the people as both homogeneous and virtuous.

2. Populists therefore invoke a sense of crisis and the idea that ‘soon it will be too late’.
3. (1) The people are one and are inherently ‘good’.

(2) The people are sovereign.

(3) The people’s culture and way of life are of paramount value.

(4) The leader and party/movement are one with the people.

These general tropes are remarkably consistent with the discursive patterns that I have found when researching the treatment of the concept of people and leadership in the writings of Hungarian fascists. While populism may be molded to fit a number of ideologies, its inner logic also worked to transform the ultra-nationalist program of Hungarian fascism from within, and was intimately fused, in a sort of inner logic, with the idea of nationalism and palingenesis. The three form a sort of nexus, a matrix within which a number of other concepts float, each being determined and defined in relation to the connection it has to the logic of populism, integral nationalism and the palingenetic narrative. This does by no measure mean that the construction is logical, as there is a high amount of irrationality that goes into its makeup. Firstly, there is an inherent dichotomy between populism as an anti-systemic and anti-institutional system of ideas, and the highly étatist solutions to the crisis that fascist ideologues often offered. Secondly, the whole inner logic of radical nationalism and anti-Semitism on which fascism built its ideology is highly irrational. Thirdly, there is a sufficient tension between the racial and avant-garde elitism that fascism often espoused in its political language, and the populism it also diffused. Often, these conflicts are due to the different interpretations given by ideologues within different or even the same fascist political project. However, they all possessed the same palingenetic narrative, and filled the “empty” populism with their ultranationalist themes.
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Circumscribing the field: the far right and fascism. The theory of the political family

While populism may be shown as a basic component of fascist ideology by showing it as a loose set of ideas or assumptions related to the concept of the people, the identification of boundaries between various nationalisms seem to be a far more daunting task. After all, what was fascism, if not just another form of extreme nationalism? Some in the field may claim that it was nothing less than a particularly strange form of a nationalist project, with a list of populist demands tacked on to its program, purely out of demagogy? Certainly, in the case of interwar Hungary, it is difficult to isolate fascism from all the fellow travelers, of which there were many, each having common elements with our object of study: anti-Semitism, radical nationalism, racialism, anti-communism and an opposition toward capitalism and democracy and so forth. As we have seen, the answer to this lies in the palingenetic core of fascism, which is not to be found in its fellow travelers, and as a consequence of this drive toward rebirth, the revolutionary nature of fascism. Germany also provides us with a strong argument to bolster our case, as it exhibits a similar situation, in which the Nazi party was also surrounded by a number of neo-conservative and far right movements, such as the DNVP, the Stahlhelm, Ernst Jünger’s conservative revolutionary movement et cetera. In the Hungarian case, we may only list the political movements grouped around politicians such as Gyula Gömbös and Béla Imrédy, the radical rhetoric of István Milotay, Dezső Szabó and Endre Bajcsy-Zsilinszky. However, none of them had the revolutionary drive, or the particular radical program that was crystallized within the Szálasi movement. On the other hand, I do not wish to make the argument that these political ideologies and movements have to be clearly delimited; as in post-World War I Germany, they existed in the same context and had considerable influence on one another, developing their ideologies concomitantly, their discourses engaging each other. To lift Hungarian fascism out of
this context would be a mistake, and would lead to a loss of understanding of its historical meaning. It makes much more sense to treat the Szálasi movement and its predecessors as a part of a larger political family, with important ties linking it to the history of Hungarian nationalism.

One way to capture this divide in theoretical terms is to appeal to the theory of the extreme right produced by Dutch political scientist Cas Mudde. In his 2002 work, The Ideology of the Extreme Right, Mudde proposes that we look at the far right not as a single unified political movement, but rather as a map, composed of ideological islands. He states that political parties may be grouped together in what he calls a “party family”. The extreme right may have populist, fascist, anti-immigration etc. varieties, the ideological make-up of which may vary significantly from country to country, state to state. However, Mudde claims, all members of the extreme right party family share at least some, if not all of the following basic traits:

- Nationalism
- Racism

---

• Xenophobia
• Anti-democracy
• A propensity for the strong state\textsuperscript{62}

In this way, the Dutch scholar claims that a family has the following characteristics: a distinct group of parties that share the common ideological core (see above), the common core includes (at least) the feature described above, and within the broader family at least two subgroups may be identified, based on ideological extremity\textsuperscript{63}. This theoretical model provides sufficient background to situate Hungarian fascism in the broader context of the Hungarian far right. In this way, we may affirm that fascism was congruent with the Hungarian far right, but not synonymous with it. It shared some of its ideological traits, such as anti-Semitism, nationalist virulence, but sought to repair the wounds of the nation with a radicalism that was not shared by the others. It saw itself as part of a larger civilizational and political revolution, of European fascism, a semi-internationalist position which the traditional far right rejected in favor of a national approach. Fascism also wanted to completely overturn Hungarian society, and remove all but a few of the “useful” social classes, in order to realize the dream of a Hungarian Volksgemeinschaft, while conservative far righters wanted to protect the traditional form of Hungarian society.

**The history of transfers**

As we have stated above, Hungarian fascist ideology should be studied within its national context, as the Hungarian right had a powerful influence in developing some of the ideas and concepts which went into the equation of its discourse. On the other hand, we must not neglect the role of external influences, which helped to launch and shape the movements from outside,
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through indirect or direct action. The principal influence of German Nazism is paramount, as much of the conceptual toolkit of Hungarian fascism was directly lifted from it, and adapted to the domestic scene. Italian Fascism was also of secondary influence, not to mention other significant fascist movements from the neighborhood: the late 1930’s fascist press of Hungary was full of news about the Romanian Iron Guard, for instance.

The easiest way to grasp this in a theory is to call it a history of transfers. This is an approach of transnational history which contends that certain concepts were transferred unilaterally from one side to another, across borders, and adapted in their respective domestic contexts. Many in the field of fascist studies refer to the demarche as entangled history or histoire croisée\(^64\); I, however, have found little evidence that would back that Hungarian fascism had any influence outside the borders of Hungary, and insurmountable proof of the adoption of Nazi concepts in Hungary. This opens up an interesting theoretical problem: was fascism developed simultaneously in a number of European centers, and thus generic fascism is a theoretical tool, an ideal-type? Or did fascism come into being in a single center and exported, then adapted to particular national contexts? The latest trends in comparative fascist studies seem to suggest the former, as Eastern European scholars seek to integrate their own national stories into the larger discussion\(^65\). For many historians, integrating their national cases into a
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larger, transnational interpretative frame is synonymous with their countries being in tune with modernity in the interwar period\textsuperscript{66}. Recent debate within the field has revealed the following theories from known Eastern and Western European specialists in fascist studies: fascism must be seen both as a synchronic-epochal phenomenon, anchoring research to the study of interwar Europe; and as a generic-diachronic phenomenon, detaching research from particular historical periods or case studies, but instead treating fascism as a global phenomenon of the modern age\textsuperscript{67}. Most theorists also agreed that the approach which studies “varieties of fascism” must not be based on the “East-West” or “North-South” axis, as these are artificial divides, produced by the years of separation during communism, and must not be reified as true marks of difference. Fascism must be seen as a transnational phenomenon, which at the same time had local particularities and was anchored in the local contexts in which it appeared. However, as Mark Biondich pointed out, it is a difficult task to study fascism in the “East” and “South-East” through the lens of generic fascism, and synchronicity, due to our still flawed and partial understanding of the particular case-studies and national contexts that produced some of the movements that self-identified as fascist in the interwar period\textsuperscript{68}.

Even if we contend that fascism was a cross-European phenomenon, developed simultaneously in a number of national contexts, Hungary was not among its originators. It developed a strong fascist movement relatively late (1937-38), the ideology and political language of which is strongly and evidently influenced not only by its domestic context, but by

\textsuperscript{66}“Introduction: Fascism in Interwar East Central and Southeastern Europe: Toward a New Transnational Research Agenda,” \textit{East Central Europe} (Brill Academic Publishers, December 1, 2010).


external fascist discourses. In the thesis, I have attempted to trace the provenience of most concepts and narrative frames utilized in fascist discourses; in many cases, they are, at least initially, carbon copies of German Nazi or Italian Fascist utterances.

Cohen and O’Connor contend that the history of transfers is sub-variant of comparative history, which studies the practice of transference between national contexts. To this, I would add that the history of transfers is partly an exercise in Jürgen Kocka’s asymmetric historical comparison, especially for the purposes of this thesis: the concept and ideology of fascism was always transferred from one side (Germany, Italy, from where it originated) to another (Hungary) in an imbalanced manner, and many of its finer details were lost in translation. This is especially evident in the early adopters of fascism in Hungary, who perceived it basically as a combination between charismatic authority, nationalism and strong-statism (see chapters one and two). In this sense, Henk te Velde highlighted that adaption of the original practice to the national context is natural, even to the degree that it is sometimes not evident that there is a clear linkage between the original model and the adapted element. In fact, te Velde continues this is exactly the object of study for historians of transfer: the exact changes that occur during the adaption of concepts and practices across borders. I have chosen to study the transference of fascist ideology across borders into Hungary, in order to reveal how much of the original construct remained, beyond the Palingenetic ultranationalist and populist core. Chapters two, three and four show that quite a bit was adapted from German Nazism conceptual world, as a result and byproduct of the practice of transfer. The most significant elements relate to the aesthetic politics of charisma, party organization and outward appearance, but also the spatial


elements of nationalism and the social demagogy of *Blut and Boden*, not to mention the racial approach to nationalism.

**Conspiracies and fears**

While Griffin’s theorem answers most of the questions regarding the intellectual and societal motivations behind fascism, we have to also look at the phenomenon of reality-perception at the lower levels of society. While studying the discursive products of Hungarian fascism (press, periodicals, public speeches), I was struck by how simplistic and innately unintellectual most of the material was. This does not mean that the material is devoid of a certain philosophy. On the contrary, most of the published material contains an irrational theory so heavy that it fossilizes into a dogma already in the early-to-mid history of the movement(s).

Thus, the discourse analysis which I have undertaken would also benefit from a theoretical framework borrowed from anthropology, and not only intellectual history and the history of ideas (as in the case of Griffin and Mosse). The mass of the fascist movements, and certainly a greater part of its leadership perceived and made sense of reality through the skewed lens of a conspiracy theory, which it in part developed, and vigorously cultivated. U.S. anthropologist and political scientist Michael Barkun, working in the field of American political extremism and millenarian and utopian movements has put forward a thesis explaining the inner workings of conspiracy theories. The modern history of these theories originate in the early 1900’s, with the original model of a conspiracy being the anti-Semitic canard, “The Protocols of the Elders of Zion”. The American scholar traces the history of the Protocols back to the late 19th century, when the hoax was originally concocted by the anti-Semitic circles around tsar Nicholas II. The work contains all of the initial characteristics that would be maximized and extended in
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contemporary theories of conspiracy. Conspirational thinking, Barkun teaches us, is centered around the concept of stigmatized knowledge, which he invents in his book. Stigmatized knowledge refers to a type of cognitive action which is rejected by the mainstream due to its irrationality. This type of knowledge acquisition is in opposition to classic epistemology. It stands firm in its belief that it possesses true knowledge, rejected by the mainstream due to its controversial nature, which is inherently so dangerous that it risks toppling the superstructure on which the present value system is built. A good example of this is the anti-Semitic conspiracy theory of the Protocols which posits that the entire world order, including political and economic power is controlled by or in process of being taken over by Jews. The mainstream political commentators, historians and analysts reject this reality, in spite of evidence “offered” by the conspirators, due to them being also under the control of Jewry. It is this kind of inductive and circular logic that acts as the engine of a conspiracy theory. This sort of thinking was highly popular in the wake of the First World War and was influential in many political circles (especially the far right) all throughout the 1930’s. Conspiracy theories are also highly seductive in many historical contexts, as they offer easy solutions and answers to complicated conundrums. They do this through a subversion of the principle of Occam’s Razor or the law or parsimony, which states that among several theories explaining a phenomenon, the one with the fewest assumptions is probably the closest to the truth. A concrete example of this is the Dolchstoss theory or the Hungarian anti-Semitic theories concocted in the wake of World War I.

Historian Paul Hanebrink described the domestic origins of the theories concerning Jewish conspiracy as stretching back to the late 19th century, when they arrived in Hungary via
Vienna, and took on the shape of a “Kulturkampf”\textsuperscript{72}. This cultural and political struggle was waged between Jews and Hungarians on the national level, and between Christian civilization and Jewry internationally. Among the people subscribing to this theory was bishop Prohászka Ottokár, one of the foremost religious and nationalist ideologues of the pre-and post-war period. During and after World War One, this spun into a theory of an “inner front” composed of Jews, who were seen as “the elusive enemy”, trying to undermine the Hungarian fighting spirit and civilization with their “racial materialism\textsuperscript{73}”. Nationalist journalist Milotay highlighted the perception that “Jews controlled the most powerful tools of social and economic organization, who have…become a racially conscious state within the state…”\textsuperscript{74}. The subsequent events of 1918-19 led the political right to believe that its fears were confirmed, and that anti-Semitism was a proper response to a real and actual danger.

The complex phenomenon and multiple factors that lead to the loss of the war, the social and economic upheaval that followed, and the rough road through democratic and communist experiments was explained by the higher echelon by modernity and theories of degeneration. Many, however, simply believed that it was due to the action of the Jews, in their bid to destroy the nation from within. This vulgar theory of degeneration was the counterpart of the sophisticated theories of decay and loss of self, worked out by philosophers and social scientists. If the sense of being on the cusp of great change, of human nature and traditional society itself being under siege was a metaphor provided by high culture, the besiegers were personified by the scapegoating conspiracy theories. The conspiracy theory offered simple explanations, which could be understood by all, and offered a common enemy: Jews; this came in very handy in
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times such as the age of the economic crisis of the 1930’s. It claims to answer the questions that institutional analysis cannot, making sense of a world that is otherwise confusing to the lay person. It also creates a dichotomy of reality, in which two groups, the good versus the evil, are locked in a teleological battle. This simple dialectic may be the secret to the seduction of fascist ideology.

Barkun isolates three different types of conspiracies, categorizing them according to their scale and scope. The first are event conspiracies, related and resumed to one event, for example the assassination of a leading political figure. The second are systemic conspiracies, in which a distinct group works toward grabbing political power and changing an entire system of a country or nation to its own ends. This is the case which interests us most, for it is the group into which the Dolchstoss theory and the Jewish world conspiracy falls into. The last category is that of superconspiracies, which consists of stacked conspiracies, akin to the layers of an onion. A systemic conspiracy has the following characteristics:

- Nothing happens by accident.
- Nothing is as it seems.
- Everything is connected.

This type of approach is most evident in the interpretation of history that Hungarian fascists put forward. They departed from the fashionable theories of historical degeneration of society, nation and polity, and moved toward a conspiratorial interpretation of the past, by which they saw the action of Jews everywhere in the early modern, enlightenment and 19th to early 20th century periods, culminating with the tragedy of the nation in World War I.
The study of ideology through political concepts

One of the first features that become evident to the historian studying the ideological products of party politics (party programs, periodicals, public utterances), especially modern political movements, such as Hungarian fascism, is the self-imposed structuring of the source material. The materials are divided thematically, in some cases manifestly, in others the structure being found within the texts themselves, broken up into multiple recurring tropes. This is due to the fact that modern political parties, especially mass parties structure their discourse according to a list of demands that they feel the audience (the voters) need them to address. As we have seen, in the case of populism, Laclau calls them “empty signifiers”, which are eventually united under a single “empty signifier” or cause. These themes are elaborated according to what Austrian-American political scientist and economist Joseph Alois Schumpeter called the “market theory” of democracy or politics. According to him, political leaders and groups compete in an open market-like structure for the vote of the public in a market-like structure, with victory belonging to the highest bidder.

This type of interaction may be understood at the ideological and conceptual level by making reference to British political scientist, Michael Freeden’s theory of ideology. In his 1998 book, *Ideologies and Political Theory: A Conceptual Approach*, the author builds on Saussurian scholarship to offer a model of the structure in which ideologies exist. This blueprint investigates the semantic, focusing of shifting patterns of meaning, rather than just structure. Freeden builds his scheme up as follows: within society, there are number of shared concepts, both large and small, which make up the cultural vocabulary of a given society. Modern political

---

ideologies are composed of core and peripheral concepts, which are in continuous shift and may be reassigned a different status according to the changing context. Examples of such concepts are the ideas of freedom, justice, state, nation, origins and so forth. Concepts only have meaning in relation to one another (an influence of structuralism), and they are being constantly redefined by the activity of ideologies. The various ideologies may all assign a different meaning to a concept, or share the definition of a set of concepts, but differ on others or arrange concepts in a different hierarchy to suit their own devices. To remain with Mudde’s definition, within a party family, therefore a fascist party may share the organic definition of the nation with a conservative party, but differ on the interpretation of other concepts, such as individual liberty. The degree of success of an ideology is gaged by its success at furnishing society with the “correct” definition at one particular time, or in other words, by negotiating its own the definition of the terms to the correct contemporary context. With success follows a (temporary) imposition of its own definition of the concept, or set of concepts within society. What Freeden proposes we study is diachrony of the relationship between concepts and the semantics of concepts. Thusly, in my thesis I have proposed to study the relationship between the basic and secondary ideas that made up the ideology of fascism in Hungary. I also propose to use the comparative methods provided by the history of transfers, in order to link the various ideas to their sources and show their diachronic change. Ideas sourced from German Nazi ideology or even the domestic nationalism were adapted and changed to fit new schemes and political needs of Hungarian fascism. In this way, I shall also briefly trace their provenience (whether domestic or transferred), and their genealogy. The thesis shall also endeavor to look at the semantics of various ideas and concepts: the relationship between the signifier (the word) and the signified (the symbol, what they denote).
In this sense, my thesis utilizes concepts as a theoretical tool, as elements making up a larger system of ideas; thusly, the work is not a conceptual history à la Koselleck\textsuperscript{76}, in which ideas such as the aforementioned concepts such as palingenesis are diachronically analyzed. Rather, it is an exploration into the history of ideas, such as that championed by Iain Hampsher-Monk\textsuperscript{77}, in which context is all-important. In order to present the various elements that I have identified and that make up fascist ideology in interwar Hungary, I have taken their taxonomy as a basis for the analysis undertaken in this work. In most cases, political pamphlets, and attempts at a theoretical explanation of the ideology, authored by the fascist politicians themselves, were broken down into the categories that make up the backbone of my thesis: state, nation, history, people, society. In my work, I have often attempted to separate these ideas as much as possible, in order to dissect each one and present it to the reader in a more comprehensible form, but of course, they were interconnected and layered upon each other. This is the reason why I have taken a non-linear and non-narrative approach: the ideas are analyzed in a more clear and distinct manner if they are grouped together in thematic categories. In the structure of the thesis, I have insisted on highlighting the fact that interpretations of certain ideas, themes and concepts was not monolithic, but rather fluid (within, of course, certain general trends). Thusly, I have also grouped together, or presented separately, authors which ideas were different, variations on the same theme, or even contentious. For example, Szálasi’s idea of space and European existence differ from those grouped around Matolcsy, and again vary from those expressed by the historian Tibor Baráth. The ideas all reacted to one another and were developed in the same political scene, so there is a high amount of influence they exercised on one another, as well as a common

\textsuperscript{76} I Hampsher-Monk, K Tilmans, and F van Vree, \textit{History of Concepts: Comparative Perspectives}, OAPEN (Open Access Publishing in European Networks) (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 1998).

platform they established vis-à-vis other political ideologies’ interpretation of the same ideas or their contestations.

Interwar Hungary- ossification and revolt

Fascism in Hungary developed out of a very particular set of circumstances, composed out of the conjugation of the socio-economic environment, the political system and the political culture. In 1918-19, in the wake of the Great War, Hungary metamorphosed in a radical manner, going from empire to nation-state in a unique fashion. The upheaval of the First World War proved to be transformative all over Europe, as it brought the bourgeois way of life to an end, and made way for mass society, in all of its myriad forms. In his 2007 book, Roger Griffin revealed the World War as the catalyst for a mythopoeia of modernism, which began in the late 19th century and ended with the creation of the totalitarian projects of the early 20th century. Building of Arnold van Gennep’s and Victor Turner’s anthropologic theories on the rites of passage, Griffin showed that they were applicable to societies as well, which perceived themselves as passing into another state of existence. Indeed, according to Reinhart Koselleck, one of the characteristics of modernity was the opening up of historical time, in which the concept of future really appeared, and was understood as an unknown78. Thus, a section of society felt itself eternally propelled forward into a great unknown, in an eternal state of liminality. This gave rise to the fears and criticisms of modernity expressed by Nietzsche in

philosophy, Munch in art, and Le Bon in social science. Maurice Bloch described the method by which a society passes through to the new tier as process of regeneration, in which a society ritually achieves renewal through its own resources, in its search for transcendence. The liminoid transition to a new order takes place when a society undergoes a crisis sufficiently profound to prevent it from perpetuating and regenerating itself through its own symbolic and ritual resources. Examples of these may be natural disasters, or, in our case, the political, economic and social upheaval caused by World War I. For the Hungarian nation, this meant a transmogrification from the second fiddle in a large, multinational empire, with European and worldwide influence and Great Power status, to a backward, tiny rump nation-state in East Central Europe, sandwiched between enemies. The war, so destructive for the entire continent, was especially so for Hungary, which, after losing two thirds of territory and two-thirds of its population, had to deal with a completely changed state of affairs. It also faced three political revolutions in the span of two years, which threw the country into political instability. First, the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy fell, and the king was dethroned by count Károlyi Mihály’s democratic government on the 31 of October 1918 in what became known as the Aster Revolution. This weak political regime could not muster the resources to deal with the myriad of problems plaguing the “country”. It is difficult to even speak of a proper state at the time, due to the undefined territory and general chaos in which several political figures, such as the former power man and prime minister of Hungary, Tisza István, were murdered by marauding gangs of soldiers. The Károlyi regime attempted to handle all of the problems of establishing the structures of a fledgling nation-state on the ruins of the old regime, while managing the war-


ravaged country and endeavoring to deal with the fluidity of its political borders. The multitude of the problems of the country were too much for this government, which began to lose political support. It received the so-called “Vix notes”, which contained the decisions of the Paris Peace Conference, on the 20th of March 1919; this was the first nail in its coffin. The second was the decision of the Social-Democratic Party, which until then, was part of the governing coalition, to open talks with the Communist Party. The Communist and Social-Democratic parties declared the fall of the Károlyi regime and the democratic republic on the 21st of March 1919, and declared the Hungarian Soviet Republic. The communist experiment lasted until the 1st of August 1919, when a combined effort of the Romanian and Czechoslovak armies drove them out. The whole thing ended with a humiliating Romanian occupation of Eastern Hungary and the capital city of Budapest. The Romanian army retreated and put the counter-revolutionary forces of Admiral Miklós Horthy, who entered a beleaguered Budapest, in all the trappings of a former Austro-Hungarian naval officer, astride a white stallion.

The experiences of democracy and communist rule were not forgotten by the new rulers of interwar Hungary. The regime predicated its existence as a project of Hungarian recovery from the ruin of the war, and safekeeping against the dangers of pluralism and communism. Beside political, social and economic measures, it attempted to achieve this by producing a narrative which assassinated all of its real or perceived political adversaries. Typical of this attempt was the promotion of Cécile Tormay’s works, who interpreted the democratic and communist regimes in the frames of an aggressive, pathetic nationalism, calling them disastrous anti-national projects. This propaganda contributed much to the loss of credibility of these two political systems as alternate ways to manage a modern mass society. Hungarians were led to feeling that democracy had lost the war, and the Hungarian territories due to its weakness and
cosmopolitanism, and were appalled by the memory of the war and the Red Terror. This was compounded by the political developments in the fledgling Horthy-system. The admiral wasted no time in appointing first count Teleki Pál, then count Bethlen István at the heads of two counter-revolutionary governments, which set up the modern Hungarian nation-state. One of Bethlen’s most important measures to set up his regime (which would dominate Hungary for more than a decade, up to 1932), was to create the base for his political rule. The tool for this was a partly coerced, party voluntary molding together of the Christian National Unity Party and the Nagyatádi Smallholders Party in early 1922. In the words of Thomas Lorman, the latter voluntarily “put its head in the panther’s mouth”, due to its bad tactics and hunger for political power, thereby discrediting peasantist politics for the entirety of the interwar period. Therefore, in the span of no more than four years, democratic, communist, socialist and peasantist-agrarian forces had lost their credibility in front of the Hungarian electorate due to their exercise of political power. This had dire consequences in the coming decades, as the Hungarian public was caught in a nationalistic frenzy which lasted until 1945.

The system set up by Bethlen István had two major characteristics: it was anachronic and resistant to change. In a world that was moving toward mass society, the baroque system of interwar Hungary tried freeze history while attempting to develop technically. This is apparent if we take a closer look to the characteristics of the political system that was put in place after 1920. As mentioned above, Bethlen forged a political party out of the parts of his own center-right political formation and the Smallholders Party, called the Christian Agrarian Smallholders Civic Party. It became commonly known as the Unitary Party or the Government Party, and for

---

good reason: it dominated Hungarian politics all throughout the interwar years and up to 1944. This was achieved by a combination of strong-arm police tactics against the leftist opposition, corruption and cajoling the right-wing, and fixing the elections nationwide through legal and illegal methods. Firstly, Bethlen partly repressed and partly coerced the Social Democratic Party into submission, by curtailing its activity in the larger cities to the urban proletariat and barring its expansion beyond that. This was codified in the Bethlen-Peyer Pact of 1921, which restored the right of workers to strike and tabulated a number of their rights and privileges. The secret ballot was restored in the larger cities (mainly Budapest), together with the properties and rights to act of the trade unions. This served to channel the support of the working class toward the Social Democrats, who in turn severed their ties to Soviet Russia and the communists. However, over time, this resulted in an effective neutering of the left, as it was doomed to a perpetual minority political representation in the opposition: the workers could express their desires by voting socialist, but their votes were cast into the wind, as they had not concrete consequence.

As mentioned above, the smallholders and the agrarians had been absorbed into the governing coalition. The right-wing opposition was mainly formed by a loose coalition of former army officers, and freecorps members, intellectuals and urban bureaucracy, which formed the Party of Racial Defense. Officially called the Hungarian Party of National Independence, it was formed when Gyula Gömbös left the Unitary Party in 1924, with six of his fellow radical nationalist MP’s. The Racial Defense party did not have a large social basis, or much electoral support, and the differing views of its politicians and ideologues, ranging from the populist Szabó Dezső (who in the beginning served as one of the main inspirations, but by the mid-1920’s, had turned into a critic of the party) to the eugenicist Méhely Lajos to the theologians

---
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Béla Bangha and Prohászka Ottokár meant that it was never more than a loose coalition, held together by the forceful personality of Gömbös Gyula. When he left in 1928 to rejoin the government forces, eventually becoming prime minister in 1932, the party more or less fell apart.

In conclusion, the opposition forces had been neutralized for the greater part of the second decade of the 20th century. Bethlen made sure of this fact by enacting electoral laws that favored his forces. First of all, elections were held as open, not secret, and this fact coerced much of the electorate into voting government. Secondly, the government organized the elections through the regional governors called the főispán, who were appointed directly from Budapest. Thirdly, the electoral law of 1922 only allowed about 29.5% of the citizenry to vote, reduced from about 40% in 1920. The Franchise act of 1913 was put back into force in 1922, and the gendarmerie was used to the same efficiency as in the old regime to quash opposition.

In the economic sector, Bethlen favored industrialization, which he saw as a key to advance the competitiveness of the country on the international scene. This, in turn, lead to the conservation of the system of large landed estates as one of the primary forms of production in agriculture. This was due to two main reasons: while smaller estates produced a higher living standard and income per capita for their owners, they fell behind huge landed estates when it came to the sheer gross output of cereal for the export market. The second reason was Bethlen;s own attitude of social conservatism, which was a product of his social status, of a former large landowner in Transylvania. This informed his political program, and large landowners constituted a major part of his political and financial backers. The status quo was sanctified by introducing the Upper House of Parliament, dominated by magnates and religious leaders.

---
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Parliament, as such was dominated by large landowners (28.5%) and the bourgeoisie (62.5%, liberal professions, industrialists, state functionaries), who made up 91% of the deputies in 1935. Thusly, no real land reform was ever enacted in interwar Hungary under Bethlen. In fact, the two dominant types of landed properties in the interwar period were the large landed estate and the dwarf property:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Farms in 1935</th>
<th>Number (%) of all farms</th>
<th>Area as % of total area</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size of farm (hold)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0-5</td>
<td>72.5</td>
<td>10.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-20</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>21.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-100</td>
<td>5.4</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100-1000</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>18.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Over 1000</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>29.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Per capita income for the peasant families with 10-100 holds in 1931-32 was 432 pengő, which was just 81% of the national average income, while those having 1 to 10 hold earned only 227 on average, just 43% of the national average income. The peasantry was the largest segment of the population, numbering 4.4 and 4.5 million, between 1920 and 1941, but its share of the total population declined from 55% to 48% in the same period. Peasant living standards and nutrition were extremely low, when compared to European standards, leading to a stagnation
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of the population\textsuperscript{89}. Unemployment among agricultural laborers was a widespread phenomenon even before the 1929 economic crisis, and pressure valves, such as immigration to the USA, were not an option in the interwar period\textsuperscript{90}.

The industrial working class did not fare any better. Their incomes were about 80 to 90\% of what they had been in 1913, peaking in 1929, and dropping back down after that. In 1939, they had only recovered about 97\% of the 1929 level. In concrete numbers, this meant that in 1930-31, a miner’s wage, for example, was 534 pengő, about 80\% of the national average, a factory worker earned about 70\%, while a manual day laborer had only 43\%\textsuperscript{91}. Already in the 1930’s, they comprised over 30\% of the total workforce of the country\textsuperscript{92}. To add to this, in an effort to make the state more efficient, Bethlen fired about 60,000 public servants during the decade of 1920-1931\textsuperscript{93}.

The above developments were combined with a huge rise in the levels of literacy. By 1930, it had reached 90\%, and the populace was better informed than ever, with newspapers and new forms of media, such as the radio, reaching a large segment of the population\textsuperscript{94}. The number of newspapers grew from 1882 in 1910 to 1934 in 1938, with a reported total circulation of 100 million copies\textsuperscript{95}.

The institution of new educational and cultural politics by ministers Klebelsberg and Hóman saw more pupils than even attending the so-called popular schools (népiskolák\textsuperscript{96}). This meant that a large section of the population became available for political mobilization.
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However, the central authority did not express any desire to involve the majority of the citizenry in the political process. However, participants in education on all levels were given a strong primer in radical nationalism and the so-called “Christian course”, as the regime sought to spread its neo-conservative ideology. Each pupil and student was taught to support the national cause, and was indoctrinated with the cause of revanchist irredentism; typical of this were the provisions of the educational policy. Geography was taught always as the geography of historical, undivided Hungary, the history of Hungary had always to deal with the Treaty of Trianon and “the dictatorship of the proletariat”, the map of Hungary was always shown first as the undivided one, and every school day had to start and end with the recital of the Hungarian Credo.\(^97\) The Credo was a short prayer, mimicking the Christian Credo and read: “I believe in one God/ I believe in one home/ I believe in divine, eternal justice/ I believe in the resurrection of Hungary/ Amen.\(^98\)”. We may theorize that this is the first large-scale appearance of the national Palingenetic/resurrection mythos in interwar Hungary.

### School qualification levels of Hungary’s population between 1930 and 1941

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>1930</th>
<th>1941</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Completed university</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed at least 8 middle-school grades</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>5.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed at least 6 middle-school grades</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>4.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{97}\) Ibid., p. 150

| Completed at least 4 middle-school grades | 10.8 | 12 |
| Completed at least 6 elementary school grades | 48.5 | 55.4 |
| Completed at least 4 elementary school grades | 73.9 | 78.8 |
| Able to read and write | 90.4 | 92.4 |
| Able to read | 0.8 | 0.3 |
| Illiterate | 8.8 | 7.3 |


The number of universities also increased, from three on the territory of central Hungary, to five, with the repatriation of the Pozsony and Kolozsvár universities from the lost territories of Slovakia and Transylvania. They were relocated, along with their entire teaching staff, to Pécs and Szeged. Keeping these institutions was a matter of a mix of prestige and irredentism. They, in turn, started to churn out graduates in an increased rate\(^9\). Many alumni had, however, a great difficulty in acquiring jobs in their respective fields, due to the ossified and immobile state bureaucracy of the Horthy era. This, in turn, lead to sentiments of dissatisfaction and a rise in the feeling of anti-Semitism at the level of the universities, where the Turul Union dominated (one of the forces behind the Numerus Clausus law of 1920 in the universities). This further clamping down on social mobility meant an establishment of the phenomenon that British historical sociologist Walter Runciman identified as relative deprivation, among the highly skilled and educated. This

---

sort of evolution was typical of East Central Europe. A similar development was identified in neighboring Romania by historian Irina Livezeanu, who showed that Romanian fascist Iron Guard was born out of a combination of nationalist cultural politics and relative deprivation of the student generation of the 1920’s.\footnote{Irina Livezeanu, \textit{Cultural Politics in Greater Romania: Regionalism, Nation Building & Ethnic Struggle, 1918-1930}, Cornell Paperbacks (Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 2000).}

**The intellectual and political roots of Hungarian Fascism**

The history of ideas leading to the development and codification of fascism in Hungary may be resumed as follows:

1. It was born out of a gradual push and movement toward the right of the political spectrum. The 1929 financial crisis dealt a final blow to the neo-conservative politics of István Bethlen. A section of the far right, led by Gyula Gömbös, was coopted to power in 1932, and the Racial Defense Party splintered into smaller groups. This opened up a vacuum of power in the opposition, which the leftist parties were unable to fill, due to a number of reasons, most important of these being their curtailment by the central authorities, which were more forgiving with criticism coming from the right. This set up a relationship of mutual competitions between far right and fascism, which lasted until 1945 (evident in the Imrédy Hungarian Life Party vs. Arrow Cross, Hungary Renewal Party vs. Arrow Cross interplay).

2. Experimentation with fascist concepts imported from Germany, and to a lesser extent, Italy and the rest of Europe. These were synthesized with the ideas of domestic nationalism, originating from the Racial Defense Party. A good example of this is the evolution of anti-Semitism, from ethnic-religious to the biological realm, based partly on Méhely Lajos’ work, and partly on the theses of German Nazism.
3. The incorporation of a program of social demagogy and revolution. Hungarian fascism combined elements of populism, fascist corporatism, with elements of the critique of capitalism taken from socialism and Hungarian organic communitarism, which idealized the Hungarian peasant.

The most important ideological predecessor of Hungarian fascism was the loose coalition referred to as the Fajvédő group (Racial Defenders). It was composed out of a nebulous cluster of political figures, moving in and out of power: writers Szabó Dezső, and Lendvai István, journalist and publicist Milotay István, theologian Bangha Béla, scientist Méhely Lajos, politicians Eckhardt Tibor, Bajcsy-Zsilinszky Endre and Gömbös Gyula, and freecorps army officers Ulain, Héjjas and Prónay and many others. They would all have varying success in politics, and ultimately, dissimilar political options. For example, Bajcsy-Zsilinszky spun his nationalism into anti-fascism (which ultimately led to his death in 1944), Eckhardt moved to the USA to become one of the leading anti-communist émigrés, while some of the freecorps members became fellow travelers of the fascists (Prónay), or even outright fascists (László Baky, László Endre – both minor figures of the freecorps in 1919-20).

The core of their ideology consisted (loosely, for there were large differences between stances) of a dream of a renewed Hungary, which would sweep away the vestiges of the old regime reinstated by Bethlen. In the beginning, they believed that Hungary was about to undergo a sort of spiritual, national and “racial” renaissance. The end product of this spiritual rebirth would have been “the new Hungarian”, who would be free of foreign influences, cultural suppression and social oppression. The way toward this new Hungarian society and individual,
however, eluded the Racial Defenders. They either proposed different solutions, or remained at
the level of expressing criticism toward the existing state of affairs. They were the first to agitate
for a turn toward the Hungarian peasant, but they did very little to champion his affairs. Their
ways of doing politics shied away from the methods utilized by true mass parties, and they were
afraid of the mass in a truly middle-class manner. Hungarian historian Gyurgyák János correctly
identifies this as one of the main points of difference between them and their fascist successors,
such as the Arrow Cross Party\textsuperscript{104}. Another difference consists of their usage and apprehension of
the concepts of nation, people and race. Most of them used these terms haphazardly and
interchangeably, in order to signify basically the same thing: ethnicity. There were of course
differences, as stated already, most notably Méhely Lajos, and the rest were sufficiently muddled
in their expression that their cultural definition of nationalism could very well have flowed
toward a racial-biological definition of nation. They however, did not have any concrete theory
of racial difference based on morphology, no racial hierarchy, and generally, considered their
own nation to be of mixed background\textsuperscript{105}. The ideology, in the end, consisted of defensive
nationalism against real or perceived enemies, a rejection of multi-culturalism and the left, an
opposition of the ossified neo-baroque political and social system of interwar Hungary, and real
social awareness toward the plight of the peasantry\textsuperscript{106}. Their anti-Semitism was virulent, but
defined Jews on a religious basis.\textsuperscript{107} Hungarian fascists took from them their drive, their
motivation and the idea of a Hungarian spiritual renewal, and combined it with fascist methods
from abroad. In the latter years of the third decade of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, Szálasi and Hubay all
publically declared their movements to be continuators of “the Szeged idea”, which of course
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meant that they were tributary to the nationalism coming both from the conservatives and the racial defenders, for they correctly identified their ideological brotherhood, within the same political family.

Hungarian fascism developed its discourse inside a specific political language, of Hungarian interwar nationalism. The aforementioned “Szeged idea” was developed in a number of centers, most prominent of which were the Szeged and Vienna, where the counter-revolutionary politicians, servicemen and intellectuals gathered, sheltering themselves from the communist regime of the Hungarian Soviet Republic. The Szeged idea was, from the beginning, made up of a number of competing ideological elements: conservatism, integral nationalism in the Maurrasian fashion and right-wing populism, united in their opposition of bolshevism and the desire to re-conquer lost Hungarian might and territory. Horthy and his conservative circle utilized free-corps and militias made up of former low-grade army officers, such as Pál Prónay, Iván Héjjas and Ferenc Ulain, led by Gyula Gömbös. They were great fellow travelers in the period of 1919-1921, when the leftist opposition had to be put down, the rest of the political parties needed to be whipped into order and coerced into participating in the new political regime, and when Habsburg King Charles the IV twice attempted to reclaim his throne in 1921. However, their continuous radicalism and their clamor for social and political reform soon came into conflict with the more pragmatic politics of the conservatives gathered around Bethlen, who was put into power by the regent Horthy. They, together with their intellectual followers, were soon marginalized; the regime started to enact its own cultural politics by diffusing a mix of Christian conservatism and revanchist nationalism. The narrative of the new “Christian course” soon became all-encompassing, and attempted to format the Hungarian public opinion to the needs of the political regime. The Racial Defenders interpreted this as “a stolen revolution”, by
which the very elites they helped get into power betrayed them. They saw Bethlen’s reign as being synonymous with the return of old practices, in social and economic life, and clamored when the Numerus Clausus law was slowly phased out. In their opinion, the regime had not gone far enough. Meanwhile, both political groups, conservative and racial defender, thoroughly worked toward assassinating the left, a move which was quite successful for a while, curtailing the social-democrats and the communists to a few islands in the larger urban and industrial centers. On the level of public expression, this created a culture of nationalism, and a political language in which all claims and utterances were made within the nationalistic lingo.

The narrative of an “aborted revolution” eventually turned against the Racial Defense Party. The 1929 world economic crisis hit Hungary hard, and Bethlen fell from grace when he did not manage to handle the calamity adequately. When Gyula Gömbös left to take up his position as prime minister on the 1st of October 1932 (after the interregnum of Gyula Károlyi), the radical right felt that the hour of revolution had finally come. It is no coincidence that the first fascist political projects are launched around this time (the Scythe Cross party, the Meskó and Festetics groups), on the backdrop of a looming revolution both at home and abroad, where the German National Socialist Party was knocking on the door of political power. Gömbös would soon disappoint his followers; while he managed to push Hungarian politics further to the right, his hollow demagogy and nationalist slogans were interpreted by the majority of the racial defender leftovers and the rising fascists as a second “stolen revolution”.

The vacuum created on both the Hungarian far right and the left, where the demands of a large section of the population were fertile ground for the development of a political language based on social demands, was ultimately filled by Hungarian fascism, which became the largest oppositional force. It was successful due to the fact that it adapted its political language, and
worked within the confines defined by the nationalist and conservative right before 1932: it did not question irredentist nationalism, the genius of the Hungarian people and peasant. For the fascist political language, anti-Semitism was a sine qua non; its only ambition on the topic was how to extend radicalism on this topic even further, and give more precise, biological definitions of both Jews and the nation, inspired by German discourses. When necessary, fascist ideology historicized its narratives and theories to fit the regime’s and legitimated its demarche by pointing to the fact that it was an offspring of the Szeged idea (which, in many ways, it was). Thus, it was given a much freer rein than leftist parties did, and competed for their electorate successfully in many instances. Fascist parties brought together (in Laclau’s terms, a chain of empty signifiers) disenchanted right-wing intellectuals, former populists, leftists and déclassé elements, and many of the radical right-wingers from the racial defense camp. All came with their own interpretation of what fascism was, and what it could give them and the Hungarian nation. Eventually, these desires and wants were fused into an original ideological synthesis and political language.

The effects of fascist mass mobilization and ideology were strong on the political regime as well. As I have already mentioned above, the push toward the right (the coming to power of the Gömbös government in October of 1932), was one of the causes of the rise of fascism in Hungary. At the same time, it created the first revolution of a vicious circle which would send Hungary spinning toward chaos, a maelstrom of right-wing radicalization. The continuing rise in popularity of fascism, in the years 1937-38, led to fragments of its ideology and language being adopted by the government party as well, as it moved from the National Unity Party toward the Party of Hungarian Life (1939), and eventually The Party of Hungarian Renewal (1940, in opposition). The main architect of this radicalization was Béla Imrédy, prime minister between
14th of May 1938 – 16th of February 1939. After an initial attempt to repress the Arrow Cross, he recognized its success, and attempted to build a far right, para-fascist movement modeled on it, from the top down. He called it the Hungarian Life Movement, and its symbol was a Hungarian mythological animal, the cscodaszarvas (the Miraculous Deer). The movement advocated dictatorship, anti-Semitism and its political language was replete with nationalist slogans. In the fascist press, the movement was ridiculed, and the challenge was taken up: it is at this time that the Arrow Croos turned to outright opposition toward the government, calling it “the system”. The Imrédy movement attempted to compensate this by passing two anti-Semitic laws, in 1938 and 1939 (passed under Teleki, though a creation of the former government), and by nationalist banter. The competition between the government and the Arrow Cross, during this period, led to the apparition and solidification of a state-sponsored far-right political movement and ideology. In the end, extreme manifestations of nationalism and anti-Semitism became the norm, thrusting Hungary into the arms of Nazi Germany and leading it down a blind alley of paranoia and hate.

Fascist Charisma in interwar Hungary:

Contributions to the concept of charismatic authority

The concept of charismatic authority is very important for the understanding of how fascist political thought and discourse operated in interwar Europe. The studies concentrating on charismatic authority have, up to now, concentrated on two important questions: the components of charismatic authority and the reasons for its success in certain contexts. The present study shall analyze the manner in which the charismatic image of fascist political leadership was constructed in interwar Hungary. Hungarian fascism was among the more well-developed in its political family as a movement (perhaps less original in terms of ideology) and may serve as an important case-study for the analysis of the abstract concept of charismatic authority in real, historic context. I theorize that charismatic authority achieved a great deal of success in late interwar Hungary because of its complex nature, which derived authority from a number of sources. It is the argument of this study that Hungarian charismatic authority of fascist provenience utilized established cultural norms, a set of components "traditionally" identified as charisma, and rational-legal authority to construct an image of charismatic leadership.
Theory

The most important conceptual tool of this analysis is the concept of charismatic authority, as developed by Max Weber. The German sociologist invented the concept as a heuristic tool, one of his “ideal-types”. It belonged to a set of three other types, alongside traditional, and rational-legal authority. However, charismatic authority differed from the other two, because it drew its influence not from rules, institutions or positions of power, but rather from a faith in the exceptionality of the leader’s persona. The charismatic leader, according to Weber, is “set apart from ordinary mean and treated as endowed with supernatural, superhuman or at least exceptional powers and qualities…not accessible to the ordinary person but are regarded as of divine origin or as exemplary and on the basis of them the individual concerned is treated as leader109”. Weber also theorized that the attitude of charismatic authority is essentially revolutionary, and its influence unstable and transitory. The charismatic leader may lose charisma either by failure in his proposed mission or via success, as his authority transforms into the rational-legal or traditional forms. While Weber’s theorem is useful for the sociological and anthropological study of political power, for the purposes of this chapter I shall utilize his concept of charismatic authority as a political concept. In other words, Weber synthesized and theorized as an ideal-type an image, an idea, and a narrative about leadership which had developed during his time (the late 19th and early 20th century), and was alive and well as a desideratum in the political imagination of his contemporaries. The German sociologist used it as
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tool to study the social underpinnings of political power, but I theorize that charismatic leadership was also a key component of political discourses and understood as an alternative to other forms of statecraft and leadership.

Anthropologists Jay Conger and Rabindra Kanungo expanded Weber’s theoretical construct. They identified the ideal-type of the charismatic leader as possessing a set of qualities that include: 1. high self-confidence and self-determination; 2. a high degree of mental involvement in the mission and the leadership role and 3. a high need for power. They also built on previous research, stating that other distinguishing attributes were vision, emotional expressiveness, articulation skills, a high activity level and exemplary behavior. These are all elements which can be found in the image of infallible leadership projected by interwar Hungarian fascist politicians. I surmise that these components all go into a narrative which forms the discourse of charismatic leadership. This charismatic discourse is one of the key components of fascist ideology in interwar Hungarian, and European contexts; while it is not a determining narrative, such as palingenesis (as other ideologies, such as conservatism, authoritarianism and communism also utilized it), it was adapted by fascism into becoming one of the building blocks of its ideology.

Roger Eatwell applied the concept to the study of totalitarian politics, arguing for a restructuring of charisma into three different categories: coterie-charisma (between leader and the hard core of his following), centripetal charisma (the identification of the leader with the party, regime or state) and cultic charisma (the deliberate attempt to create a political religion around
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the figure of the leader). Eatwell also detailed a number of qualities commonly found in the images of all fascist leaders in interwar Europe. He also underlined the missionary vision of charismatic leaders stated by Conger and Kanungo, but added a few other dimensions. According to the British scholar, the charismatic leader possesses symbiotic hierarchy: he can portray himself at times as being an ordinary member of society. This hierarchy may be connected with the basic traits of populism given to us by Daniele Albertazzi, in which the leader is of the people, and simultaneously above them. Fascist leaders often utilized this strategy in order to establish the counter-cultural aspects of their leadership cult: they were representing the populous against the Establishment. Fascist charisma also binds attempts to bind together societies via Manichean demonization of a certain category of people (ethnic, social categories); the creation of an “Other” is highly important. Lastly, personal qualities, presence is also very important, however, often it is a fuzzy concept.

Constantin Iordachi, while studying the role of charisma in the Romanian Iron Guard, also praised the heuristic value of Weber’s concept, however, he established that it was useful only in explaining the nature of the relationship between the leader and his core followers in the Legionary Party (Iron Guard). The Romanian historian, while studying the strategies of political mobilization employed by the Iron Guard, concluded that charismatic leadership was only one of the elements; the Legionnaires also used millennialist cult of the Archangel Michael, the messianic mission of the postwar “new generation”, together with integral nationalism,
including calls for “cultural purification” and “national regeneration” modeled on the pre-1914 French pattern of Charles Maurras, coupled with virulent anti-Semitism. Iordachi also correctly established the tradition of charismatic politics in interwar Romania, going back to General Averescu’s People’s Party, showing the context which inspired the development of the leadership cult of Corneliu Codreanu, the Iron Guard leader. The frequent use of the concept charisma in the language of the Iron Guard led to the creation of further categories of party members, the elite, which also possessed fragments of the charisma of the leader (the Văcărășteni), and ultimately, Iordachi concludes, to the “routinization of charisma”. This ultimately eroded the Codreanu mythos and led to an imbalance between it and the needs of party organization (which needed to routinize charisma). Similar developments can be seen in the Hungarian case, where the charisma of Szálasi was used to inspire the party elite, which needed to see itself as the avant-garde of the political movement.

This is consistent with what has been described above by Eatwell as “coterie-charisma”. Building on the statement that in the economy of charismatic leadership it is not important what the leader does or who he is, but how he is perceived by his followers, I theorize that charismatic authority is limited to those who are convinced by its veracity (i.e. the coterie). Therefore, charismatic authority has to be studied as a means/attempt at political legitimation. It must not judged by the measure of its success, but analyzed to understand what components it is made up of. These components must be comprehended as furnishing something that the target public (those who accept it) needs, because it fits the cultural and political context in which they feel themselves to be a part of. I also hypothesize that charismatic authority is a cultural code, and a
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product of culture. Interwar fascists built the charisma of their leaders out of certain elements (religious, moral) that were a part of their respective societies’ cultures and were easily recognizable. Sociologist Philip Smith stated that a direct connection can be traced between charismatic success and a cultural perception of the world which is dominated by strong perceptions of good and evil\textsuperscript{120}. In this cultural setting, charisma acts by creating “negative charisma” as a counterpart and seeks to destroy it\textsuperscript{121}. Interwar Hungarian society, with its liminoid condition, its strong Judeo-Christian moral code shares much of the cultural requirements for the establishment of such a type of charismatic authority.

The second most important theoretical tenet of the thesis is that of generic fascism. I shall make use of the studies on ideology within fascist studies, namely of the heuristic model provided by Roger Griffin. In this sense, fascism shall be understood as a populist ideology, which seeks to renew the national community via an ultranationalist regenerative plan\textsuperscript{122}. Griffin’s model is highly useful for the purposes of this study, since it is built on the Weberian ideal-type model.\textsuperscript{123} The concept is especially functional, if we put it together with Weber’s stipulations on the relationship between charismatic authority and crisis. Weber claims that charismatic authority emerges in times of such crisis, when it is especially successful and influential. I hypothesize that such crises may manifest themselves at the level of perception; they are a form of gaining knowledge about the world, and of endowment with meaning. The liminoid person(s) may seek the protection of charismatic authority in times of crisis, real or
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perceived. The charismatic personage may attempt to heighten the scope of liminality, in order to draw more support; the two have a symbiotic relationship.

Method

The method of this study shall be a synthetic discourse analysis of various attempts to create Fascist charisma in interwar Hungary. As stated above, I shall utilize the concept of charismatic authority and charismatic political leadership primarily not as a theoretical concept of social science, but interpret it as a power-narrative prevalent in the pre-and post-war historical period. Much like the narrative about decay, the mythos of a providential leader who would guide the nation out of the crisis it perceived to be in was a popular interpretative scheme, based not on careful study of social realities, but on irrational perceptions. In this way, the inner logic of charisma and the concepts which go into its makeup may be successfully dissected through an analysis of discourses and practices.

For this purpose, I have selected a number of typical pamphlets, articles and books, all written by more or less successful fascist politicians and activists. The article shall attempt to identify the main components of charismatic authority, as perceived by the authors of the texts. It shall also extract the common points and do a comparative study of them. They shall then be filtered through the cultural-political context of interwar Hungary.

The study of the charismatic sources of the authority of fascist leadership has received little attention in Hungarian historiography. While there are quite a few books dedicated to the phenomena of fascism and to the role of fascist leaders in 1930-40’s Hungary, they can mostly be characterized as political histories, summarizing events. The most prominent of these are
Karsai Elek and Karsai László’s works, which concentrate on the activities of Szálasi Ferenc, the leader of interwar Hungary’s most prominent fascist organization, The Arrow Cross Party-Hungarist Movement. Founded in 1935 (fascist parties had already appeared in Hungary in 1932) as The Party of National Will, his organization went through a number of reshufflings and official bans, and gained the name Arrow Cross Party in 1938. The next year, the party registered its most significant electoral breakthrough, becoming the largest opposition party in the Hungarian Parliament. Szálasi could not enjoy this success, as he was serving prison time on charges of treason; his trial and the projection of his sacrifice for the movement did much to help the Arrow Cross gain support among voters. The party lost much of its popular support during the wartime years, but Szálasi still maintained a significant amount of support among his hardcore followers even after his release in 1940. Indeed, by 1944, the date of the German occupation of Hungary (after a defused attempt of Miklós Horthy to change sides, as Romania did in the same year), the Arrow Cross Party remained the only political organization which could still muster some semblance of mass support. This prompted Germany to put the Arrow Cross and its leader, Szálasi, into power, in October of 1944. Budapest was almost encircled by Soviet forces at the time, but in the capital and countryside the Arrow Cross and the gendarmerie organized pogroms and a high number of Jews were murdered among the chaos.

**Horthy and the others**

Interwar Hungarian political culture was highly accustomed to charismatic authority. Beginning with the second decade of the 20th century, the cult of state leaders became official, with the coming of admiral Horthy Miklós to this role. He was stylized by the press and official
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discourse of the period as a providential figure, who delivered Hungary from chaos and put her back on the track of becoming an important factor in Europe. He was also well aware of the important role of associating himself with the cultural archetype of charismatic leadership: he rode a white horse upon his entry into Budapest, in 1919. This contrast, of the chaos of the past few years, with war, revolutions, and foreign occupation, and the leader, riding in on a white steed, in order to restore order, was intentional, and brought with it a new style of theatric politicking. Horthy repeated this performance in 1940, when, after the Second Vienna Award, Hungary regained lost territories: he once more rode in on a white horse to “rescue” the Hungarians in the larger cities. The Horthy cult was maintained by the press and the state apparatus, and was a mainstay of the entire period.\(^{125}\)

It is important that we make a short mention of the main characteristics of the charismatic myth of Horthy Miklós. This is important, for it sets up the political-ideological context in which fascist charismatics was developed. Moreover, a number of common elements between it and the fascist charisma meant that they eventually entered into a relationship of competition. I shall shortly describe the discursive strategies employed by the fascists to negate and sterilize this rivalry.

Historian Dávid Turbucz, the author of a recent Horthy biography, identified three main elements of his official cult, since its beginnings in 1919-1920. The first was his military past, and the supposed heroic achievements on the front of World War I. Dubbed “the Hero of the Novara” (the name of his military vessel) or “the hero of Otranto”, his military prowess, clear mind, decisiveness as a leader and bravery in the line of fire were hailed as unequalled by his

They built the narrative on the praise and good press he received during the war for his hypothetical military victories (although much of this was wishful thinking, for the Austro-Hungarian navy was blocked in its Adriatic ports for most of the war, and only carried out a few sorties). Soon, in 1920, he became a providential idol, and hailed by the right-wing papers and politicians as the person who had rescued Hungary from total destruction, at the hand of communists and weak leadership (during the Károlyi period). During a 1919 gathering of counter-revolutionary leaders, Gyula Gömbös put forward a number of other characteristics of Horthy that would become part of the canon. According to Gömbös, Horthy was heroic, to the point of self-sacrifice, and would “gladly give his life for his country and nation”. The admiral was also portrayed in the press of the period as a unifier of the nation, or conversely, the personification of all of the popular desires, of the will of the entirety of the nation. He was “just”, “honest”, “a real Magyar lord”, whose mouth “never told a lie”. The Szeged group tried to portray him as the new father of the nation, and soon, the patriarchal image stuck.

This image of Horthy solidified so strongly into a dogma, that it became a mainstay of right-wing political languages (which dominated the Hungary in the period). For far right and fascist movements it was therefore necessary to work within the confines of this scheme, and set up some kind of relationship with the patriarchal leader-image of the admiral. Their solution was to borrow some of the elements of the Horthy-cult, fuse it with components of external fascist ideology, and create their own narrative of providential leadership. Building on the fact that both the idea of providential and patriarchal leadership had religious undertones, fascist ideologues attempted to shift Horthy-cult into a secondary position, based on agency. Thusly, the charisma
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displayed by fascist leaders such as Szálasi was always providential, active and Christ-like. Conversely, Horthy’s charisma was much more patriarchal, God-like and aloof; its passivity was seeded between the lines. A good example of this is the series of articles that usually appeared on the pages of fascist newspapers and journals on the occasion of Horthy’s birthday or the commemoration of one or more of his glorious past achievements. Papers like the Pesti Újság or Magyarság praised and eulogized the leader of the state, chronicling his past achievements. However, as a general rule, they preferred to omit him, and in these rare occasions, when they had to give homage to the regent, they presented his past role as a hero, and did not underscore any of his recent activities. Not wanting to create conflict, they glossed over the fact that he was responsible for putting into power the conservatives they hated so much, and attempted to set up a relationship in which he would voluntarily give political power to fascism. The most outspoken proponent of this construction was Szálasi himself, who throughout the interwar period had the fix idea that if he obtained an audience from Horthy, he could convince him to divest power to the Arrow Cross. He imagined the future association between himself on the dynamic of the Hitler-Hindenburg or Mussolini-Vittorio Emanuele relationships.

**Popular geniuses**

Having established a propensity for strong leadership in the interwar Hungarian political mind, we may concentrate on how charismatic leadership was envisioned by Hungarian fascist thought at that time. The idea of a leader, endowed with exceptional charisma and qualities, was
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an especially important part of Hungarian fascist ideology. The first articles and propagandistic works that can clearly be identified as being fascist all dealt to a greater or lesser extent with the idea of the leader. One of the earliest examples of such an endeavor is Dr. Némethy Béla’s pamphlet entitled “Hol vagy magyar Hitler?” (Where are you, Hungarian Hitler?). Published in 1932, the short book hails “the beginning of a new era”. Némethy establishes that the age of liberalism and capitalism has come to an end, “since it cannot and will not freely distribute the gains of production among the members of the community”. He then continues to extol the higher value of a socialist state, however, one that is based on the national community, which is the only true foundation “on which the tenets of socialism can be realized”. The following chapters are dedicated to the description of national socialist policies, in which the state takes the role of a proactive agent. This is less interesting for our topic of charismatic leadership; however, the tenth chapter of the pamphlet gives us a first glimpse into how Hungarian fascists imagined their leader:

“In our earlier demonstrations we have alluded to the fact that a Leader is necessary for the success of National Socialism. This man, who shall not name himself the nation’s apostle, but be recognized by the suffering people as leader, based upon his talent, his force of will against adversity and his puritan dedication toward national socialism, has to rally the people to the flag. His first task shall be to unify…The desperate…tens of thousands of intelligentsia, the oppressed hundreds of thousands of workers of factories and land await the rising of the sun over the dark Hungarian plain, waiting for that…soldier, politician, publicist, or even painter’s or
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stonemason’s apprentice, who may already be amongst them…they all ask: Where are you, Hungarian Hitler?\textsuperscript{133}

These few short passages already tell a great deal about the characteristics that a Fascist leader should possess, in order to qualify for the support of the charisma-seeking crowd. First of all, one has to notice a most significant detail: the role of the leader within the organization and the community itself. The first lines in Némethy’s book already described how the nation “seeks” someone to rally behind, who can realize the new order\textsuperscript{134}. At that time, this person was to be Gömbös Gyula, ex-officer and the leader of the radical right wing formations in the parliament. Two things may be concluded from these passages: the first, that the leader plays an integral part in revolutionary transformations. The second is that the people, while an important agent of change and history, cannot exist without leadership. They must rally behind a charismatic leader in order to enact great changes. The lost thousands cry out for a leader, as in Némethy’s text: the mass exists in a state of disorder or limbo without great leadership to mobilize its creative energies. These were typical topoi in the texts of the period.

The quoted passage also establishes for the first time a set of characteristics for the leader. The first is that the leader is “of the people”. This is an important element of populist discourse, in general. It point to the fact that the leader is not part of a higher class or ruling intelligentsia. He may be, as Némethy wrote, a painter’s apprentice or a soldier. Owing to this provenience, he is in tune with the needs of the people, and is also anointed by them to enact their requests. However, the leader is not just an archetypical member of the community, but one that is selected, as we can see in the quoted passage above, due to his extraordinary set of
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qualities. At this early stage, Némethy only mentions “talent” as an inborn trait, which is rather fuzzy, but the principle of the leader’s traits is established. Other traits mentioned include his force of will and dedication to the common good, which is synonymous with ideological indoctrination. The leader therefore rises above his peers due to his almost religious devotion to the bettering of the situation of the community.

The first significant fascist movement in Hungary, the Scythe Cross Party, enriched the palette which was used to paint the figure of the leader. The Party, existing between 1931 and 1936, was the first openly national-socialist party in Hungary with a mass following. It was led by Zoltán Böszörmény, a former student and amateur poet, turned fascist activist, who the party faithful hailed with the title of “Vezér” (Leader). Böszörmény was the first Hungarian politician who attempted to construct an image of leadership for himself, as laid down by Némethy’s crude blueprint. In order to achieve this, he relied heavily on the (supposed or existing) charismatic elements of his own personality. These are very well synthesized by the small party booklet entitled “Böszörmény”. In it, he had a variety of poems, hymns, speeches, the party anthem dedicated to himself, or containing large parts which referred to him.

“Böszörmény Zoltán is our ancestors heroic soul/made flesh for the final battle/A miracle come to life/God’s new scourge/The blood-relative of king Attila/The sword of chieftain Almos/The pure blood of Arpad/…The justice hammer of Hunyadi Mátyás…Who is Böszörmény for us?/Still you don’t know?/Oppressed Hungarians: Your Prophet!/On this Earth follow only him/He is the cornerstone of a new millennium.”
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“In this country bleeding from a thousand wounds, the exploiters, enemies, deceivers of the Hungarian people all curse one man: Zoltán Bőszörmény, this great genius, man of rock-solid will, pure white honor and stable discipline. This prophet on a godly mission...Sin fears him, because he is the only one who can win in this great fight. This Leader feels his nation’s suffering through his own. He is totally different from the politicians aping other’s ideas, building on them with Jewish mortar...He heard the cries for help of his people, the Almighty sent him among us, he became Leader due to God’s will...Let him come forth, who is more talented, dedicated, Hungarian, sacrificing, then him...”

The short book is full of similar articles. Bőszörmény is primarily hailed, as we can deduce from the quoted passages, because of his extraordinary qualities. He is primarily a genius, a man capable of feats that ordinary people cannot achieve. Upon closer inspection, his qualities are a repertoire of the best features of the Hungarian nation, but hyperbolized: a genius, a man of fanatical belief in the cause of the nation, dedicated to it body and soul. The thesis of exceptionalism abounds in all of the descriptions in the book. A new feature which was added by Bőszörmény’s political organization was the endowment of the leader and his mission with a religious substance. This was a rhetoric strategy, which sought to transform ideology into a political religion of sorts. It built upon established and shared cultural mores of Hungarian society, relating to Judeo-Christian hagiography and narratives. These were established mental patterns in interwar Hungarian society, as in all European societies. The image of Bőszörmény as a leader was molded to fit that of Jesus, by way of parallels. Both delivered society from chaos; both were sent by God and both were on a holy mission. Also, Bőszörmény was styled as being included in the pantheon of national heroes (Attila, Arpad, Hunyadi), which was made up of
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persons with similar qualities, who lead the nation at times of great success, or delivered it from periods of crisis.

Bringers of the new age

The sources for the descriptions quoted above were the foreign totalitarian cults of personality. Hungarian fascists understood themselves as being part of a larger, pan-European movement or family of ideologies. As we have already seen in the case of Némethy’s pamphlet, strong political leaders, such as Hitler, proved to be the model to follow. They were understood as the most prominent and successful exponents of the European trend of fascist turn, and indeed, Hungarian radical thinkers believed that under similar leadership, their country may follow suit. The period produced a number of Hungarian panegyrics of Hitler and his German state, and a similar number of works dedicated to Mussolini’s Italy. This was so especially since the Hungarian radical right began to see itself retroactively of being among the avant-garde of right-wing political movements (in the light of the events of 1919), which led to the development of fascism in Europe.

These types of texts were quite popular in the first half of the 1930’s, when experiments of charismatic fascist leadership produced very weak results. A typical pamphlet of this sort was Oláh György’s “From Lance-Corporal to Dictator. Hitler’s Revolution”. The journalist, formerly belonging to the populist movement, published his book in 1935, which was a biography of Hitler, describing his early life to his achievements to that point. The work described his life as a linear path toward success, and exhorted his charismatic qualities, his organizational genius, his ability to inspire, and his blind dedication to his cause. The work’s goal was to inspire domestic attempts to create charismatic leaders, as the author confessed in the epilogue: “I was inspired to
write this popular work by the months spent in Germany at the most glorious time of the national revolution...For a son of a humiliated, destroyed nation it was natural to be inspired by...masses of people marching under his window, singing about national renewal. Such works continued to appear up to the early 1940’s, the most prominent belonging to prominent Arrow Cross Party politician and journalist, Hubay Kálmán. The book was entitled “Two Revolutions” and was a biography of Mussolini and Hitler and a recounting of their achievements in their respective states.

The apparition and mushrooming of such texts may be understood by making reference to the historical context of the period between 1932 and 1933 in Hungary. 1931 witnessed the exit from power of Bethlen István, after roughly 11 years of dominating the political landscape. After the short interregnum of the Károlyi Gyula government, the radical right had managed a palace revolution, due to mounting social pressure, Gömbös Gyula became the next prime minister. This galvanized the radical right, as they thought their hour had arrived, and that the country would be energized by a new charismatic leader. The left wing parties had also began to re-establish themselves and garnered more and more popular support, manifested in the September 1st, 1930 and spring and winter 1932 demonstrations, many of which were put down violently by the authorities.

The trend of charismatic politicking continued in late 1932-early 1933, with the establishment of the first marginally successful fascist political projects. In 1932 and 1933, two new parties were founded by politicians who had distanced themselves from prime-minister
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Bethlen István’s ruling Unitary Party. The first was a former populist and agrarian politician and journalist, Meskó Zoltán. He founded his Hungarian National Socialist Laborer’s and Agricultural Party in late 1932. He used his parliamentary mandate in the Lower House (obtained as a member of the ruling party) and his newspaper, The Pest Daily (*Pesti Újság*) to secure publicity for his political project. A series of articles published in this daily synthetically describe the concept of charisma and leadership, as Meskó understood it.

“the decades of suffering have woken up the soul of peoples worldwide. From their depths the great energies of new national consciousness broke out. Great leaders first molded their countries, then the world to their image; Mussolini, Kemal, Hitler- their names are on victorious banners in their countries. Their victories signal the victory of morality against immorality.”

The article continues by stating that the Italian, German and Turkish example brings forward a new era, led by new statesmen. In these countries, the people have manifested their need for strong leadership, in order to lead them out of their previous state of crisis. The crisis manifested itself not only socially, politically and economically (through lack of equality and power being concentrated in the hands of a selfish clique), but also morally and culturally (the loss of a sense of mission, which would bring together the national community). The strong leader (Mussolini, Kemal, Hitler, and afterwards, Meskó) was presented as a providential figure. He was the solution to this crisis, through the power of example. The community would only have to do two things: accept him as their leader and follow his example. This parsimony (the mode of thinking that posits that complex problems all have a simple origin) created a duality in
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fascist discourse. The figure of the leader is transposed over the problems society is facing, and presented as an alternative for them, a panacea of sorts.

Problems were presented in a similar vein by the exponent of another early fascist political project, count Sándor Festetics. Also a breakaway from Bethlen’s conservative Unitary Party, he was an aristocrat with a great deal of political experience, who recognized the turn toward right that Hungarian politics was taking in 1932-1933. A great landowner and owner of his own newspaper (called Mezőföld- Meadowland), he also had the advantage (as Meskó) of having a parliamentary forum to espouse his ideas. In his newspaper, he published a series of articles very similar to those of Meskó, in which he prophesized the end of liberal democracy and capitalism, as a form of socio-political existence. They bore such titles as “The Twilight of Democracy” and “Tempora Mutantur”, and foretold not only the end of democracy, capitalism, and the liberal age, but also the birth of a “new civilization”. He also identified Hitler, Mussolini, Pilsudski, and Kemal as the contemporary political figures which merited emulation. The duality of leader and crisis was maintained in the texts.

Martyrdom and leadership without leader

The most well-developed discourse on the idea of charismatic fascist leadership belonged to the luminaries of the Arrow Cross Party, and was concentrated toward the leader of this party, Szálasi Ferenc. The Arrow Cross Party is the generic name for a number of political formations lead by Szálasi, beginning with his entry into politics in 1935 (the party had to change its titulature a number of times due because of bans by the government). Szálasi held the concept of charismatic leadership as one of the core tenets of his ideology, which he entitled Hungarism. From the beginning, he established his first party (The Party of National Will) as a new type of
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political organization, which had a strong personal connection with the leader. The head of the party was Szálasi himself, who was not subject to question, critique or demotion. Membership in the party also entailed total submission to the will of the leader, who acted as the vanguard of the organization, coming up with the tenets of ideology, political strategy and the official line on all matters. Other members could only advise the leader, and nothing more. This was not a new element, the Scythe Cross Party members having already used it in the early 1930’s (they took an oath on Böszörmény to follow him), but it was the Arrow Cross Party that first used it effectively. This image, however, only existed in theory, or rather, at the level of party discourse, as we shall see.

Szálasi and his Arrow Cross were also the first to make use of two new elements to bolster the charisma of the leader. The first was the exploitation of martyrdom. The very real harassment by the authorities and the setbacks which the movement saw because of them were transformed into a process via which the leader gained charisma, instead of losing it. The second element was the utilization of the leader’s past, in which parts of his previous life, in which he benefited from institutional-legal authority, were instrumentalized to create charismatic authority.

Szálasi’s image mainly consisted of classical elements of attributed to charismatic leaders. In the 1944 work “From the struggles of Szálasi”, party activist Csonka Emil describes him as an exceptional leader. Firstly, the book begins with a praise of Szálasi’s oratorical skills at the 1937 speech given at the Buda Vigadó\(^\text{144}\), at the founding meeting of the Arrow Cross Party. Szálasi was said to have inspired the crowd, endowing them with a sense of meaning and

\(^{144}\) a congress hall often used for political rallies by various political formations, located in Western Budapest
purpose. The party faithful then rushed out onto the streets, with cheers of “Hail Szálasi”. His presence and oratorical skills, his eloquence are all praised in the work.

“after the Vigadó speech, the hounding of Szálasi intensified, being fueled by deep pits of hate against him, because they recognized it as a call for battle, and recognized that Szálasi had great qualities as leader and statesman. Every politician who aims high is enamored by power. This is not a bad quality, but a virtue of leaders, without it they would not be fit for the role. Whoever denies this is not a statesman or leader, but only a politician.”

“Also near the town of uniformed miners went out to greet the Chief. 200 miners were in military lines in the side of the country road, and the group of women and the youth organization in a marching column. The Chief got out of his car and shook hands with the members of the delegation. A big roads of the village were yet to come, however; Szálasi joined the miners in the ranks and made to walk the remaining way…from the lips of thousands of miners roared the cheers,...the crowd shouted “Szálasi! Szálasi! Szálasi! ” The youth sang Arrow Cross songs, rhythmic tunes. Between the rows of the crowd led the way up, flowers were falling on all sides in front of Szálasi,”

This overly positive image of Szálasi’s qualities as a leader must be contrasted with the actual evidence of the period. According to a number of sources, his actual presence was much less inspiring and charismatic; however, his supporters were attempting to follow the foreign examples of fascist charismatic narratives, of Hitler and Mussolini, and created the charismatic image, in spite of their leader’s lackluster abilities as an orator and organizer. If we contrast
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Szálasi’s projected image with that of Hitler’s, as identified by Ian Kershaw, a number of similarities emerge. Both were seen as personifications of the best qualities of the nation, he possessed unique leadership abilities, was envisioned as the future administrator of popular justice, and the voice of the people, was honest and sincere. Both upheld the rights of their nation before external threats and owing to their martial background, hailed as heroes of the World War. Both knew the value of suffering and sacrifice. Finally, both were the personification of the bulwark against all enemies of the nation, internal (Jews, Bolshevism) and external.

As mentioned above, one of the novel elements in Szálasi’s image was the addition of charismatic elements which were derived not from the qualities of the man himself, but his former institutional affiliation. This appeared first in the speeches of Hubay Kálmán, Arrow Cross deputy leader, in the Lower House of the Hungarian Parliament. Szálasi, who was serving time in prison at the time, could not formally respond to the accusations brought against him in Hungary’s political forum by deputy Berg Miksa. Berg, a deputy of the Independent Smallholder Party, correctly sensed the sources of Szálasi’s charisma, and attacked him at his weakest points, accusing him of not having proper Hungarian birth and not possessing Hungarian citizenship legally. Hubay Kálmán, enraged by these attacks, responded in an interpellation:

”...one of the greatest personalities of today’s Hungary, because he came to the attention of the most respected government and the less-respected Jewry. This man is being investigated by the police, though he was the one of the bravest soldiers of the world war, who gained the Iron Cross at 19, and gained a further 9 commendations after that. This Szálasi Ferenc was the
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Hungarian Army’s most promising carrier officer, because of his quality of being the most appreciated staff officer.\textsuperscript{151}

This meant that Szálasi gained charisma not only from his personal characteristics, but also from his past as a high officer of the Hungarian Army and a war veteran. These two positions made possible for him to receive residual rational-legal authority. We may imagine that former officers and war veterans still received a high amount of respect from ordinary members of society and were perceived as still being associated with the posts they once occupied. As the army was a symbol of order and discipline and self-sacrifice in interwar Hungary, it helped filter the image of Szálasi.

However, Szálasi’s former army status did not impede the authorities sentencing him to prison on the accusation of treason and activities against the state in 1938. His jailing meant that the party and the “Hungarist” movement were without actual leadership. Nevertheless, the period between 1938 and 1940 was the time of the greatest successes of the Arrow Cross Party both at the ballot box and in terms of membership numbers and political influence. This was possible because of the phenomenon I have dubbed “leadership in absentia”. This term means that while Szálasi’s political influence was curtailed, his role became a figurative one; the symbolic role, however, far outweighed the real role of the leader, as the party was practically lead by his second in command, Hubay Kálmán. Szálasi’s image served as a symbol of martyrdom and was adeptly manipulated by Hubay in the pages of his daily “Magyarság” (Hungarianness). After Szálasi’s sentencing, Hubay developed a binomial image of the precedings in the newspaper. The party and the leader were identified with “Christianity” and “Christian morals”, while the

prosecutors and the police were accused of being under the nocent influence of Jews, “The killers of Christ\textsuperscript{152}”. However, due to their “Christian” qualities, both party members and party leader were capable of great sacrifice for the final goal. In this period, the slogan “Without Good Friday there can be no resurrection” was invented and popularized. The party and its members were subject to “persecution”, and the parallel between the early Christian religion and the Arrow Cross Party was set up: “whose final victory cannot be halted\textsuperscript{153}”. The common threat of “persecution” was used in the Manichean manner described by Roger Eatwell, as a tool to bring the party faithful together; one of the Arrow Cross leaders, historian Málnási Ödön, even went as far as declaring: “I hope that they won’t deprive us of the great support of persecution in the near future\textsuperscript{154}”. The idea of sacrifice and obedience toward charismatic authority was codified by the introduction of a large number of key-words in the articles referring to the party and leader. The members were often reffered to as being \textit{fanatical Christians}, \textit{fanatical Hungarians}. This was paired with: “national socialism is not only a system of duties, but also of sacrifices. The heightened sacrifice of the individual for the community, in order for the community to make security and well-being for the individual…the brick of the nation is struggle and sacrifice its mortar\textsuperscript{155}”. The articles in Magyarsag are rife with examples of sacrifice, either referring to the jailing of the leader, or harassment by the authorities or even assassinated members: “…we Hungarists are calm men…if they want to make martyrs of us, then they shall have martyrs.\textsuperscript{156}”

At the same time, the main motif of the articles describing the fate of the leader is “suffering”. His poor living conditions, his family’s suffering, his sickness are all described in great detail. Hubay invented a new monicker for him, to heighten his role as martyr: prisoner 9323, after his
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cell number in the prison. At the same time, the paper started a 42-part series of articles on Hitler’s sacrifices in prison, entitled “From the citadel to the chancellorship”. The comparison between the two situations was implicit.

Szállasi was also described in many pieces as being “alone” or “lonely”. This term heightened his heroic quality, and also grew the Szállasi-Christ comparison. The party quickly stepped up the cult of the leader with a number of practices. Honorary dinners were held every October 4th, on Szállasi’s name-day, called “Prison dinners”. A Hungarist prayer was drawn up, which contained the phrase “I believe in Szállasi, my leader”. Many leaflets, pictures, mirrors, pins and other propaganda material were produced at this time, with Szállasi’s portrait and the text “Prisoner 9323”. Later, on his release from prison, the leader is presented as being reinforced by the experience. The prison sentence is interpreted as a sort of test, or a rite of passage, which secured even more the role of leader for Szállasi. Csonka Emil’s book shows him as not wasting time in prison, studying, writing, and thinking about ways to set Hungary back on the path toward glory. Again the Hitler-Szállasi equivalency was being played up.

The martyrdom of the leader was thought up in order to capitalize on a number of cultural symbols existent in the minds of Hungarians. An obvious parallel was drawn between the sufferings and sacrifice of Jesus on the cross and Szállasi Ferenc at the hands of the authorities. The charisma of Szállasi floated as a Leviathan over the Arrow Cross Party, which managed to unify all the smaller fascist parties in 1939; the party appeared to be led by a dictator, but was really a coalition of smaller, autonomous forces. This strategy proved successful, if we only take
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into account the relative number or votes the party gained in the same year: 29, becoming the largest opposition party in parliament\textsuperscript{158}.

The organization of the Arrow Cross party also reflected the role of charisma. Here, the leader was given an inordinate amount of power, and ability to oversee and correct any and all political activities of his party members and organs. While the political organization was split into women’s, youth and proper party organizations, both centrally and territorially\textsuperscript{159}, with a pyramidal structure, the party organizational guidelines offered the opportunity (in theory) to the lowliest party member to appeal to the leader directly\textsuperscript{160}. This was probably enacted to avoid the “routinization of charisma” described by Iordachi for the Romanian Iron Guard. In reality, the party structure reflected exactly this process, together with the late Arrow Cross press. In it, certain lieutenants of Szálasi attempted to derive some of his charisma and direct it toward themselves. The most significant of these was Hubay, who, while building his leader’s image up, also published profusely, in the form of books, and newspaper articles especially, highlighting the volume of work he did in service of the party\textsuperscript{161}. This was also done in order to underscore his role as the mediator between the aloof leader and the party faithful or the person who was Szálasi’s voice. Of course, these types of attempts never actually challenged the role of the leader or question his charisma, but attempted to deviate some of his popularity to their own ends. If we were to remain with the religious terminology, their relationship was akin to the relation between Christ and saints.
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The Arrow Cross Party and its leader actually managed to access the avenues of power, through the back door provided to them by Nazi Germany in October 15th, 1944. It is interesting to contrast Szalasi’s charisma in this period with that of 1938-39. The Arrow Cross newsreels of late 1944, and Ruszkay Jenő’s eulogy from the pages of Magyarság, addressed to his leader represent good examples of the reconstruction of fascist charisma in the period. The newsreels presented Szálasi as being swooped into power on the back of a popular uprising, on the shoulders of his political soldiers (failing to mention that the Arrow Cross Party servicemen were actually armed by the Germans)^162. In the subsequent newsreel, the new Nemzetvezető (Leader of the Nation) was presented, being sworn in front of the parliament, troops and in the traditional seat of power, the Buda Castle^163. This was done in order to project an image of legitimacy and popular support for his rule. The press and media later presented him as touring the country, being present on the frontline. The implication was that he took an active role and was a direct agent of the most important political actions. In the press, Ruszkay hailed him as a hero, a savior of the Hungarian nation:

“…I do not salute you as the holder of all of political power, as national leader, or even prime minister, but the Hungarian man who, at the last moment, the last catastrophic second,…when the most vile…treason was almost successful…when the Jews on the Eastern front were already preparing to massacre us in droves…pulled back the nation from the edge of the precipice….You prepared for this action, due to your great foresight…you and only you…may now begin your great mission…the fanatical belief in the nation, which burns within you, and which inspires a great part of the nation…gives you the strength to enact those radical and needed measures…it gives us strength and radiates strength …the fate of the nation is in

^163 “Filmhíradók Online,” n.d.
your hands. With you it shall succeed or fall…it is yours to command! May God bless your work! I salute you, Ferenc Szálasi!\textsuperscript{164}

There is little actual difference between the tropes of charismatic discourse of the pre-war years, and 1944; to a degree, the rhetoric even seems more radical, due to the closeness of the war, which enhances the contrast of the Manichean construction. Szálasi was still regarded primarily as a providential figure, a genius (he had the foresight and bravery to act when needed), and a personality capable of great sacrifice, with a fanatical belief in the “higher cause” of nationalism (he possessed a “mission”). Ruszkay still hailed him as the personification of the nation, imbued with a divine aura, who could do no wrong.

In the area of practices, Szálasi was to become the total dictator of Hungary, his power extending to all areas of state and society, as his new post (of National Leader), modeled on the German Führerprinzip, combined all three branches of power. In practical terms, he controlled very little, as the country was occupied by the German Army; his regime’s only contributions were in funnelling resources to the Germans, prolonging the agony of Hungary by keeping it in the war and enabling the Holocaust. The regime became a parody of itself, lost in its dreams of personal leadership, all the while being subjected to one of the most open foreign occupations.

\textbf{Conclusions}

As much as it may be inferred by the demonstrations of this historic case-study, Max Weber’s concept of charismatic authority is still highly useful as a heuristic device. It is especially utilizable when it is understood that it is culturally conditioned. Charismatic
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leadership, as we have seen in the case of interwar Hungarian fascism, is a means for extremist political organizations to gather mass support, but is also a way of endowment with meaning. The components of charismatic leadership, however, do not always fully follow Weber’s scheme. Many times, residual elements of traditional, or legal-rational authority are core components of personal charisma. The case-study presented above seems to support David Beetham’s findings, and his criticism of Weber’s concept of charismatic authority. Beetham criticized Weber’s idea of legitimacy for not being able to integrate normativity, and leaving too much up to the perceptions of those who participate in the process of legitimation. The measure of legitimacy is made up of all three components, traditional, rational-legal and charismatic all participating in the creation of authority in the modern state. While I do not support Beetham’s moralizing standpoint, he clearly demonstrated how Weber’s categories bleed into one another, and how one may work to construct another.

Moreover, charisma is often based on a system of cultural references. In the case of Hungarian fascism in the 1930’s and 1940’s, this was Christianity: the charisma of Christ was often the source of inspiration for secular charisma. The exceptional qualities of the leader therefore pail in front of a larger mythical image of charisma, pre-existent in the minds of all members of society. The Manichean understanding of leaders and lead versus an outside threat is also an important factor in the economy of charisma; there must at least be a sense of liminality in the minds of the followers. The positioning of Weber’s ideal-type, within a heuristic definition of the fascist minimum is therefore highly conducive for successful monographies or comparative studies of fascist ideology.
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The concept of the nation

Symbolic geography and nationalism: spatial understanding of the nation

The First World War changed the perspective on a host of issues, including the manner in which warfare was conducted, society was structured, and politically represented. One of the byproducts of this great upheaval was a novel understanding of the national existence, configured in spatial terms. For the first time, the geopolitical context became paramount, and the concept of the international community, was brought to the fore. This was a consequence of the global nature of the war, in which alliances were forged according not only to national interests, but spatial proximity. The existence of national communities in contiguous imperial contexts was one of the many causes of the war. The quest for a clear definition and delimitation of the national space through political borders was the chief goals of European nation-states before, during and after war. A good example of this phenomenon was given by the “geographic” competition between the various nations at the negotiating table during the peace talks in Versailles. Each side began utilizing a mixture of geography and studies in ethnicity in order to back up its claims to disputed borderlands. One of the most detailed (and most interesting, for the purposes of this study) such ventures was produced by the Hungarian delegation. Led by Teleki Pál, a respected scientific figure, a geographer, it produced the famous “Red Map” (also known as the “Nationalities Map”). It was utilized as evidence of the
Hungarian claims of dominance in the Carpathian basin. A novel scientific product, it was the first visual representation of ethnic realities in the area, based on statistical data gathered in 1910. The map combined geography and studies in ethnic density: each nation was represented by a color on the map. Hungarians were allotted red, giving the map its famous title. It was also a highly sophisticated bit of visual politics and trickery. Firstly, red being the highest on the frequency and wavelength interval among the colors of the visible light spectrum, it stood out among others, which were given a dim hue, or even striped white, in the case of Croatians. Secondly, most areas were colored only with the color of the majority population, not accounting for minority existences which in some cases amounted to close to half. Although ultimately an unsuccessful attempt at shaping international perceptions and policies, the map fixed the manner in which Hungarians thought of their national space, and also cemented geography and ethnic population density studies as tools of political argumentation.

The Teleki map left a mark in Hungarian nationalism because it addressed an important issue, which was a constant of the interwar period, up to 1945: firstly, the place of Hungary within the region, and secondly, in Europe and the world overall. What would the role of this “rump” (as it was often referred to in interwar nationalist lingo) Hungary be in the new international community, and how could it assert its interests? The argument was now not only an internal one, but had to be proven on the European and international stage, as some neighboring countries and actors even disputed the primacy and in some cases, the necessity of existence of the Hungarian state. This question could not be ignored by any political formation seeking support in Hungary, and Hungarian fascism proved no exception. From its early years, it showed a special proclivity at perceiving the internal problems of the country in a larger, European context. This was due to the fact that it perceived its own existence as a political
movement and ideology as being part of a larger, European trend, and indeed (as shown in chapter 1) part of a turning point in history. As such, it was paramount for Hungary, as the argument went, to integrate into this transformation, and turn to fascism as soon as possible, in order to be among the winners when the process ended. The spatial coordinates of Hungary were therefore thought to be dependent on temporal ones, inasmuch as the Hungarian nation could grasp the importance of the historical crossroads it found itself at, and make the right choice.

The significance of the national space was also highlighted due to its deterministic role. The Carpathian basin and the Hungarian nation were seen to be inextricably interlinked by Hungarian fascist thinkers. Certain geographical features, such as the Carpathian Mountains and the Danube were not only seen as bulwarks and borders in front of foreign nations, but were also understood as contributing seminal features to the Hungarian national and racial character. The Carpathian basin and its area were also understood as being of prime importance for Europe, both culturally and geo-strategically. This was true for past historical processes, but also asserted itself in the present, therefore boosting the importance and international role of the Hungarian nation, which was bound to existence in this zone. Hungarians could not exist without the Carpathian basin, and Europe was dependent on the Carpathians. These were just some of the arguments laid out by fascist ideologues in Hungary in the late interwar period and during the years of the Second World War. They were expressed in a number of books and short pamphlets, but also widely diffused in the periodicals and newspapers that made up the core of the communications and propaganda apparatus of the Hungarian fascist movement. As we shall see below, there were a number of different streams of interpretation concerning the role and place of Hungary in the present and in the fascist future. These mainly referred to its exact situation vis-à-vis the great European fascist metamorphosis. They either placed it squarely at the center
of this transformation, and at the core of Europe, historically; or at the periphery of this movement, the center being localized in Germany and Italy. According to this interpretation, Hungary found itself historically, and indeed, represented the border of Europe. Many of the fascist discourses of interwar Hungary seem to display a high level of irrationality and inconsistency, however. Thusly, it is not surprising that in many cases, elements from both interpretations coexist within the lines of a single text. In the following chapter, I shall isolate the main streams of argument, and isolate the specific concepts that the Hungarian fascist ideologues worked with, in order to recreate the symbolic geographic world created by them.

**External influences**

Fascist discourses referring to the linkage between space, territory and nation were hardly a sui generis phenomenon. They were highly tributary to fascist ideologies outside of Hungary, especially Nazi Germany, and to a lesser extent, Fascist Italy. This is evident in the specific forms that spatial planning and formatting took on in Hungary, and even in the terms chosen to express specific concepts: *Grossraum/ Great-space, Lebensraum/Living Space* and so forth. These were more-or-less mirror translations of their external counterparts.

The most important influence of German National-Socialism on Hungarian fascism was its strong linkage between people and space, and the creation of the concepts of *Grossraum, Lebensraum* and the New European Order (*Neuordnung*). The history of these concepts goes back to the late 19th century, to German geographer and ethnographer Friedrich Ratzel, who coined the term Lebensraum. His ideas were taken up in the years of the Weimar republic by Karl Haushofer, and Rudolf Kjellén, who spun them into a new scientific doctrine: geopolitics\(^{167}\).
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The two created a new approach to land-based imperialist schemes, by connecting physical geography (anthropology) with political geography and elements of economics. Their theories created the concept of Reich (empire), as composed of Raum, Lebensraum and a strategic military outline. Within a greater Raum, the Volk (defined on a racial basis) lived, imposing its civilization onto lesser peoples who only possessed Kultur. The geopolitical school also treated the state, the people and land as a singular organism, and underlined the connection between people and soil (Boden)\textsuperscript{168}. The link between politics and geography was strengthened, as they perceived that a survival of a nation depended on its seizure of land; states and nations were understood as being locked in a continuous struggle for land, for Lebensraum. There could not be a state without Raum. Raum was linked to the biology and demography of a people, Haushofer and others declared.

These ideas were developed further by two theorists linked directly to German National Socialism: Carl Schmitt and Walter Christaller. The former worked out the concepts of Grossraum, linking it to the already existing Lebensraum, while the former invented the terms of de-territorialization and re-territorialization\textsuperscript{169}. Lebensraum was defined not only as an acquisition of sufficient new space which would insure the survival and development of a nation, but also as the germanization of that space. The methods chosen consisted of establishing Grossraums, which were essentially greater spaces of German domination, gravitating around the central axis, and existing in order to service the inner, national space. Schmitt imagined a space which was filled by politics: the “German nation” was conceived as a spatial organism aimed at realizing a historical destiny: the joining of a people and a unified, endlessly perfectible German

\textsuperscript{168} Ibid., p. 9
space. Christaller provided the functioning mechanism of the Grossraum: it would consist of an interminable expansion, in which peoples would be displaced, the territory emptied (de-territorialization) and then germanized (reterritorialization). In Italy, there also existed similar ideas, centered around the journal Geopolitica, headed by a Triestine geographer, Ernesto Massi. The Italians terms were “spazio vitale”, which consisted of “grande spazio” and “piccolo spazio”. The grande spazio was similar to the Grossraum, and the piccolo spazio to the concept of Lebensraum. The right to conquer a grande spazio for itself was reserved to a few select nations, which possessed the spiritual, civilizational and racial superiority necessary for such a venture. This enabled them to have “civilizing” (to be read: Italianizing) mission in the area of the grande spazio.

These ideas had a considerable influence on Hungarian fascism. Firstly, the meaning of the concepts was not lost on the Hungarians, who desperately clung to the idea of Neuordnung Europas, and avoid becoming an element of the German Grossraum, which they hoped would stretch into the east. Secondly, they adopted this idea, and attempted to create a theoretical space in which Hungary would claim ascendancy, namely South-Eastern Europe (the Balkans). This secondary fascist empire envisioned by Szálasi and Baráth would exist in a symbiotic relationship with the other fascist empires of Europe, securing its southern and eastern flanks. The creation of such an imperial space was born out of the traditional desire to re-conquer lost territories, but took on a theoretical form which was clearly inspired by National Socialism and Fascism.
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Szálasi

Geographic determinism of the nation and the state was one of the main elements of Szálasi Ferenc’s political thought. Being the nominal leader of the most important of the Hungarian fascist movements, his charismatic image meant that his ideas had a dominant influence over fascist ideology in Hungary at the time.

Szálasi’s spatial nationalism was present in his works from very early on, beginning with his second published book, entitled Cél és Követelések (Goal and Demands), which appeared in 1935. This coincided with Szálasi’s formal entry into politics, at the head of his newly-created NAP (Party of National Will). The book can be considered to represent one of the earliest programmatic works of Szálasi, and was also among the first concrete and coherent statements of goals of any fascist party in Hungary. The work already contained the kernel of the fascist leader’s understanding of the national territory and its boundaries. It dubbed it “Ősföld” (Ancient Land), one of the many acronyms used by Szálasi, and declared its re-creation to be one of the main goals of his party:\footnote{175}:

“…(the Ancient Land) is a country meant to balance out East and West, North and South. Under its authority, different peoples make up a superior nation, needed by God and Nature, and for the interest of European peace and security of possession.”\footnote{176}

\footnote{175}Ferenc Szálasi, Cél és Követelések (Budapest: Királyi Magyar Egyetemi Nyomda, 1935).
\footnote{176}Ibid.
From the outset, one of the interesting features of Szálasí’s nationalism we can observe from the passages of his 1935 work, is his absolute confidence and sense of equality in the superior qualities of the Hungarian national character. He places Hungary in the middle of his imagined European nexus of power, as a sort of irreplaceable balance, a lynchpin of stability of the continent. In this way, Hungary represents the European synthesis itself, a key player on the level of other greater powers.

Szálasí delimited his vision of the ideal Hungarian state as “being circumscribed by the Carpathians, and stretching out to the Adriatic”. The source of this construction is obviously the maximalist and revanchist nationalism of the 1920’s and 30’s, which espoused the lost glory of the pre-1918 and medieval Hungary. Obviously, Szálasí was a man of his times, as his vision coincided with the mainstream interpretation of irredentist nationalism. However, he broke with the usual patterns of ultranationalist interpretation by suggesting a novel structure for the state. He proposed the creation of a new type of national state, on the territory of the “Ancient Land”, influenced by ethnic density. Szálasí dubbed it “Hungária Egyesült Földek” (United Lands of Hungary), and it featured a territorial distribution, which, at first glance, allowed a semblance of national autonomy to the many peoples living under its authority. It was composed, as its name suggests, out of a total of five territorial subdivisions, named “Részföldek” (“Component-lands”). The largest, and most important was allotted to Hungarians, and called “Magyarföld”. It dwarfed all the others, and had a central position. The others included Slovakland, Ruthenland, the Land of Transylvania, Croat-Slavon Land and the Western Mark. The basis of this administrative structure was inspired by historic division between Hungary proper, Transylvania and the Kingdom of Croatia; however, the author broke with traditional divisions, and added a number of new elements, such as lands for Slovaks, Ukrainians, and Germans in the west. These
had never existed in Hungarian history as separate entities, and seem to reflect the contemporary political situation.

If this initial structure seemed to suggest a softening of nationalist attitudes, it is contradicted by the definition given by Szálasi in the following sentences. He was convinced that the future state of the United Lands of Hungary would come about as a result of the common will of the peoples living on its territory, who recognize the necessity of such a construct, due to the commonality of their interests. This naïve interpretation is a trademark of Szálasi, whose interpretation of the needs and wants of surrounding nations was not in tune with reality. Often criticized for this naiveté, he put forward his concept of “co-nationalism” to address the projected lack of desire of minorities to participate in the project of his United Lands. This understanding of nationality and ethnicity shall be addressed in another subchapter.

He also stated that these peoples, by themselves, do not constitute a nation, but are the building blocks of the Hungarian nation. This seems to originate from the traditional 19th century concepts of nations and nationalities, according to which national existence and culture was closely tied to the ability of state-formation. Szálasi’s whole construction thus seems to possess anachronic and unrealistic, almost naïve characteristics. This air of superficiality, was however, shattered by his next work, entitled “Út és Cél”177 (“Way and Goal”), from 1936. In it, he clarified some of his earlier views on the exact structure of the future state and the role of the peoples within it. The common will, projected so positively both in this and his previous book, upon closer inspection, is revealed to be nothing more than naked imperialism. On the first page of the book, he declares:
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“Hungarism was not meant for the Rump Country, and not even solely for the Hungarian people, but to the thousand-year Fatherland surrounded by the Carpathians and crossed by the Danube, and all the indigenous populations living on its territory, who, under the leadership and with the direction of the Hungarian people, and together with her, make up the moral, spiritual, material, political, economic and social unity of the Hungarian nation.”

As we can see from the passage above, the peoples living on the territory of this future Hungary were meant to be led by Hungarians. The additions of cultural autonomy and plebiscites (to assess the desire of the minorities to participate) were given as incentives, although the practicalities of such a procedure would obviously yield results which can easily be anticipated (as they would follow after the military occupation of the lands). This system was entitled “Pax Hungarica” by Szálasi. On the field of foreign policy, he envisioned a smooth cooperation in the “new national-socialist European order” with other fascist states.

One of the main criticisms of Szálasi against the old order was that, while it managed to maintain Hungarian statehood on the Western model, it failed to integrate the nationalities of Hungary organically into the state and political life of the country. Szálasi, instead, preached a totality of the nation, and minorities could not escape integration into it. They would be allotted national space according to what Szálasi perceived as their national character. These characteristics, interestingly, were also pre-defined by their space; were certain social positions were allocated to the various peoples by this arrangement. Slavs would be given the most inhospitable lands, in the mountains; the German, hilly regions; Romanians, alpine mountainous areas; finally, Hungarians would dominate the plains (which were, of course, the most abundant
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and hospitable areas). With the exception of the Germans, which in themselves lived in diaspora, they were already segregated into “closed national blocks” (though Szálasi stated that contact, communication and admixture was natural and the peoples could not be separated after 1000 years of coexistence). The peoples, in return for these rights, would be demanded “loyalty” to the Hungarist regime, in the form of a “life-contract”. Breaking this contract would be interpreted as treason, and the peoples would have to “bear the consequences” regarding their rights and duties.

The Hungarian fascist leader further underlined the closed unity of the Carpathian basin, in which its peoples formed a cultural synthesis, best harnessed in the future by Szálasi’s ideology, Hungarism. He also highlighted the strategic importance of the geographic entity of the Carpathian basin, stating that it was a central area, and indeed “the most European” out of all countries, since its political borders and economy was wholly European. With this over-exaggeration of the MittelEuropa concept, Szálasi attempted to prove that the stability of the Carpathian basin was of great importance not only to the region, but Europe itself. The basin, of course, could only be stabilized by insuring Hungarian primacy. In his warped vision of unfettered nationalism, the fate of Europe depended on Hungary.

Szálasi further expanded his geopolitical theories after 1936, being influenced both by foreign fascist discourses on these topics, and by the rapid evolution of the international situation. His spatial philosophy was perhaps best expressed in a lecture series given at the Arrow Cross Party Headquarters on the 15 and 16th of June, 1943. His ideas were at complete maturity at this point, and he put forward a number of new concepts: “Nagytér” (the Greater
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Space), „Élettér” (Lifespace, a correspondent of the German Nazi concept of Lebensraum), and „Vezetőnép” (Leader-people).

The most important spatial concept invented by Szálasi was that of the Life-Space. According to him, each nation possessed a living space, a place of genesis and existence. According to his logic, humanity constructed its existence from three basic elements: the family, the space it inhabited, and the working place. It was natural for families that shared common traits, habits and traditions, he said, to seek each other’s company and flock together\textsuperscript{184}. In the beginning this did not result in the occupation of a clear living space, as many such formed peoples existed in a nomadic, transient state. They secured their existence and their “working place” in a migratory fashion. This, however, ended with the acquisition of the Life-Space. It is through the occupation of a stable territory that a people or conglomerate of peoples became a nation\textsuperscript{185}. Territory and space, in a sense, come to define a people and its characteristic, according to the fascist politician. I theorize that the precise form of this spatial definition of the nation is not a coincidence, but derives directly from Szálasi’s ultranationalist credo. It directly mirrors the grand narrative of Hungarian history, in which the people (or indeed, a conglomerate of tribes, sharing common language and customs), united under a strong political and military leadership, occupied the territory of their future state, in the Carpathian basin. The Hungarian name for this, “Honfoglalás”, describes just such a process, and it seems Szálasi saw it as a pivotal element in Hungarian national existence. This was done in order to avoid ethnic mixing at the core of the space, and would insure the spatial marginalization of the other ethnicities; it bears a lot of resemblance with Christaller’s theories of de-territorialization and re-territorialization.

\textsuperscript{184} Ibidem, p.11
\textsuperscript{185} Ibidem, p.12
The Life-Space was so important, that in his words, a people cannot exist without a fixed space to inhabit. This is why, the speaker concluded, that the Jews cannot be called a people per se, as their defining trait is transitory, therefore their loyalties are nonexistent. From Szálasi’s musings, we may derive a categorization of peoples living on the territory of Hungary. Firstly, there was the Hungarian people, who possessed both living space, and leadership qualities (to this I shall return later); secondly, the national minorities of Hungary, which, while sharing the same living space, must be relegated to a secondary status. Together, they formed the Hungarian nation, through the practice of “Co-nationalism”. The last category belonged to Jews, which were regarded as alien, migratory elements, and could not share in the living space. Indeed, “Co-nationalism” was directed against them, and can be understood as common anti-Semitism.

The second term, that of the Greater Space, referred to the geo-strategic position of the Hungarian state and nation. It was an attempt by Szálasi to theoretically integrate Hungary in a coherent manner among the continental powers. The Greater Space was composed of so-called “national communities”. These communities were formed by nations sharing close proximity to each other, which, in Szálasi’s view, had a contiguous existence. They were linked by common cultural and civilizational elements, but also by common technical development and economic interests. Europe was such a Great Space, according to Szálasi, and the rest of the world could be divided into such elements. He boasted that his Hungarism provided an ideological template for the functioning of this Great-Space, as it was based on the recognition of the existence of it, and of the common traits outlined above. He also stated that resources to maintain the national communities were plentiful in all these Great Spaces. If the theory of his Hungarism was recognized, war and aggressive imperialism would not be necessary in the future to regulate the
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interrelationship between nations. Struggle was of course, a natural trait of existence, but it could be streamlined and unified toward the needs of the national community. His vehement rebuttal of imperialism was, however, only aimed toward anti-Hungarian interests, for he devised a partition of the European “Great Space” in the following passages that suited his own interests. Firstly, he stated Europe may be separated into two major parts: political Europe and political Africa. He included most of Northern Africa into the European lifespace, as it had historically been occupied by Europeans in antiquity and in the present colonial state. Political Europe he divided into five “lifespaces”, arranged according to what he perceived to be ethnic and political congruencies. Thusly, the North-Eastern or Slavic North-Western or German, the south-Western or Latin, the South-Eastern European or Hungarian, and the pre-Asian or Islamic lifespaces were drawn up. In this configuration, he put German Nazism and Italian Fascism on equal footing with his Hungarism, and singled out Hungary as a leader in the South Eastern area (mostly understood as the Balkans)\(^\text{188}\). This was backed up with historic evidence by Szálasi, presenting Hungary’s past dominance in the area. The fragmentation of the area into small states meant that they posed a continuous threat to European stability. The capacity of the Hungarian nation to create large and powerful state in the area in the past meant she was the only one who could pacify and lead this quagmire of nations. This lead into the last concept put forward by the leader of the Arrow Cross Party in his 1943 speech: the Leader-People.

The qualities of a people may be ascertained by its ability to lead, according to the speaker. This is proven by its historical record in achieving, what Szálasi referred to as “motion”,
within the Great Space. A nation of leaders was also defined by its ability to impose rule and authority over its respective lifespace\textsuperscript{189}.

In the past, the French, English and Americans invented and practiced the system of liberalism, and lead through it, imposing it, and their political will, throughout the world. This system had by now, outlived its usefulness, and managed to survive only in a stunted way in the United States. The new wave was led by another group of peoples that were and had been in the past, leader-peoples as well: Hungary, Italy, and Germany\textsuperscript{190}. In fact, Szálasi listed the leaders of Europe as always having been the Russians, French, Germans, Italians and Hungarians (he considered the English as being extra-European)\textsuperscript{191}. At present, only the latter three were destined to rule, as they had each created a revolutionary brand of fascist political ideology. However, the fact that Hungary had, at the time, still not adopted his Hungarism, gave Szálasi some pause for thought, resulting in underlining the “leadership potential” of his people, but underlining the fact that leaders can be made and unmade. The positive outcome would, of course, be a result of recognizing the historical significance of the fascist political revolution, and adopting in Hungary it as soon as possible.

\textbf{Baráth Tibor}

Szálasi’s rhetoric and ideological constructs had a significant influence over other fascist thinkers in Hungary. The latecomer historian, turned-fascist theoretician, Baráth Tibor developed his own ideas on the subject, however, his 1943 book, Az Országépítés filozófiája a Kárpátmedencében (The Philosophy of State-Building in the Carpathian Basin). The book is one of the few examples of fascist scholarship, mixing scientific and political arguments. The main
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topic can easily be gleaned from the title: it is a theory of Hungarian state building within the space of the Carpathian basin. Its main sources of inspiration were the Nazi spatial concepts of Grossraum and territory.

The first chapter of the book begins with a complex geographical description of the topography and hydrology of the area defined by the author as the Carpathian basin, which roughly coincides with the borders of pre–Trianon Hungary. Baráth insists on the geometric perfection and unique nature of this geographic formation; this is a common trait he shares with Szállasi. The historian concludes that the geography of the area forms a perfect unit, which is easily defensible and therefore ideally equipped to form the basis for a strong, centralized state. Moreover, the primacy in this area is given to the central Hungarian plain, and within that, the central position of “Greater Budapest”, the locus from which the Carpathian basin may be governed. States that might attempt to govern the area from peripheral sides, or to rule only parts of it from the outside are doomed to failure. The weak end of the basin is also its point of communication with the outside civilized world: its western part. This area must be treated with utmost importance. Interestingly, when referring to the world on the Western border of Hungary, Baráth used Szállasi’s term of Greater Space. I theorize that this is due to both of them taking German Nazi concepts as the blueprints for the development of their theories.

The basin is, of course, open on its southern part as well. This, however, is a completely different issue according to Baráth: in this zone, the Carpathian state is the one which exerts influence. It is the area of political activity, in which it can act as a centrifugal force. The ambition of Balkan dominance, as we may observe, is something that also appealed to Baráth.
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According to him, the geographic fragmentation of the peninsula also necessitated an outside dominance, in the interests of European stability. By extending its authority over the Western Balkans toward the Adriatic, the Carpathian state may ensure its safe communication with its ally, Italy\textsuperscript{196}.

On its Eastern and northern border, the Carpathian basin was completely isolated by its mountainous implements from the Eastern half of Europe, Baráth wrote. In this quality, he attempted to prove with Hungary’s historical role as a Christian and Catholic bulwark, Hungary was the last bastion and fort of the Occident\textsuperscript{197}. Therefore, its role was pivotal for the sake of European stability. However closed off from the East, and belonging to the occidental world through its western umbilical cord, Baráth argues that the area is geographically a bufferzone between Asia and Europe. The stability of the area is largely dependent on its domination by a powerful people, since it is situated on the pathway toward the west, blocking the advance of Eastern powers toward the heart of Europe. This role means that its existence as a great power is a guarantee for European stability overall. This complicated reasoning is backed up by the Hungarian historian in further chapter with historic arguments, in which he offered examples of the role played by Hungary in thwarting foreign invasions, even at the cost of the existence of the state. The existence of the Carpathian area is especially bound up with that of the Italian, German and to a lesser degree, Bulgarian “Great Spaces” (again, this is the term used by the author, roughly equivalent to Szálasi’s Lifespace concept), ensuring their outer stability. The fact that these coincide with Hungary’s political allies in both World Wars is of course, intentional inductive reasoning. Thusly, a strong state based in the Carpathian basin is in fact, has the status of an European Great power.
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As he established in the part referring to the geopolitical nature of the Carpathian basin, the area is dominated by the Hungarian Plain. This is the premise Baráth needs to link racial characteristics to geography and meld them with politics: the area is best suited to be ruled by a people of a semi-nomadic character (who can easily dominate the plain), with powerful martial traits, who are on the verge of settling down. The Hungarian people fit this description perfectly. The area, because of its dual nature, on the cusp of Asia, must be ruled by a people originating from the Eastern continent, in order to have a cultural and diplomatic sensitivity toward its *limes*. However, the strong connection with the West, and since the area is formally European, necessitates a people that have lost most of its nomad, Asian characteristics, and can adapt to a largely European state organization and culture. The Hunnic and Avar kingdoms failed since they attempted to establish a state of essentially Asian character in Europe, and were consequently destroyed by the Europeans who were safeguarding their stability. The large scale of the area also requires a people that have both strong military and political tradition, as the Hungarian people (Baráth refers to the military might of Early Hungary and its later aristocratic political culture), so that it may be ruled centrally. The constitution of such a state must be centralizing, and follow “the principle of the primacy of authority”, i.e. it must insure the dominance of the people who meet the characteristics described above.

As we can see, there is much congruence between the conceptual world of Szálasi and Baráth. Both display a good deal of theoretical sophistication (and backward logic); the differences arise from the scope of the arguments. The former has an exclusively political focus, while the latter has a more academic approach, seeking not to put forward a political plan, but to theoretically ground the claims of Hungarian ultranationalism. Szálasi, as well as Baráth head off
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from the premise of certain accepted national stereotypes referring to Hungarian nationalism and history. Departing from this, they develop a number of common concepts and linkages.

The first is the bond between space and nation. In each case, one cannot exist without the other, and the Carpathian basin is understood as a formative area for Hungarian national character. The Hungarian nation, according to the two fascists, is ordained to assume political domination over the area and its multiple ethnicities, due to its national characteristics which insure a perfect insertion of people into space. Moreover, the strong state created by Hungarians, according to both, is a political player on the continental scale. Their imperialism also has the same target: the western half of the Balkan peninsula, an area in which Hungary was somewhat influential in the High Middle Age. This nationalist megalomania projects an imaginary ideal Hungary, raised to the same level as other great European powers, both into the past and the future “New Europe”.

Ráttkay and the Magyarság authors

Interwar fascist politician Ráttkay Radich Kálmán was also among those who saw a connection between the national and continental spaces. This was closely tied to his understanding of the concept of history (as seen in the previous chapter) and his feeling of Zeitgeist. He perhaps expressed his theories most synthetically in his 1941 booklet, Európa és Magyarország a nemzetiszocializmus útján (Europe and Hungary on the road of national socialism). After giving a historical account of the organic reasons behind the success of National Socialism (the decadence of liberalism and capitalism as a form of civilization), he described the future situation of Europe and the place of his country within it. National Socialism
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(the term which he used for generic fascism), had initially been a movement of national egoism which had developed in order to combat the centripetal forces of liberalism. It had achieved this goal so successfully that it had imposed itself as the dominant force on the European stage. In order to fulfill the goals of the national community, Ráttkay argued, the political movement has to create a system of coexistence with the peoples living within its own Life-Space\(^{200}\). Ráttkay does not describe the exact boundaries of the Life-Space of the fascist states, but we may assume that it means the congruent region along their political borders. Further down, the author also states that all European states belong to the same Life-Space. In this case, he does not differentiate, as Matolcsy, Szálasi, and others, between Greater Spaces and Life-spaces, but uses the same term for both.

The functioning of such a scheme was, however, conditional on the ideological similarity between their political systems; in other words, fascism had to become or be imposed as the dominant political force. This would lead to an organic coexistence of the European states within one community, on the principle of co-nationalism. Ráttkay uses the concept of co-nationalism (or connationalism) of Szálasi (in 1941 he belonged to the Arrow Cross Party and the editor of the party daily, Magyarsag), but gives it a slightly nuanced meaning. In his case, co-nationalism is the “organization of the natural relationship of nations into Life-spaces based on national, cultural and spatial distribution”\(^{201}\). We may assume that the “natural” and “proper” order was also one in which Hungary’s territorial and national claims would be satisfied. Co-nationalism was an organic system of cooperation between nationalist states, in which Hungary fitted perfectly, due to its own early contributions to the development of fascist ideology. To this end, Ráttkay asserts the early measures of interwar Hungary, the numerous clausus most prominently,
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to be evidence of early fascism on the European stage. The contributions of political authors, such as Prohaszka Ottokar, and politicians such as Gömbös Gyula and finally, Szálasi Ferenc are also claimed to be proof of Hungary’s commitment to the cause of militant nationalism. The idea of an European mission or calling of Hungary was a common idea in pre- and interwar Hungary, and is also echoed by the author. He argues that Hungary had an important vocation in the past: to seed the fascist revolution in the 1920’s. The future mission of Hungary will be that of an experimental area for the policies of co-nationalism, which will be enacted on its multi-ethnic territory.

According to Ráttkay, the spatial position of Hungary, and thus its role, has shifted due to the change in the European power structure, which is slowly moving toward a grand Eurasian union. Hungary, which had found itself for a millennia on the periphery of Europe, was now in a central position: at the borderline of the Life-spaces of the fascist and Russian states. Through its own mixed cultural heritage and multi-ethnic territory, its role would be that of a synthesizer of a New European identity. Thus its part as the diffuser Western civilization and mediator between East, South and West would have been reconfirmed.

**Matolcsy’s New Europe**

One of the most interesting developments of European fascist ideology in the latter part of the Second World War was the image of Hitler’s New Europe. Emerging from the triumphalism of the first years of the conflict, it envisioned a reconfiguration and unification of Europe under the tenets of fascism. This alternative construction of an European community based on extreme nationalism was, in fact, one of the first concrete plans for an unified European
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Therefore, it is not surprising that it had a great echo in the political-cultural products of Hungarian fascism, capturing the imagination of their thinkers.

The most significant and concrete result of this political fervor was the journal entitled “Új Európa” (New Europe). It was launched in the February of 1942, under the editorship of Matolcsy Mátéyás, one of the few representatives of Fascist intelligentsia in Hungary, and a former veteran of both his own fascist formation and Szálasi’s Arrow Cross Front. The expressed role of the publication was to “research the problems of national socialism…on an European scale…to weigh the Hungarian issues on the scale of New Europe…and serve as the intellectual weapon of its national socialism”. It served as an intellectual laboratory of Hungarian fascist ideology during its brief existence, between February of 1942 and September of 1944. It may be considered to be the best source of concrete Hungarian definitions of the concept of fascist New Europe and the place of Hungary within it. There is strong evidence that this was part of a series of publications, all bearing the same name, rolled out with German support, as they were envisioning the New European Order, at the zenith of their power. It was filled with translations of Nazi materials, and also gave a platform for domestic fascism to express its views.

This complex vision of the future is framed by Matolcsy in his inaugural text as follows:

“In February 1941, New Europe was born….”

Matolcsy defines New Europe as an opposition of everything that “Old Europe” was and represented. “Old Europe”, he states, was a place dominated by the ideology of liberalism and
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democracy, a region in which capital was much more important than “people”. It was a system
dominated by money, in which there was little to no regard for people, or for any community
idea. It used people as a material resource, subservient to production and profit. Its best exponent
and at the same time, most dominant country, is again, in Matolcsy’s analysis, Great Britain. The
capitalistic and imperial system gave birth to an international system, governed by economic
needs, which dictated political relations. The new model of a system, and indeed, civilization
was of course represented by Nazi Germany. The ideological and military clash between the two
worlds brought about the birth of New Europe.

One of the most important contributions of this new geographic entity was spatial.
Matolcsy insisted that New Europe, while based on the idea of the national community, brought
peoples together, creating unity, in a world which was previously based on dissonance. The
World War meant that New Europe could finally expand its borders to include Russia as a
member, which had previously existed as a borderland of Europe, a partial participant to
European civilization at best. This expansion, Matolcsy insisted, would greatly transform the
European landscape, which would add 5 million square kilometers to its existing 6. This would
mean a demographic revolution as well, as the population would include the peoples freed from
under the yoke of bolshevism. The conquest and European integration of the vast spaces of the
East meant that European population development would continue in the future. Matolcsy
utilized the concept of Lebensraum without the racial component, stating that Europe, at present,
was overcrowded and needed territory in order to secure its further economic development. In
the past, Europe had relied on America to supply its economy with raw materials. In the
projected future, New Europe would form an organic unity with Russia, which would secure its
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economic self-sufficiency, raising it to almost autarkic levels.209 This new spatial construct would have been governed along the central-European, Berlin-Rome axis, with the latter having primacy, taking the traditional place of London, according to the Hungarian economist. Membership in this “New Europe” was a necessity for all European states, including Hungary, which had a historic mission, assigned to it by St. Stephen, to integrate into the West, and be its Eastern most bulwark. The role of Eastern guardian appears with Szálasi as well (see above), as it was a trope of nationalistic discourses about territory in the interwar period210. Apparently, the inherent contradiction between Hungary’s eastern mission, and the Eastern expansion of Europe, with the integration of Russia was not perceived by the author. Integration could be secured by the adoption of two fundamental requirements: the adoption of national socialism and the removal of Jewry from society.

The concept of Living-Space and Greater Spaces were also among the topics being debated in the columns of Matolcsy’s fledgling intellectual publication. These were the topic of the monthly article-series dedicated to the developments of the front and to those of foreign policy, authored by Csizsár Béla, a correspondent of the Hungarian State Radio, and an author of the Pesti Újság, one of the most important Hungarian national-socialist daily newspapers. However, the most concrete definition of these two terms was given by Lovász János, in an article entitled “Élettér” (Living Space). According to him, the two concepts are closely related to one another. Lovász insists on the organic connection between geographical space and national existence. Geographical spaces, the author states, are divided up into potential living-spaces. Each nation attempts to secure such a space in order to insure its survival and external
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safety, and seeks to insure them via political domination of the area. Each of these areas is divided up into core and peripheral areas. The core, in which the nation lives in majority, is usually safe and undisputed. However, border or peripheral areas are always contested, owing to the fluid nature of space itself. These regions are vital not only for the parties involved in border disputes, but to the dominant powers of Europe as well, as a guarantee of the safe existence of their Living-Spaces and perpetuation of their dominance. Lovász drew a series of conclusions from his exposition. The first was that the “liberal” concept of equality of states in international law was an illusion and hypocrisy. Owing to their positions in the echelon of power, states could not be equal. Secondly, unity was created within a Greater-Space by the relationship between larger and smaller states, the role of organizer being allotted to the former. Unity was created by a combination of common interests, and an outside antagonist. Such was the case of Germany and Central Europe vis-à-vis Russia and the East. Thusly, small states (such as Hungary) enter into agreements with larger states (such as Germany) out of their own free will, in order to secure their own Living-Spaces. The author stated that the internal sovereignty of the states is not broken, due to them entering the agreement freely and to the fact that their own internal institutional structures and their functioning being untouched. In the areas of economy and foreign policy, however, Lovász stated, relationships between the two always have an uneven dynamic, due to the needs of the Larger Space (or Grossraum). It creates unity at the economic level, by harmonizing the production modes in an organic fashion. It also creates cultural unity, due to the close contacts between the nations belonging to a certain Large Space. In this categorization, Hungary belonged to the German Larger Space, and its Life-Space was the larger area defined by the Carpathians and the Danube. This zone had a special strategic importance.
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both for the German *Grossraum* and Europe in general. Dominance over it was coveted both by Soviet Russia and Great Britain, Lovász wrote, due to its organic connection to the stability of Germany, who could not insure its dominance without it. It is important to notice the duality in the author’s narrative and discover the intention behind it: Hungary has a twin role, both as a border region and as an area coveted by all. It is, at the same time, both core and periphery, in this ultra-nationalistic interpretation. The author also does not seem to take into account the lack of logic and consistency between his interpretation and other articles in the same publication (even issue). If New Europe, as it was projected by Matolcsy, would have meant an expansion of the European space to include the East, it would obviously deprive Hungary of its (imagined) traditional leading role in the South-East, pushing it toward the center and into a relegated position vis-à-vis the leaders of the *Grossraum*. No longer the Eastern-most bastion of Europe, its role as defender of the European space would have been put into jeopardy. Of course, one can interpret Hungary’s part in the developing situation as integral, as the country would have taken on the role of some sort of regional dominant power, in the event of a successful turnout of the war. Nonetheless, the most important aspect is the importance of the linkage between Germany and Hungary, and the secondary position given to Hungary in the relationship between the German Great-Space (which was synonymous with Europe at this point) and the Hungarian Life-Space.

The tight bond between Germany and South-Eastern Europe was highlighted in other articles as well. The logic of the argument was that the new European configuration would be carried out by Germany, but it could not be carried through without the resources of the South
and the East\textsuperscript{214}. The importance of these material and human resources was raised by the unavailability of their overseas and colonial counterparts. Hungary was, of course, the most important of the south-east European states, as the natural leader of this territory, and since “its alliance with the Axis powers is the oldest, and is economically the most developed\textsuperscript{215}”. Another typical example of the attitude of across-the-board pro-Germanism was another article, penned by Kádár Mihály(?), entitled \textit{Az Európai egyensúlypolitika}\textsuperscript{216}. In it, the author strikes down the concept of the European balance of powers as a tool of English imperialism. He combats it through the assertion of European rebirth under the guise of the Axis powers. The author frames a crude binomial: the European continent under German leadership, on the one hand, and on the other, the loosing imperial power of Britain, utilizing extra-European powers such as America and Russia to its own ends. In this way, by the early 1940’s, the concept of Europe and the cause of Hungarian nationalism, were mired together to become almost synonymous with pro-German attitudes in the Hungarian fascist books, discourses and periodicals.

\textbf{Nation, community and race within Hungarian fascist ideology}

Hungarian fascism in the interwar period relied heavily in its discourse on its opposition to the philosophy of liberalism and to the socio-economic system of capitalism. One of the most criticized aspects of the liberal system was its supposed corrosive effect on the national body. Liberalism, through its political system, parliamentarism and democracy, and through its economics of wild capitalism, was working to break up the bond between the members of the
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Hungarian national society. It emphasized greed instead of solidarity and individualism in the place of community spirit. The answer to the liberal challenge was the creation of the concept of the “Népközösség” (National Community). The concept was highly tributary to the German National Socialist term of Volksgemeinschaft, but expanded significantly, in order to adapt it to the Hungarian national context. The glue that bound this national community together was an ideological mix composed mainly of ultranationalism, anti-Semitism and the concept of “co-nationalism”. This term was invented by Arrow Cross Party leader Szálasi Ferenc in order to describe the idealistic sentiment of nationalist solidarity within the future fascist state. It was based largely on a common feeling of belonging to a larger, European racial community and the shared sentiment of repudiation against all things Jewish. The nationalities of the future, re-enlarged Hungarian state were to be organically reintegrated in the structures of the national community, with clear roles (their geographic positioning was already discussed in the previous chapter) and positions within the echelon. Within the community, the situation was rather debated and ambivalent. While most Hungarian interwar fascist thinkers and politicians operated with a racial vocabulary, their exact definitions of what constituted the Hungarian race or nation differed. While they utilized the concept of “race” vis-à-vis the international and indigenous Jewish community (the use became widespread by 1938-40), their understanding of the Hungarian nation within a racial classification was ambivalent and muddy. The definition of Magyars as a “race” was in existence prior to the apparition of fascist ideology in Hungary. It was a legacy of the thinkers gathered around what is loosely referred to in Hungarian historiography as the “Fajvédő Mozgalom” (The movement of Racial Defense). This loose conglomerate of politicians and intellectuals mainly utilized the concept of race in ethnic terms, with a few significant exceptions. The imagining of the Hungarian national character in racial
terms was passed onto the Hungarian fascists, who developed and transformed it, toward a biological understanding of the nation. There was, however, a significant amount of debate and difference of opinions between the Hungarian national socialist political theorists as to what constituted the exact makeup of characteristics of the race and their exact provenience. It is the goal of this chapter to provide a synthetic presentation of the main avenues of thought regarding the national community, its character and its relationship with other nations in Europe.

**The harmonious nation: the Hungarian “national community”**

The most significant and influential contributions made to the concept of a community based solely on the nation were made by Arrow Cross Party leader Ferenc Szálasi. His 1935 book, *The Way and the Goal* (*Út és Cél*) was more or less the Hungarian version of Hitler’s *Mein Kampf*. In this programmatic booklet, he set down the basic guidelines for what was to become the fascist concept of the national community in Hungary. His vision was highly tributary to a number of sources, being directly influenced by the similar conceptual construction existent in Nazi Germany, but also by domestic writers in the far right camp, who had advocated the inclusion of the peasantry and working classes into the national community. What was different in his, and Hungarian fascists’ vision, was the rigid, ordered, top-down structure they imagined. At the same time, they claimed their construction was organic, and gave purpose to society by animating it with a new spirit. Society was to be reborn in the spiritual totality of the nation, which would control and permeate its every corner.

One of the goals of the political movement he had created, wrote Szálasi in the introduction of his book, was the creation of peace within Hungarian society. He would bring about unity by achieving peace at three main tiers, two of which concern us. Firstly, economic
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peace would have been brought about by a more fair redistribution and the radical reorganization of production. Szálasi also sought to impose social peace. He declared he knew nothing of privileged social classes, only an unitary socialist community of workers. His regime would do away with feudal, clerical and liberal-capitalist privileges. He declared that Hungarism, was at the same time a political ideology and a moral and spiritual system\textsuperscript{218}. Szálasi was among the first who used the term of “popular community” (népi közösség). Interestingly, it was used in connection with exclusion: he spoke of the Jews (whom he defined a race) as not being able to take part in the community.

Szálasi envisioned society being reborn under what he termed “the fourth totality of the nation”, which encompassed the first three: military, religious, economic\textsuperscript{219}. In layman’s terms, this meant that the ideal of the nation would bring together moral, spiritual and material values and unify them in a dynamic fashion. The unity of the popular community based on this principles was unbreakable\textsuperscript{220}. The popular community would possess a new brand of culture, based on the values of the people, which would get rid of any elitist and cast-like fetishes. Its ultimate goal would be the creation of a “new Hungarian spiritual type\textsuperscript{221}”. This new type of man would be grounded in popular and racial values. His spirit would recognize only the principle of national egoism and would be animated by the feeling of responsibility toward the nation. The new man would be strong and healthy both in body and spirit, and possess superior moral standards. He would also act under the principles of self-sacrifice and discipline. He would be ready to die for the nation, fatherland and race, if so called upon. His bravery would gear him toward battle. This type of figure, possessing a whole host of martial traits, was Szálasi’s vision
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of the ideal political soldier. The new “national (or nationalist – nemzető) society would not occur organically. It would come about as a result of the work of the laboratories of the new man- the teaching institutions of future Hungary. They would be the ones responsible for inspiring the youth with the new nationalist spirit, in Szálasi’s words “to transform, to rebirth, enoble, Hungarianize, and transform the spirits…in the ideals of a community of fate, racial belonging and brotherly solidarity…”. This would be realized by easing some of the material hardships of lower classes. Material was, however, always not more than a tool, and not a purpose in itself\(^\text{222}\), Szálasi reminded. To give it purpose and to endow in with meaning, society must be infused with nationalism. Szálasi also gave it a common enemy: the Jewish community. It is present at every step in his work, in order to act as a counterweight to the lofty ideals and future he projected for his nation.

Szálasi termed the system which he had thus sketched up the blueprint for szociálnacionálé. This roughly translates into “social-national” or “social nation”. He dreamed that this system would be based on the socialist thinking of its members, who would in turn be motivated to adopt a socially-minded attitude by the advantages of the triadic community of spirit, morality and material. He rejected historical materialism, which he accused of robbing men of their humanity, and atomizing them\(^\text{223}\). His community would reject instinctual selfishness, and would instead work be based on the “natural selfishness” of community members, who would recognize the advantages of cooperation instead of internecine struggle. The social-national would secure work and welfare for all members of the community, would respect the individual national sentiments of all of its members (Hungarian and otherwise), and work toward a larger (implicitly probably European, although Szálasi does not use this term)
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national community of national socialist states. The socialism of this community would not be a class-based socialism, Szálasi wrote, but a cross-social one. It would stand on the principle of private property and wealth, but with a firm limit, the overstepping of which was impossible. In this way, the fascist leader sought to equalize and to uniform all members of his community. This was evident in the second part of the work, dedicated to the new social categories of fascist Hungary. They would no longer be based on economy, but on a new type of reasoning, related to Szálasi’s own idiosyncratic recognition of value toward the nation. The pillars of his new community would be: the peasant, the worker, and the intellectual. He added a few ancillary categories, such as women, and youth. The categorization may have been inspired by Leninism, as there is evidence that Szálasi read extensively on this subject. The structure was strictly hierarchical: the role of the elite was allocated to the intellectuals, and an active, dynamic role was given to the working class. The peasantry was assigned an almost passive function of production and the safeguarding of national values.

The influence of Szálasi’s early work can clearly be seen on political writings and pamphlets in the following period. Fascist thinkers and writers tried to emulate or conform to his scheme, mostly because of political proximity. The idea thus appeared in a 1938 political program as “the support of the party is the Hungarian national popular community, which is reborn in the spirit of Hungarism”. The program also claimed “all legitimacy comes from the people…and the party shall realize the popular principle” and “we shall respect the economic initiative of the individual inasmuch as it does not clash with the interests of the community”. The community would be put on the “Christian” principle of equality. The program also
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proposed the introduction of a corporativist parliament, and the “complete solution to the Jewish question” by robbing the Jews of their citizenship and excluding them from the community.

In 1939, as a push toward the popularization of the party’s ideology and political message, a series of booklets, entitled Arrow Cross Notebooks were published. These are especially valuable due to the fact that they tried to synthesize the ideology of the party and give short definitions of a number of concepts. In the one entitled the Arrow Cross Catechism\(^2\), we may find a suggestive description of what the national community entailed:

“The most important guideline of national socialism is the creation of the internal unity of the people (totality). Its basis is a strong national conscience….it creates its concept of equality on the idea of social justice, and states that the individual, as a member of the community has the right to life….National socialism stands on a firm moral basis, penalizing those who act against racial purity...Liberalism put the highlight on the concept of I, while national socialism puts it on the concept of We. It is the obligation of everyone to cooperate in a subservient and disciplined manner for the sake of the community. Camaraderie is both an order and deep moral law. To act correctly in economy is equal to working in everything toward the community. The goal is…the…rebirth of the people and the strengthening of the eternal race!...The motto is: everyone’s fight for everyone…Unity and discipline!\(^2\)

We may observe the similarity between Szálasi’s construct and this simplified electoral version. The goal was the creation of a national community which would achieve social peace and unity, and gear them toward a nationalist goal. Membership in the community would be based on racial identity. Its main principles were the negation of the individual and his needs
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over the needs and existence of the nation. The ideals of solidarity, discipline and camaraderie were martial in inspiration, and so were the methods which governed their distribution: penalization against transgressors. The community would be reborn in the spirit of nationalism; the individual, given a goal and meaning for existence.

The Notebooks also provide valuable information toward the methods that were projected to achieve the new national community. A further issue, entitled National Education or Education of the Nation (Nemzetnevelés\textsuperscript{228}), was authored by Bagossy Zoltán. One of the Budapest activists of the Arrow Cross Party in the 1930’s, he would go on to become the cabinet chief of Gábor Kemény, the Arrow Cross minister of the exterior. In the short book, he put forward the idea of utilizing large-scale propaganda and institutionalized learning in order to achieve the spiritual rebirth of the nation. In the preamble, fascist journalist and ideologue Fiala Ferenc declared education to be “one of the most important tasks, for the soldiers of the idea know that the goal cannot be achieved by men with no backbone and cowardly “citizens”, but with a national community ready for every hard fight and sacrifice, born of correct educational methods\textsuperscript{229}.”

After debating the question of nature versus nurture, Bagossy Zoltán concludes that human instincts and behavior may be totally modified by environmental factors such as a strong education. Thus, men are tabula rasa, into which content may be injected\textsuperscript{230}. It is the goal of national education to nurture and teach the kind of morality to people which may serve the nation to reach its ultimate goals. Morality is therefore not a fixed set of principles, but malleable to the needs of the national community. Concerning the fate of the Jews, this unfortunately turned out
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to be the case. The moral principles which were to be drilled into the public were the following: fear of God, discipline, loyalty, patriotism, endurance, a will to win, camaraderie and self-criticism. Patriotism, the author argued, was an organic concept, which existed instinctively in each member of the nation, due to his/her inherent recognition of common traits and interests with his counterparts. The martial moral values must be instilled in society, this in turn leading to the realization of order. The ultimate goal of education was the realization of totality. This was defined by the author as a type of dictatorship in which all aspects of the life of the individual are subservient to the interests of the state. The very notion of individual interest was to be erased, as no one person may exist outside the nation, all of them were obligated to act toward the nation. This goal would be realized through “total education”, which would pervade family life, school and other institutions of education and education outside schools. Tools such as literature and print media, films, theater and even holiday programs were all viewed as useful propaganda tools. In a total Hungary, there would be no leisure, or entertainment without didactic purpose. The author derided “easy, cheerful films”, favoring heavy historical dramas instead, for their power of example. The meaning of entertainment would be subverted to serve a “higher” purpose. These outlets would all be controlled by the state, under the guise of “enlightening/informative (felvilágosító) propaganda”. Other tools included rallying around symbols and visual forms such as flags and uniforms. The theatric nature of Nazi propaganda was obviously a powerful inspiration, and the lessons were not lost on the Hungarian fascists. All of this was done in order to serve the “Holy” ideal of the nation, of the national community. The positing of the end justifying the means meant that the legitimacy of the tools was subverted: propaganda was a good thing, enlightening instead of programming, educating, instead of brainwashing
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The concept of the Hungarian “national community” as such first appeared in the writings of fascist theorist Málnási Ödön. He synthesized his vision of this idea in his 1938 book, fittingly entitled The History of the idea of the Hungarian National Community. In the preamble to the book, he anachronically claims that the idea of the national community is as old as the nation itself, and dates from the time of ethno-genesis. He defines the national community as being an idea overall, or a spiritual state. The political state was created and exists in order to ensure the material, moral and spiritual survival and development of this idea. The spirit of the national community is the thing that gives nations their dynamics and gears them toward struggle and conflict, which Málnási stated, is the natural state of life. He identifies six main factors or elements which contribute to the existence of a national community. The first the perceived common ethnic origin, followed by a community of interests, a community of goals, a common history and past, a shared culture and finally, a community of fate.

The community of origins and goals was most apparent in the early history of the Hungarian nation, around the time of the occupation of the Carpathian basin. One nation fought under one leader for a single goal. All men were part of the structure of the military and society was dynamic. Málnási also claimed that Hungarians were well aware of their shared racial heritage, which gave them the motivation to fight. After settling down, the Hungarians adopted a community of fate with each other, a sort of primitive social contract which ensured the survival of the nation and the state. During the time of the early Hungarian statehood, while a good amount of social stratification took place, there were no frictions among social groups because of their shared apprehension of belonging to the national community. Málnási highlights the fact that slaves of foreign origin were excluded from membership in the community. The gradual loss
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and decadence of this conscience, however, led to cracks appearing in the structure of the state, and were interrupted only by brief periods in which popular leaders created a community of interests with their people (for the idea of decay in history, see chapter 1). In the contemporary period, the idea of the national community meant, according to Málnási, a society in which social peace was achieved by grouping together the various social categories around the idea of heroism, nationalism and voluntarism. The idea of a religious devotion to the national cause was to be infused in all of the members of society, which were all to be included in the national community. The individualism of the liberal era was disdained by Málnási, alongside with the class-oriented ideology of communism. The author instead proposed the alternative of membership in this future structure which valued the community spirit in the face of personal or group interests.

Similar ideas often appeared in the Hungarian fascist press of the late 1930’s and early 1940’s. Typical of this attitude is Bácskay Béla’s article in the February 1943 edition of New Europe, entitled The Philosophy of the Community Idea. It condemned the decadence of the previous period, and hailed the achievements of the new Weltanschauung, which substituted individualism for the community ideal. The author stated that the new system of ideas provided a superior framework for the interpretations of reality, and created a ranked list of the importance of new realities:

1. Material realities
2. biological realities
3. psychological and spiritual realities
4. cultural realities
The first in the list, material realities, were those given the least amount of importance. The author railed against the materialism, which he said was “Bolshevik” in nature, and robbed the community of goals due to its undue attachment to physical things. The only material realities important to the national community were those that served the ideal of unity: Home and Homeland. Biological realities, however, were highly significant. Inequality was a biological reality of any society, and the lack of recognition of this would lead to counter-selection, and the production of degenerate elements. This would, in turn, contribute to the decadence of culture and civilization. Therefore, the practicing of racial hygiene was paramount. This would lead to the apparition of a biological aristocracy, which would produce more and more valuable elements, and raise the level of culture in a particular society. The author was obviously influenced by Bosnyák Zoltán, the purveyor of this theory in Hungary; and indirectly by the American eugenicist Lothrop Stoddard, whose work Bosnyák originally derived his ideas from, alongside the homegrown ideas of Hungarian eugenicist Méhely Lajos.

The spiritual values were the most important of all; even a biologically superior individual, was as the author claimed, nothing but raw material. Superior moral and spiritual values could be achieved not through heredity, but education. The individual must be taught from an early age by the community to act for the community, and not toward individual fulfillment. In this logic, Bácskay even projected the creation of a new legal category of crimes against the community; these could include acts such as sabotage, murder, the spreading of hereditary diseases, the spread of malicious rumors, and even cultural crimes such as spreading cynicism. The common good superseded the individual; the concept of the community was understood by the author as not being contrary to the interests of the individual, as it could not harm its own components. The ideas of cooperation and self-sacrifice animated this mechanism. The concept of community
existed in the nexus of the triad of concepts of goal, cooperation and sacrifice, for without a common goal, the community would just become a mass. The concept of national community promoted by Bacskay refused both the mass society promoted by democracy and the collective society of communism, which he accused of robbing man of his humanity. Instead, his national community would be animated by lofty goals, especially in the fields of culture. The products of this cultural revolution would include a just economic and social order, the development of a biological aristocracy and the construction of a community morality. This would lead to the development of a society of Übermensch (“emberfeletti emberek”), “hailed by Nietzsche and some utopian socialists”, who would solve “problems our primitive thinking could not even imagine” and turn humanity toward a new era.

The concept of the national community could not function without the existence of a negative point of reference, though. Its description would often be paired by a rendition of the “Jewish problem”. Typical of this logic was the article entitled “The Ideal of the Popular Community in New Europe”\textsuperscript{233}. The author declared that all oppositions within a people or a nation, and between nations themselves were the results of Jewish actions. It had been the Jewish capitalists that started the First World War, and it was against Jews that the Second World War was being fought. Only by the elimination of this racial community could internal divides within a community and European divides between nations be resolved. In a sense, the Jews served as a method of coagulation against a common enemy; by engaging in war against them, social tensions between classes could be overcome. Nazi Germany was given as a shining example of this: a place where social peace was achieved between workers and elites. The new community would be based on the concept of selflessness and the recognition of belonging to the same

spiritual community. Of course, the reverse of the coin was reserved for Jews, who were targeted for exclusion and extermination. The recognition of this reality would mean a “rebirth” of the nations in the “spirit of the national community”. This would, in turn, result in the development of a harmonious set of European national societies. This sort of simplistic and vulgar reasoning equated the physical elimination of a supposed enemy with the achievement of an utopian ideal; we may observe the teleological nature of the statement and its parsimonious logic.

The problem of masses and mass society were also at the forefront of the article of Hertelendy László, entitled “The problem of large masses234”. The publication does not furnish many details on the writer, outside of his position of assistant professor at a university (egyetemi tanársegéd). The piece, inspired by authors such as Gustave Le Bon, recognized the societal shift which occurred during the last century, bringing masses to the forefront of history. He was also under the influence of Werner Sombart, whose definition of class he utilized: according to the German sociologist, a mass only became a class if it made some sort of significant theoretical contribution to the advancement of society and economy, which were of course, idiosyncratic, and favorable to the advancement of the interests of the class itself. The apparition of masses themselves, according to Hertelendy, was the result of social and economic phenomena. Here, we may observe the author’s tendency to insert his argumentation into a historical context; this propensity for historicizing is a constant among fascist thinkers in interwar Hungary, and we may conclude that it is a mainstay of fascist discourse. Thusly, the apparition of capitalism as a form of economy and liberalism as a political ideology led to the formation of mass society. The technological advancements that appeared in this period were a result of the blind belief in progress, science and individual advancement of liberal capitalism. However, capitalism also

developed a new type of social and economic exploitation of the masses which it created. These masses reacted by creating interest-defense organizations, in the form of trade unions. Hertelendy comes out very strong against the critics of these organizations, who viewed them as a tool of social disaggregation and social strife. He deemed them an important and natural organization, which all classes should have. The utopian projections that surfaced in some of these groups, unfortunately made them highly vulnerable. They were sidetracked by a new political ideology, Marxian social democracy. It never intended to fulfill the promises of the betterment of social status, but led the worker’s movement down a cul-de-sac, throwing it into a political battle meant to bring down national economies, and states. Liberalism and capitalism created three sets of problems, said Hertelendy: created new ways of human existence, technologies and classes, while at the same time dehumanizing the people, and creating a sharp differentiation between the social and economic sphere and the state. Liberalism, Marxian social democracy threatened to tear the system apart; even the novel development of Christian socialism did not solve the issues, due to its lack of deep societal penetration. As an alternative, the author urged the reintegration of the working class into society through social measures. Thusly, the division of society into classes would be superseded by communities based on the nation, with the common goal of “building the future of the nation”. The creation of rivaling national communities in the European neighborhood elicited this change. Hertelendy therefore projected that the new community would be animated by a new spirit, which would be “planted” into it (it is hard to say what the agent of this change would be). This new spirit would be one of equality among classes, and the reintegration of classes previously excluded from the polity into the national community. This system would bring about both: order and be organic at the same time. The urban-industrial and rural-agricultural proletariat would be organized via the creation
of representative institutions for them; obviously the primary inspiration for such a system came from fascist Italy’s corporations. The author warned that if such measures would not be taken soon, it could “lead to the annihilation of European culture”, as was evidenced by the events of the First World War and the Russian revolution. This type of historicist construction, leading to open-ended, two-pronged alternative versions of the future was typical of fascist discourse (see chapter 1.).

**Demography and paranoia**

The national community was threatened by a whole number of phenomena, according to the Hungarian fascist discourse: degeneration, a weakening of the national character from within, due to the action of negative agents, such as Jews; it was also engaged in a complex competition for its very existence on the international stage, as evidenced by World War I. These were recognizable developments to even the lay observer. However, there was a phenomenon which passed by unnoticed, and endangered the very existence of the national community: the demographic menace. The insistence of fascist thinkers that the Hungarian nation had entered a negative demographic trend was statistically true, but the manner in which the question was framed was novel. The main argument was that all nations are engaged in an inherent competition with one another, according to the model of social Darwinism. Therefore, Hungary and the Hungarian people were in direct competition with their neighbors for living space. The key to winning this competition was numbers, and Hungary, with its elitist policies, excluding the masses, had embarked on the wrong path.

The idea was not new, in fact it was a mainstay of Hungarian nationalist discourses stretching back to the late 19th and early 20th centuries. The call for a positive demographic revolution was linked to the debates about the national character of the Hungarian part of the Monarchy, and the
imperialist ambitions nurtured by some. Most representative of these was the call for a Hungary “of 30 million Hungarians” of Rákosi Jenő\textsuperscript{235}, which then represented a project of national assimilation of ethnic others into the Hungarian nation.

The most prolific fascist author to highlight this issue was Matolcsy Mátyás. The idea first appears in his 1935 book, The work-plan for the new land reform\textsuperscript{236}. He stated that the greatest social problem that beset the nation was the crisis of the peasantry, which was slowly withering away by the interplay of the great landed estate system, and monetized economy. The peasantry responded by the only defense mechanism available to it: the one-child family\textsuperscript{237}. This phenomena was the symptom of the crisis of the community in general. At the same time, the post-war neighbors of Hungary, the new states of Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia and the newly enlarged Greater Romania all exhibited different characteristics. They all adopted progressive socio-economic policies which recognized the value of the peasant masses, who they gave land to (often at the expense of former Hungarian magnates). Their demographic trends were wholly positive, and thus they presented a threat to Hungary. Their growing national communities threatened to overtake and eliminate Hungary completely. The most efficient way to secure the future of the national community, Matolcsy argued, was to invest the people with a stake in the land they lived upon, or “to tie them to the land” as he wrote.

In 1939, he repeated this idea in his book entitled “My struggle for the land”. Matolcsy now argued that, in spite of the recent successes in the field of revision, the demographic problems remained. The stake was now the Hungarianization and maintenance of the regained lands. The only way to secure the economic betterment and increase the number of Hungarians was to enact
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swift reforms. Matolcsy also historicized his argument, which was typical for fascist discourses. The author described the development of the phenomena before 1918. The Hungarian nation, especially the peasantry and the urban proletariat also developed a negative birth rate then, due to bad economic conditions. This phenomenon was also compounded by the huge numbers of émigrés leaving Hungary for America. After some careful calculations, Matolcsy reached the conclusion that had the birth rate been positive among Hungarians before 1914, the nation may have had sufficient numbers at its disposal to achieve a positive outcome after the war. The dwindling of the population had therefore, been partly responsible for the tragedy at Trianon. This binomial construction was not an accident: Matolcsy wanted to argue that if the problem was not addressed soon, a repetition of the tragedy of 1918 may follow.

Even during the war, the problem did not leave Matolcsy. In two articles in 1942 and 1943, published in his flagship journal, New Europe, he continued his obsession with numbers and statistics. In the first article, he based his calculations on the 1910 census, and concluded that, while the Hungarians represented an absolute majority on the territory of New Hungary, a wise policy concerning ethnic minorities was to be followed. This was especially due to the high birth rates of some nationalities such as the Rusins(Ukrainians) and the Romanians. He also warned of the high percentage of Jews among the Hungarian people. In the second article, Matolcsy revised his previous projections in the light of the data of the 1941 census. His initial calculations were mostly correct, and Hungarians managed to maintain the absolute majority with about 77.5% of the total. Hungarians had managed a 3% increase over three decades. At the same time, the Hungarian economist warned the public that the nationalities had increased their
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numbers at much higher rates: Romanians 15%, Ukrainians 48%, Serbs and Croats 20%. This was due to nocent historical developments but also to the constant military conflicts Hungary had to endure throughout its history. Hungary was an outpost of the West, charged with spreading its civilization, and had suffered because of its protection of the European borderland\textsuperscript{242}. If it was to fulfill (and reprise) its future role as the organizer and civilizer of South-Eastern Europe, the numbers of its people had to be increased.

**The nationalities in the “Hungarian empire”**

One of the obsessions of Hungarian fascism, as we have seen above, was to find a formula by which to integrate the fact that they were on the same side of the war with traditional enemies such as the Romanians and the Slovaks, but nevertheless marginalize them. Seen as one of the keys of maintaining a coherent Hungarian domination in the area, the lack of a proper policy toward the “nationalities” was also recognized as one of the greatest faux-pas of the old regime. In the first part of the chapter, we have already seen the theoretical projection of the spatial displacement of the minorities in Szálasi’s and other’s future Hungarian empire. The concrete manifestation of these bemusements was the legislative attempt of the Arrow Cross Party in the Hungarian parliament in 1939 to create a juridical framework for the nationality problem. The debate that arose from this bill revealed the differences between traditional nationalism and fascist Völkisch concepts of nationality.

The bill, created by Hubay and Vágó Pál\textsuperscript{243} in June 1940, was a radical shift away from traditional nationalist stances, at least on the surface. It caused a huge scandal, and almost got
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them suspended from the Lower House of the Parliament\textsuperscript{244}. Article 1 of the proposed bill declared that non-Hungarian ethnic groups living on the territory of Hungary must be grouped into people-groups (népcsoportok), and that these groups be given juridical personality\textsuperscript{245}. They would then be given rights of local self-governance: education, welfare and culture\textsuperscript{246}. The groups would also have the right to designate a number of political representatives, according to their proportion to the main population, who would take part in the work of the Hungarian legislative body. The nationalities would be governed by a special ministry called the Ministry of Nationalities. Membership in the groups would be hereditary, and based on blood\textsuperscript{247}. Within their spheres of self-governance, the nationalities could use their own language in administration (art. 19). Article 22 of the proposed law excluded Jews from being members of the system of people-groups, and defined Jews on the basis of blood; any Hungarian citizen who had more than one Jewish grandparent was considered Jewish.

While on the surface remarkably progressive, the law may be considered a tool of singling out all other ethnicities outside of Hungarian, especially if taken together with the spatial theories espoused by the Hungarian fascists. It is plausible to see this as a combination of lip service to then-current Axis allies (Romania and Slovakia), and a sinister plan to group together and discriminate against ethnic others in an essentialist manner.
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Nation versus Race. The search for the Hungarian national character

Nationalism was the key element of interwar Hungarian fascist ideology. It developed as a consequence of an intellectual and political atmosphere overwhelmingly dominated by nationalism. In interwar Hungary, outside of the Social-Democratic Party, there was no significant political party or movement which did not define its program and credo within the Trianon framework. To do this meant certain political ostracism and isolation from the avenues leading to political power. This resulted in a great deal of competition between rivaling ideologies and political movements around the definition of the nation itself. What were the Magyars like? What were their characteristics in the past and how should they change in the future? It is these questions that political ideologues of Hungarian national socialism and fascism attempted to answer.

One of the modalities of giving a convincing response to the questions posed above was to provide the audience with a theoretical basis seemingly grounded in academic study and scientific research. In the past, nationalist movements such as the Racial Defense Party, only partly grounded their political discourses on scientific theories, and chose to utilize literature and rhetoric coming from authors such as Szabó Dezső, Milotay István and Bajcsy-Zsilinszky Endre. The people gathered around Szálasi’s Arrow Cross movement, however, preferred to build the discourse of the party on pseudo-scientific argumentation. I surmise that this was a conscious demarche, undertaken in order to project a modernistic image of the whole ideology and political movement. As in the case of their use of history and political geography, fascist thinkers liked to insist that their conclusions were firmly grounded in the latest developments of science and political theory. In fact, as we have seen in the chapter dedicated to fascist historical theory, the Hungarian authors tried to present themselves as being part of a larger movement; their
insistence that they were on the vanguard of a great change in history was one of the arguments with which they sought to gain political support. This was, in some ways, true, as they were clearly under the influence of ideas infiltrating partly from Italy, but most of all, Germany. One of these concepts was the racial-biological definition of the nation. A clear definition, however, was never completely adopted by any Hungarian far right political movement, and was open to interpretation from author to author. While it is true that a number of racial theories appeared in the interwar years among Hungarian fascists, we may distinguish between three main categories. The first belonged to authors that assigned racial characteristics to morphological traits: the size of the body and limbs, shape of the skull, color of the skin and the eyes and so forth. The second category of authors defined the race according to spiritual characteristics: their psychology, their behavioral patterns. However, most of the texts actually belonged to the third category, which blended the two, defining the Hungarian race as a result of both. The mechanism of transmission of these morphological and psychological traits was usually identified as heredity, or “blood” as most authors referred to it.

Many of the interwar fascist thinkers and authors also made speculations into the ethnic and racial origin of the Hungarian people. These writings were part calculated politicking and part conjecture. Establishing an appropriate “racial” (to be understood in ethnic terms) origin of the Hungarians was particularly important. This was firstly due to the new political setting, in which the concept of race, racial qualities and belonging were raised to a new importance. Secondly, the established non-Indo-European and non-Aryan linguistic origin of the Magyars as being descended from Finno-Ugric and partially Turkic tribes was also problematic in the new setting. It is for this reason that some authors tried to modify this reality, making references to the racial-morphological traits of their nation. At the same time, others did not shy away from
embracing the traditional narrative, but modified it to suit their own political ends. In the following chapter I shall make sample references to the authors stated in the above categorization, in order to allow the reader to attain a glimpse of the racialist theories of interwar fascists.

The idea of using the term “race” first appeared in the far-right political language of interwar Hungary with the advent of the Party of Racial Defense. This notion was understood mostly (with the exception of zoologist Méhely Lajos) in ethnic terms by thinkers such as Szabó Dezső, Gömbös Gyula and Bajcsy-Zsilinszky Endre. It was also preferentially used in connection with the Jewish minority, which was beginning to be defined as race through a mix of anthropological and traditional ethnicist discourses. Méhely’s theories can be considered to be one of the most important origins of later fascist discourses concerning race.

The first fascist author to engage the concept of race in a theoretical manner was Málnási Ödön. His book, entitled the Honest History of the Hungarian People, provided the fascist movement of the Arrow Cross with much of their theoretical backing, and proved also to be useful in this area. Málnási’s book was a history of Hungary which attempted to analyze the various developments with the aid of a racial conceptual framework. His theories were influenced by earlier thinkers in the racial defense movement, such as the above-mentioned Méhely Lajos, who, in the 1920’s, made the claim that the Hungarian nation had a dual racial origin. According to him, the Hungarians had a mongoloid racial heritage, born out of the coming together of the Uralaltaic and Turkic elements. This theory was adopted and further developed by Málnási. In his history of the Hungarian people, he claimed that the ethno-genesis
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of the nation had brought together two peoples, related to each other by race, which formed the Hungarian political nation. The first was the Finno-Ugric substratum, which represented the vast majority of the Hungarian people. The Turkic canvas came over the latter during the stay of the early Magyar tribes in the Eurasian region. He claimed that some of these early Hungarians turned back and remained in Asia\(^{250}\). The rest came into the Pannonic plain to form the new Hungarian state. The particular characteristic of Málnási’s theory is that he attempted to attach a number of morphological characteristics to both groups forming the body of the Hungarian nation. In his rendition, the Ugric Hungarians possessed the qualities of intelligence and perspicacity\(^{251}\). While he considered them to be physically somewhat inferior (shorter and smaller build) to their Turkic counterparts, they possessed a higher amount of natural fertility and they had better birth rates. The Turanic (or Turkic) group possessed a superior physical build, but was considered “light-blooded” by Málnási\(^{252}\). This was most apparent in their weak ability to produce a high birth rate, and replenish their own numbers in a sustainable manner. For this reason, they were prone to admixture with foreign elements, which only weakened their racial purity further and brought undue alien elements into the Hungarian racial fold. The author therefore introduces two concepts: the ideas of mixture and assimilation. From his description, we may surmise that Málnási was not keen on the idea of racial mixtures, as he presents the Turkic proclivity for amalgamation as a weakness. However, the idea of racial superiority and inferiority does not appear as such in his text.

The fascist historian characterized the two groups not only in biological, but in spiritual terms. As such, he may be included in both categories stated above. He described the Ugric
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group as being naturally inquisitive, curious and quick to learn and problem-oriented. The Ugric (or Eastern-Baltic, as he also calls them) Hungarians possess a superior and varied imagination. They are also characterized by their open nature, which is quick to befriend and also quick to anger. Most of all, Ugric Magyars are distinguished by their simmering character, which drives them toward voluntarism and action. Their mental characteristics are: political evolutionism and progressivism, a penchant towards great enterprises and a strength of character. According to Málnási, they are by excellence doers and not talkers. The Turkic group gives a very different, almost opposite picture: their main characteristic is their apathy, and inactivity. Politically conservative, they are born masters of law, rhetoric and passive resistance. This is a populist construct, which instrumentalized racialism to transmit the elite-people dichotomy.

The author also set up a socio-political division between the two components of the Hungarian race. The Ugric Hungarians were mostly represented by the lower classes and the great mass of the people, especially the peasantry. On the other hand, the ruling classes were overwhelmingly Turanic-Turkic in origin, heavily mixed with foreign elements. History was thus given a racial dynamic: the oppression of the positive qualities of the Ugric Hungarians by their Turanic brethren. The inactivity and lack of ability of the ruling classes to combat national crises was therefore caused by their inferior racial qualities and their inability to combat infiltration by foreign elements. Further in the book, Málnási condemned the Hungarian aristocracy and landed gentry for its alliance with the Jews, and the adoption of a bastardized capitalism mixed with the worst elements of feudalism. Their worst crime was the oppression of the Ugric group, which could not express its positive qualities; it was from this group that Málnási hoped national regeneration would begin. It is interesting that while Málnási condemns the elite through the use of a racial vocabulary, he does not wholly exclude them from the Hungarian ethnicity as such.
Baráth Tibor also shared some of Málnási’s ideas on the racial origin of the Hungarians, but he developed them further and made precise claims about the exact composition. In his two major works, A Hungarian History and The Philosophy of State-Building in the Carpathian Basin, he too claimed that the Hungarian race contained both Ugric and Turanic elements. As a professional historian, his analysis relied much more on the actual historical facts and produced a much more nuanced end-product than with the above-mentioned Málnási. However, his claims were nevertheless similarly unsubstantiated. In his 1941 book, he described the Hungarian people as being at its base, an Ugric people, which formed its majority. This race acquired several Turkish infusions, such as the Szekler or Khazar peoples. It also assimilated the “partially Turkic” and Slavic peoples found in the Carpathian basin at the beginning of the 10th century AD, and the yazig, cumanic and other tribes up to the 13th century. This resulted in the majority of the population being of Ugric origin, with a strong Turkic component. In its anthropological makeup, Hungarians were originally a Mongol race, with strong mongoloid physical traits. It is important to mention here that Baráth defined the term “Mongoloid” as an equivalent of “mixed”. He argued that the original mixed nature of the Hungarian racial characteristic was also bolstered by the addition of the races living on the territory of Hungary before the establishment of the Hungarian state. This resulted, in Baráth’s words, in an “original racial characteristic” of the Hungarian people, which combined European and Asian elements. He put the percentages of at around 75.5% European and 24.5% Asian, although it is difficult to grasp how he got these exact numbers, outside simple guesswork. He defined the European races as being made up of 5 large categories: Nordic, Alpine or Central-European, Dinaric, Mediterranean, and Eastern Baltic. All European peoples were a result of the hybridization of
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these races, only the percentages differed. We may observe that this author also did not operate
with the notions of racial superiority, but only of difference. He concluded that, while the
Hungarians were of a mixed origin, and could therefore be perfect for the role of bridge between
Europe and the East, the “Asian” nature of Hungarians was purely a myth.

Baráth further refined his theories in his next (and last prominent) major work, The
philosophy of state building in the Carpathian Basin, which appeared in 1943. In it, he revised
his percentages regarding the racial composition of the Hungarian nation. This time, he stated
that only the initial substratum of the Hungarians was made up of the two initial elements –Ugric
and Turkic, respectively- and that in the present, they only contributed to about half of the racial
makeup of the people. The Hungarians, in contemporary times, he calculated, were the end result
of the following equation: 25% Ugric, 25% Turanic types, to which other 20% Dinaric and 30%
other racial types were added due to the various processes of assimilation and migration which
took place over the course of nearly 10 centuries of Hungarian history. This racial
characteristic made the Hungarian people not only the natural leaders in the Carpathian basin
(see chapter 2), but also an European race par excellence. It is important to understand this
demarche of Baráth in the context of the larger European debates raging on the subject of racial
superiority and the future makeup of the new European order, led by Nazi Germany. Baráth was
probably attempting to establish the legitimacy of his own nation, by breaking with the tradition
of the Finno-Ugric and Turanic narratives, and adding a series of ethnic origins and
characteristics to Hungarians which made them more similar to the larger indo-European
context, rather than setting them apart. This was a careful balancing act: he still kept in the
largely dominant traditional theories concerning the ethno-linguistic origins of the Hungarian
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people, in order not to be repudiated by scholarly circles and nationalist authors, while on the other hand trying to present his nation as a key player in the new racially-oriented world.

The consequence of such a mixed racial origin also resulted in a series of traits which were biologically engrained in the Hungarians, according to Baráth. The historian belonged to the second category of authors, who preferred to give preeminence to spiritual and mental characteristics over physical ones. He concluded that over half of the Hungarian racial characteristics came from two dominant groups, the Turanic and the Dinaric. He did not distinguish between them in any way qualitatively, surmising that both were actually quite similar in the traits they lent to the Hungarian people. The most important mental characteristic of the Magyars was their almost over bravery, almost on the border of recklessness, their martial nature, which sought out battle, and their desire to rule\(^\text{256}\). While a smaller influence than the first two, the Ugric (or Eastern Baltic) race also lent the Hungarians a number of traits which were seamlessly integrated to their warrior nature: their extreme resistance and their unwavering, stout character. This national characterology constructed by the author was the main reason, he argued, for their natural position as regional leaders. The military and political talents that the Hungarians possessed were unequaled in the Eastern and Southern part of Europe\(^\text{257}\), according to Baráth.

Though the two examples we have described above were only partly centered on a biological definition of the nation, Hungarian fascism also flirted with purely anthropological discourses as well. A typical example of this was the article of dr. Mándy György’s piece which appeared on the pages of Matolcsy Mátyás’ New Europe monthly. The article, entitled The
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Racial composition of the Hungarian people\textsuperscript{258}, was an attempt to scientifically define the characteristics of the nation. The article started off with a clear definition of the concept of race, and heredity. According to Mándy, racial characteristics were determined by heredity, which was the result of the biotype which emerged after insemination. According to the blood and racial characteristics of the parents, the offspring might emerge pure or mixed in race. A race may be identified and decanted when a large enough sample of individuals share the same physical characteristics. Environment also plays its part in the development of the outward appearance of both the single individual and the race. Firstly, it shapes the phenotype of the individual. Secondly, it contributes to evolution, by ensuring the survival and success of only those race which possess qualities adapted to the realities of their surroundings.

The Hungarian medic set up the following theoretical structure: according to him, certain biological types (or biotypes) are come together to form a population, races are composed of certain subtypes, and races are the building blocks of nations. Within a nation, the dominant race is the one that imposes its main characteristics. The nation is therefore an organic being, not a sum of individuals. Races always transmit all of their characteristics over to their offspring through a hereditary mechanism, the particulars of which were not apparent to Mándy at the time, as medical science had not discovered DNA yet. He stated that they may be ascertained, however, through craniometrics and a study of the physical appearance of individuals. The author divided humanity into four large racial groups: Australian, Negro, Mongoloid and European. Each contained a number of races, and in turn, each nation was made up of the combination of these races. The European racial group was composed of the Nordic, Mediterranean, Dinaric, Alpine, Eastern Baltic and Falic races. They were distinguished among

each other by the size and shape of their skulls, their height, the shape of the face and the color of the hair and eyes. The Hungarian nation, as all of their European counterparts, was the result of a mix of these races. Mandy claims that even at the moment of entry into Europe, the Hungarians were already of mixed, Mongoloid and European heritage; he backs up this claim by making reference to archeological-anthropological discoveries which he conveniently does not reference. In any case, he draws up a precise chart of the percentages of European races in the Hungarian nation (and compares them to similar findings about the Germans coming from Günther): 4% Nordic, 0.5-1% Mediterranean, 20% Dinaric, 15% Alpine, 20% Eastern Baltic or Ugric, 4-5% Tauridic, 4-5% Mongoloid and 30% Turanic. The author concludes that the Ugric and the Dinaric are important elements in the racial makeup of the Hungarians, and the Turanic (or Alföld type) is the most dominant. The Turanic race is the purest expression of Hungary and the dominant racial type. Mándy describes all of the physical traits of the races in great detail, but for the use of this text, let us only quote the characteristics of the three most significant groups.

According to him, the Dinaric race was approximately 174 cm tall in stature, with an elongated but short skull, wide forehead, brown or black hair, green, brown or black eyes and dark skin hue. The Ugric race was over average in height, somewhat elongated skull, with a longer face and proghation (the teeth stick out of the jaw somewhat). They had dark blonde hair and grey eyes, with white, faded skin color. The Turanic race was stocky and average in build, a short skull and chiseled jaw, rounded and fat face, brown eyes and hair, and darker skin hue. I have left out some of the details of his description because of their overt length, but the article even provided illustrations for all of the above-listed racial types. It is difficult to say what exact sources Mandy used for his archetypes, but he was clearly influenced by the racialist theories of Bartucz Lajos (who did not have a hierarchy of race, nor did he give his theories a political
implication) and Méhely Lajos, both of whom he quotes. He continued to state that the various
races were bound together by their kindred biological nature, and their spiritual kinship in
forming the Hungarian nation. He was, however, against mixing with extra-European races, such
as the Jews, which would result in “infection” of the national body. The end result of such a mix
was not a hybrid, but another Jew, he claimed. Therefore, while he did not establish a ranking
among European races, he did consider extra-European ones to be inferior in quality. Mándy was
a member of Doros Gábor’s Hungarian Union for the Defense of the Family, and owing to this, a
proponent of eugenics, and championed political measures meant to ensure a positive birth rate
and fertility of Hungarians. He was clearly influenced by German Rassenkunde, and its chief
proponent, Hans F. K. Günther. Günther also divided humanity into a number of races: the
Nordic, Phalic, Eastern, Western, Dinaric and East Baltic. The German scientist, a former
zoologist, stated that each race " shows itself in a human group which is marked off from every
other human group through its own proper combination of bodily and mental characteristics, and
in turn produces only its like."

Perhaps the most important contribution made to the proliferation of the concept of race
in the late interwar period was made by the man who dedicated his life to the mission of “racial
defense” and anti-Semitism. His name was Bosnyák Zoltán, and alongside his teacher, Méhely
Lajos, he was one of the most prolific authors and pamphleteers on this subject during the 1930’s
and up to 1945. A lowly high school geography and biology teacher, his name became
synonymous with racial anti-Semitism after he started authoring articles in Méhely Lajos’ main
newspaper, the Cél (the Goal). The two quickly formed a tight teacher-pupil relationship, which
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led to Bosnyák taking over the direction of the journal after the retirement of the aged zoologist Méhely in 1940. In the meantime, Bosnyák wrote a slew of books, studies and newspaper articles on the topic of “the Jewish problem”, race and racial defense, and the history of Hungarian anti-Semitism. His most important works are: *Két Világ Harca* (The War of Two Worlds), *Az idegen vér. A zsidókérdés fajpolitikai megvilágításban* (The alien blood. The Jewish Question in light of Racial Policy), *A zsidókérdés törvényi rendezése* (The Legal Solutioning of the Jewish Question), and *Istóczy Győző élete és küzdelmei* (The Life and Struggles of Istóczy Győző). While he was not officially a member of any fascist or national socialist party or political movement, he was a close sympathizer to their attitudes due to their staunch anti-Semitic attitudes. Their common ideological stance on these issues meant that Bosnyák would become more than a fellow traveller for the Hungarian Arrow Cross Party; he was a close collaborator of it and other political movements, such as the Hungarian Renewal Party of Imrédy, keeping a certain amount of autonomy. Being an experienced far-right journalist since the early 1930’s, his expertise was called upon frequently when an articulated piece on the “Jewish Question” was needed in the fascist press. His abundance of publications made him known in the Hungarian political circles as somewhat of a connoisseur of the issue, so much so that in 1943, alongside a few of his colleagues, he set up the “Institute for Investigating the Jewish Question in Hungary” (*Magyar Zsidókérdés Kutató Intézet*261), and became its director. Since Bosnyák was such a prolific author (see above), it is difficult and out of place to analyze his entire work in the confines of this thesis. Many of his attitudes and ideas, especially concerning race and the Jewish minority, however, are consistent with those expressed by Hungarian fascist political movements. Therefore, my
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analysis shall depart from articles and pieces specifically published by him in national-socialist newspapers and periodicals, as a point of entry into his conception of race and racial hygiene.

Perhaps one of his most evocative pieces was published in Matolcsy Mátyás’ New Europe periodical in May 1943. It was entitled “Fajpolitikai Nevelés” (Racial Education), with the subtitle “The best way to prevent the bolshevist danger”. This is suggestive to the paranoid attitude of Bosnyák towards the importance of his field of study, and his logic of thought, which operated under the guise of a conspiracy theory. According to the author of this short study, Europe and the world was locked in a pitched battle between two camps: the bolshevist and the “social racial nationalist”. Bosnyák exhibits a Manichean worldview, in which the two are avatars of degeneration, disease and decay, and rebirth unto perfection, respectively. His short historical exposé, in the beginning of the article is surprisingly consistent with those espoused by fascist ideologues all throughout the period (see chapter 1.). In it, he states that the liberal democracies, whose period of dominance is coming to an end in Europe, fostered the rise of weakness and degeneracy. This is understood by Bosnyák to be present at all levels, political, social, and also at the tier of population policy, including race. The ultimate symptom of degeneration is manifested by the apparition of bolshevism, which is a representation of the revolt and dictatorship of the degenerate and weak – “the underman” (Bosnyák uses this specific English term)- over the “culture and civilization”262. Bolshevism, according to the author, leads to the violent imposition of the norm of degeneracy by the biologically inferior on the rest, and leads to physical extermination. We may see this short introduction as a synthesized version of the fascist historical theorem, translated into racial-biological terminology. For Bosnyák, the
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field of reproduction, biology and racial health was also a field on which an ideological battle had to be carried out between two polar opposite worldviews.

Bosnyák’s thought is by no means wholly original; his greatest influences include his mentor, Méhely Lajos, but also a host of Western eugenicists and racial theorists, such as Lothrop Stoddard, Werner Sombart (useful as tool of adding prestige to his discourse, due to Sombart’s credentials as a famous sociologist, who became a Nazi sympathizer) and Walter Gross. It is from them that the author adopted a number of concepts, such as racial selection, racial hygiene and the underman, which all served to format his concept of race. Firstly, he envisioned fascism – or “social racial nationalism”, as he liked to call it- as a political system which would set up a new social structure, based on the community of a people, united by blood. He stated that the unity of a people, a nation was based on their biological traits, which in turn were to be found within the blood. Due to the fact that at this time, biology was not advanced enough to discover the exact mechanism of heredity, Bosnyák conjectures about cell plasma, and protein matrixes. Nevertheless, the similarities with the Nazi concept of Volksgemeinschaft are uncanny; the author attempted to emulate the German concept and inject it in the Hungarian context. He envisioned that the new political order would set up a “biological system of values” (biológiai értékrendszer). In this system, the basic concept would be that of inequality, instead of the equality of bolshevism and liberalism. People would be ordered in society according to their biological acumen, from the most talented and geniuses at one end, followed by the average, ending with the less worthy specimens (Bosnyák eschews this last part). The whole of society, he envisions, would be governed by a set of strict rules that govern marriage and reproduction, and would be geared toward racial improvement. Eugenics is, he states, one of the main priorities of
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the nation. The new racial state structure would be led by a new elite; here, Bosnyák borrows Stoddard’s concept of a “neo-aristocracy”, based not on tradition but on racial quality, genealogy and heredity. According to Stoddard, social progress—which is understood by Bosnyák in racial terms also—would not be possible without the guidance of these strata of leaders. The “Under Man”, who threatened the balance of this system, was also a term which Bosnyák took both from Stoddard directly and through Nazi filters (even Alfred Rosenberg himself attributed the term to Stoddard originally). The role of this new “biological statecraft” would be “the use of all means toward the accretion of the valuable hereditary stock”. According to Bosnyák, the novel racial-nationalist worldview required not only the conscious promotion of those deemed of healthy racial stock, but, on the other hand, the “limitation, curtailment to a minimum, or if possible to completely halt the reproduction and affirmation of the degenerate, and inferior (alacsonyabbrendű—those of inferior race) biological stock”. This short statement (which is italicized in the original text to highlight its importance) is a chilling forewarning of the direction of the events that happened just a year later, when the machinery of the Holocaust was brought to Hungary. The logical conclusion of Bosnyák’s train of thought would be the physical elimination of an element thought to be both a biological inferior and a direct threat to the existence and health of the body of the nation.

Another important element that appears in Bosnyák’s—and in other authors—writings is the idea of the importance of demography. He states that the quality of the race that would be achieved through eugenic practices and racially-conscious social engineering is only one side of the coin. The other would have been the promotion of birth rates, in order to insure the survival of the race. To this end, the author made a short qualitative classification of political regimes;
fascism was deemed to be the paramount *weltanschauung* which combined the promotion of both quality and quantity within the race/people. Liberalism was equated with the championing of mediocrity and democracy at best with the maintaining of the present (disastrous) state of affairs. On the other hand of the spectrum, bolshevism was a worldview which promoted barbarity and the decay of civilization. The new society must be governed by the high importance of racial awareness. This awareness consisted of, according to Bosnyák, of the acceptance of a society based on inequality; Stoddard, quoted by the author, had after all, established the inequality between races. The American anthropologist was also useful for a fascist agenda because he wrote about the inefficacy of democracy in achieving the betterment of race. Bosnyák, relying on the texts of his mentor Méhely Lajos, theorized further: society itself had to be reborn through “racial consciousness”. This, however, could not be achieved without a radical transformation of society and state itself, a palingenesis. The racial revolution, according to the author, went hand in hand with a fascist revolution.

The means with which Bosnyák wanted to achieve the dream of a biologically superior racial community consisted of an eugenic toolkit. Claiming to be a continuer of sir Francis Galton’s (the inventor of the concept of eugenics and the founder of the Eugenics Education Society, and the Eugenics Review) thought, he proposed a number of methods. The first of these was the creation of a set of legal measures which would enable the sterilization of those considered to be “substandard elements”. Here, he was clearly influenced by the German “Law for the Prevention of Genetically Diseased Offspring” enacted on July 14th, 1933, but also by similar eugenic practices in USA, especially in California, promoted by eugenicists Gosney and
Popenoe\textsuperscript{265}, which he makes references to. Bosnyák also projected legal provisions for the institution of a set of fixed rules that would govern marriage. The concept of marriage was understood by him as an institutionalization, and through it, central control over sex and reproduction. Therefore, he pushed for mandatory medical inspections of both parties prior to entry into the institution of marriage. This would have meant a direct intervention of the state into the private lives of the individual. The objective was the determination of both the biological fitness of the two parties, but also of their racial background and profile.

These were, however, short-term measures. In the long run, Bosnyák credited education with playing a major role in achieving racial purity. To this end, he proposed the introduction of a number of new topics into the curricula. He envisioned that the new topics, concerned with heredity, and race, would be closely connected with the teaching of biology, geography and history. The most frequent references the author made came from Nazi Germany; there, the most important subjects taught were heredity, methods of racial defense and purity (sterilization, marriage, foundation of families), the most important traits of European races, and the Jewish question. It is striking to notice the importance the author gives to these examples, and to the connection he sees between the concept of race and the “Jewish question”, both at a national and European level. His concept of race cannot function without a counterpart, an outsider, which is personified by the Jew.

He constructed a similar teaching plan for the Hungarian school system. While Hungary was among the first European nations to set up a school of physical anthropology at the turn of the century, Bosnyák decried the lack of activity since then. He understood the importance of
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racial research and education as primordial, as other “modern” countries (mostly the Axis states) had already undertaken important measures in this field; again, as with the adoption of fascism as a form of statehood in the case of the Hungarian fascist’s works about history, it was a question of not being left behind. The logic of modernity and progress were subverted to mean the adoption of fascism and a racial ordering of society. In this logic, Bosnyák argued that the youth of Hungary must imbued with a strong sense of racial consciousness; this would come as a result of education. His plan was composed out of three parts: the subjects, the methodology and lastly, the timeframe (i.e. the grades). He projected a number of topics being taught:

“a.) Heredity. The science of the family. The cell and the cell plasma. Genotype and Phenotype. The heredity of traits….Pure race and mixed races. Dominant and recessive traits. [Gregor-n.a.] Mendel’s laws. Selection….


The Jewish question. Historical recap. The Jewish conquest since emancipation. The role of the Jews in the collapse of World War I and the proletarian dictatorship. The biological,
economic, societal, political and cultural consequences of the Jewish threat. The worldwide conspiracies of Jews, plutocracy and bolshevism. The solution to the Jewish threat.

d.) Demographic politics. The situation of the Hungarian people. Natality, growth spur and morbidity. …The Slav threat. Quantitative and qualitative demographic policies. Measures to increase birth rates. Tax cuts, marriage loans, the protection of mother and infant, settlement policies. etc.”

The methodology of teaching was tailored to the material. The author stated that the subject matter was firstly a worldview, political in content, and only secondly scientific material; therefore, the subjects must be introduced into other subjects: heredity into biology, racial science and demography into history and geography, racial cultivation into general hygiene. The racial approach was to be applied whenever possible, in each subject, so as to politicize them all. This would have been a method applied at all levels, from primary to higher education, in order to format the thinking of all generations.

The text gives a valuable synthesis and insight into the thought of Bosnyák. Partly an education program, it turns into a manifesto of government policies related to population toward the end, where the author clearly forgot the initial goal of his text (he even repeats certain points), and launched into a programmatic declaration of future measures. When compared to his earlier texts, there is a high amount of consistence between his arguments over time. His prior, most well-known book on this topic was entitled The Alien Blood. The Jewish question in the light of Racial politics, which appeared in 1938.\textsuperscript{266}
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Firstly, we may glean Bosnyák’s apprehension of race from the texts. He clearly differentiated between the morphology of the race and its “spiritual” characteristics, while it is unclear which he gave more importance to. In any case, a race was defined by both sets of characteristics; he stated a number of times in this and other texts. In his 1938 book, he goes on in length to describe the antagonist Jewish race using morphological traits, craniometrics, serology and on the other hand, psychological and spiritual traits. We have to glean his approach to race from his approach to the Jewish people, for in his obsession with this supposed problem, Bosnyák wrote very little about his own people, whose traits he took for granted to be known. Both in his article and his 1938 work, he stated that through the mechanism of heredity, traits exist at a genetic level in the “cell plasma”. Both morphological and psychological traits were therefore biological in origin, and therefore could be manipulated. This manipulation could be positive (eugenic) and negative (racial mixing). He also subscribed to the dual racial nature of Hungarians, an attitude he inherited from Méhely. He wrote about the mixed racial nature of Hungarians (1938), but stated that this was a positive mix with Turkic and Eastern Baltic kindred peoples. The author also tended to historicize the notion of race, as other Hungarian fascist thinkers did (see above). Moreover, history was given a racial dynamic, in which two counterparts faced each other in a teleological struggle. His concept of race existed in an exclusionary logic. Therefore, the Jewish question was always present in any of his discussions on race, providing the dynamic; without the danger of racial counterparts, there was no need to better the community through eugenics. This attitude is a vulgar and indirect tributary of Carl Schmitt’s theory of unity of the “political” through the opposition to an “other”; Bosnyák’s construction would also collapse without the presence of the Jew (or Slav).
Bosnyák also made clear connections between the notion of the people, and the concept of people’s community and the notion of race. The nation was, in essence, a community of blood, bonded together by heredity between ancestors and descendants. The duty of the individual was to serve this greater community by keeping its traits and its blood as pure as possible, thereby securing its biological survival. The mixing of the blood, especially with already inferior races, would lead to degeneration, and the extinction of the race. Bosnyák criticized Hungarian-Jewish mixed marriages not only due to the fact that he considered Jews to be inferior; the inferiority of the Jews was due to their poly-hybrid racial heritage (whom he claimed had Negro blood)\textsuperscript{267}. It is interesting that in the same book, he claimed Hungarians were of mixed heritage as well; he obviously did not notice his own double standard. Blood was also a determinant of racial conscience as well: while Bosnyák considered that this awareness must be raised among Hungarians by education (1943), he had an almost pathological fear of the “racial solidarity of blood” between Jews. He claimed that this was transmitted through heredity even to those of mixed Hungarian-Jewish heritage, and these elements were the most dangerous of them all, being able to camouflage themselves among the general population in order to carry out the nefarious plans of their community (1938). If anything, the author wanted to copy the kind of sense of community of blood he seemed to perceive among the Jews of Europe, for his own community. He warned of the strong blood bonds between the enemy of the people\textsuperscript{268}, all the while claiming it was a degenerate strand.
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Anti-Semitism and Hungarian fascism

In Hungarian and international historiography, anti-Semitism and the rise of fascism in interwar Hungary were linked together as almost synonymous terms. Traditionally, Hungarian fascist political movements and parties were understood mainly as anti-Semitic political formations, the opposition toward Jews forming the bulk of their political message. While it is certainly true that all Hungarian fascist parties were virulently anti-Semitic, the chapter shall aim to show that political anti-Semitism and Hungarian fascism were not identical, but parallel and congruent phenomena.

Anti-Semitism in Hungary pre-dates the apparition of fascism as a political ideology, naturally. While Hungary has a long history of Anti-Judaic pronouncements stretching back into the Middle Ages, but the first concrete manifestation of political anti-Semitism came about in the second half of the 19th century. It was headed by Hungarian politician Győző Istóczy, and appeared as a consequence of a highly publicized affair called the Blood Libel trial of 1882. In it, a group of Jews from a small Hungarian village called Tiszaeszlár were wrongly accused of the murder of a young Christian woman. Istóczy’s political movement appeared as a consequence of the trial, as a manifestation of the irrational fears of some of the Hungarian public of the Jewish community. While the party collapsed in 1887, it left an important legacy, which was later claimed by interwar anti-Semites of the Racial Defense Party and fascist movements such as the Arrow Cross.

Anti-Semitism, as a political phenomenon, exploded after 1919, and the instauration of the Horthy regime. Its most important purveyor was the Hungarian National Independence Party, better known as the Party of Racial Defense. Born out of a strange mix of intellectuals, clergymen, politicians and former anti-communist free corps officers, it may be considered the
most important political and intellectual laboratory of Hungarian radical nationalism and anti-Semitism of the interwar period. Its most important leaders were Gyula Gömbös and Endre Bajcsy-Zsilinszky, and among its ideological leaders we can find persons such as Szabó Dezső or Méhely Lajos. While they were responsible for the anti-Semitic drive of the Hungarian far right, their ethnicist definition of the nation and Jewry in the end set them apart from the virulent and programmatic anti-Semitism of Hungarian fascism, one of the goals of which was to find a definitive solution to the imagined „Jewish question”.

The road to Jew-Hatred

The relationship of Hungarian fascist ideology with anti-Semitism was a complicated one. While at a first look, anti-Semitism seems to be a vital component of fascist ideology to such a great extent, that some even equate the two, this was not always the case in Hungary. Fascism in Hungary had a long road that lead to anti-Jewish discourse, in which different parties and persons exhibited varying attitudes vis-à-vis the Hungarian Jewish community, ranging from ignorance to exclusion, based on racial or ethnic/religious terms.

The early theoretical tracts and pronouncements of Hungarian fascists were surprisingly lacking anti-Semitic remarks or any hint of anti-Semitism being used as a theoretical framework to perceive and explain reality. Hungarian proponents of National Socialism, instead, focused on attacking the country’s ailing socio-political structure and the corruption of the whole system. This was true for almost all the early Hungarian fascist political groups, with one notable exception: the Scythe Cross Party. It espoused a violent and vulgar form of anti-Jewish
discourse, which would later become a mainstay of all similar organizations. But we shall come back to the case of Böszörmény Zoltán’s political group, as it was a quirk in more ways than one. As stated above, the three most significant fascist political groups of the 1933-1936 era, belonging to Zoltán Meskó, Pálffy Fidél and Festetics Sándor preferred, as a general rule, to steer clear of the “Jewish Question” in their first few writings. They adopted the outside trappings of fascism, especially those of German Nazism, utilizing all the window dressing of theatric politics: the swastika\textsuperscript{269}, uniforms (the brown, later the green shirt), the leader principle. Meskó went even so far as to appear before Parliament with his mustache trimmed to resemble Adolf Hitler\textsuperscript{270}. But this did not mean the full “digestion” of fascist ideology as such, and anti-Semitism was added to the equation of their ideology sometime later. This may be connected to the particular way in which the very concept of fascism, a new and unusual political idea, was understood by these early adopters. They perceived it as being mainly, and before everything else, an ideology based on strong-statism, and the leader principle (Führerprinzip), the core of which was constructed around the idea of Palingenesis of the nation. This was why many of the early fascist texts, by Festetics, for example, had a very though time distinguishing between “true” fascism and right-wing authoritarianism. In this sense, they included among fascist revolutionaries persons such as Marshall Pilsudski of Poland and Turkey’s Kemal Atatürk\textsuperscript{271}. A more plausible explanation of the supposed lack of anti-Semitic rhetoric is that anti-Semitism had become so normalized in the public discourses of the Horthy era that it was not a viable element to include into a political discourse which sought to distinguish itself among the plethora of other right-wing projects. Anti-Semitism did not secure attention to a political party, but social demagogy, as Szálasi discovered, did. This is the reason behind the lack of anti-Semitic banter in
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the early works of Szálasi Ferenc, who did not start out as an outright open anti-Semite. His first work, the “Plan for the Construction of the Hungarian State”272, which was published in 1933, did not feature a clear anti-Jewish platform. Works such as his, and fellow traveler Ráttkay R. Kálmán273, focused instead on the technical particularities of revolutionizing and rebuilding the Hungarian state on a nationalist and authoritarian basis, with a corporatist social structure.

The notable exception to this general trend was the party of the Scythe Cross, led by the outsider figure of Zoltán Böszörmény, who may be characterized as a political adventurer. In his political credo, he proselytized a nation which could only be composed of néptárs, a muddled redefinition of citizenship based on ethnicity. This status could only be granted to Turanic and Aryan peoples; Jews were specifically excluded274. All rights, including the ownership of property, the freedom to engage in economic activity, and intellectual pursuits would all be denied to Jews (point 17)275. The booklet also attacks Jewish newspapers for their destructive activity, and called the Hungarian communists Jews276, promising to crack down on them277. Since the Scythe Cross was notoriously prone to slogans and not much else, his party’s anti-Semitism was never programmatically explained or fleshed out, outside of the simple pronunciation of its existence.

The first theorization of the Jewish question belongs to Matolcsy Mátyás. In his book, My Struggle for the Land, he made inferences to the fact that Jews slowly infiltrated Hungary’s decaying aristocratic and later, bourgeoning liberal regimes. The end result was a policy of
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backwardness in economic and social terms, and the repression of the Hungarian people (see chapter I). He would later clasp all of his anti-Semitic theories into a short book, entitled The Way of the Jews, which appeared in 1941. The work represented a synthesis of his vision of Jewry, and is important due to it being one of the few coherent fascist narratives on the subject. It has a historical approach, detailing the manner in which Jews “infiltrated” Hungarian and European society. He defined the Jews as being a nomadic people par excellence. They possessed two important characteristics: they did not have a homeland of their own, but had a strong sense of community, or inner nationalism. The secret goal of Jewish wandering all over Europe, and later the world, was, according to Matolcsy, to establish Jewish communities in every country. These would exist as distinct communities within their host countries, without the desire to truly integrate, but with the insidious scope of undermining and sabotaging that community. The Jews wanted to establish a worldwide network. Matolcsy demonstrated some skill of historical scholarship, by using (or rather, misusing) credible historical data to trace the history of Jewish wandering from the Roman Empire to the end of the 18th century. He explained the frequent pogroms within the Pale of Settlement as the reaction of the common people of the East to Jewish exploitation. These events and the emancipation of Jews in the West lead their expansionist drive toward the occident and America. The USA and the Anglo-Saxon world were hopelessly conquered by the Jews, opined Matolcsy, who were behind their entry in the First World War and were in the process of goading them into the Second. The author considered the Rotschild family as the prime exponent of the conspiracy of worldwide Jewry,
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and gave it as its prime example\textsuperscript{284}. Matolcsy supported his claims with substantial, albeit doctored, statistical data, which showed the rise in Jewish population, supposedly all over the Western world. The Hungarian economist claimed that Jews utilized a number of tools to achieve their overarching plan. Firstly, the used secret cabals and societies such as freemasonry\textsuperscript{285}. It is important to note here the connection between Jewish conspiracy and freemason conspiracies. The two are classic examples of conspiracy theories, and are often bound together. The second tool in the Jewish kit was economy, and demography: Matolcsy exhibited data proving the rise of Jewish population in urban centers, such as Berlin and Budapest, and their gradual takeover of housing and property\textsuperscript{286}. Jews gradually worked to take over positions of power in industry, the banking sector, the intellectual field and politics. The solution to the Jewish question provided by Matolcsy was their expulsion through forced emigration. He opposed sending them to Palestine, concluding that there was not enough room for the entire world Jewish population in the British colony.

Matolcsy had been clamoring for a “solution” to the Jewish question to be enacted into law for quite some time before his 1941 book. In fact, in 1938, in a parliamentary speech, he attacked them with a legislative proposal\textsuperscript{287}. Quoting racial theorists Méhely and Orsos, he stated that Jews constituted a distinct race within Hungary, which was impossible to assimilate, due to its inherent traits. Matolcsy than gave evidence of the Jewish dominance in the financial sector, and their ownership of large landed estates. The solution he proposed then was the dispossessing of the Jews of their properties, which would in turn be nationalized by the state. The state would
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then either act in its redistributive capacity, handing out land to the peasantry, or keep hold of other properties, such as industry, to operate them for the common good288.

Szálasi Ferenc’s first foray into politics brought with it the stabilization of anti-Semitism as a basic element of Hungarian fascist ideology in both discourse and practice. It also began the inner ideological search for a binomial definition of: Jewishness, on the one hand, and the Hungarian nation, on the other. This binomial was based on the axiom of basic difference between Jews and Hungarians. Departing from irrational Jew-hatred, people in and around Szálasi’s various iterations of the Arrow Cross Party and its fellow travelers, struggled to give coherent and more or less articulate delineations to what the two concepts meant. This included and lead to a racial perception of the nation (as we have seen earlier in this chapter) and of Jewishness. The most significant detail worth noting is that Jews were defined as a race much earlier than Hungarians. I posit that there is a causal relationship between the developments of these attitudes. As biological racial definitions of Jewishness were advanced by both Hungarian nationalists the like of Méhely Lajos, active in the camp of the Racial Defense Party, and on the other hand, apishly copied from Nazi Germany, a necessity for a definition of Hungarian-ness based on blood also came to the fore. The two were bound up in an antinomic relationship.

In order to gage the attitudes of the Szálasi group toward the Hungarian Jewish community, we must start in its prehistory, and analyze its first iterations in the pages its first newspaper, The New Hungarian Worker (Új Magyar Munkás). It was a short-lived publication, but diffused enough social demagogy, fused with anti-Semitic bile in order to be banned after just one issue. Of course, what bothered the authorities was the former, as anti-Semitism had long been established as a valid form of public expression, since the 1920’s.
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The manifesto of the new political movement, The National Will Party (Nemzeti Akaratának Pártja, shortened to NAP— an acronym for sun in Hungarian), announced on the first page that there was an ensuing battle about to come between opposing worldviews. On the one hand, the Hungarian Weltanschauung (or freedom-fight, as they also entitled it) was struggling for the emancipation of the national body; it was beset on all sides by the Jewish worldview in its three different manifestations: liberalism, bolshevism, and freemasonry. These three employed the concepts of selfishness, materialism and atheism in order to reach their goals. These goals were part of a larger plan, divided into steps, which entailed: firstly, the destruction of God and the Nation. This was to be achieved by enslaving the three basic elements of the Hungarian nation: binding the peasant to the land (to be understood as a new serfdom), the worker to the factory (the exploitation of the proletariat), and the intellectual to be poisoned with materialism and base instincts. The Jews spread hate and inhumanity in order to achieve world domination, and put into action their diabolical plan. Therefore, the any government which did not break radically with the Jews and “solve the Jewish question” would be responsible for “digging the grave, into which the Jews will fling the body of the Hungarian nation.” Another article announced: “The Jews, with their innate racial consciousness and awareness form a separate nation, with a continuous history. Their goal inside the body of the nation is always conquest and the seizure of power.” The piece went on to insist in three separate paragraphs that the Jews constituted a race, and detailed their “strategy”. Jews were broken up into two main categories, according to their preferred political strategy. Evolutionary Jews manifested their politics in liberalism and capitalism, and preferred to insidiously infiltrate the already existing
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corridors of power. Revolutionary Jews manipulated progressive forces and the masses, diverting their energies toward a false revolution, which would put the Jews into power. The two were just the dual faces of Janus, and constituted elements of the Jewish new world order.

These two articles are seminal, in that they synthetically express and lay down the blueprint behind fascist anti-Semitism in Hungary. Firstly, Jews were no longer an ethnic or religious community, but a biological race. Secondly, fascist ideology operated on the basis of anti-Semitic canards (the protocols of the Elders of Zion being the most important); a conspiracy theory was the engine of the dogma. In 1935, Szálasi’s Party of National Will was among the first to unequivocally declare that Jews constituted a race, not a religious community in its party program. It wanted to expunge the “Jewish spirit” from all of the fields in the country, to ban Jewish immigration, and to expel all Jews who immigrated before 1914, who broke the law, or shirked their responsibilities during the Great War. Interestingly, while the program does call for an elimination of Jewish influence, it wants to replace it with “positive Christian” influence, which seems to prove the fluidity of biological and religious definitions of both Jewry and the Hungarian nation. Whether the phrase is lip service to the regime’s rhetoric or not is debatable, since a few pages before, the party program called for the removal of all of the political involvement of religions and churches, including Christian political organizations. But the fact remains that since the NAP, all fascist party programs adopted and contained the slogan of Jews being defined as a race.

A typical work of the fascist conspiratorial thinking is the pamphlet “The Jewish Pursuit of World Domination” (A zsidók világhatalmi törekvései). It is probably authored by Literati
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Vágó Pál, and is undated\textsuperscript{297}. The preamble blames the Jews for the loss of the First World War and the crucifixion of the nation, and promises to produce documentary evidence, in the form of a study, of the Jewish conspiracy to take over the world. Jews, the work continues, alongside freemasons, are the forces behind upheavals such as revolts and revolutions, and are the backers of bolshevism\textsuperscript{298}. The work copiously reproduces entire passages from the Protocols of the Elders of Zion, including the one in which the Jewish tribes portion up the world among themselves, concluding that what was written in the book has actually come into being in the present. The author concludes the following from his reading of the Protocols:

1. There is a century-old secret organization of Jews in action
2. The organization is filled with hatred toward Christians and is bent on conquering the world
3. The goal of the organization is the destruction of the nation states, in order to replace them with an international Jewish rule
4. The methods used are meant to degenerate and corrupt the political regimes from within, and eventually destroy them

The author sees the hand of Jews everywhere: in the monopolization of industry, in the imposition of laissez-faire liberalism, in the aristocracy of money, in the overtake of the press, in the fooling of the proletariat into working for them, and so forth. The Jews are fueled by a bitter hatred and a desire for power and revenge. The author eventually concluded that the world economic crisis is also caused by Jews, who profited from the anarchy created. The work continues with a historical overview of the Jewish people, cataloging events from the beginning to the interwar period. The Jews, the author writes, are a people of staunch, almost maniacal
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discipline, rigidly sticking to the obscurantism of their Torah. By their very nature, they are incapable of statecraft, and instead are only unified in their opposition toward other cultures and peoples. The author seems to find evidence of this stance in the Talmud as well, which supposedly states that no gentile must be treated medically, and that a Jew is not morally responsible if he/she steals from a gentile. Respect and morality only apply within the race. The pamphlet also states that the Kabbalah gives evidence of the orgies of murder and destruction enacted by Jews over the generations over non-Jews, when they reached political power. In the late Middle Ages, the infiltration of Jews began, and they became bankers of the crowned heads of Europe. Amsterdam became a Jewish center, and the vast hydra of the Rothschild family began to spread, the work tells. The French Revolution was the work of the Illuminati, a secret organization controlled by Jews. In the 19th and 20th century, Jewry continued to spread its influence over the continent and caused all of the revolutions. The tools utilized by the Jews were identified as the following organizations: the Kahal, the Jewish world alliances (the Alliance Israelite Universelle, the B’Nai B’Rith, the Poale Zion), liberalism, and of course, the freemasonry. Jews were behind democracy, and socialism as well, each representing a facet of the Jewish lie, directed at various social classes. Interestingly, the pamphlet claimed that the Jews were a white race, but so different from the Indo-Aryan white race, that they might as well be black, or Asian. Their racial profile even differed from their supposed Semitic relatives, the Arabs. Indeed, the Jews had managed to maintain their community of blood through: nationalism, and the fact that their racial characteristic was that they absorbed other races when they combined with them. Thusly, through their ideology and racial character, they presented a danger of the utmost priority, which the author warned must be solved sooner rather than later.299
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This document proves the adoption of a conspiracy theory of pan-European and pan-Occidental circulation.

The incompatibility of the Hungarian nation with the alien Jewish community was underlined in Rátz Kálmán’s pamphlet “Hungarians and Jews” (Magyarság es zsidóság). He paralleled the rise to power of modern Jewry with the rise of modern capitalism, which he identified as being a Jewish creation. The work follows the usual narrative of a corrupt and venal aristocracy and central leadership of the Habsburg Empire, which is taken in by the conniving Jewry. The Jews create banking institutions for two reasons: their own enrichment and the gradual takeover of power, and to buy up land. Their corruptive action then split the Hungarian society in two, isolating the elites from the masses, by the interjection of the Jewish bourgeoisie between the two. Hungarian society thus became splintered, and began to lose its national consciousness. The Jews, on the other hand, possess a solidarity given to them by their racial consciousness. The contemporary economic system, of “feudal-capitalism” was a perverse Jewish creation, designed to enslave the Hungarian people, whose public opinion was manipulated by the Jewish press. The highest expression of Jewish culture was the press, Rátz wrote, as their foray into literature was a resounding failure. The Jewish nature, through its perversity and materiality, had no soul or poetry to it, and thus was unable to produce literature or art. At most, it created frivolous plays or superficial dramas. The Jews, however, were quite skilled, the author opined, in politics, where they insinuated themselves into the corridors of power, and began their demolishing work on two fronts. On the one hand, they grabbed
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economic power and became Hungarian chauvinists, in order to create a chasm between the Magyars and the other nationalities. On the other hand, they fomented social unrest by their spread of internationalist ideas and socialism. In the Great War, they were profiteers, selling paper clothes and paper boots to Hungarian soldiers, and then stabbing them in the back when the war ended; Rátz subscribed to the thesis of the Hungarian Dolchstoss, by which the Trianon losses were chalked up to the inept Károlyi democracy and the Soviet Republic. Rátz concluded that the Hungarian spirit, however, averted disaster, being at the moment too strong to be conquered.

It is perhaps an exercise in futility to describe the anti-Semitism diffused by the Hungarian national socialist and Arrow Cross publications, such as Pesti Újság and Magyarság in the period of 1937 to 1945. It did not show any particular difference or evolution from those espoused by the radical right wing journals in the 1920’s, with the notable exception of insisting on the dictum that Jewry was to be defined as a biological race. Even this, they did not follow completely, as during the campaign to boycott Jewish businesses in 1939-40, the authors of the Magyarság called upon their readers to buy instead from „Christian‖ shops. It is to be noted that the fascist dailies engaged, together with the other radical right wing newspapers, in a day-to-day exercise of assassinating the Hungarian Jewish minority with various slurs. The most utilized insult related to their supposed money-grubbing, avaricious materialism and traitorous nature, by which they sold paper boots and clothes during the Great War to troops, and were war profiteers. This sort of sustained campaign of abuses eventually led to a normalization of ever more radicalized version of anti-Semitic discourses, which paved the way toward the darkest
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chapters of Hungarian history: the anti-Semitic laws of 1938-39 and 1941, the deportation and Holocaust of the Hungarian Jewish population in 1944-45.

Other races

The Jewish community was not the only minority targeted by Hungarian fascist ideology. Tentative attempts were made to treat other ethnic minorities with the same racist vocabulary and conceptual framework; the most significant of these (especially regarding its contemporary role) was the Roma or gypsy minority. While anti-gypsy-ism was not a prominent feature of far right or fascist rhetoric in the interwar period, I have come across two seminal, albeit short texts that serve as evidence of the extension of racism outside of the anti-Semitic sphere. They are important not only because of the fact that they document the prehistory of racist anti-Gypsy-ism in Hungary, but also because they show a tentative trajectory of racism, which was moving toward treating all ethnic others within a biological framework.

The first text belong to Zsolt Hargitay, dubbed an “expert” on racial matters within the Arrow Cross Party. The article entitled “A specialist opinion of the racial nature of Gypsies and the consequences of their mixing with other races”, attempted to trace the general racial traits and genealogy of the Roma “race”\(^{309}\). Hargitay declared that historically, the Roma were an ancient Aryan race, due to their Indian ancestry, but wondered aloud whether their dark complexion was an original trait of all Aryans or whether whiteness was a consequence of the

adaptation of other Aryans to cold climatic conditions. In any case, the author defined the Roma as a nomadic people, bound in racial spirituality to the idea of freedom, and which instinctually refused the practice of racial mixing. The centuries of inner seclusion meant that their genes were very strong, and would become dominant in the case of mixing with outsiders. The Roma only mixed among themselves, avoiding degenerative and declining demographic trends. They possessed a lower racial ethic, bound to spirituality, but also to mysticism, and superstition; their social morality was also very low. Their physical characteristics, along with their psychological, would prove dominant in case of hybridization; therefore Hargitay concluded that they posed a danger to the Hungarian majority. He pictured them as modern savages, strong, but also destructive toward civilized society: they possessed positive qualities (racial purity, strength), and at the same time, were anachronic. Their “racial worldview” meant that they had a propensity toward criminality, and they posed a danger to the lower classes of society. The author set up a parallel between racial danger of mixing in the elite via the Jewry, and the populace, via the Roma, both corrupting the social fabric and health of the national body.

Szőllösy Sándor offered a solution to this problem in an article entitled “The Solution to the Gypsy Question”. The article discusses number of cases and presents statistics pertaining to the “Gypsy Question”. It associates the Roma with poverty, disease and unemployment, as in Rimaszombat, where they are beggars, spreading disease among the rural population, and where they are 90% jobless. The author claims that they are dependent on soup kitchens and other types of social welfare, and that the criminality among their children is over 50%. The Roma do not wish to work, but instead beg, play music, gamble and drink, spreading corruption. Szőllösy
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suggested that they be rounded up urgently and put into camps. In these camps, they would then be used as a forced labor force, constructing roads and buildings. The author concluded with the chilling phrase: „the best solution would be to resettle them where they came from, or sentence them to extinction (kihalás), for they present an unending danger for Kultur-people, like the Jews.\textsuperscript{314}“.

\textsuperscript{314} Ibid.
People and society in Hungarian fascist discourses

Populism and the social question: the early years

Populism is an essential component of fascist discourses, and the Hungarian case is a clear illustrator of this fact. To quote Ernesto Laclau, “populist reason”315 guided the ideology and discourse of fascist politicians and activists from the very outset of the movements in Hungary. Together with a strong concept of charismatic authority, populism was the basis and indeed, the raison d’être of Hungarian fascism. The political project came into being - according to the self-made argumentation, which may be gleaned when reading between the lines of the early fascist publications- both as a reaction to the obtuseness of the governing forces toward social issues, and due to a rebirth of political awareness of the disenfranchised categories. The need for strong leadership to galvanize the great mass of the nation was born out of the cold hard realization by some Hungarian politicians that the masses can be effectively utilized for political acumen, following the German model. This is why Hungarian fascism boasted some atypical early exponents, coming from the elites, such as Pálffy Fidel, baron Sándor Festetics, both aristocrats, and Matolcsy Mátyás, the London-educated economist. Conversely, other early propagators of the fascist project in Hungary dabbled in populist politics even before turning toward the extreme right, a large part of the vocabulary of their political language predating that volte-face. Each represent a different tradition of populism, Festetics and Pálffy the agrarian
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aristocratic radical version, Matolcsy the plebeian radical one. This means that a lot of thelexicon of Hungarian fascism was carried over from populist politicking, and served as a means
to an end, channeling certain needs and problems of society.

Nothing serves as a better example of this process than the evolution of the political
discourse of one of Hungary’s earliest proponents of fascism, Meskó Zoltán. He was originally a
member of the Smallholders Party, held several posts in the early interwar governments, most
significant of which was state secretary for small holdings and agriculture. He was a founding
member of the National Smallholders Union\textsuperscript{316}. Meskó was therefore acutely exposed to the
realities of rural life in in 1920-30’s Hungary, and aware of the difficult fate of the Hungarian
peasantry. His whole political platform was based around smallholders, and this category was
dwindling by the late 1920’s-early 1930’s. One of the main goals of his political activity, prior to
his fascist turn, was to champion the cause of his constituency; he achieved this through his
parliamentary activity, which included the attempt to form smallholders into a voting bloc in the
National Front of Smallholders, but also through the foundation of a daily newspaper entitled
Pesti Ujság (Pest Newspaper or Pest Daily) in 1927, which was to become one of the longest
running and notorious publications of the Hungarian far right. The daily became his mouthpiece
in the following years, and he utilized it to espouse his ideas regarding the state of affairs in the
country, especially regarding issues such as the distribution of wealth, the relationship between
social categories and the urban-rural question. Taking a strong populist stance, he championed
the cause of the disenfranchised, describing their strife in great detail in article after article. In an
editorial in September 1930, he described the difference between the Hungarian situation, and
the recent events in Germany, where mass politics were reaping considerable successes,
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transforming the face of electoral politics in that country. He lamented the isolation of the Hungarian ruling elites from the great mass of the people, which brought about not only the success of the Nazi party (which Meskó, at this point, did not accord sufficient attention), but “put 76 deputies of Moscow317” in seats in the German Reichstag. Perhaps, he noted, the reaction should not be of fear toward mass politics, but an embracement of it, in his word “we should move closer toward the people”. The reason for this turn of events was “the apathy, disorganization, and lack of unity of the bourgeoisie, together with the weak government, and on the other hand, the poverty of the German people, the unemployment”. In the same issue, articles deplored the state of the peasantry, with drawings that depicted a peasant woman and her child dying of hunger, and “thousands of workers…and the Hungarian Village waiting for the Dawn of a new age”. The peasants and the workers of Hungary did not protest and did not revolt, but cringed and battled through, as they had done during the trials of the World War, Meskó said, waiting for the Hungarian ruling class to ameliorate their state. It is interesting to note two things that may be read between the lines of these articles. The first is a somewhat underhanded warning (especially in we take into account the content of the headline article) to those in power that the masses may revolt, if their grievances are not met in due time. The second is that, while the mass (mostly represented by the peasants) is given the main role in Meskó’s discourse, it is an impotent mass, unable to achieve agency by its own strength. The mass must be rescued by some providential elite or person (“Magyar urak”- Hungarian Sirs/Lords) from its present state of decrepitude.

The abject situation of the peasantry was presented in a number of publications that appeared during the time that Meskó’s Pesti Újság was being published. The tragic style of
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populism adopted by his journal was inspired by books such as Oláh György’s *Three million beggars (Három millió koldus)*. In this novelized sociography, the author (who later turned from peasantism to fascism, and join the organizations of Imrédy Bela and Rajniss Ferenc, editing the notorious far-right publication *Egyedül Vagyunk – We are alone*) depicts the fates of several peasant families from all over Hungary, rich in details about their daily trials and tribulations, in a sort of narrative thick description. The work was a huge success in Hungary, and had a large impact on the cultural-scientific landscape, and was one of the many catalysts of the so-called *falukutató mozgalom* (The village research movement). Later on, the same author would see a solution out of the crisis in fascism, and authored a book dedicated to Hitler, *Őrvezetőből diktátor: Hitler forradalma : 1920-1932* (From corporal to dictator: Hitler’s revolution), in which he greatly praised the German dictator and his regime, hoping that Hungary would adopt a similar political system in the near future.

Another early populist who had turned to fascism was Roósz József, who, similar to Oláh György, and Meskó Zoltán, started to publish on topics related to the social state of the peasantry in the early 1930’s. His first work, entitled *Kapitalizmus vagy kommunizmus: paraszt szemüvegen (Capitalism or Communism: through peasant eyes)*, was an unabashed, self-published first attempt at dealing with the political implications of the socio-economic crisis of his own class. On 65 pages, Roósz struggled to explain to himself (and his readers) what exactly the concepts of capital, economic and financial crisis, investment, workers movement and so forth mean. The end result looked somewhat like this: Roósz found the institution of capitalism to be, at its very core, an arbitrary and chaotic concept. While not completely rejecting

---

the concept of private property and hereditary transmission of value (capital)\textsuperscript{322}, which he found to be existent in nature (sic!), he wanted to curtail it, in order to serve higher, national goals. Capital, and money, was the end-result of labor, he wrote, and it was unfair that those that did not do productive work (labor) benefit too much from it\textsuperscript{323}. Therefore, the wealthy only cumulated the labor of those that worked for them, and took most of the profit of the labor in an unfair manner\textsuperscript{324}. The financial institutions of capitalist economy Roósz also saw in a negative light: they made profit by turning money into capital and moving it around, then turning it against the productive laborers\textsuperscript{325}, profiting from the fact that they did not possess either capital or the instrument of money, in order to defend themselves. The ultimate institution of this chaotic exploitation machine was the stock market, which was an artificial, disordered forum of raising value, which in the end produced only crashes and crises\textsuperscript{326}. The author castigated international capitalism as a system which had caused the World War and the redrawing of state borders, in an attempt to eliminate capitalist rivals. He saw alternative politico-economic systems, such as Italian fascism (he did not want to pronounce himself about Hitlerism at the time of publication, 1932-33), as an attempt at self-sufficiency and redistribution of goods, a step outside the capitalist system of competition\textsuperscript{327}. He also attacked the domestic regime of Hungary for not enfranchising the masses, depriving them of the voting right, and spoke in favor of general suffrage.

Turning his attention to the only solid alternative of capitalism existent at the time, he depicted Marxism as an overly materialistic ideology and communism to be an oppressive
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regime. He wrote that it would “make us all a slave to our community”, and that it equated men with machines, only looking at their capacity to work. Roósz hated the internationalist ideology of communism and its anti-religious stance, as he himself considered nationalism and religiosity to be a sine qua non. Instead, he declared the whole concept of communism as feeble modern attempt to recreate an ancient state of being (as communism predated the concept of private property, in his understanding of history). Instead of communism or capitalism, he proposed instituting a third alternative road, in which the unionization of small capital would be favored, which would come only as a result of productive work. This translated into a community of smallholders and workers, but it is entirely unclear as to other details. The author omits them probably due to his lack of grasp on the finer details of economy and politics. It is important to note Roósz’s first attempt at a political manifesto, for he would later play an important role in the Hungarian fascist movement, becoming one of the main organizers within the Arrow Cross Party. In his early book, we can see the prehistory of his ideas, and trace development of his later conversion to Szálasi’s Hungarism.

Returning to Meskó, two important features emerge very early on in his discourse, which makes it possible to characterize it as populist, in Laclau’s terms. The first is the setup of a dichotomy between elites and the people. The elites are often portrayed as isolated, fragile, even sickly leaders, while the great mass of people (most often than not represented by the peasantry) is healthy, agile, strong and full of creative energies (but importantly, lacking a clear leader). This setup permits the equation of the people with the peasantry itself, by which all national and ethnic characteristics of the nation are originated in, and preserved in their true form by the
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peasantry. An article by an unknown author, who signed himself I.Gy., in the Pesti is the perfect illustration of these principles. In the piece I.Gy. describes the Village (which he capitalizes and personifies) as containing “…not arrogant and fragile great Lords”, but strong, brave individuals, “holy Hungarians” as the author dubs them. These were the men who revitalized Hungary after the tragedy of the war, filling in this role since the times of king St. Stephen anonymously, gladly dying for their nation.

Another article picked from the Pesti, entitled “Subsistence, not lipstick” attempts to give a dichotomous presentation of rural and urban life through a gendered perspective. It portrays the urban bourgeois woman as an archetype of debauchery and easy life, who “cares more for her lipstick, hairdo, cigarette…” and does not know the realities of the majority of the Hungarian mothers, whose children “cry out for a piece of bread…”. This leads to a dual destruction of the family, both at in the cities, because of loose morals, and in the countryside, due to material reasons. The life and existence of a woman is linked to her role as a mother and a means of childrearing and reproduction. The author derides the efforts of women that attempt to fill a man’s role as the bread earner of the family, and concludes that this road leads to a loss of morals of women, and either childless homes or children being left to fend for themselves, in a hive of immorality. The revitalization of Hungarian society is therefore linked to binding women to their motherhood and family life, and turning back the wheels of modernity, which enabled women to escape traditional gender roles.

The rotten elites were soon joined by another player in the mental scheme which would go on to become the model for fascist discourses in the late 1930’s. As early as 1932, Meskó identified modern socio-economic structures and capitalism, specifically, as the main cause of the decay of Hungary’s populous. “Banks” and “cartels” had entered the scene to become one of
the main antagonists. Already on January 3rd, 1932, Meskó had pitted against one another in his editorial column entitled “The Pulpit”, two categories of foes: “the obsessions of bankers, cartels and job-hoarders” and “…the millions of ragged Hungarians and…our suffering slave brothers”. He had of course, not found upon these enemies by chance: one of the main ailments of interwar Hungary was indeed a faulty form of capitalism, with many financial scandals and dirty deals behind closed doors.

While Meskó’s ideology seems to make him a typical early precursor, or representative of ultranationalist populism, he did not identify himself as such until sometime later. His main objective, in the early 1930’s seemed to be to provide a voice for the lowly classes of Hungary. While the iterations of his public speech (newspaper articles, parliamentary speeches) exhibited many elements of nationalist discourse, he did not feel a part of the Hungarian right wing. For example, in a piece written in January of 1932, criticizing the international situation, he declared that the spirit of post-war idealist pacifism had failed. The reason was the recognition of Aristide Briand that international cooperation was impossible, due to the “exploitative policies of imperialist nationalism333”. In his view, the Hungarian economic and political situation mirrored this, not being able to develop and evolve, until “the exploitation of the agriculture (i.e. the peasantry) will be stopped” and the production in agriculture reorganized. His future solution was “an agrarian democracy”.

Not all of Meskó’s peers, even in his own publication, shared his ambiguous attitude towards nationalism, however. Even in the same issue, one of his columnists, Stolte Sós Lénárd, in an article concerning international customs unions, was of the opinion that Hungary may become a viable player in any international economic or political situation only if “the nation’s
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economic and spiritual forces enter into cooperation, universally and harmonically.\textsuperscript{334} The reorganization of the agriculture, Lenard wrote, must go hand in hand with a “political rebirth”. This rebirth would equal a political activation of the agricultural class (peasants), who would be inspired by and infused with the idea of nationalism. In the author’s word this would have been a “national movement supported by the masses”. Mass politics and nationalism were married in the few short lines of this essay; Lenard was one of the first authors to attempt such a pairing, between extreme nationalism with peasantism in the columns of Meskó’s journal. He would go on to author a book on the topic, entitled “1919-1933 – The Economic Failure of Usury Policy”\textsuperscript{335}. In it, he argued that the Hungarian counter-revolution of 1919 was sidetracked and usurped by liberalism and its exploitative capitalist policies. Banks and cartels featured prominently among the factors which stifled Hungarian political development and oppressed the masses. Lenard developed his argument for a combination between politics geared toward the hoi polloi and the spiritual rebirth of the nation, which would inspire the masses and insert Hungary into the developing nations of Europe.

Alongside his fellow journalists, foreign developments must have inspired Meskó as well, for he started interpreting the domestic situation in a Manichean light. In an editorial dedicated to the measures the government of count Károlyi Gyula to stop the practice of usury, he construed that the entire Hungarian economic system was rotten and out of balance. The policies of large financial enterprises and industrial cartels he equated with the “destruction of the nation”.\textsuperscript{336} Another facet of the thopos of banks and cartels monopolizing resources, he wrote, was that indeed the entire nation faced extinction due to the malevolent actions of these
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cosmopolitan, often foreign elements. Therefore, the nation and the country is under a constant siege, a constant state of emergency, which calls for a total reinterpretation of the basic concepts of statecraft and politics. The answer to the crisis: the rejuvenation of the spirit of the nation, coupled with the union of “the Hungarian workers”, which would sweep away “the traitors of democracy, the profiteers of work”. Two things are to be noted here: firstly, as stated above it is interesting that at this point Meskó is still toying with political platforms and ideologies, and still favors some sort of democracy as a way out of the crisis. Secondly, he underlines the dichotomy between those who work and those who do not, creating a stereotype of the enemy which has no spiritual qualities, or national characteristics he holds dear, and is interested only in profit, in a completely egotistical manner. This construction could still be characterized as left-wing, if taken by itself, out of the context of the rest of the content of the newspaper.

However, Meskó’s newspaper was not left-wing in any sense, and he would make this abundantly clear in his editorial pieces. The politician considered left-wing politics just as dangerous as liberalism and capitalism, and he dedicated a number of articles to this topic, in order to get his point across. In early 1932, the socialists won a seat in the local elections in the county of Szarvas, and Meskó raised the alarm bells. This, he argued, was another piece of evidence in support of his interpretation of the state of affairs in Hungary; the social chaos and political negligence meant that the left wing was gaining more and more support\textsuperscript{337}. He depicted the social-democrats with a mix of admiration and fear. On the one hand, he admired their conviction and their willingness to engage with the masses; the industrial working class, he stated, was already hopefully lost to them. On the other hand, he viewed the social democrats as a pro-active, well-organized, and seductive foreign element, an enemy to Hungary’s domestic
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development due to its internationalist stance. They would profit from the chaos if stern, rapid measures were not taken. Other articles, such as a March 13th one, spoke of roving bands of communist agitators in the countryside, making the not-too-veiled suggestion that the rural population was already exposed to this dangerous ideology. In April, the stances toughened even more, communists being called “the agents of Moscow” and “sewer rats”, and were accused of spreading rumors and fears, all the while fomenting the takeover of power. Meskó opined that welfare measures would stamp out the success of communist propaganda among the populace.

Meskó started to develop his own political solution to activate the crowds, alternative to the class-based schemes of the socialists. On the front page of the February 20th edition of his Pesti Újság, he wrote: “We must turn over a new leaf! All classes should be given the right to organize in order to defend their interests”. Behind this bold and lofty statement, he meant something quite different, laying down for the first time the tenets of his ideology. He described the political world as being composed of two large wings: the national “unitary” camp and on the opposing side, the “class-ist” movements, based on the idea of class war. Their origins were historical, brought about by the evolution of society. The class-parties were founded by people who wanted to turn the idea of organized politics in the advantage of their own class. Meskó identified the Smallholder Party of Hungary as such a movement, due to its class-based bias. The failure of this party eventually came about due to its lack of connection to the very mass (and/or class) of people it claimed to represent. It did not attempt to organize, to teach, and its activism was lacking; it betrayed the peasantry and smallholders by selling out to those in power, the banks, the “aristocracy of bureaucracy”. This would be the fate of such parties in the future;
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Meskó, however, proposed a completely new platform. He called it “A new Unitary Party”, which would have been true to its name, unlike its previous namesake. It would have been based on a totally new social order (as one can glean from Meskó’s sparse words), that would have brought together all of “the working people of Hungary”. By these, the author meant workers, peasants, merchants, small business holders or liberal professions. They were identified as classes, and would have had their interests represented in organizations of their own making. The entire system would be based on “social justice” and universal, secret suffrage. The elimination of cartel policies and financial exploitation would bring about a “new Greater Hungary”. Meskó envisioned a struggle, followed by “a new Hungarian life…in which work would be valued…and Hungarian workers would form an indivisible union…”.

The new society, built on an empowered populace, peace between the social classes and justice represented the horizontal tier. The vertical dimension of society would be embodied by central leadership. Even before his official fascist turn, Meskó’s publication featured numerous calls for dictatorship. It first started as a proposition in particular cases, for example linked to economic hardships. In an early 1932 issue, the Pesti Újság launched a movement against the rise in the prices of industrially-manufactured products. This was a meant to ease the access of rural population to manufactured goods, which would in turn help in the mechanization of their means of production. While to original goal is meager, the end conclusion is important: the article concluded that the artificial hike in prices due to cartelization and profiteering, the prices must be stabilized with “immediate, dictatorial measures, as the rift caused between supply and demand has created a huge chasm within the economy…Dictatorship can only be fought with
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dictatorship”. From then on, his publication renewed the call for a strong-armed leader to take the reins of power. At first, there was much talk of an economic dictator, but that soon gave way to full political dictatorship. The new leader was likened to historical characters such as Lajos Kossuth, as an article from spring 1932 declared, who is man among men, and who the nation can follow until the end. The author of the piece, Bacsa Zsigmond, described the qualities of the leader: he should be disinterested, hard-working, spiritual and inspiring, noble and utterly dedicated to the stamping out of corruption in Hungary and raising the country to its feet once more. The example of Kossuth is used by the author to provide the archetype of personal, charismatic leadership which would act as a spiritual and material beacon for the people. The leader would be “…the Messiah awaited by countless millions, who, if he comes, we shall follow until death…”. It is to be noted that Horthy’s image as a political leader does not classify him, in the eyes of the author to fill the role of national savior.

It is not the goal of this chapter to discuss the role of charismatic leadership (see chapter 2), but to provide the basic tenets of how Meskó’s group envisioned society. It was made up of a mass, categorized into social classes, which would all be equal in relationship to the person of the leader. The people were often called as “kisemberék”, which is equivalent to “the little guy” in contemporary colloquial English language. This populist myth of the small man versus the elites was thoroughly exploited in the passages of Meskó’s journals. He would finally be brought to the fore, but only as much as to give up his power to the person of the leader. This “coming together of national forces”, as Meskó called it when he officially left the Unitary Party, would come about as a result of radical change, or a period of strife. The Pesti Újság
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repeatedly spoke of struggle, fight, radical change and reform, but the words were thrown around without any real content behind them, purely as buzzwords. At the same time, to maintain the aura of the new order of things, the new leadership as having popular roots, Meskó still pushed for universal, secret voting rights for all in the pages of his publication, and in the parliament. But Meskó’s motivations were anything but democratically inspired. In spring 1932, his newspapers were already filled with laudatory articles dedicated to Hitler and the Nazi movement. On Mayday, the title page of the Pesti Újság announced: “The German giant is already pulling loose of his chains.” He identified the nature of Nazism as unwillingness to pay war debts, the control of capitalism and the nationalization of the German masses. The jump from this toward establishing a nascent Hungarian fascist movement was small, and on the 17th of June 1932, the headline of the Pesti Újság declared the foundation of the Hungarian National Socialist Party, the “victorious Hungarian Swastika.” The article is quite interesting as a synthesis of the populist legitimation of early Hungarian fascist ideology, and provides valuable evidence as to the place of the concept of people within that ideology, as well as to its interpretation. The announcement of the foundation of the party given by Meskó in front of the Lower House of the Hungarian Parliament, writes the article, was preceded by a filing in of a number of “disciplined” brown shirted party members and is followed by a muted audience. This of course, is a literary method, utilized to give the announcement gravitas, and a solemn character. The brown shirts represent all tiers of society: smallholders, workers, doctors, engineers, “bright eyed Hungarians”. Meskó goes on to compare the present state of affairs to the post-Mohacs Hungary, a time for swift decision, for the sake of “millions of our Hungarian
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brethren”. The historic significance of this moment is great for the mass of the people, for it represents the moment when they become agents of history, by becoming members of the new fascist political party. The Hungarian National Socialist Party thusly started to act as the sole representative of all the disenfranchised, as evidenced by the articles it started to publish in Meskó’s second journal, the Nemzet Szava (The Voice of the Nation). It opened its doors to the working class as well, and attacked the social-democratic party in an attempt to gain some of its voter base. The main point of contention was the party itself, which was accused of being composed of functionaries. Theirs was not a democratic party, as it refused complete equality (although it is unclear what the exact argument is), and not social because it exploit the workers with its party fees, does not provide them with security against capitalist exploitation, and is anti-Christian and amoral. Henceforth, the new journal (which borrowed the numbering of the Pesti Újság from number 70, to give it seriousness; the Pesti Újság also continued to be published) started to mix ultra-nationalism with arguments for working class rights. It attempted to interpret national socialism as a vehicle for upward mobility for this and other disenfranchised classes. It worked hard to identify ethnic-national interests as analogous to class interests and started to argue, together with the Pesti Újság for wiping away the debt for indebted workers and peasants and for autarky. The working class was given an important role: Meskó argued that during the First World War, the class could have stopped the outbreak of the conflict, if it had truly acted in a unified, international manner. The vagaries of capitalism affected this class as well, as argued by a fall 1932 article, which put the number of unemployed industrial workers at
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25 million Europe-wide\textsuperscript{353}. These people represented a critical mass, available for political mobilization either by the right or left, and were essential for turning the tide in the right direction, argued the author. The new journal continued the pathetic articles describing the fates of the pauperized masses at home and abroad, with titles such as “The 3\textsuperscript{rd} class waiting area” or “Strike of the Hungry broken up in London”, while reporting on the triumphal march of Italian fascism and the coming of Nazism to Germany.

The success of this discourse was not great, due to a number of reasons: the restrictive policies of the authorities, the electoral system which allowed only around 20\% of the population to vote (and not all in secret), the failure of the fascist message to get across to voters due to the limited resources Meskó had available to him, and not the least, due to his serious lack of skill as a politician. However, his contribution is highly significant for later years, as he laid down many of the patterns of populist politicking which would be deepened by his offspring: the mass nature of politics, the need for the nationalization of the masses, the central role of the peasantry as the main representative of the nation (and the working class in a secondary role), the repudiation of capitalism and liberalism and the push toward dictatorship.

**The Scythe Cross and the urban-rural divide**

Bőszörmény Zoltán and his Scythe Cross Party was a minor presence in Hungarian politics, but with a major impact on the future development of the social imaginary of Hungarian fascist ideology. His party and his discourse, working alongside Meskó Zoltán’s movement, was the one that cemented the role of the peasantry as the main representative of the nation. Very little is left in print of his ephemeral fascist movement, outside of a small party handbook
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extolling the value of its “great leader” and a collection of poems by Böszörmény, for the leader was also a budding poet.

The self-styled leader of the fascist organization saw himself as nothing less than “God sent” and Christ-figure, reconfigured in a nationalist sense. In this capacity, he undertook the role of “prophet” for the “people”, who would have lead them out of the crisis in which they found themselves. While the role of charismatic authority has already been the subject of chapter II, we may analyze the depiction of the concept of people within the discourse of this fledgling fascist movement. The two most important characteristics of the concept are: immobility and populism. The latter refers to the people being congruent with the lower classes within the societal pyramid, i.e. peasants and workers. In the short essays and poems of the book, Böszörmény and the other Scythe Cross authors refer to the people with the adjective “dolgozo” (working), the working people. The other side of this antagonistic structure is taken up by “parasites”, who are inevitably made up of Jews and traitors, who exploit the honest work of the “working people of Hungary”. The main trait of the working people is that they are suffering at the hands of the exploiters. Almost all the essays and poems borrow heavily from Biblical lingo and the New Testament, in showing a suffering people being saved and delivered from evil by a providential figure, in the person of Böszörmény. This is what brings us to the second main characteristic of the people: they are immobile, impotent to do anything for themselves. The populist character of this discourse states that they must be saved by a proxy, in this case a providential figure. The most seminal characteristic of this savior, for our purposes,
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beside all of his positive traits, is that he is also of the people. This is consistent with what Albertazzi and McDonnell call the traits of leadership within populist “ideology” or discourse, or we contend with Laclau’s definition, the empty signifier theory. The main characteristics isolated by Albertazzi and McDonell can also be found with Böszörmény’s and indeed, all of the above and below Hungarian fascist discourses on the people:

1. (a) the government and democracy, which should reflect the will of the people, have been occupied, distorted and exploited by corrupt elites;
(b) the elites and ‘others’ (i.e. not of ‘the people’) are to blame for the current undesirable situation in which the people find themselves;
(c) the people must be given back their voice and power through the populist leader and party. This view is based on a fundamental conception of the people as both homogeneous and virtuous.

2. Populists therefore invoke a sense of crisis and the idea that ‘soon it will be too late’.

3. (1) The people are one and are inherently ‘good’.
   (2) The people are sovereign.
   (3) The people’s culture and way of life are of paramount value.
   (4) The leader and party/movement are one with the people.

Thusly, the people of Hungary were in a terrible state, often characterized with the adjective “rongyos” – ragged and “bilincselt” – chained. The state of emergency is well
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described by poems such as “Űtött a végóra” (The end hour has struck) and others. The new regime of Böszörmény would have imposed a number of concrete measures, in order to impose their special brand of social justice. The 20-point party program included: universal suffrage (point 3, in an attempt to legitimize popular support for their power), equal rights for all, including right to public education and equal rights to public jobs (point 4), a reinterpretation of citizenship to exclude Jews (point 5), a welfare state (point 6), the imposition for all citizens of the obligation of productive labor (point 7), punishment for war profiteers (9), confiscation of illicit fortunes (10), state loans for workers and smallholders (11), all profits not coming out of work to be confiscated, and work opportunity to be provided by the state for all (12), confiscation, nationalization and redistribution of all landed estates over 500 holds (13), heavy punishments for all those who act against the common good (14), small industries and businesses to be promoted, large stores and industrial estates to be nationalized (15-16), social protection for women, mothers and youth, in their demographic role. We may observe that a great majority of the demands of the Scythe Cross Party were social in nature or were a mixture of populism and ultra-nationalism. The discourse of the party was aimed at robbing the people, which it so espoused, of agency, in favor of charismatic authority and state intervention. It imagined that it could rid society of the perceived crisis in a fail swoop, by getting rid of the “rotten elites” and establishing firm rule, based on a direct rapport between leader and people. The people were almost wholly equal with the rural population, in a direct opposition to the seat of power,
usually found in the capital city. This ultimately failed political project had an important contribution to Hungarian fascist ideology in the interwar period: it pushed the boundaries of populism and nationalism with its wild, exacerbated, anti-Semitic discourse.

The development of a populist discourse

For many years, Hungarian fascism lacked a coherent social program or theory on dealing with the ailments of society, preferring instead to concentrate on a mixture of loud populist slogans, anti-Semitism, anti-capitalism, and charismatic authority (or at least trying to establish it, without much success). This lead the parties down a blind alley, as they did not achieve success in the regional, or the national elections. The weak results were partly due to the power structures of the Horthy regime and the ineptitude of the politicians themselves, but the main reason was their disconnectedness to their supposed voter base. Would-be fascist leaders such as Festetics Sándor or Pállfy Fidel wanted to emulate the results of the German National Socialist party without a firm grasp of what lied at the core of fascist ideology. They wanted a mass party without the masses.

Indicative of this situation is Festetics Sándor’s Hungarian National Socialist Party and its publicistic activity between 1933 and 1936. Its importance lies in its role as a laboratory of ideas, both adapted and developed internally, in an attempt to connect the ambitions of the party leadership with the needs of the average Hungarian voter. A typical early manifestation of this is an article, written by Pállfy Fidel, who was at that moment an ally of Festetics, entitled “National Socialist Land Policy”. The article attacks what it perceives to be one of the basic inequalities of the capitalist system, which is that the vast majority of the populace do not possess enough capital to invest and improve their lot in life (here he refers especially to the peasantry). This has
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negative effects not only on the overall fate of the nation and the Hungarian race, Pálffy wrote, but also on the efficiency of production and consumption within society. He identified a huge chasm that existed between the centralization of consumption and development within the few large urban centers and the countryside, which was on the whole, underdeveloped and backward. The goal of national socialist land policy was to raise the quality of life in the rural areas and balance out the urban-rural divide. Pálffy argued, that if this process was not stopped, the dichotomy between the two would increase even further, and, quoting Nazi ideologist Alfred Rosenberg’s words, the “laissez-faire” attitude of capitalism would relegate the peasantry to a nigh-medieval state. The urban-rural antithesis dominates Pálffy’s discourse, with the latter having almost absolute positive qualities, while the former being synonymous with artificiality, loose morals and negative cosmopolitanism. He stated that the growth of industry of the cities must be cut back, as it grew inorganically at the cost of the “natural” country, to the benefit of “the urban proletariat and agents of mixed race”. He offered the solution of repopulating the downtrodden rural areas with the surplus urban workers, who would then “take roots” in the Hungarian land, being inspired by “faith in God and the Fatherland”. This concept was a mainstay of interwar National Socialism in Germany, put forward by men such as Walter Darré, the Artaman League and developed into the concept of Blut und Boden. It pushed the idea that the cities were somehow polluted by the taint of modernity and the villages were the source of pure Germanity (or in Pálffy’s case, Hungarian-ness). As Pálffy had already quoted Alfred Rosenberg in his article, it is safe to say that the source of inspiration for this idea of a return to the countryside was German Nazi ideology.
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The other solution the author offered for the betterment of the situation of the Hungarian peasant concerned the concept of the large estate. In this, Pállfy was very careful in his choice of words. While stating from the outset that some of the large landowners had become capitalist exploiters of the peasants, chasing material gain, he nevertheless appealed to their Hungarian nationalism. Among other things, he was very careful to introduce new concepts because of two reasons: the publication he was writing in was owned by a large landowner-turned-fascist politician, Festetics Sándor; secondly, he too was a scion of aristocracy, born and raised in the countryside estate of Erdőd, a count who had formerly owned 700 holds (he was ruined in the Great Depression of 1929). Nonetheless, he stated that the great manors must be ready to make some sacrifice for the common good, for the national interest. Here we see introduced the seed of the interests of the community having primacy before those of the individual. How much sacrifice, Pállfy carefully sidestepped, would be “determined by the needs of the community”. In any case, one had to make the choice between “the dictatorship of national common interest and international gold”. In the end, Pállfy was ambivalent, and careful not to be too direct in attacking the privileged. Still, his writings are highly important, as they started to inoculate the concept of a total predominance of the national community in economic and social matters, which would be imposed in a dictatorial manner. In later years, this idea would become more and more manifest and outspoken.

One of its less-than typical publications on the subject is party member Csányi Antal’s 1935 pamphlet, entitled “The vanquishing of the misery and unemployment born by liberal-capitalism, based on a national socialist program” (A liberálkapitalizmus szülte munkanelüliség
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és nyomor leküzdésének elgondolása a nemzeti szocialista programm alapján)\textsuperscript{374}. This convoluted title lead to a very simplistic, even vulgar understanding of even the most basic tenets of economy and social relations. The preamble announced that the starving millions of the people were the true source and legitimate holders of political power. This “great mass of the people” had to come into its own, and have its role reaffirmed\textsuperscript{375}. The booklet starts of in the already established manner, decrying the decrepit state of the people, especially the rural population; it quickly states that class war is not the solution for the country’s economic problems, though, coming to the unsurprising conclusion that only National Socialism may provide the answer. This is of course due to its meta-class attitude, and the unique characteristic of the ideology to represent the interests of all classes and categories within the national community. We may observe the simplistic, albeit indicative understanding of the concept of society within this discourse, which is synonymous and equal to the concept of the nation. Its other trait is that it is basically interpreted as a solid bloc, formed out of individuals who have one single trait, which is important to the author: their ethnicity. It is therefore not hard for Csanyi to arrive at the conclusion (and unsurprising for the reader) that the interests of the individual must be sacrificed for the good of the many (the national community)\textsuperscript{376}.

This primacy of the community even pervades his understanding of the concept of socialism itself. He explains socialism as being the ideology based on the principle of community interests before individual interests. Modern socialism (as opposed to class-based Marxian socialism, for example), such as National Socialism, he states, is dedicated to achieving a larger “material and moral” liberty for the individual, by expanding and reforming the concept
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of ownership. He labels fascist “socialism” as dynamic, and organic. The revolutionary transformation that Festetics’ pamphleteer proposed was closing toward the totalitarian example provided by German Nazis. It proposed to end all inequalities between classes, and annul differences between individuals. Csányi firmly stated that his party was upheld the principle of private property (a necessary demarcation made vis-à-vis social-democracy and communism), but in practice he wanted to control and limit the concept. He wrote that individuals must not be allowed to possess too much, as this would upset the overall interests of the majority, the community. Interestingly, he also makes the argument that this would be anti-Christian. 

The manifesto continues to some length, detailing the indebtedness and poor contemporary state of the national community and its underprivileged classes (which make up the mass of the people), but interestingly is very aloof about offering answers. This is typical of Hungarian and in general, European fascist ideology, which was not concerned with economy, but with a spiritual rebirth and awakening of the nation. The Festetics party booklet makes no exception, taking a quick leap toward these issues. It identified and isolated the source of the crisis as a problem in the system of values of liberal capitalism; the solution advanced was a shift in the morals of society, away from the material and toward the spiritual. Also, Csányi fell upon the solution of making work obligatory for all members of society. This was due to an original apprehension of the very concept of work. By work, he understood only productive work, which left something concrete behind it, unequivocally affirming: “only work produces”. This is one of the first iterations of a very important stereotype, which became, in the following years, a mainstay of Hungarian fascist thought: the idea that work equals production, concrete
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things such as foodstuff, industrial products, intellectual products such as books and so forth. Bureaucracy and other liberal professions, such as trade and commerce especially, were considered negative and a surplus within society, a refuge of the parasites of society. After all, what need did a harmonious national community have for lawyers? Or businessmen or traders? The state would have taken over trading at the international level (as with Szálasi, later). In this sense, Csanyi proposed that the state intervene and act in its redistributive capacity, giving out land to the peasantry. Other measures included the lowering and simplification of taxation (especially toward the peasantry), the nationalization of mines, large industry, imports and exports and even a state monopoly in banking. Private property was to be controlled and restricted, according to his plan. In this way, Csányi hoped to break capitalism in Hungary and introduce a planned economy, which would act in a redistributive manner with the produced goods. This vulgar scheme for a welfare state was to be taken up and developed further by more able fascist politicians, such as Szálasi Ferenc.

**Land reform**

We have already seen that one of the main themes of interwar fascist discourses in Hungary was the improvement of the standard of living for who they perceived to be the majority population, the peasantry. Perhaps none were as committed and eloquent in their espousal of this cause than the economist Matolcsy Mátyás. His first major work dedicated to the topic appeared in 1935, entitled The Plan for the New Land Reform (Az új földreform munkaterve). Matolcsy’s main motivation in his political career is announced in this book: he planned to better the fate of the smallholder peasants in Hungary through a radical economic
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reform of the country. In fact, his next work, Harcom a földért (My war for land)\(^{382}\), compiled his political and publicistic crusade for land reform which documented his turn toward the far right. Matolcsy’s case is probably one of the most fascinating among the careers of Hungarian fascist politicians, as his first work is a curious mix of scientific study and political manifesto. He grounds his arguments quite solidly with a series of charts, graphs, extrapolations, mathematical calculations and statistical survey, which he either undertook himself or extrapolated from existing academic studies. He also utilized up-to-date secondary academic literature in several foreign languages, coming from prestigious sources as the Oxford University Press and The United States Department of Agriculture\(^ {383}\) and German scientist such as A.H. Hollman and J. Aereboe\(^ {384}\). Matolcsy starts off the book by presenting a number of statistics concerning the unequal distribution of land vis-à-vis the number of people living in rural areas. He correctly identifies that the number of small holdings was not proportionate to the number of peasants living in the country, and in fact, a large majority of peasants was still beholden to either large landed estates (where they worked as wage earning field workers)\(^ {385}\) or on rented estates, which showed even less of an understanding toward the needs of the worker, as they were as for-profit businesses\(^ {386}\). This lead to a largely negative phenomenon in Hungarian land distribution in Hungary, where two forms of estates became dominant: the dwarf estate and the large landed plantation\(^ {387}\). This also meant a huge imbalance in the social makeup in the country, in where the most amount of land (and wealth) was owned by the most wealthy minority, whereas the majority owned the least amount of property. Notwithstanding his later fascist turn, Matolcsy
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had provided sound evidence and painted a fairly realistic depiction of reality in interwar Hungary. Matolcsy saw the landed aristocracy, the Church (mostly Catholic) and the Jewish renter as the most important bulwarks of Hungarian backwardness. His anti-semitism is prevalent even in this very first major work, as he presents partial statistics on how many renters are Jews. He himself admits that there was not much satisfactory data gathered at the time to base this assumption on, but concluded on the cursory evidence he did have that “the phenomenon is well-known\(^{388}\). This dire economic situation had severe consequences on the population and its growth spurt (more on this on the sub-chapter dedicated to demography, see below). It was also a phenomenon which negatively affected the economic output of the country; Matolcsy used complicated statistics (based on the works of German economist Hollmann) to prove the point that small holdings and medium-sized farms produce more and more efficiently than large estates, where the resources are basically often wasted\(^{389}\). This meant that less resources could be exported, and less capital generated for a capital-poor country such as Hungary\(^{390}\). While this contradicts the general economic wisdom on the subject, which clearly favors larger estates, it is important to see that even at this early stage, Matolcsy’s political credo influenced his scientific credibility. He concluded that a swift program of reforms was needed to reformat the Hungarian economy and rescue society. These included curtailing the fee tail, which was a form of trust still existing in Hungary at the time, which established by deed or settlement which restricted the sale or inheritance of an estate in real property and prevented the property from being sold, devised by will, or otherwise alienated by the tenant-in-possession, and instead causing it to pass automatically by operation of law to an heir pre-determined by the settlement
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deed\textsuperscript{391}. Secondly, he proposed the modification of the size of landed estates, in favor of small- and mid-sized estates, given out through a land reform similar to those enacted in neighboring Romania with the Constitution of 1923\textsuperscript{392}. This would be backed up by a program of inner re-settlement, in order to rearrange and displace the rural unemployed. Modernization (mechanization, the extension of the infrastructure of roads etc.) and co-operatization of the farms were also part of his plan. The Hungarian economist also wanted to secure the financial backing of the farms, asking advantageous government loans to be accorded to them and give them some sort of social security system. At this point, however, Matolcsy was still very careful about the edge of his demands, so he envisioned a progressive adoption of his system, over a few decades, favoring evolution over revolution\textsuperscript{393}. His attitude would quickly radicalize over the next few years, as his attempts in parliament to get his message across met with stern opposition from the elite\textsuperscript{394}.

\textbf{Szálasi, between fascist corporatism and “the Work-State”}

Perhaps the most influential contribution to the imagining of the future fascist society was made by the leader of the Arrow Cross Party, Ferenc Szálasi. The focus of his few works fell upon the solving of the country’s economic and social problems, with the ultimate goal of achieving a stable internal situation which would ensure that Hungary could become a player on the international scene. To this end, Szálasi set up a rough scheme by which society was to be restructured, which he dubbed “the national socialist/ Hungarist work state”. The blueprint for
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this future society was dominated by two main themes: military rigor and discipline, on the one hand, and on the other, clear-cut, utilitarian categories for the social classes of Hungary. Deceivingly simple, his outline of Hungarian society was, however fraught with illogical constructions and dominated by a (perhaps willing) lack of detail. I theorize that this was ultimately its main appeal as well, for each social category could perceive that it defended their interests and empowered it. Szálasi’s achievement was based on the success by which he transmitted two messages: that he would bring about peace between the classes, binding them into a single, organic unit of “the people”, and secondly, that his rule would discipline society, gearing it toward a single national goal. Thereby, society would be “reborn” unto new. Of course, these achievements would come at a price: getting rid of the present economic and social system and the enemies of the nation, the Jews.

The main characteristic that set Szálasi’s (and in general, fascist) ideology apart from the rest of his far-right fellow travellers (of which there were many: Imrédy being the most significant) was the revolutionary reimagining of society. It would be radically reconfigured into a system of closed castes, all equal toward one another, albeit fulfilling different roles, and all subservient to the leader. Initially, however, Szálasi attempted to tackle the problems ailing society by fixing the country’s broken economic and political system. In his premiere published work, entitled A Magyar Állam Felépítésének Terve (The Plan for the Rebuilding of the Hungarian State), he attempted to set up a series of guidelines to do just that. From the outset, we may observe that he set out from a highly state-centered starting point. This is probably due to his past as a military officer, who was taught to think in terms of states and nations, always in the macro. His goal was to fix the state with the ultimate goal of raising the level of the same state. Therefore it is not surprising that he gave the state all of the agency in achieving these
goals, in a sort of top-down revolution. The first step toward ameliorating the present situation, Szálasi thought, was to drop the domestic and international the country had incurred as a consequence of the war. Hungary would refuse to pay war reparations and stop the pay for the rates of loans taken out after the First World War. All debts would be taken on by the state, and paid out at a rate calculated by Szálasi. Foreign debts would be reimbursed up to 20% of their value, and Hungary would not pay interest for the last decade of rates. How the country would achieve this feat is not explained by the author, of course. Production would be completely transformed within the country as well through a broad series of nationalizations of private enterprises. Firstly, exports would be expropriated by the state, which would take 50% (minus 2% to be given to intermediaries) of the profits of the enterprise and give the other half to the concerns which supplied the products. The state would nationalize all strategic assets, such as communications, transport, agriculture, the insurance and financial sector, the stock market would function under strict state supervision. The state would act as the primary of economy, and all aspects of production would be supervised by it; Szálasi had no qualms about identifying his system as planned economy. The planning would be parcelled up into three-year plans, the first of which was the most important, as the period of “átállítás” (remaking, retooling). The inspiration for this was probably both Soviet planned economy but also the policies of Fascist Italy. The final goal was the realization of autarky.

Szálasi, as his predecessors before him gave an inordinate amount of value to farming. He identified Hungary as a par excellence agricultural state and a peasant nation, and wished to
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devote the energies of the country toward an efficient production in this area. Therefore, in his book he advanced the idea of rationalization and modernization of agricultural production. Also, he wished that it be mechanized and industrialized, somewhat clashing with his idea of land redistribution. He favored an industrial, machine-farmed production of foodstuffs even at cost of the “until now artificially-favored industrial sector”\textsuperscript{401}. He wished to free the smallholders of crippling debt and declared that the state act to repossess land and redistribute it into holdings up to 50 holds to the unemployed or landless. This would be paired by a vast plan of internal re-colonization of the country, which would repopulate the land and get the agricultural production going. He also planned to loosen the tax rate to 2\% for properties under 200 holds and to 3\% for farms between 200 and 500 holds\textsuperscript{402}.

Concerning the urban working class, his opinions were varied, offering both punishments and concessions. Szálasi posited that work was both a fundamental right, and a basic obligation of any citizen\textsuperscript{403}. Thus, the state was obligated to provide the means of minimal sustainment to all the members of the nation. On the other hand, strikes would be outlawed, under severe penalty, under Szálasi’s plan. However, he bound both the worker and the owners of industry to the state. He proposed the creation of state-run “Work tribunals” in which both the workers and the industrialists would be represented in equal numbers. They would reach compromises through the mediation of the state, and in this way, conflicts would be avoided\textsuperscript{404}. Among his other social measures he proposed a fixing of the rate of many salaries, rent rates, social benefits for mothers and others, pensions, raising them (in theory, at least) significantly and unifying their rates. Szálasi also proposed a number of measures, which if enacted, would discourage private
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enterprise. He personally disliked capitalism, and the profit-based economy, but was not opposed to the private enterprise and to the concept of private property in principle. He wanted to curtail private economic initiatives and to control them out of a fear that they would lead to profiteering. Therefore, he set the rates for profit for producers between 10-12% and for intermediaries at 2-4%. This, in practice, would probably have ruined private enterprise for all but the largest industrial and commercial concerns. In the case of the last two measures mentioned, at least, Szálasi seemed to fit exactly in the Communist scheme of interpretation, which deemed it a reactionary agent of capitalism.

Nevertheless, Szálasi’s social engineering evolved rapidly as he became more and more exposed to the practice of politics. By 1937, he became so aware of the situation of the urban working class that he named his first political newspaper the “Új Magyar Munkás” (The New Hungarian Worker). The journalistic endeavor did not meet with much success, as the newspaper was promptly banned due to its violent anti-Semitic rhetoric after only one issue, but it made its mark by announcing Szálasi’s views on the social question to the public. In a series articles entitled “Plow” “Hammer” “Sword” and “Pen”, he espoused his vision of a Hungarian society, which was exploited by “Jews and taxes”. He saw the workers and peasants of Hungary being subjugated by the elite (represented by the Jews), and decried their current pitiful condition. He promised in the articles to forge the peasantry, working class, the military and the intellectuals into political soldiers (the social-national), who would defeat the Jewish chimera and revolutionize Hungary.
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The most concrete expression of Szálasi’s views on the structuring of society were expressed in his seminal pamphlet “Út és Cél” (Way and Goal), which appeared in 1936. His opinions had crystallized by this time, and he chose to synthesize them in the form of a few broad directives, which he subsequently repeated in a dogmatic manner until his death. One of the most important aspects of his discourse on the concept of society was that from the outset he connected the socio-economic problems with the Jewish question. This opinion, absent from his previous work, had stabilized Szálasi firmly in the world of the Hungarian far right. He stated that the one could not be separated from the other, the two being intertwined; at this point, he subscribed to the conspiracy theory of Jews being behind the economic, social and political ruin of his country. He proposed ridding the country of the “Jewish influence”, by which he understood large-scale capitalism and materialism. Szálasi’s understanding of economy was deficient, and he gave the matter little importance in his ideology, declaring that material was a tool, not a goal. He sought a spiritual rebirth of his people in the spirit of nationalism. He declared the totality of the nation to be an organic being, which would have received legal personality in his future plans. The nation and its people were the true owners of the prerogatives, which they willingly gave up, in a solitary act of confidence, to the national-socialist state. In this way, fascism was legitimized directly from the people. The Nation (with a capital N) was imagined by Szálasi as a total entity, encompassing all aspects of state and society. In the spirit of this holist approach, he concluded that all propriety derived from the nation itself, and consequently, everything belonged to the nation, the property rights of which were unitary and indivisible. In theory, therefore Szálasi refused the concept of private property. Private citizens or “biological” (természetes) members of the nation could become owners of a
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part of the national property. It is also suggested, if one reads between the lines, that they would only be temporary caretakers or holders of these properties, which upon their death would default back to the nation. The right to hold property would be conditioned to certain obligations toward the nation and state (at this point Szálasi is sufficiently vague to which he understands, as he often confuses the two terms), which would be reciprocal: the state also had certain obligations toward the individual.

While the author firmly stated that material concerns were secondary, and were to be viewed as a tool, not the main motivator, he gave them sufficient importance. Szálasi pointed out that the only way to inspire the members of the nation, the people as individuals to become national socialist was through the policies of “socialist nationalism”. In practice, this meant the raising of the living standards of the majority of the population, and assuring that their materials needs were met. It also meant a great deal of uniformization of social standards and leveling of the differences between social classes. The goal was building a “community of faith… of working Hungarians…which thinks socially in all aspects of life and is filled with socialist content in all its aspects”. Szálasi was opening the door for the masses to enter history, but under his strict fascist supervision. This “social-national” as he called the state of awareness within his fascist state (i.e. the indoctrination of the people with nationalism and his brand of socialism, heavily based on voluntarism, the day-to-day practice of nationalism and awareness toward social issues), was based on “the ethics of work”, which had two major components: the right and the obligation to work for all. Szálasi’s nation would be a proletarian one, with little regard for difference or privileges. Nevertheless, he refused the association with social democracy and Marxism, which he called “the materialism of the most base instincts”. He
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repudiated the concept of historical materialism as materialism born out of itself, without any higher purpose or goal. We may observe the idea of “liquid modernity” acting as a motor of Szálasi’s perception of reality. He offered his private solution to the problem of lack of meaning, endowing the mass with the idea of extreme nationalism. His new national community must was to be renewed on a daily basis by a practice of mutual help, inspired by nationalism and selflessness, opposed to the concept of ego. “Healthy” egoism could only exist and be a character trait of one person: the nation, but there it was total and took precedence before all else. Thusly, he hoped to create a nation composed of “new Hungarians”, novel individuals with little sense of self, totally integrated and subservient to the concept of the nation, in the practice of which they participated voluntarily, their base instincts of egoism being suppressed by a program of material well-being. The influence of German Nazism and Italian Fascism is evident, especially if we consider the date at which the Hungarian fascist politician was writing his work.

Szálasi worked out a scheme into which society was to be ordered, if he was ever going to come into power, a blueprint by which the relationship between existing social classes would have been rearranged, new social classes would be created and some of the old ones eliminated completely. He would deviate very little from this outline in the coming years, holding fast to it until his death in 1945, and it formed an important part of his and his party’s discourse. The only notable change is its marked radicalization, which occurred in the years of the war: the value of the concept of work and order became more and more central.

The most important, and one can say, central element of the future social order, according to Szálasi (and as we have seen, generally in Hungarian fascist ideology) is peasantry. The
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Hungarian fascist leader argued that the peasant was the “buttress (tartó) of the nation”. He stated that the peasantry was the repository of all the positive qualities of the nation, and the social category which held onto national traditions and preserved its ethnic characteristics the most. Therefore, the goal of the future national socialist regime was the realization of a “peasant state”. By this, he meant that the main goal was the betterment of the quality of life and wealth of the peasantry, and that the state would be based around agricultural production. The dichotomy between the values of the village, i.e. a traditional way of life, mired in customs vis-à-vis the value system of the city, which represented modernity and the breakup of traditions and the loss of ethnic identity is very much present in the author’s passages. Szálasi presents the peasant as fulfilling the role of a historical loser: he is forever doomed to sacrifice and to give, for the sake of the nation. The short fresco he paints of the past role of the peasantry borrows a lot of its themes from Biblical passages: the social class sacrifices itself on the altar of the nation, doomed to be exploited by less-virtuous social categories and ethnic others. This is due to the sobriety and deep moral quality, the pride of peasantry, which does not shrug away its responsibilities. Szálasi identified a deep crisis of the class, which was on the cusp of being destroyed due to the cumulative action of Jews (representing capitalism and exploitation) and the state, which suffocated it with taxes. The author wanted to facilitate a rebirth of the peasantry, a reaffirmation of the class which he referred to as “agricultural proletariat”; the palingenetic motif of suffering, sacrifice and renewal is lifted from Christian Gospels. Szálasi proposed a set of solutions for achieving the assertion of the peasantry to primacy. The first was the fusing together of the class into a single, homogenous unit. Secondly, Szálasi wanted to secure its
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economic existence at the cost of the large landed estates, and he stated this outright\(^{418}\). He imagined his peasantry as a caste of smallholders, producing in family units\(^{419}\). This meant that the leader of the Arrow Cross did not have any room in his future conception of society for the aristocracy or other large landowners (except for the state), and he wanted to eliminate all hereditary privileges. In this sense, his scheme was quite revolutionary, for he wanted a complete break with Hungary’s baroque social system, and he was not shy about engaging the state in social engineering to achieve his goals. He wanted the smallholding system in order to bind (beleágyazni) the peasant to the land\(^{420}\); this was the reaffirmation of the mythic bond between the peasant and the earth which has appeared in fascist discourses in Hungary since the early 1930’s. Its origins are in 19\(^{th}\) century romanticism, which gave the peasantry a bucolic-nationalist interpretation (present in Hungary and throughout Europe; important examples in Russia and Germany). This was later utilized in Germany by National Socialist thinkers such as Walter Darré to form the concept of Blut und Boden (Blood and Soil), an important mainstay of Nazi ideology\(^{421}\). It is safe to assume that Szálasi was well informed of Blut und Boden, and was influenced by it, as well as by the resurgence of interest toward peasantry in his native country. This would form an unbreakable bond between the peasant and the soil he was toiling on, thwarting all attempts of “imperialism” both “internal and external\(^{422}\).”

Further proof toward the revolutionary nature of Szálasi’s structure of society is afforded by the role he gave to the working class. He recognized the rapid emergence of this social category, and assigned it a secondary, although it can be argued, in some ways, even more important role in society. The working class and workers, Szálasi stated, were “the builders of
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the nation (*nemzetépítő*) ". From the outset, we have to recognize the basic difference between this and the prior role, of the peasantry. While the latter is static, a repository and keeper of national values, the former is dynamic and active. The peasantry is therefore “doomed” to exist, while the working class is given agency. The source of this could be Marxist theory, which deemed the peasantry reactionary and also gave a central role to the proletariat. We certainly know that Szálasi read and had been influenced by Marx, according to his own declaration and journal423, and this caricature of Marxism is certainly typical for his level of understanding and interpretation. In any case, the difference between the two is striking. Szálasi also assigned different characteristics to the workers, mainly related to their awareness and mentality. While he connected the peasantry to the concept of nature, he associated the working class to the concept of ideology. Ideology was a tool which could be utilized to win over the support and control the workers: it would work to inspire and guide them424. This was due, wrote Szálasi, to the different apprehension of “socialism” that the two classes had: the peasantry was, by its nature, selfish and concerned only with the interests of its own class, while the proletariat was holistic, seeing the interests of its own class as related to the position of other social classes. Its solution had traditionally been the reformatting of the entire social system in its own favor; this is why it was so susceptible to the argument of Marxian socialism and communism425. What is interesting is that Szálasi again gave the proletariat an active role, doubling its importance, and underlining its very nature as a dynamic factor in society, as he perceived it. Not only did the workers possess a keen political awareness, they would, in his words “convert wholesale” to the cause of a political movement, once they had been sufficiently convinced of its value. This could be achieved by the
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The triad of ideology, welfare and belief in God (*Istenhit*)\(^{426}\). The working class also had the distinct advantage of forming a coherent unit (it was not cleft in pieces, as the peasantry), available for political mobilization, Szálasi opined. We may conclude from these passages that the Arrow Cross politician perceived the proletariat as a truly revolutionary role, in two important ways. Firstly, it could carry through a political revolution, i.e. serve in the road to power. The lessons of the 1919 Communist Revolution had not been forgotten by the former army major. Secondly, the workers would have an active part in Szálasi’s designs of social engineering and in rebuilding the new Hungary (this is what is understood under the term “builders of the nation”).

So, while Szálasi talks about a future agrarian state, there is an inherent tension in his writings between it and the active role he assigned to the working class. In his later articles, and in the Arrow Cross press, books and pamphlets, the term “Work-State” (”*Munkaállam*”) would be coined. This further contributed to the essentially irrational nature of Szálasi’s thought and Hungarian fascist ideology in general, which preferred to utilize vagueness, slogans, and charisma in order to garner mass support from varying social categories.

For all his bluster of raising the role of underprivileged social classes and bringing them to the fore of politics, Szálasi’s ideology did not escape traditional hegemonic constructions. This can be deduced from the importance he gave to the next social class in his blueprint for a future society: the intelligentsia (or intellectuals, *értelmiség* in Hungarian). He stated that the intellectuals were fated to be the leaders and directors of the nation. They would fill various roles, from providing inspiration and teaching to the other classes, to the most important, as a pool from which the national elite, the political leadership could be recruited. It is interesting to
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note the word which Szálasi used for this elite, *nemzetvezérkar*\textsuperscript{427}, which can roughly be translated into national-general staff. This is indicative of the fascist leader’s perception of reality, as military lingo still informed his political vocabulary: he understood that organization of society must be modeled on martial models, as if the whole of the nation was a barrack. This sort of “barrack mentality” was also indicative of German Nazism, as the experiences of the World War influenced the development of its ideology\textsuperscript{428}. In any case, the triad of peasants as “agricultural proletariat”, the working class as a revolutionary class and the intellectuals as a vanguard of political leaders bears an uncanny similarity to Leninism. Szálasi also worked with a novel conception of intellectuals: he rejected the middle class almost entirely as a concept, and declared that intellectuals come from all strata, that the working class and peasantry also have their own contributions to the intellectual class. If we skip ahead, and see that Szálasi’s scheme only included peasants, workers, intellectuals, women and youth, we may surmise that intellectuals, and by extension, leaders could only come from the proletariat and the peasantry, as the fascist leader did not recognize other classes. He continued his text by berating the notion of a bureaucracy, as stale and dry. Instead, he proposed a political class which would be inspired spiritually and in constant nationalist fervor. The ideas of sacrifice inherited from the peasantry and voluntarist revolutionary fervor would replace the value-system of the previous political class, which was rooted in middle-class values. Szálasi characterized the middle class as “spineless, indolent, having a disdain toward the land and recoiling from the soil, uninterested in the…manifestations of national life, soulless and mechanical, non-spiritual and lacking belief, morally decadent and materialistic\textsuperscript{429}, and inherently anti-national. The middle class itself was a
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reactionary class, which should be purged and eliminated in the future. Szálasi broke the social category down into three main components, according to their value for the cause of fascism. The first was composed of traitors, who were guilty of all the sins of society; they were infected with Jewish blood and Jewish ideas. They formed the upper crust of the middle class, and were the greatest adversaries of Hungarism; Szálasi besmirched them with the term “moral and material parasites of the nation”. The second category were those who were apathetic due to their lack of possibility to act, caught in the web spun by those in power; they formed the lowed middle class, bureaucrats and functionaries, underlings of those in the power structure’s upper tiers. Some of them could be rescued for the movement. The last were the elite of the middle class: those intellectuals with the ability and willingness to act, and open to the fascist message. They would, according to Szálasi, form the vanguard of the party and the future elite of the nation. These intellectuals were organically linked to their peasant roots, were unspoiled by Jewish propaganda, and were utterly dedicated to the national cause430. They also exhibited “racially pure characteristics” (faji vonások). In conclusion, Szálasi considered almost all of his contemporary political elite to be unusable for the future, with small exceptions, wanting to scrap not only their social class, but also the entire social structure upon which they had based their power. It is in these details that Szálasi’s ideology differed from other fellow travellers on the Hungarian far right: none of them had such an overarching plan of revolutionizing society. Most of them limited their discussion of social issues to underlining the importance of some sort of land reform, completed by anti-Semitic rants. Szálsai, on the other hand, declared the problem of society to be systemic, and in his simplistic way, wanted to reconfigure it by using revolutionary means of social engineering.
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In order to see how his concept of society evolved, we may take a look at three of speeches he gave between the dates of 1942 and 1944 to representatives of workers, peasants and small businesses. In the speech addressed to a gathering of the workers, he historicized the relationship between workers and exploiters in an almost vulgar Marxist manner, saying that it was as old as time itself⁴³¹. The worker’s very nature was an active struggle, which was in the present taken up by National Socialism, against the plutocratic capitalist regime. However, the nature of the fight had changed exactly due to the apparition of Hungarism, which gave the working class vital allies, in the peasantry and the intellectuals. This ensured that the fight would be won through a collaboration of the working social classes. Social concord and improved wages and material living standards would therefore be assured to all⁴³².

The speeches he gave to the leaders of peasants reaffirmed his propensity toward an agricultural state, with some industry, and underscored the role of the peasantry as a repository of the nation⁴³³. For him, the peasant was bound to the land and space he inhabited through thick strands of blood and history (here we see the influence of the both the theories of Blut und Boden, Hungarian populism and Nazi geopolitics). Therefore, he accorded a primacy of the peasant in his future state, and declared his movement as a crusade directed at freeing the peasant from his bonds. A free peasant would ensure the peace in the European Great-Space, the Arrow Cross leader claimed (although it is altogether unclear how). The goal was to settle the question of land reform, and realize the Hungarianization and peasant-isation of the national space. He promised to settle their debts, secure high standards of living to them, and give them property.
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The speech given to intellectuals (or rather, party intellectuals) confirmed their role as the directing force of the political revolution. Szálasi highlighted their role as the avant-garde of the political movement, and therefore entered into a sort of redistribution of his own charisma. This speech may be considered as part of the phenomenon of “routinization of charisma” observed by Iordachi in the case of the Romanian Iron Guard. He declared that Hungarism must also create its own elite, to displace the elite of the old regime. They would be sourced from peasants and workers; basically he repeated his prior arguments. This proves the sparse nature of Szálasi’s theoretical world, which even to himself solidified into a dogmatic repetition of his prior arguments by the latter part of his life.

Women

Women, as a social category, surprisingly received quite a bit of consideration in Hungarian fascist press and publications. However, all of this attention this did not amount to a progressive attitude or any sort of equal perception among sexes. There was no room for women, even within the movements, to receive an equal status to men. Fascism devoted a large amount of effort to convincing women to remain in traditional gender roles, and infuse them with the voluntary spirit of nationalism. Perhaps the best theoretical scheme to characterize this situation is R.W. Connell’s concept of hegemonic masculinity, which is basically the aggressive domination of masculinity over womanhood (practices that promote the dominant social position of men, and the subordinate social position of women). Fascist journal Magyarság devoted an entire column to “educating women” entitled “Magyar asszony” (Hungarian woman), between
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1938 and 1944. Women were seen as a highly important asset of the nation by Hungarian fascist ideology, and therefore afforded an important role within the discourse. The concept of womanhood was equated with that of motherhood and family, and was closely associated with the importance of demography.

Perhaps the first instances in which women appear were in the fascist press of Meskó Zoltán’s Pesti Újság. In the columns, we have already seen how he and his journalists dedicated a number of articles to tackling modern womanhood, and the early signs of their emancipation, by attacking “the decadence” of bourgeois women. These kinds of episodic articles were prevalent in the fascist press all throughout the interwar period.

Szálasi dedicated an entire section of his magnum opus, The Way and the Goal, to women and youth, whom he considered to be a vital part of society (more important than the other social classes he planned to wipe out). The woman, he stated “is the genius of the immortality of the nation.” He envisioned his future state as one in which the holiness and pureness of the family environment and the sanctity of motherhood would be guiding principles. He saw women only as a vessel for the survival of the nation, and therefore violently refused any change in traditional gender roles; he wrote that any system which tries to modify the femininity of women, turning them into a hybrid man-woman, was unnatural and therefore brings about its own demise. Womanhood carried with it a number of moral mores, Szálasi thought, which were of course, traditional. He even thought the institution of civil marriage was a step in the wrong direction. The new state would only allow divorces in two
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cases, both related to child-rearing: sterility (as the goal of marriage was the production of offspring for the nation) and race-mixing (the goal was to produce pure Hungarian children). The role of women extended from motherhood into basic indoctrination of their children in the national-socialist creed, but the lion’s share of the brainwashing would be enacted by the state. The mother’s role was to be secondary even in the family, Szálasi opined, subservient to the “leader of the family”, the father.

Csonka Kálmánné Balogh Ildikó’s book, entitled “Családvédelem a nemzeti szocialista munkaállamban” (Family Protection in the National Socialist Work-State) was a landmark work, both for its theorization and codification of the fascist concept of femininity, and for the fact that it was the only book ever written by a woman published by any fascist movement in Hungary. However, this seminal book did not translate into any groundbreaking shift in attitudes toward women within the Arrow Cross Party. It served as a guidebook for women in how to act and think according to national socialist tenets. The short booklet wastes no time and connects directly the concept of “family protection” with the concept of femininity. It is the main role of women within the fascist society to act in the capacity of a protector for the institution of the family, she wrote. Balogh preaches that the protection of the family was in the past and should be in the future the goal of the entire society; family protection is the first step and building block toward the protection of the race and the nation. Here, she is clearly influenced by racist and medical-eugenicist discourses floating around in the fascist publications at the time, such as those belonging to Bosnyák Zoltán, Hargitay and the EPOL group (see chapter III). Therefore,
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she defines the protection of the family as “everything that serves the protection of the family, the race and the body and soul of the nation…” Furthermore, she breaks it down into three main categories:

1. Pre-marital measures. These included the establishment of a marriage “based on truth” (probably on the disclosure of any disabilities of the spouses, or unclean racial origins), the state intervention in pre-marital affairs, in the form of pre-marital counseling (to ensure that the couple was both indoctrinated as to the role of marriage in producing offspring, and the importance of clean bills of health), the realization of genealogies before marriage, and an obligatory medical examination prior to the commitment.

2. Marital measures. The economic and spiritual well-being of the couple, including health and measures to keep beauty.

3. The family. The blessing of children. The protection of the child and infant. The rearing of children, including the building of character and body. The pedagogy of the heart and patriotism.

The pre-marital measures, besides being based on a spiritual harmony between the spouses, were grounded on concrete measures that set up the structure of the family and concreted the role of women inside it. They included the instruction of women in household duties (as she was deemed the leader of the household\textsuperscript{446}), leading the economy of the family, and childrearing capabilities. This reflects the fascist desire to affect social life at all of its stages, including direct state and party interference in family life and planning, its the idea that the goal of marriage is the conception of as many children as possible, and the founding of a family. The scheme
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cements gendered roles inside the family, for which the couple needs to be „trained”, being based on the concept of a family as a job within itself, for which study and training is necessary; this is linked with the role of the family as a flying buttress for national and racial defense. Balogh continues by highlighting and praising the role of state intervention in the organic relationship between couples, as she deems obligatory pre-marital medical consultations to being paramount. It may ruin lovers hopes, she penned, but it secures the future of the generations to come; moreover, she wrote, medical permissions for marriages were of the highest consequence as they supported the strengthening and purity of the Hungarian race, from an eugenic standpoint. The author gave the example of Germany, and Italy, two fascist regimes which had already established such legislation, and Japan, which was selecting diplomats based on their racial purity; those with racially pure blood were biologically conditioned to not betray their nation and race, the author wrote. The importance of medical analyses was due to the primacy of the interest of the national community prior to the individual. This was, she continued, the ultimate goal of the married couple as well: to tirelessly work for the common good, for the nation; this gave the couple purpose, and spiritual joy (gyönyör), as it gave them selfless drive. Of course, the reverse of this coin meant that it also robbed them of their individuality and personality, but fascism did not care much for these concepts anyway.

Returning to women, they were given responsibilities in upholding their own beauty. Balogh gives detailed guidelines in personal grooming, in order for the reader to accomplish this goal. This can be seen as another manifestation of the phenomenon of hegemonic masculinity
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defined by Connell. Women were also in charge of maintaining the hygiene of the family\textsuperscript{452}; this encompassed a number of different domains, the listing of which is not of consequence for this study. What it is to be noted is the importance of this term within fascist discourses; fascism always insisted on words such as purity, cleanliness, hygiene as signifiers for racial unanimity, and ethnic monochromality. This obsession with hygiene also extended and invaded the space of the family. The family (and within it, the woman) was the main bulwark against racial torpidity, the author wrote. She makes a historicist argument that all great races became decadent when they started to neglect their racial purity and started to chase material pleasures\textsuperscript{453}. We may observe here a slight hint at an attempt to highlight to role of womanhood, through its role in family, and consequently racial maintenance. But it is only a slight suggestion, and still ultimately only made within the confines of hegemonic masculinity. The quality of the children raised within the family, she concludes, may only be maintained by a \textit{mens sana in corpore sano} attitude. Health was a consequence, in her opinion, of strenuous physical exercise and mental indoctrination, and both were ultimate tools in combatting racial torpidity\textsuperscript{454}.

Balogh Ildikó’s treatise on women and families constructed an attitude toward femininity which was mirrored by other publications as well. In a special column entitled Hungarian Woman, the main Arrow Cross journal (beside Pesti Újság) Magyarság published a number of weekly articles in the same vein. For example, an article from December 1943, written by countess Helena Wesselényi, entitled “A few words on marriage”, extolled the role of women within marriage. Beyond individuals goals of happiness and fulfillment, the married couple had
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the duty of moving forward the good of the nation and the fulfillment of the race. The couple must not only think of themselves, but to the “lofty goals” of the nation. The article saw population as material, announcing that the role of women and of marriage was the production of as many quality offspring as possible, in order to further the national cause in the inter-nation competition (in a social Darwinist perception of the interaction between nations). In a January 1944 set of articles, the same column reviewed the historical role of women in the past and projected a new type of woman for the future. It recounts the role of “famous” women of the past, including the spouses of Brutus, Hugo Grotius, Antoine Marie-Lavalette (one of Napoleon’s most trusted men), and others. Their main redeeming characteristic is their loyalty toward their husbands. Thusly, the article only sees women as an extension of men, subservient to their goals, and an accessory of their existence. The second article discusses the future biological development of a new type of woman, which shall cast off the bourgeois trappings of the early 20th century, and become a “natural beauty”, due to her spiritual renewal, her engagement in the acquisition of “knowledge” (although it is unclear as to what this entails) and the regular practice of sport, meant to maintain her health and physical attributes. In April 1944, an article by Kovásznay Erzsébet, entitled “My lord or my husband?” debated the hegemonic role of the man within marriage. She concluded that since the family was an indivisible unit, the modern concept of “husband” was a regress for the entire family. Women had normally taken a secondary role, and a step back for the husband from shouldering the entire responsibility diminished the woman as well. Men did not consequently take the family as seriously as they should have, which had grave costs for the entire community, and the women
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themselves, who did not benefit from the security offered. It is amazing that this justification of
the hegemony of masculinity came from a woman, but we must not forget the source: fascist
press. The same column contained an article chronicling the proceedings of a conference on
population growth held by the Catholic Students’ Conference, held by Doros Gábor, the
notorious eugenicist and doctor specializing in venereology. The article, entitled “Let us secure
the healthy development of our people!” called for all women to have more children, and state
financial support and awards for families with many offspring, as they served the national
cause459.

The special attention dedicated to women, as a social category which was on the one
hand, highly important for the material development of the nation, and on the other hand, a social
category which needed to be controlled and oppressed, is evident in the party’s internal
documents as well. Two of these are illustrative for the fascist conception of femininity: the
speech given at an Arrow Cross party gathering (not dated) during the war, and the party’s own
internal guidelines for organizing its Female Section460. The speech mainly concentrated on the
elevated role of women in the war effort. It looked back in history to all of the contributions
made by women to Hungarian history in times of crisis and warfare. Interestingly, it added to the
importance of women, raising them to a semi-heroic status. The text commented on their role as
caretakers, underlining the sacrifices they undertook, and established that, during times of war
there were two ideals of heroes established: the soldier and the nurse. The text (whose author is
not recorded) also speaks of the heroic qualities of women who had “male souls461”. There was

---

459 “Biztosítsák az egészséges népszaporodás szociális előfeltételeit!”, Ibid., p. 12, 1st January 1944, p. 12
460 Magyar Országos Levéltár, “P 1351 -Nyilaskeresztes Párt 1933-1945.”
461 Ibid., p. 2-3
therefore some room for women to improve their status, but only via taking on masculine characteristics.

The organization of women within the Arrow Cross Party had two important traits: militarization and voluntarism\textsuperscript{462}. The goal of the women’s organization of the party was to bring together women of national socialist belief, and solidify them into a coherent bloc. This unit would then serve to educate the women in the various aspects national socialist ideology, including the part of women in society, their role in upholding morals and family life and so forth. The party life included various activities for women, five of which are most important (beside banal organizational activities): the spreading of national socialist ideology, the organization of family life and children into the party, social work, taking over the duties of men in case of need, and cultural work dedicated to women (songs etc.). In all other aspects, the statute read, the women had the same rights and obligations within the party as men did (which is to say, almost no rights\textsuperscript{463}). The women’s organization, in spite of what was declared, had a strict co-ordinary role in the party structure, that is to say it could not act in an executive fashion, could not emit or receive orders to and from other party branches (and under the direct leadership of the party head). It functioned as an appendix of the main body of the party, supporting it in whatever capacity it needed\textsuperscript{464}. The party, the text tells, was “a seed fallen to Earth from the heavens. That seed turned into…Szálasi, from whose soul…Hungarism was born…the party was a tree…and the women’s organization one if its branches…”. This part-biblical, part sexualized rendition hid the fact that the women’s group was set up to:

1. Enforce traditional gender roles.

\textsuperscript{462} 9-ik előadás. Hegyesi Kálmáné, \textit{Szervezésszaki ismeretek}, Ibid.
\textsuperscript{463} Ibid., p.3
\textsuperscript{464} Ibid., p. 5
2. Oppress women into their role of motherhood, and demographic production

3. Enforce a strict segregation of sexes within the party, and block women’s road to political power.
The historical teleology and worldview
of Hungarian fascism in the 1930’s-1940’s

The Hungarian radical right is a historic animal. This statement represents the core of its very being, for it is through a particular understanding of history that the radical right in Hungary perceived the world. History animated the political activity of the Arrow Cross Party: the annual processions, press articles, parliamentary interventions and solemn speeches on special occasions. The biggest party rallies usually took place at anniversaries or commemorations of historical events important for the life of the nation and the community. The speeches of politicians and activists were rife with examples and references to the past; for every occasion or problem, there is certainly an homologue in the past. Therefore the past acts as a constant referential point. The Hungarian radical right needs to look back to the past in order to be able to look to the present or onward to the future. In this sense, one the arguments my paper seeks to make is that the radical right’s ultimate goal is to cancel out history, by imposing its optimal weltanschauung. This view of the future is also deeply entangled with the past. A mythological past serves as its source. Therefore, an analysis of the historical perception is necessary that if we wish to do a cursory investigation into the ideology of the Hungarian radical right and explore its reasons for success.
But what does this perception entail? Firstly, it means that history serves as a grand ordinator of both identity and perception and interaction with the surrounding world. It is by making use of historical grand events, persons and motifs that the Hungarian radical right forms its core self. Secondly, it means that the radical right uses a certain code of political language to communicate. Many of the elements of the code are historical, as Pierre Nora called them, lieux de memoire, that a particular society shares among its members. The symbolic meaning of an image or a reference to a certain name within a political exposé evokes the desired response only when it is located in the correct socio-political context. As Clifford Geertz tells us in the introduction to his *Interpretation of cultures*, a certain gesture, symbol or concept may only be properly understood within the confines of a certain cultural setting. This is certainly true for political culture as well. These elements are therefore recognized as such by the individuals making up society, but their interpretations may vary highly within the community itself.

The most useful way to conduct a systematic analysis of the anatomy of the Hungarian radical right’s historical identity is to analyze its discourses pertaining to history.

I shall depart from one of the most important theoretical tenets of this thesis, the term of generic fascism put forward by such scholars as Roger Griffin and George L. Mosse. Fascism is identified by Roger Griffin as a sub-variant of ultranationalism, populist in style, and bent on regenerating state and society. The idea of palingenesis is tightly packed concept, encapsulating a historical narrative within it. It theorizes that history is made up a dialectical struggle between members of the nation and its enemies. The national body is under attack by a number of “enemies”, which threaten its very existence. The response to this perceived crisis is to attempt a regeneration of the community in its entirety, which would ensure a re-vitalization and re-acquirement of all the positive qualities it possessed in the past, but in a new form. This creates a
historical ellipsis, by which the linearity of history may be sidestepped, and society may enter into an a-historical time.

In this chapter, I shall attempt to draw up a synthetic scheme of the worldview of the inter-war radical right through the description of its apprehension of the concept of history. This investigation may lead to the identification of the theoretical narrative of fascist political thinking, by inspecting the relationship between the salient conceptual elements. Secondly, a study of the interwar political scene in which the radical right wing was embedded may provide some explanation for the apparent success of their speech and popularity of their vision (upon certain sectors of society).

The beginnings of historical theory

The academic interpretation of history in interwar period was dominated largely by the school established by Szekfű Gyula. They belonged to the Geistesgeschichte School, which in Hungarian was translated as szellemtörténet (history of the spirit)\textsuperscript{465}. German historians such as Wilhelm Dilthey and Friedrich Meinenke were the main influences for Szekfű’s generation\textsuperscript{466}. The former provided the theory of history as a sum of the thoughts, feelings, sensations and experiences of humankind. The reactions to these personal experiences could be gleaned from their external manifestations (in politics, culture and so forth) by historians, and interpreted. The key of a proper interpretation was a psychological involvement of the historian with his subject-matter, which was possible because of the „lived-through” nature of history. History was not studied from the outside, but from within, since the historian was also “living history”. The

\textsuperscript{465} Istvan Deak, ” Historiography of the Countries of Eastern Europe: Hungary “, The American Historical Review, Vol. 97, No. 4 (Oct., 1992), pp. 1041
\textsuperscript{466} Irene Raab Epstein, Gyula Szekfű: a study in the political basis of Hungarian historiography (Indiana, Indiana University., 1974), p. 56-57
thorough knowledge of the object of the study, as well as “the spirit of the age” assured proper historical interpretation.

The tenets of _szellemtörténet_ prescribed a stadial model of history, governed by a linear pattern of development. Development, however, did not equal progress, and nowhere was this more apparent than in the _magnum opus_ of the period, the five-volume _History of Hungary_ of Szekfű, written together with historian Bálint Hóman (who served as Minister of Education for over a decade in the interwar period). The work further developed the ideas put forward by Szekfű in the previous decade, in his book _Three Generations_. It engendered the idea of decline and decay of the Hungarian state and community in the modern period. The factors of decay were identified as being the cosmopolitan, (pseudo)bourgeois and profiteering elements of society, which began manifesting themselves after the onset of the Reform Period (1825-1848). The social categories which participated the most in the process of slowly destroying the Hungarian state and culture were, according to the historian, the gentry and the Jews. Their liberal culture (political and otherwise) came into direct conflict with “traditional” Hungarian values, based on Christian fate and traditional political institutions. This tendency developed further, until 1918, when it came to its natural conclusion, almost dragging the entire community down into abyss.

Szekfű claimed that each era of history had a specific spirit governing it. The spirit of the 19th century had been one of decadence, while his era was one of restoration of the traditional value-system. The Bethlen regime was interpreted as a renovator of Hungarian spirit and culture. Hungarian culture was defined as superior to all others in the area, a worthy participant to

---

467 Irene Raab Epstein, _Gyula Szekfű: a study in the political basis of Hungarian historiography_, (Indiana, Indiana University., 1974), p. 58
European culture. The concept of culture, in Szekfű’s understanding, was quite narrow: it encapsulated high culture and art, statecraft and science. These were all inspired by a strong sense of belonging to the national community and the Christian faith. Consequently, his history was a strongly elitist one, concentrating on the history of high culture, politics, the establishment, legislation and institutions (such as the Church). He also had a proclivity for integrating Hungarian culture into Germanic culture, to the distaste of the Hungarian right-wingers. Szekfű was, due to his philosophy, an apologist of the political regime he was part of. He was influenced by Meinecke’s historicist attitude of the individual being justified within history via his relationship to the general historical forces and trends.

The idea of the decay of the preceding period was therefore accredited by Szekfű, bolstered by his followers, and assumed by the authorities as an element of their legitimacy. The political regime presided by István Bethlen had a highly successful and influential cultural policy through the activities of Klebelsberg Khunó, the Minister for Culture in the 1920’s. Klebelsberg established the Geistesgeschichte historians, providing them with institutional support, and took from them the idea of Hungarian cultural supremacy\(^{468}\).

The fascist movement in Hungary also began to coagulate, ideologically, around a new idea of history. We may use the concept of history to illustrate the attempt at breaking away from conventional norms of fascist politicians, and as an attempt to define themselves. In order to legitimize themselves, they put forward a theory of historical evolution that, while dependent on many of the ideas of established historiography, subverted them. The dynamic of fascist historical theory is quite interesting: it proceeded from a single concept to an elaborate, stratified

theory. The initial concept was what British historian Roger Griffin refers to as liminoid: a state of being in which one perceives himself, and society as being at the brink of great change. Early fascist activists shared this belief (sincerely or for self-legitimating purposes), and announced the dawn of a new era. The present was established as decadent, and they projected an alternative vision of the future. The idea of the future came first, due to the contested nature of the present. They then worked backwards to construct a past in which there were only two possible outcomes: nullification or the confirmation of their vision of their prospects.

The first utterance of the novel idea of the dawning of a new age was made in the pages of the journal entitled Pesti Ujság (The Pest Daily). The newspaper belonged to journalist and politician Meskó Zoltán. This small-time political figure was a member of a populist faction of the governing smallholder party, was a deputy in the Lower House of the Hungarian Parliament and personally owned the journal. He became known as the founder of the first openly fascist political party with parliamentary representation (through his own mandate of deputy). Meskó, born in Baja in 1883 (of Slovak descent), graduated from the military academy in Vienna, and became a non-commissioned officer in 1910. Afterwards, he became involved in various welfare schemes for the peasantry, eventually becoming the general secretary for the Peasant’s Insurance Union. After serving in the First World war on the Italian front, and being involved in the Szeged counterrevolution, he worked in a number of positions in the interim governments, on matters of agriculture and smallholders. He then became involved in the reorganization of the Smallholder Party in 1921, and its melding into the Unitary Party. Shortly thereafter, he left the party because of its attitude toward land reform and the taxing of wealth by 80%. After 1927, he returned to the fold, holding a parliamentary mandate of the Unitary Party. Another important

---

470 Magyar Országgyűlési Almanach, 1935-1944, pp. 257-258
step he undertook was founding a popular newspaper entitled “Pesti Újság” (“The Pest Daily”), which was to become the main means of conveying his ideas, and the base for his political endeavors (the journal became one of the main publications of the Arrow Cross Party long after Meskó’s departure from politics). Within its pages, he constantly pushed for a program of reform for the peasantry, who he identified as Hungary’s main repository of moral and national values, as well as being the most disadvantaged social category.

Even before the official turn to fascism, Meskó’s daily published a high amount of articles describing the atrocious social state of the lower classes, especially the peasantry. He (and his journalists) also identified the huge disparities of living standards between the various social categories and between urban and rural settings. He attributed this state of affairs as a growing trend of decay within society, and identified the causes as being systemic. The liberal and most importantly, capitalist ordering of economy and social affairs were to blame. He understood capitalism solely through its exploitative dimension and its *laissez-faire* attitude which fostered disorder favorable for profiteers:

“…capitalism…maintains the state in order to assure itself unrestricted, free competition. For it, production is an end in itself, its goal is profitability, not the person, but the gain. While millions are starving, this capitalism burns crops, throws coffee and cotton into the sea. This capitalism carries within it the seed of its own demise…it strives for international dominance…while a few thousands of bankers earn billions, millions of poor men are being exploited…”\(^{471}\)

---

\(^{471}\) Pesti Újság, nr. 10, march 6, 1932, page 1
The leitmotif of banks and cartels as instruments of national destruction became embedded in the political lexicon in the years of the crisis. The allegory, however, spawned another facet in early fascist writings: its monopoly on resources endangers the existence of the entire nation, and its leaders are cosmopolitan, often foreign elements. Therefore, the nation and the country faces a constant state of emergency, to which only stern measures suffice.

“…we cannot follow a policy of public interest, until the renewal of the spirit of the nation, the union of all honest working Hungarians does not sweep away those who are traitors of democracy…. profitors of work, who in everything see only their fate and their personal gain.”

The peasantry, the true core of Hungarianness, was understood as being besieged by these factors of decrepitude. Soon, the seeds of a teleologic narrative, posing peasant Hungarians against nefarious cosmopolitan agents, began to appear:

“…they await the dawning of a new age…of a new Hungarian daybreak!...even when everything around collapsed, and the country was getting ready to die, the heart of the countryside was strong…it gave a new life to Magyars. In the villages there are the true characters, brave, god-fearing, holy Hungarians. Our ancestors were not finicky, proud gentlemen. They were anonymous carriers of the Crown of Saint Stephen…and their spirit is conserved in the village…they await renewal.”

In this passage, we may observe the early appearance of the concept of the alternative, glorious future. Furthermore, we may glean an incipient structure, since the peasants secure victory for themselves in this possible bright future by relying on their ancestral heritage.

---
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Therefore, a rudimentary form of historical evolution was already sketched in these passages. It relied, as I have already mentioned above, on a dialectic structure, composed of the Hungarian masses and their antagonists. These antagonists, however, do not have a fixed quality, rather, they are composed of a changing number of characteristics. In the early years of Meskó’s party (the party, together with its official journal, The Voice of the Nation, were founded in the June of 1932), modernity itself was the main foe to combat. This was probably due to the general cultural influence of anti-modernism, prevalent in the political culture of interwar Hungary. The enemy was understood as a materially exploitative, rationalist, individualist approach to modernity, that finds expression through the economic structure of capitalism and liberalism. The linkage was made early on between the immediate material aspects of modernity, and the spiritual ones, which were identified as being at the core of the problem.

“…the Titanic is the flagship of modern civilization…what is there to happen now? Modern science has no answers. Answer, rationalizing Pythia, coixer of modern graphology!...What happened to modern man? Materialism has subjugated the world. It has erased the soul from existence….History was identified as the game between material and economic forces, and replaced providence with a coat. It is no longer man, the spirited animal who makes history, but the spiritless material…The soaring Ikarus has been chained to the ground. For the educated, positivist philosophy has put a glass ceiling in the heavens, demarcation lines between it and earth. Man should stop his transcendental dreams, and think only of what he can grasp!...modern hell was built, with golden currency…a new tower of Babel had been erected…the golden calf declaims economic theory. The world economic crisis has been dubbed under different names by these money-grubbing haruspices. Our eyes are slowly
being pried open. Now we see the cultural bacillus beyond the material cancer eating away at us...The world crisis is the crisis of the modern soul! It is the deus ex machina..."\textsuperscript{474}

Modernity was portrayed as having run amok, a civilizational model in deep material, cultural and spiritual crisis. The root of the problem was identified as the replacement of core national and moral values with inhuman ones, that kept creativity and the desire to evolve from manifesting themselves. This self-destructive chain of events could even influence human nature itself, dehumanizing man, in a manner of speaking. Therefore, swift action was needed to rescue modernity from itself, in a sense. A fascist projection of the future as grounded in the past was pitted against this type of modernity, the details of which varied with each interpreter. The agents of change were identified as those members of society who exhibited a culturally pure Hungarianness, adhered to a traditional moral code, had the desire to act for the greater good, and were willing to rally around a providential leader-figure. Many of the elements of this model are in accordance with Szekfű’s cultural criticism, and his opposition to the liberal interpretation of modernity. Still, the model was quite hazy, and failed to attract many followers. Its “value” was the position of a problem, and an original (at least novel in the Hungarian context) interpretation of the concepts of past, present, and future.

The first political thinker to attempt a connection between past, present and future and between the Hungarian and European historical contexts was Festetics Sándor. Count Sándor Festetics de Tolna was a wealthy aristocrat and political figure both before and after the First World War. Born in Dég in 1882, he followed a typical track for an aristocrat of the time, studying law and politics at the École Politique in France\textsuperscript{475}, and served as a diplomat in many

\textsuperscript{474} Nemzet Szava, nr. 76, November 3, 1932, pp.2-3
\textsuperscript{475} It is known nowadays as the Paris Institute of Political Studies, and was founded by Albert Sorel, and Ernest Renan, as a liberal school of administration, in the wake of the German occupation and the Paris Commune
countries. During the war he was a cavalry officer, and participated in the democratic Károlyi
government as Minister of War, no doubt because of his close ties with the prime minister (he
was Károlyi’s brother-in-law). After his removal during the 1919 communist takeover, he didn’t
actively participate in politics until 1931\textsuperscript{476}, when he was “offered” a mandate in Enying, an
electoral circumscription which he owned. He ran under the banner of the Unitary Party, noting
he could not stay away from politics in times of crisis. Shortly thereafter, in 1933, he left the
party and founded his own fascist movement, often working closely with Meskó Zoltán.

The sense of being an vanguard force on the cutting edge of historical renewal of society
is expressed best in the series of articles published by count Sándor Festetics in 1933, just prior
to founding his own national-socialist party. Quoting an article entitled “The Sunset and
Twilight of Democracy” by Mussolini, he affirmed the dawning of a new state of historical
existence, the fascist one:

“…this dissolving civilization is the social and political system which began in Europe in
1789 (in Hungary in 1848) and lasted until today. This period created the liberal-parliamentary
system which took over from feudalism. This system was dubbed the demo-liberal system by
Mussolini, and it is this system’s, this civilization’s ruin we are witnessing today…”\textsuperscript{477}

“…On the one hand, we are at the beginning of a new world order, the birth of a new
civilization, that is taking Europe’s states by storm…Concerning the “new civilization”, this new
and powerful movement, which we have to contend with and with the spread of it, we cannot
extricate ourselves from its path.”\textsuperscript{478}

\textsuperscript{476} Magyar Országgyűlési Almanach, 1931-1936, pp. 97-99
\textsuperscript{477} Mezőföld, nr. 35, August 27, 1933, p. 1
\textsuperscript{478} Mezőföld, nr. 36, September 3, 1933, p. 1.
Festetics connected the appearance of fascism in Hungary to that of its inception in other states in Europe, most notably Germany and Italy. His “Mezőföld” journal published short biographies of Adolf Hitler and Benito Mussolini, and brief syntheses of their movements’ histories and ideologies. Interestingly, he also incorporated into the family of “fascism” Marshall Pilsudski’s Poland, and Kemal Ataturk’s Turkey. This was probably due to a number of reasons. First, and foremost, it was done for added value of legitimacy: more states converting to the fascist creed meant that it was really a pan-European political revolution, not just an isolated local phenomenon. Secondly, there was probably a great deal of confusion to what the concept of fascism actually was, at this moment in Hungary. Fascist activists and politicians were still in the process of definition and concretion of the idea, adapting and crafting foreign ideologies to local necessities.

Political confusions aside, the idea of a pan-European political and civilizational shift, which Hungary could not escape, was projected by Festetics. He envisioned a Hungary reborn from the ashes, with a strong leader at its helm, who would put through a series of economic and social reforms. To bolster his argument, he was the first to begin to develop a stronger civilizational criticism toward the regime which he felt was on its way out. In the series of articles meant to publicize his fascist turn to the Hungarian public, he criticized the lack of adaption of the liberal-capitalist system to the needs of the present. Festetics was the first to chastise the legacy of liberalism, tying it to the French Revolution; since that event, the political ideology and the economic system it had put into place, have worked to dissolve national unity, bringing it to the state of necessity. Two tiers of history were set up: the recent past, and the bad state of present affairs. These were followed up by the fascist age. The basic tenets of Hungarian
fascism’s rendition of the concept of history were established. All that was left for further generations of fascists was to burrow further into history and develop the count’s rough scheme.

This novel interpretation of history constituted the theoretical backbone for the legitimating of the existence of fascism on Hungarian soil, and justified adherence to it. It was interpreted as a historical necessity, a panacea to cure all ailments of modernity, whether be it spiritual or material. Its adopters were those who sought advancement beyond the current system of thought, while being reluctant of letting go of the core characteristics of their own social and national identities. The great ideological dynamism of fascist thought and the promise of regeneration, or the passing into a new historical stage, proved to be especially attractive to politically active, but jaded individuals. It contained all the critical points toward modernity espoused by them, and promised solutions at a point in time when cultural malaise was at a highpoint. This constituted the main lure of fascist ideology, and what caused many to take the “fascist turn”. These early forbearers, while unsuccessful in their own endeavors, managed to introduce a whole new way of speaking and making mass politics in interwar Hungary, with unfortunate consequences.

**Radical right histories**

As stated above, historicity is a component of the nucleus of radical right wing ideology. The question then follows: what kind of history is this? Is there a certain dynamic, a certain logic to historical interpretation that differentiates the radical right from the rest of the political panorama? And if so, is this interpretation wholly original or does it share a number of common
elements with other members of the political landscape? It is my argument that the answer to this last question is affirmative. The extreme right, while it shares a number of cultural symbols, among it, elements of historical identity, with the traditional right, it appropriates them for its own use. The end result is a historical interpretation made in an original logic, which proves successful through its relation with the interpretation given by the conservative right.

Let me describe the main theoretical model for radical right wing history which I have constructed by comparing examples of theorizing from interwar and contemporary radical right wingers. This is an ideal-type construction, which is not always congruous with reality, or acts as a set of rules, to which all right wingers rigorously conform. It serves as a heuristic device, and shall be nuanced by the case-studies in will cite below. The model follows as such: fascist histories are not linear, but elliptical. They progress through a stadial model, with the important additions of points of rupture. These points of rupture are symbolic and serve as reinforcement of certain factors which influence historical development. The most important factor is decay. This factor is mainly destructive in nature, and follows a particular dynamic: it starts off slow and almost invisible in nature, gaining more clout and becoming manifest in the present. Its agents are diverse, but a high amount of congruence exists between the members of this group, as identified by radical right-wing opinions on the subject. It includes ethnic minorities, corruption, and selfish foreign interests, on the one hand, and on the other, weakness of self, and the loss of positive qualities by the members of the community on the other. At this point, it is important to precisely state the stages of history. First and foremost there is the initial stage. It is one of almost absolute positivity, a gilded time of positive qualities and strength overall: the high time of the national community as such. Of course, here the fascist view of history is often based on little fact, situating itself on the borderline of history and national mythology, but this is not
important. What is significant, however, is to what degree the public shares such apprehensions about national history, which, in the Hungarian case, must have been significant, as fascism proved to be popular in the interwar period.

The second stage is characterized by the apparition of the factor of decay. In various episodic forms, this stage of history can stretch from the high middle ages until recent times. Its main characteristic is its dynamic, which is that of gradual decomposition of the framework of the national community. There are two agents of history locked in an ongoing (sometimes perhaps unconscious) conflict: illustrious members of the community (more often than not referred to as heroes), aided by the amorphous mass of the people, and various agents of decay. This decline is often synchronized with parallel developments in European and world history (for which the extreme right constructs similar stadial models). The decline of the set of moral and political value-set of the Western community is gradual, innocuous at first, but more and more apparent as we draw closer to the present situation.

The end of the period of gradual decay is marked by an important point of rupture, which acts as a symbol for all the negative effects cumulated in the period which just came to an end. In Hungarian history, this is the 1920 Peace Treaty of Trianon, and the subsequent parting up of territory and population. This event is treated as the blackest chapter of Hungarian history and identity, and the main determinant for political action in the present. It is used a summation for all the negative tendencies of the past and present. Often instrumentalized, it is used in order to identify present categories of enemies, which can be blamed both for Trianon and for their nocent influence in the present.
The present situation is one of liminality. Here I come back to concept invented by British historian Roger Griffin, the concept of the *liminoid* state of society. The liminoid is a mental state of society (or a portion of society), which believes itself to be before a great, transformative change. This change, in the Hungarian case is, however, characterized by a sort of crossroads situation, in which society itself (notwithstanding the impersonal mechanisms of historical progress) must make an active choice, and support it through political action. The choice must be made between a wholly positive (the golden age) and an utterly negative one (further decay and future destruction). The comparison between the rebirth of the national community in a glorious manner and the continuation of decay was sometimes implicit, other times explicit, but was always present, as a vital part of political agitation.

This brings me to our subjects of study. The investigation shall be realized by isolating relevant case-studies from the 1930-1940’s; I have identified three main works, which may be utilized for this purpose: Ráttkay Radich Kálmán’s *Modern Országépítés (Modern State Building)*, Literati Vágó Pál’s *Gőzgép, Pénzuralom és nemzetiszocialista reneszánsz (Steampower, Rule of Money and National-Socialist Renaissance)* (also follow-up works such as *Munkaállam-The work state*) and Málnási Ödön’s *A magyar nemzet űszinte története (The honest history of the Hungarian Nation)*. These works, alongside other publications and statements made by extremist thinkers such as Szálasi Ferenc and Matolcsy Mátyás, will be studied in order to reveal how they thought about the world around through history. We must see these and other such works (such as Pósta Péter’s book, Ellenfeleink, which is a wholesale reproduction of Vágó’s narrative), as attempts to historicize an inherently a-historical theory. The reason for the anti-historical political message being couched in a historicist cloak is the immense influence of Szekfü’s work, and the general historicist nature of the regime’s discourses in the interwar
period. To refuse historicism would have invited political failure, as historicism pervaded political language in all of its crevases.

**Sacred histories, dark presents, bright futures**

The vision of the past, present and the future projected by the interwar movements all contain the same basic inferences about history, its agents and the mechanisms which push history forward. I shall start with a characterization of the historical genesis of the Hungarian people, which might differ in detail, but shares the same thematic among all those extreme right thinkers who have expressed a coherent opinion about them.

Time is broken up into three categories. The first is the immemorial past, in which myth and history fuse together to form an image which is mostly positive. The heroes of the past are all traceable back to the first heroes of the nation, the formers of the national community. The interwar radical right is anachronistic in its approach, equating ethnicity with nationality. Therefore, heroes such as the leader of Hungarian chieftains, the later king Arpad, and king St. Stephen, are hailed as the heroes of the greatest achievements in national history, through their creation of the Hungarian state and forging the national community. The most expressive work on the subject of Hungarian past is Málnási Ödön’s “Honest History of the Hungarian Nation”. Málnási was an unusual character: a former graduate of the Catholic seminary of Eger, he was also a veteran of the First World War, and later became a historian of Hungary and the Church. In the late 1920’s, he joined the Hungarian Social Democratic Party, serving as an activist. His life and beliefs took another u-turn in 1937, sometime after he published his above-quoted book.

The book display two important characteristics: ideological hollowness of its populism and ahistorical argument couched in the form of a palatable history of Hungary. The pliable nature of
its populist style is proven by the fact that while it was published by known left-leaning publisher Cserépfalvi, it became one of the basic tracts of Hungarian fascism.

Not long after its publication, he joined Szálasí Ferenc’s Arrow Cross Party, becoming one of its main ideologues. Málnási draws up the following scheme on Hungarian history: Hungarians, at their origin, are formed by a synthesis of two races (the racial view was increasingly popular in the 1930’s). The two races are: Ugric-Hungarians and Turanic-Hungarians. Ugric (sometimes he refers to them as Ugro-Baltic) Hungarians are mainly inquisitive, spiritual, hardworking, progressive and pragmatic; they have mostly positive qualities. Málnási also states that at ethnogenesis, they made up the overwhelming majority of the genetic pool. They were ruled by a thin layer of Turanic Hungarians, whose main characteristics were laziness, a love of grandiose speeches, the love of the law; they are born troublemakers and conservatives, who do not have the ability of forward thinking or composure.

The history of Hungary may be characterized as a struggle between these two forces. The historian points toward the great moments in Hungarian history as those when the leaders (king Mathias, prince Rakoczi Ferenc, Kossuth Lajos) were in tune with the needs of the lower strata of population, and did not need intermediaries. However unusual, Málnási’s statements about the past have a number of common traits with the rest: they identify an alternative ethno-genetic process, apart from the official one of Finno-Ugric descent. This is a common theme within radical right wing discourses about the ethnic origins of the nation. Among the preferred proxies we may include a Hunnic theory (proved by the glorious deeds of Attila), a Sumerian-Scythic theory, and a Turanic theory. Often we may identify a mish-mash of the elements of the three.

The past is characterized, as by Málnási, as a time of glorious deeds and of concord, of purity and warrior-like qualities, which made the nation great.
Matolcsy Mátyás is another author who has a comprehensive view of the past. A celebrated economist, he became an advocate of rationalized agriculture and peasant’s rights in the early 1930’s. After gaining a mandate to the lower house of the parliament, he began to champion fascism, and started his own Arrow Cross party in the late 1930’s. He eventually joined Szálasi’s movement as well. His vision of the past is derived from that of the famous interwar Hungarian historian and cultural figure, Szekfű Gyula, whom he often quotes. The same preference for grassroots versus high politics, as in Málnási, can be felt here, as Matolcsy puts forward his thesis of Hungarian history. It may be surmised as following: the peasants represent the core of the nation, and the synthesis of its political qualities (as in Málnási’s racial vision of underlings and leaders). He quotes a number of cases in feudalism, as in 1437, when “the social forces” began to be at war with each other. One can surmise that the prior situation was one of concord. The result of the jaqueries of 1437 was the disastrous defeat in 1526 at Mohács at the hand of the Turks.

Other thinkers push the golden age toward the middle ages, ending in the late 18th century, with the French Revolution. It was this event, say both Ráttkay Radich Kálmán and Vágó Pál, that gave to the world a new concept: liberalism and capitalism. The ideological system of liberalism is the mental expression of the economic and social system of capitalism. They introduce a new world system, which did not share in the moral world of the ages which came before it. The fiziocratic liberalism of “laissez-faire” was criticized by both Ráttkay and Vágó (and also by Málnási and Matolcsy) as opening a sort of Pandora’s Box.

The radical right’s version of Hungarian history in its initial stages did not deviate greatly from that of the official historiography, which, in the interwar years, was dominated by the conservative right wing. The radical right shared many of the historical myths and logic of
historical interpretation with conservative historians. The regime also cultivated historical lieu de \memoire, such as the cult of revolutionary and war heroes (1848 and World War I), and publicly commemorated significant events such as the christening of Saint Stephen or the Trianon peace treaty. This is the reason their views on the initial stages of history were tolerated. Many interwar extreme right thinkers used established historians as sources for their own works and transformed their interpretations by using the data they furnished (Szekfű even wrote the foreword to Matolcsy’s first book). This was done in order to appear to be working within the same historicist canon, all the while subverting its logic from the inside.

**Decay and rebirth**

All the authors have identified the same problem areas. Among them, the first is an irresponsible political elite. The irresponsibility lies in the innate weakness of the leadership, which is isolated and not in tune with the needs of the greater majority of the population. A leader, or a leading class which is not privy to what the people desire is an a-national or anti-national one, since the radical right considers the lower classes as the most ideal preservers of the national qualities. This theoretical construction had led the extreme right thinkers to identify the existence of a ruling class as such, to be an anti-national phenomenon. Direct methods of rule, which eliminate intermediaries between leader and people, are favored in radical right rhetoric. This is an ideal situation, and sometimes it is tamed by the introduction of a ruling political class (of extreme right politicians) which is governed by good intentions. The leader and the political class which aid him are governed by good intentions due to their devotion to the cause of the people and the knowledge about their true needs. These needs are guaranteed by the provenience of the leader and his aids: they are *of the people*. Both of them do not share any connections, or
have clearly turned against the former ruling elite. This rendition clearly demonstrates the populist style of radical right wing politics.

Many homologues of such men are revealed by the radical right in their own version of the historical narrative. The loci in which they are usually to be found is extraordinary situations, times of need, historical or otherwise. For example, the revolutionary times of the Rákóczi rebellion or Kossuth’s stance and attitude during the 1848 revolution. Let us begin our exploration by looking at extremist thinkers who concentrated on Hungarian history: Málnási Ödön and Matolcsy Mátyás. They both have share similar views and analysis of the period of history when certain problems occurred, which affected the country’s present situation. This is because both come from the populist tradition, and had a populist past. Matolcsy’s understanding of history is best expressed in his 1939 work, My struggle for land. The book collects various essays, interviews and parliamentary speeches made by the economist in the five years preceding the publication of the work. The selection is made by the author himself, so we may suppose that the work is programmatic for his political credo. In a speech made before the Lower House of parliament in 1936, he made a sharp criticism against the aristocracy:

“...In the two decades following the war, huge changes have occurred in the history of the European peoples...The attitude that nation can develop further only with the development of popular forces has found home in all European states, perhaps with the exception of Hungary...The opposite opinion, the one that sought to put down the popular forces, is what dug the grave of Hungary in 1918. However, Hungary, maimed, and deprived of its livelihood, still clings to this apprehension, which favors the landed aristocracy in front of the developing peasantry. A country can progress only by integrating the development of its social categories; a country which lets its social categories fight each other is doomed to stagnation, atrophy and...
destruction. This is the case for Hungary, and I believe I am right in this statement when I say that the Mohacs, so often quoted in our history is the result of the struggle against each other of the social classes, which hinder development.\footnote{Mátyás Matolcsy, \textit{Harcom a földért}, p. 35}

Matolcsy goes on to explain that many other negative situations (as the defeat at Mohacs at the hand of the Turks) were the result of the same phenomena: the social classes working one against the other. The outcome was stagnation and decay of the country in the long run, and disastrous episodes as the defeat of the Hungarian independence struggles of the 18th and 19th centuries, and ultimately, the country’s parting up at Trianon. Matolcsy speaks about “social integration”, but what does he mean by it? We may answer this question if we take a closer look at the positive examples which he opposes to the scheme of decay:

“…We may therefore understand then, not two decades after the death of king Mathias, in 1514, why the first bloody rebellion broke out. We may understand the words of the peasant leader Dózsa György, when he spoke to his troops: “they have sucked our blood for ages and do not wish to fight against the Turks. Let us fight against these cold-blooded men!”…Later on, the troops of Rákóczi do not rebel against their leader, but curse their traitorous foreign lords and aristocrats. This is not a new historiography, but the truth. One can read it from Hungarian history…The kuruc call to arms was replaced by the sound of foreign rulers and German and Slavic immigrants…The great struggle carried out by the Hungarian peasantry, the Hungarian race, went on in 1848, but were clouded by the years after the revolution. In all other countries, the 1848 independence fights enlarged the rights of the peasantry, the maintainer of the race,
broke up latifundia and brought the development of a healthy, democratic bourgeoisie; not so in Hungary… the situation has changed little since 1848…

The leaders who favored the development of the lower classes were therefore judged to be positive and successful. The traitorous and rapacious aristocracy, along with foreign rulers represented the other part of this dichotomy. We may conclude that social coherence, in Matolcsy’s understanding, was a term which means the endorsement of those he considers to be the best preservers of ethnic qualities, and represent the national community the most. They were identified as making up the majority, the have-nots, the disenfranchised.

Málnási has a similar understanding of the negative trends of the present, which he also traces back to deep rooted phenomena in Hungarian history. The aristocratic ruling class, which Málnási identifies as having a mixed racial origin (Turanic, Dinaric, Germanic), slowly fell victim to its own nature. It entered into a barter with foreign elements, mainly Jews, who brought with them money but also a new style of economy. This style was nascent capitalism, which both Málnási and Matolcsy identify as “having a Jewish spirit”. The new economy transformed the feudal system into something even more evil, transforming serfs into slaves to capital and monetized income. As the 19th century came around, capitalism installed itself more and more as the dominant economic and social system, profiting from the technological developments of the time. Soon it found a political expression: liberalism. This ideology allowed Hungarians to become enslaved by the international system of lending and capitalized income, robbing the ruling classes of the little power and influence they had, and wresting true control of politics from their already feeble hands. The majority of the country became indebted to banks and to

\[480\] Márkó Mátyás Matolcsy, *Harcom*, p. 36-37
international interests, while a new social class, the industrial worker, became enslaved in the factory.

We may observe a transformation of certain concepts in this narrative account of Hungarian history. No longer were liberalism and capitalism treated as positive or even neutral terms. They took on, in the fascist interpretation, wholly negative connotations, as elements of a system which sought to denationalize Hungarians, and indeed, destroy the community. Certain opinions about the Hungarian ruling elite, which had been previously hailed as the re-founders of Hungarians statehood with their role in the 1867 compromise, had now been subverted. Politics, indeed, as the continuator and enabler of negative trends, were blamed for past and present disasters. The main trait of the ruling class was their obstinate backwardness, and their rapaciousness, on the other hand. But the present situation, in which the interests of the nation became subservient to the needs of the few, was not solely the result of domestic factors. It was a structural problem, in the opinion of interwar radical right wing ideologues, linked to general European historical progress.

The linkage between domestic history and the international situation was rendered most clearly in the works of Literati Vágó Pál and Rátkay Radich Kálmán. Both relatively unknown characters before 1933, they rose through the ranks to become important members in the Arrow Cross Party of Szálasi Ferenc in its heyday. Rátkay, a lawyer and a journalist, became an adherent of fascism in early 1933, with the publication of his book, Modern State Building. A short treatise about the advantages of the new autocratic styles of rule in Germany and Italy, it also contained a great deal of historical interpretation as the main ingredient in its argumentation. Its views may be surmised by a few short passages from the work:
“The closing liberalist-individualist era’s man was characterized by an individualist ethic, which read: I am responsible only to my own conscience because of my deeds. The ethics of man in the new era must state: I am responsible toward the community for my every action."  

“…The last century was that of steam power. Mankind adapted its institutions and ways of life to it. The economic, social and political systems were adapted to it. Liberal-individualist spirited production, parliamentary representation of the people in the political system—were perhaps the appropriate forms in the age of steam power…The national society which adapts its economic and political system to better suit the age of electricity, radio and flight first is the one which shall be the most successful. Each age has its own political expression. We are on the threshold of a new era, so we must create new political and economic systems. The 18th century gave birth to liberalism, as an answer to the antiquated and backward ways of the middle ages. The 19th century produced socialism as an answer to the social disorder and disentanglement of liberalism. The 20th century brought corporatism as an answer to the Marxian socialism which sought one-sided class rule, the dictatorship of the proletariat. This great notion counter posed the idea of community, the theory of the communion of life within one society to the program of the sole rule of the proletariat…over all of them an ethical State shall rule, which decides disputes in accordance to a higher social morality, with strict orders.”  

The scheme envisioned by Rátkay, as crude as it seems at a first glance, encapsulates and synthesizes very well the conception about the progress of history in the last two centuries, according to the radical right which he was a representative of. The individualist, self-oriented ways found expression through liberalism in the past centuries. They are rendered in a negative
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key, as systems of thought and existence. They are also antiquated, for European (perhaps even
world) society is at the dawn of a new age. This age is heralded by developments in Germany
and Italy, but also in other parts of the world: Ráttkay speculates that “winds of change are
blowing even over America, once the safe haven of rampant capitalism and liberalist
individualism”. The new age will be a positive one, since it will bring about social peace, justice
and order. It will rejuvenate the national community, the interest of which it will put on a
pedestal. This interpretation of history is a complete break with conservative right wing
conjectures about the past and historical progress in general. While the conservative right
followed a revisionist program in the interwar period, the radical right utilized history in order to
make projections about the future. These projections did not involve a restoration of the past, but
the creation of a new kind of future. While traditionalists sought a reinstatement, the radicals
sought regeneration. In this manner, however vulgar, they were analytic, not merely
commemorative. A clear, structural vision of the past was created, which increasingly featured a
teleological approach toward where society was headed.

The story told by his party colleague, Literati Vágó Pál, appeared in the late 1930’s and
was a crystallized version of the vulgar laid out by Ráttkay. Vágó was a mechanical engineer,
and administrator of various public industrial works, turned politician in the late 1930’s. By no
means a conventionally trained politician, or a political scientist, he nevertheless managed to
provide a coherent synthesis of national socialist historical theory in his book, entitled “Steam
power, the rule of money and the national socialist renaissance”, which appeared in 1940. Vágó
worked with the same stadial model of history we saw with Ráttkay, but also Matolcsy and
Málnási. The feudal period came first: it was considered to be a mixed baggage, with both good
events (such as medieval rulers in tune with the people and a general high moral stance of
society), but also the start of some negative trends. Among the latter he recounts the monetization of economy, and the onset of serfdom:

“The social system of the feudal age, marked by the institutions of slavery and serfdom, was solidified for millennia by the primitive manner of agricultural production. All ages prior to the introduction of mechanization suffered from constant deprivation of goods…The few luxuries enjoyed by the upper classes were supported by the efforts of the rest of 91% of society…However, this separated them very little from the rest, as they suffered along with them in case of strife…The motto of the age was:"Millions for one". This was the first stage of the so-called Tragedy of Man.⁴⁸³"

The onset of mechanization, monetization and new political ideas are treated as a steady worsening of the progress of humanity. The twin demons of liberalism and capitalism are singled out again, also by Vágó, who criticizes them for their inhumanity and egoism.

“Steam power broke the Solomonic statement: there is nothing new under the sun, because it created a new form of life for human society, never before paralleled in history, in which physical slavery was no more…but liberalism did not bring about general happiness to mankind. It did not do so, because the freedom it preached was the freedom to exploit. The social meaning of the technological idea. It did not bring about happiness, because the machine age delivered by liberalism was hijacked by all of the incarnations of egoism: the rule of the Almighty Money, who saw in the machine a means of profit, and forgot that the role of the

⁴⁸³ Pál Vágó, Gőzgép, pénzuralom es nemzeti szocialista reneszánsz, (Budapest, f.e.:1940), p. 4-6
machine is to lessen man’s physical toil...It expropriated the machine, which freed man from physical slavery, and built in its stead a new type of slavery, the slavery to profit.\textsuperscript{484}

“...the destructive effect upon the national community of classical liberalism was soon felt even in its home, in happy England..\textsuperscript{485}

We may observe several conceptual innovations in Vágó’s text. These are realized by coupling several established concepts in antithetic pairs. In this way, liberalism is paired with destruction of humanity, slavery and decay of the national community. Capitalism and money are synonyms of profiteering and egoism, and expropriation of the very thing that would have set man free. The two terms, liberalism and capitalism, have negative connotations, and are rendered as perverse, inasmuch as they preach freedom and practice the exact opposite. This reveals another implicit duality of honesty versus dishonesty. Rátkay states that this attitude of capitalist liberalism produced as one of its first byproducts, class warfare. This was also a negative effect, as the Marxian social democrats harnessing the power of the industrial workers were working against the national community, contributing to the antagonisms within it. The chain of profit and debt has enslaved smaller countries, as it did Hungary, leading to the disastrous socio-political situations it faced at present. Capitalism, Vágó established, had a “Jewish spirit”, and thus was alien to the interests of the nation:

“The main characteristic of the liberal economic system is the control of the rate of interest by a privileged group at the expense of the common good, with the aid of control over the emission of money. The obtaining of profit on money was an exclusively Jewish privilege in the Middle Ages, and the legacy of Jewish spirit inspired the liberal plutocracy...this is the
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reason for historical logic of the outbreak of hate sooner or later against the Jews in every part of the world.\textsuperscript{486}

Against this backdrop, Vágó projected a bright future, to be achieved by “Christian morals” in economic and socio-political planning. The fine points of this plan are less then clear, for the work aims to be an analytic critique of the current situation. It was later expressed in his book, The \textit{work State}. The details are less then important for our demonstration however: suffice to say they are polar opposites to all the negative points the author identified in his book. The dynamic of decay, as opposed to rebirth, of a return to the golden age in history is apparent. It is a mainstay of all four works quoted, but fragments of it can be found in the majority of the public utterances of the radical right in the interwar period. A specific view of history formatted the world-view of interwar thinkers. It is the primary thesis of this essay that a similar understanding of history is also present among the contemporary Hungarian radicals.

\textbf{Baráth Tibor: the culmination of the fascist thesis of history}

As we have seen above, the fascist theorem of historical evolution and its direct political meanings were quite well established by the late 1930’s. They attracted and influenced a large amount of voters, who heard abbreviated versions of the theorems in the speeches and press of the fascist activists. All this popular support notwithstanding, the ivory tower of academy still stood untouched by fascist theorizing. This, however, was about to change, due to the scholarly and political activity of Baráth Tibor, a young professor of history at the newly-(re)founded University of Kolozsvár.

Baráth, as I have mentioned, was a rather young academic, in his mid-30’s, when he made the fascist turn. Before that, he had a promising career, which would have probably seen

\textsuperscript{486} Ibid., p. 33
him integrated into the world of mainstream Hungarian academic historians. As a student, he specialized in history and geography, a detail which is important to mention, in light of his writings of the 1940’s. An apprentice of Domanovszky Sándor, he continued his studies with stints at the University of Vienna and in Paris, at the Sorbonne, after his graduation from the University of Budapest. He was appointed as a representative of Hungary in the International Commission of Historians, holding also the position of secretary to this prestigious organization. The time spent in France was a serious influence on Baráth, for two main reasons: firstly, he developed a strong affinity for analytically-based writing of history. This was naturally coupled with a strong aversion toward the mainly narrative tradition of his native Hungary, and induced in Baráth’s mind the notion of the backwardness of historical scholarship in Hungary. After 1933, he began to develop an interpretative framework of history based largely on the interplay between geography, space and politics. He underlined the historical role of Hungary, as one of the two (alongside Poland) leaders of Central Europe, and their strong connections with their respective geographical settings. Baráth continued to play the role of intermediary between Hungarian and French culture until 1940. In the fall of that year, due to the evolution of events on the international scale, he was called back to Hungary. Baráth was then appointed as a professor of contemporary Hungarian history at the University of Kolozsvár. This move was probably due to the need for qualified instructors at the reacquired institution, to the support of Domanovszky, and his lengthy experience abroad. The experience of the Transylvanian university proved to be transformative for the historian, as he came face to face with the realities of being in an inhospitable environment, full of hostile elements, in the reconquered Hungarian territory. He probably had first-hand experience of the practices and ideology of a competing fascist movement, the Iron Guard, which was much more successful.

than its Hungarian counterparts. In the context of a looming Hitlerite *Neurordnung Europas*, the Hungarian historian probably saw the development of a national socialist geo-political argument couched in historicism as a necessity for his country. A good amount of opportunism probably also contributed to his fascist turn, especially if we take into account the period when it happened.

The surprise move came a year later, when Baráth published a programmatic article entitled “The historiography of New Hungary”. The piece was a sharp criticism against the antiquated methods of Hungarian academic historians, Baráth launching an attack against their narrow-sightedness and false interpretations. The article also served as a rough “ars poetica” of the young scholar, in which he made a theoretical and methodological outline of Hungarian history. It came as a shock to many, since Baráth, his earlier criticism notwithstanding, was an established academic. Moreover, the article was published in the columns of a fledgling Hungarian fascist scientific publication, the main editor of which was Matolcsy Mátyás, the renowned economist turned Arrow Cross politician. It seemed that the fascist project was gaining a serious intellectual edge.

The article synthetically expressed Baráth’s vision of history and his profession. It starts with a short criticism of the historiography of the era, which the historian saw as being inadequate. The linkage between history and politics he made clear from the outset, stating that “worldview and the writing of history are strongly connected”. This phenomenon he not only saw as natural, shunning the false objectivism of the past generation of historians, but he underlined the political and social function of historiography. All interpretations of history were grounded in a certain political Weltanschauung, mirroring its broad ideological outlines, and
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supporting the needs of it with scientific work. Consequently, there were liberal, Marxist, and national-socialist interpretations of history. These, however, were not each valid renditions of historical evolution, according to Baráth, but were themselves tied to the epoch of their greatest apex. Therefore, since National Socialism seemed to be dominant in the period when Baráth wrote his text, he naturally attributed pre-eminence to fascist historiography. He made his allegiance to this camp quite clear, and went about constructing the characteristics of the other side. There are certain connections, however, of his philosophy of the role of the historians, to those of Szekfű Gyula, who also saw the need for historians to support dominant political regimes.

Baráth identified two main avenues of historical interpretation dominant before his time. Both of them belonged to the historical school of liberalism, expressing its major facets. The first belonged to the Hungarian Geistesgeschichte, with its main icon, Szekfű Gyula. The author faulted the historian for over-emphasizing the weight of the spirit, i.e. according too much attention to the “psychic-intellectual” aspects of history, and neglecting other forces. He especially criticized Szekfű and the like for neglecting political history, to such extent that he concluded that Hungary had very little quality scholarship in this field. This was a result of passing over important factors which animated politics, the people (he decried the lack of social history), ethnic-racial characteristics, and geography. This is the reason, Baráth argues, due to which the Hungarian adepts of Geistesgeschichte had not managed to explain important questions in the recent history of their societies. The most important of these was the loss at Trianon. Furthermore, since they had a rigid concept of the nation, they placed a sign of equality between it and the state. This meant that in practice, the followers of Geistesgeschichte narrated the histories of ruling classes only, leaving out the masses, which in Baráth’s view, furnished the
elites with victories. This narrow view mirrored the elitism and lack of compassion of political liberalism, and its lost connection to large sections of the community which it governed.

The second school was that of “positivist” historians. He criticized them the most, for Baráth stated that they had misinterpreted the basic core of positivism in its Comtean form (his years in France convinced him of this). They were not analysts of history, as Comte was when he put forward his bold thesis of stadial history. The Hungarian positivists received a stilted version of positivism, from German sources. These historians, which were no more than emulators of Leopold von Ranke, had a rigid methodology, but utterly lacked theoretical interpretation or analytic desire. In the end, they amounted to nothing more than antiquarians, gathering facts and data, without any connection to the society that supported them. According to Baráth, this was akin, on the political level, to the chaotic organization which liberalism brought about, lacking vision and drive. Both schools were extremely inflexible when it came to revision of their methods and theories, and exhibited a backward mentality, safeguarding their own positions within academia. This was an overt criticism against not only the academic, but the political establishment. Academia, as politics and society in general, was decrepit and decaying, and faced a great fork in the road: to adapt to the newest developments in scholarship, or persist in its provincialism, and be consumed.

Baráth wanted to combat these lacunae in Hungarian historical scholarship via the introduction of what he perceived were the newest methods and theories in European scholarship. He understood Hungarian historical research as closely connected and embedded in a larger European context. This gave historiography and research a dynamism of its own, further strengthening the need for change; in essence, he introduced the idea of linear development into the vision of historiography. As we have seen above, he also gave to the history of historical
scholarship an individual dialectic. The historiography of “New Hungary” was to be a historiography that was up to date on the latest methods, themes and theory. The new themes he envisioned were the opening up of the field of study, via the inclusion of new objects of study: first and foremost, of the hitherto disenfranchised mass of the people. “The people” as Baráth understood them, were composed of the lower social strata, workers, but mainly the peasantry. The legacy of the populist authors of the 1930’s had certainly left its mark on his work, for he too wanted to bring back the peasantry, as an object of scientific inquiry. The people had an unique set of characteristics, which Baráth gathered under the umbrella-term of race. The racial characteristics of peoples and nations play decisively into historical development, in Baráth’s opinion. These concepts of the people and race he closely linked to another one: space and geography. The two were intertwined, and their combined characteristics assured historical development at the political and cultural level. This geographical determinism, reminiscent of Friedrich Ratzel (who probably served as a great influence for Baráth), stated that the potential of a certain nation was due to its biological traits, but only truly realized when placed in the correct geographical setting. The ability of a certain nation to maximize its racial potential by situating itself in the correct spatial setting was the key to success throughout history. In his later book, *The Philosophy of State Building in the Carpathian Basin*, he put forward a new geopolitical view of history; Hungarians were the best-situated nation in Europe, due to the unique characteristics of the Carpathian Basin. The Basin was the quintessential model of ideal geographic setting. As the title announced it, the correct philosophy of state building within this spatial context would propel the Hungarian nation to the status of leaders of Eastern and Central Europe.
The role of history as expressed by Baráth, was to create efficient scientific argument, which would correctly bolster the political option of the historian (which was already given by his desire to adhere to an “up-to-date” ideology). Gone was the objectivism of positivist historians, or even the illusion of “living through” history: the discipline was an exercise in politics. Its social role was that of an inspirer, teacher, and source for the development of present day politics, and its future development governed by the necessities of the community.

Conclusions

As the study has shown above, the conceptual apparatus, the political language of the Hungarian radical right of yesterday is formatted by a certain understanding of the evolution of time. This is most apparent in the propensity for historically-inspired rhetoric. This is due to the core of their ideology, which is a specific historical understanding of the world and self. The success of such a style of rhetoric, of an understanding of key concepts, such as nation, society, justice, et cetera can only come about under a specific set of circumstances. These circumstances include a conceptual world dominated by the right wing, and an overt historicisation of public speech. This was the situation in the interwar period, when leading Hungarian right wing parties openly pandered to historical fetishism.

As I have stated above, the concept of history in interwar Hungarian fascist thought may be characterized accordingly: firstly, it was governed by an elliptical scheme of development. This framework may also be described as teleological, for it stops at the fascist age, the maximum of historical development. It also sought to make the ancient community, the starting off point of national history, anew, with the means of modernity. It did not reject technology, or
other trappings of the modern age, just certain aspects of its spirit. The scheme traced historical
development in both the national, and European contexts (for it tied the two rigorously together,
rejecting parochialism), as a long series of episodes of decay. These were occasionally halted or
interrupted by providential figures, who through their genius, managed to momentarily affirm the
people, and its true necessities. This all lead up to the present state of affairs, which was dire.
The initial determinism of the fascist scheme also reveals another duality, when closely
scrutinized. The present offered two choices, a sort of a metaphorical bifurcation of fates:
continuation of decay, through inactivity, and eventual death of the community, or success and
rebirth, brought on by swift action and sacrifice.

This specific construction of the concept of history by fascist thinkers in the third and
fourth decade of twentieth-century Hungary lead to an original definition of fascist ideology, and
helped the movements gain electoral support. It aided them in defining themselves vis-à-vis the
political establishment, and the other elements within Hungarian political life, by furnishing
innovative ideological elements, which were easily adoptable by the populace.
Conclusions

Hungarian fascism developed from a very specific set of circumstances social, political and ideological. It was a product of a highly nationalized political scene, which was caught in a vicious inner circle, pushing it further and further to the fringes of the right wing. This tendency was compounded by the international developments, which ushered in the hegemony of Nazi Germany and the Axis powers. On the home front, mounting socio-economic pressures, the lack of proper social welfare and among the rural population, the working class and proper upward mobility overall led to a strong disenchantment with the establishment. The repression of the left wing by the regime due to the fears that the 1919 episode shall repeat itself, meant that nationalism formatted all means of expression and became one of the sine qua non building blocks of the political language. This caused the Hungarian fascist movements and parties to act both in their classical role as elements of the far right, but also filled the role of a mimetic left, due to the revolutionary nature of their discourse. The fascists promised a radical break with the past, and a material and spiritual rebirth of the entire nation, and at the same time, used the old radical right tropes of a strong state, leadership and nationalism. This inner irrationality, fused together with momentous populist slogans promised that to each the result they desired, by the Arrow Cross Party, meant that it became a catch-all political movement. The ideology, reflected in their discourses and practices, contained the basic elements of: social justice, charismatic leadership, integral nationalism and aggressive xenophobia, based on pseudo-scientific racial theories.
In the thesis, I have attempted to separate the main concepts into groups of ideas that are strongly interrelated. Thusly, my first sub-chapter deals with the various facets of the nation and their characterizations. These definitions may be put into two larger categories: the nation in the European and international context, and the nation within the boundaries of the Hungarian state. The first implied the integration of Hungary and the Hungarian nation within Hitler’s New European Order, the stake being their future position. Hungarian fascism attempted the realization of two goals in its discursive output: it tried desperately to prove the worth of the Hungarian nation within a racist framework by co-opting some of its vocabulary (but without the rigid Nazi hierarchy of races, that considered Hungarians inferior), and tried to enter into a regional competition with other fascisms, to prove that the Hungarians could be more intensely fascist than them. Secondly, on the domestic landscape, Hungarian fascism utilized a unique blend of geopolitics and nationalism in order to reconstruct, in fascist tenets, the old Hungarian imperial ideology. It argued for Hungarian superiority, based on a mixture between biology and space. Hungarian fascism paid lip service to the nations and ethnic minorities living in the Carpathian basin (the once and future home of the Hungarian nation, in their opinion), supposedly proposing rights for them. In the end, I have shown that this was nothing more than an attempt to brutally and completely “solve” the question of a multi-national empire in a structural manner, through spatial displacement and forcible integration. Hungarian fascism also championed integral nationalism, and set as one of its goals the creation of a harmonious national community, which would bring about social peace by infusing the people with nationalism. This spiritual renewal would bring about transcendence, but there would be a terrible cost: the ejection of Jews and other minorities. Hungarian fascist discourse was steeped in anti-Semitism, which it instrumentalized in a number of issues: the social question, the issue of the changing of
the guard in politics, economic issues and so forth. The ideology operated via a conspiracy theory, which saw connections where there were none, and scapegoated Jews as the ultimate reason for all of Hungary’s past and present problems. The crisis caused by the Jews brought the national body, the fascists argued, in an ultimate state of decay, a situation out of which it could emerge only by the action of a charismatic leader. The providential nature of this leader and the composition of his charisma constitutes the second part of my thesis, in which I attempted to show that this idea or narrative of leadership was often times stronger and counted for more than the actual qualities and physical presence of the political leader. One of the most important characteristics of this narrative is that it existed in a constant binomial with the concept of the people. This brings me to my third sub-chapter, in which I have analyzed the manner in which fascists defined society. Hungarian fascism attempted to present itself as a revolutionary ideology and political movement which would break with the past, and bring about social concord, through a radical reshaping of society. It proposed the complete elimination of the old elite and establishment, and wanted to rebuild the nation and society on the building blocks of two social classes: the peasantry and the workers. In order to seduce them, it adopted social demagogy and a virulent critique of both capitalism and leftist ideologies (socialism and communism). This populist attitude meant that Hungarian fascism identified most strongly with the peasantry, considering it a repository of the most positive qualities of the nation, but at the same time, defined itself a socialist. This was due to the fact that it sourced many of its activists from the ranks of industrial workers and artisans; it presented itself as going back to “the true roots of socialism”, before Marx, to Robert Owen and Louis Blanc. The main drive of Hungarian fascism was to create a mass society in which martial order between classes would exists, and difference would be leveled. These concepts and ideas were bound together by a line
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of arguing that took on the form of a narrative, masquerading as a historical analysis or theorization. The concept of history and the fascist narrative of a revolt against history was the topic of my final sub-chapter. I endeavored to show the manner in which Hungarian fascist ideologues attempted to frame their politics in a larger, historical framework, insisting that the fascist revolution would be final, the upheaval that would end all of history.

The concepts all flow into one another, and are defined in relation to each other. For example, the fascist idea of social justice cannot be understood without the strong redistributive state, personified by the leader, or without anti-Semitism, which is utilized in economic terms: robbing the Jews of their wealth and redistributing it would have solved all of the economic troubles. The components all form a nexus, a matrix of concepts and ideas, which are put in motion by two important motors. These are two narratives, encapsulated in two myths: the myth of the conspiracy theory and the myth of palingenesis. The conspiracy theory furnishes the idea, the negative agent which puts the entire idea of national and social decay into motion: Jews were conspiring to corrupt national, and indeed all of world civilization by diverting modernity to their own needs, causing spiritual torpidity and so forth. This challenge must be met, fascists thought, by a vigorous rebirth movement, which would renew the nation in a revolutionary manner in all areas: spiritual, social, material and even spatial. I have treated these concepts as pieces of a nexus or matrix of ideas, which came together in a particular narrative to constitute fascist ideology.

The thesis endeavored to connect the Hungarian phenomenon with its international counterparts in two ways. Firstly, I utilized the theories of generic fascism provided by Roger Griffin and Georg Mosse in order to guide the research, and utilize Hungarian fascism as a case-study and a litmus test for these definitions. The idea of generic fascism (unpacked into a
narrative) proved to be highly valuable as a theoretical framework. Secondly, I attempted to trace, where possible, the international provenience of some of the concepts and ideas utilized, adapted and built into Hungarian fascist discourses and political languages. This showed the conscious connection that the fascists themselves had of being part of a larger, European political family of fascist parties, all the while attempting to maintain their own originality. I believe that a transnational, systematized and comparative approach to the study of political ideologies, especially in the modern age, is necessary, in order to avoid the pitfalls of exceptionalism-arguments and *Sonderweg* theories. Comparative studies produce usable analytical results, which go beyond national specificities and contexts, and are useful for social sciences.

This does not mean that fascism in Hungary was not specific to the national context. One of the ways in which Hungarian fascism differed from the other European manifestations is its hard populist edge, which contained a strong idea of a complete social revolution. It never lost the socialist element that German National Socialism lost with the elimination of Gottfried Feder and Gregor Strasser. This was due to its filling a specific niche within the Hungarian political spectrum: if it let go of its mimetic leftism, the party would have lost its mass support, as this was the only field in which it could compete with the government. The Unitary Party, later becoming the Hungarian Life Party, had its own legacy of radical right wing politics, and as the years went on, cannibalized more and more of the fascist parties’ anti-Semitic and nationalist rhetoric. The two entered into a deadly competition, egged on by the rapid developments on the international stage, where the Axis was registering victory after victory and seemed to be on the verge of dominating Europe. More pressure than ever was put on the political formations to see which one could adopt the new ideology quicker. This meant that in the years between 1940 and 1943, Hungarian fascist ideology radicalized more and more, as it attempted to adopt and digest
an increasing amount of concepts and theories coming from without. Ultimately, this process of careening toward the right had dire consequences, pushing Hungary toward the darkest chapter of its history, which has to be laid bare before the reader, in order to never forget its consequences.
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Annexes

Annex I.

A short biographical dictionary of fascist politicians in Hungary

1. **Baky László** (Budapest., 1898. September. 13. – Budapest., 1946. March 29.) Was a Hungarian Gendarmerie Officer, and a fascist politician. He was of Calvinist faith. He graduated from the military academy at Pécs, then was trained as an officer in the Royal Gendarmerie Core. He served in the First World War in the 19th Pécs Infantry Division on the Russian front, earning the title of Warrant Officer Second Class, then Second Lieutenant, and ultimately Lieutenant. He was wounded on the Carpathian Front and was afterward decorated. After the war, he took part in the forming of the counter-revolutionary movement in Szeged, and was a member of the ill-famed white militia of Prónay Pál, which was well-known for its violent reprisals against the left.
He was then reinstated in the Gendarmerie, obtaining the title of Major in 1937. In the 1st of September 1938 he retired from service, at his own request. He immediately joined the fledgling Hungarian National Socialist Party-Hungarist Movement lead by Szálasi Ferenc, and quickly became one of its most important members. His work involved organization and Arrow Cross lobby among the gendarmerie and the army core, the party gaining many sympathizers in both departments because of his influence and activism. He was not involved in propagandistic or ideological matters. Within the Arrow Cross party he represented, alongside Ruszkay Jenő, the militaristic faction, sympathetic towards government circles. Baky was elected to a seat in the Lower House of the Hungarian Parliament in the elections of 1939, on the Arrow Cross Coalition platform. He quarreled with Szálasi in 1941, and left the party. He went back to the service of the government, becoming State Secretary in the Ministry of Internal Affairs in the 24 of March 1944, in the government headed by germanophile Sztójay Döme. In this position he was instrumental in the deporting of Hungary’s Jewish population toward concentration camps in Germany. He was removed from his position because of pressure by regent Horthy Miklos, but after the 1944 Arrow Cross coup he was reinstated. He was given the position of Head of the National Security Office, and given the task of setting up special military police detachments. He escaped from Hungary in 1945, but was captured, and extradited. He was tried by the People’s Court on the charges of war crimes, found guilty and executed in 1946.

Selected works: none

2. Böszörmény Zoltán (1893 January 5th, Zsidai -time of death unknown, possibly 1950’s Germany) Was a fascist activist and politician, and an amateur poet and journalist. From a lowly social origin, he was a son of a bankrupt landowner. In his youth he worked a number of odd jobs, fought as a recruit in the war, and after 1919 he was close to the counter-revolutionary circles. He then studied at the University of Budapest (Faculty of law and administrative studies), where he formed the beginnings of his political base, in his position of leader of a number of student associations and fraternities. He published a number of volumes of poetry, to a mixed response, while working as a local clerk and journalist (most important of which was My Blood and Altar, published in 1930). He supposedly visited Germany in 1931, where he met Hitler and became a Nazi convert, although this information is unverifiable, and probably fictitious. On his return to Hungary he formed the first fascist party of any consequence, the Hungarian National Socialist Workers’ Party (Nemzeti Szocialista Magyar Munkaspart). He also founded the party’s official journal, the National Socialist. Their emblems were the swastika and the brown shirt, copied from the German original. After being indicted by the authorities for using for his political party symbols of a foreign state (in 1933), he changed the name of his political group to the Scythe Cross Popular Movement - Hungarian National Socialist Workers’ Party (Kaszáskeresztes Népmozgalom- Nemzeti Szocialista Magyar Munkáspárt). The new
emblem featured four (mimicking a swastika), then two crossed scythes, with a skull at their joining, and a Turul bird grasping a sword (a traditional Hungarian martial symbol) superseding them on the exerga. He published the credo of his new party, entitled The Ten Commandments of the Storm trooper, which was a mix of highly ultra-nationalistic and anti-Semitic rhetoric, coupled with complete obedience to the leader himself. In this sense, he cultivated a strong leader cult for himself within the movement (styling himself as a lone genius, prophet and savior-figure), which was highly hierarchical, the inner circles of it could only be entered after ritualistic blood oaths. The party featured regular party members, local leaders of cells, and storm trooper formations modeled after the S.A. He was highly fascinated with real or imagined Turanic magical rituals, which he incorporated into his poetry and political lexicon. Another feature of his ideology was a rampant populism, and anti-urban sentiment, and an idealization of peasantry and rural forms of life. The party also diffused an anti-aristocratic and anti-capitalist rhetoric. He envisioned a bloody revolution, enacted by the disenfranchised and lead by his storm trooper elite. After this “cleansing” of Hungarian administration and society, a dictatorship would be set up with himself as leader, which would provide “everyone the right and obligation to work” and “bring about order”. The details of his future plans for the state and society are somewhat hazy. The party motto was: “Long live Böszörmény! We have had enough!”. The actual number of members in his party are unclear, but it is clear that it was significant enough to get him to be noticed by the press and public eye, but not enough to gain him even a single seat in the elections of 1935, despite running in 12 counties. Electoral gerrymandering on the side of the authorities probably
contributed to this result. After this defeat, Böszörmény committed to a revolutionary road to power, and in May 1936 organized a march on Budapest. This was an utter failure, and his few thousand followers were dispersed by the gendarmerie and arrested en masse. After the trial in October 1937 his party was disbanded. He was given a light sentence and escaped to Germany in 1938, where he lived for the remainder of his life.


3. Csia Sándor (Hegybánya, 1894. február 4. – Budapest, 1946. március 19.) Was a Hungarian fascist politician and activist. He was of Calvinist faith. Descended from an old Szekler noble family, he graduated from the Calvinist academy of Kolozsvár, then went on to study political science at the University of Szeged. He received a Ph.D. in political and administrative studies from this institution. He worked for the Hungarian Railroad Company as an administrative clerk. He served in the war on the Italian and Russian fronts, receiving the rank of reserve Second Lieutenant of the 2nd
Brassó Infantry Regiment. He was wounded and captured in 1916 by the Italians. After the war he was awarded medals for bravery and conferred the title of First Lieutenant. In the time of the communist revolution, he worked closely with right-wing officer’s circles, and he returned to his job in the railroad company. He met Szalasi Ferenc in 1933, and quickly became one of his closest associates and confidents. He co-founded the Party of National Will with Szalasi in 1935. He served as one of Szalasi’s alternates in command throughout the many manifestations of his political party. In 1939, he was elected to a seat in the Lower House of the parliament on an Arrow Cross Coalition platform, a position he held until 1944. He was named as a member of the three-person regency in October 16th 1944 by Szalasi. After the war he was tried by the People’s Court and executed.

Selected works: none


4. **Endre László** (Abony, 1895. January 1. – Budapest., 1946. March. 28.) He was Hungarian fascist politician and activist. Born into an influential family, his grandfather was also a politician in the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy, and his father was a county judge. He earned a degree in legal studies before the war. He served in the First World War, and was decorated a number of times. He became a county
judge in 1918, but had to abandon his position because of the Romanian Army’s occupation. He then became involved in the counter-revolutionary movement of Szeged. He took part in a number of secret and semi-secret right-wing militant organizations, such as MOVE (The Hungarian National Defense Association), Ébredő Magyarok Egyesülete (Union of Awakening Hungarians), Kettőskereszt Vérszövetség (The Double-cross Blood Union) and EKSZ (Etelköz Szövetség-Etelköz Society). He also took part in the paramilitary clashes in western Hungary alongside the militia of Prónay Pál. Due to the influence of these political groups and his family’s connection, he was elected county judge of Gödöllő in late 1919. Very early in his career he became notorious for his anti-Semitic stance, and when he was promoted to head county judge of Gödöllő in 1924 (a position he held until 1937), he used his position to fill the local state apparatus with like-minded individuals, and frequently judged against Jewish plaintiffs. Endre was a well-known propagator of anti-semitic theory, and is known to have met in the 1920’s with Hitler and Henry Ford. He also suggested forceful sterilization for the nomad gypsy population. He entered into political life in 1937, founding the Socialist Party of Racial Defense, and headquartered it in Andrassy ut 60 (later the notorious House of Loyalty). This political group was merged in the August of the same year with Szálasi Ferenc’s Party of National Will, through the so-called “Life Pact”. In September of 1937, he was elected deputy prefect of Pest county, and left Szalasi’s party. From his position, he continued his reprisals against left-wing worker’s associations, and Jews. He called for the expulsion of Jews from Hungary in 1943. Endre became Administrative State Secretary in the Ministry for Internal Affairs in April of 1944, within the government.
headed by Germanophile Sztójay Döme. He played a crucial role in the deportation of the Hungarian Jews to concentration camps in Germany, and the setting up of ghettos in the major cities. In the 29th of October 1944, Szalasi appointed him as governmental deputy for the evacuation of war zones. After 1945, he escaped to Austria, but was captured and extradited. He was sentenced to death by the People’s Court.

Selected works: none


5. Festetics Sándor, gróf (Dég, 1882. máj. 31. – Balatonrendes, 1956. szept. 12.) Was a Hungarian aristocrat, great landowner, fascist politician and activist. He was of Catholic faith. A scion of an important aristocratic family, he studied law at the University of Budapest, and gained the title of Ph.D. in political science at the same institution. He served in the Austro-Hungarian army and embarked on a military career, that would see him earn the title of Lieutenant in the Austro-Hungarian Cavalry corps. After finishing his military service, he studied at the Ecole Politique in Paris to become a diplomat. He then worked in the foreign office of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy in Vienna, and was then stationed as a diplomat in the legation at St. Petersburg, where he remained until the outbreak of the war. In this position he earned lifetime membership in the Hungarian Upper House of Parliament (or House
of Magnates). After serving as an officer for the entire duration of the war, he earned the title of major in the cavalry forces. He returned to Hungary at the head of an intact division from Italy, and put his influence behind the new democratic revolution and Karolyi Mihaly’s government (who was also his brother-in-law). He was assigned the post of minister of war on the 29th of December 1918. In this position he built up the Hungarian army as an administrator, and also repressed the communists. After the communist seizure of power, he was forced to flee to the countryside, only to emerge when the revolution was put down. He the retired from active political life, to his estates, founding various farmer’s associations and banks in western Hungary. The elections of 1931 saw him come out of his prolonged hiatus, and he ran for a spot in the Hungarian Lower House on a Unitary Party (governmental) platform. He motivated his return by the dire economic and social crisis which had gripped the nation. After 1933, he became increasingly convinced that a new political and ideological phenomenon, fascism, would transform European existence, and authored a series of articles on this topic in his journal entitled Mezőföld. Shortly thereafter he left the Unitary Party, and founded his own political movement, the Hungarian National Socialist Party. The party was among the first to prominently use the Arrow Cross as its symbol and the green shirt as uniform. In this political party, Palffy Fidel was his onetime underling, then associate. His ideology was a soft version of fascism, especially on economic and social issues, where he strongly underlined the importance of the right of personal property. He was also a less vociferous anti-Semitic then his peers, while maintaining the same level of ultranationalist rhetoric. He was a strongly against what he perceived as the decadent elements of Western
modernity, ranging from culture to economics, and instead opting for a strongly statist approach. He also attempted to create for himself within the movement a cult of personality, with mixed results. After 1934, he created a loose association with the formations of Zoltan Mesko and Palffy Fidel, calling themselves the “three Leaders”. Dubbed by some historians the “National Socialist Directorate”, it was an attempt to create some unity within the emerging national-socialist parties, and to consolidate them in the eyes of the electorate. The coalition soon fell to internecine struggles, Festetics officially being ousted on the accusation that he “was not anti-Semitic enough”. Despite this setback, marshalling a strong local support on the large estates he owned in the counties of Western Hungary (Enying), he was reelected to office on a national-socialist platform in the elections of 1935. He was to remain at the head of his party, enjoying some local successes until 1938, when most of his followers joined Szalasi Ferenc’s Arrow Cross Party-Hungarist movement. After the elections of 1939 he retired from politics. After the Second World War, he was sentenced to five years in prison by the People’s Court, afterward being interned until 1953.

Selected works: Festetics Sándor, Új irányok felé : Festetics Sándor gróf országgyűlési képviselő kilenc vezércikke, Budapest : "Új Világrend" Ir. Int., 1934


6. Fiala Ferenc (Kolozsvár, 1904. December 19. – Saarbrücken, 1988. September 14.) was a journalist, sportsman and fascist activist. He graduated from the Budapest Technical University, receiving a diploma as an architect. He then continued his postgraduate studies in Munich and Paris. He was also an active sportsman for athletic club MAC, and a fencing champion. On his return, he ventured into journalism, and became the political news editor for the Magyarsag (Hungarianness) daily. He held this position between 1932 and 1934, afterward becoming a journalist for the newspaper Uj Magyarsag (New Hungarianness). Fiala was one of the founders of the Arrow Cross movement, being present at its inception, and after 1935 became responsible for matters regarding the press in all of Szalasi Ferenc’s organizations. After 1938 he was overshadowed by the activity of Hubay Kalman, but remained a pivotal member within the organization. From 1944, he was again the head of the Arrow Cross press machinery, editor of the journal Osszetartas (Solidarity), and chief political columnist for the other two major publications, Pesti Ujsag (Pest Daily) and Magyarsag. He was sentenced to death in 1946 by the People’s Court, but his sentence was commuted to life imprisonment. He escaped from prison during the events of October 1956, and emigrated to Western Germany. From there he joined the Arrow Cross émigré network, and frequently published articles in their publications. He also wrote a series of books chronicling the history of the Arrow Cross movement, and criticisms against the communist regime of Hungary.

Selected works:

7. **Hubay Kálmán** (Jászapáti, 1902. April. 3. – Budapest, 1946. June 26.) Was a journalist, politician and fascist activist. He was of Calvinist faith, and a member of a very old noble family, attested as far back as the High Middle Ages. Graduated from the Calvinist gymnasium in Miskolc, and then went on to study law at the Lutheran Academy in the same town. He was already a budding journalist and publicist in his university years, and quickly made a name for himself as a talented and popular reporter in the Miskolc dailies. In 1932, he was called upon by right-wing politician, the then- prime-minister Gyula Gömbös to aid in the forming of a new newspaper, entitled Függetlenség (Independence). It debuted early in the year 1933, and under his editorship quickly became one of the most popular right-wing publications of the interwar period. A few years later, he helped found the Esti Újság (Evening Newspaper), another very popular right-wing journal sympathetic to government circles. He was thus one of the most important cogs in the state-run propaganda apparatus by 1936-37. At this time, he was the co-editor of a number of popular journals, and regularly authored articles in a host of others. His stance toward government policy slowly started to shift from supportive to critical, and in 1937 he declared himself a believer in the doctrine of national socialism. Running on a Racial Defense Party platform, he acquired a seat in the Lower House in the elections of 1938. Initially he stayed independent, but soon succumbed to the overtures of Ferenc
Szalasi, and after uniting a few smaller national-socialist groups, lead them into Szalasi’s movement. Alongside Rátz Kálmán, he refounded the Arrow Cross Party under the name Hungarian National Socialist Party-Hungarist Movement, but this was too quickly banned. Owing to his recognition and his journalistic skills, he took control of the Arrow Cross party propaganda apparatus, and molded it into a highly efficient tool to convey the message of the party. New elements were introduced, such as the messianic glorification of an incarcerated Szalasi, slogans such as Kitartás! (Endurance!) theatrical politics involving marches and welfare work by the activists. He also made heavy use of imagery and symbols, introducing many of the elements which historians consider archetypical of the Arrow Cross movement. Under his able hands, the Arrow Cross Party was transformed from a small political group with some notoriety into a mass party, with almost half a million adherents. He was also instrumental in the negotiations which formed the Arrow Cross Coalition in the elections of 1939, and recorded its greatest success, with 31 mandates becoming the largest opposition party in parliament. After the incarceration of Szalasi on the grounds of treason, he became the de facto leader of the party, reforming it twice under different names until 1940. When Szalasi was released from prison, he became his second in command until 1942, when differences in opinion forced him to leave and join with Pálffy Fidél in founding an new party, the United Hungarian National Socialist Party. This was later swallowed up by Imrédy Béla’s political circle. After the October 1944 Arrow Cross coup d’état, he joined in the governing coalition of Szalasi, and was given a supervisory position in the Ministry of Culture. After the war, he was tried by the People’s Court and executed.
Selected works: Hubay Kálmán, Két forradalom, Budapest: Centrum könyvkiadó, 1941; Hubay Kálmán, Három interpelláció, Budapest: Magyar Nemzeti Szocialista Párt- Hungarista Mozgalom, 1939


8. Málnási Ödön ( born: Brassó, 1898. jún. 28. – died: Vienna, 1970. febr. 17.)Was a Hungarian right wing politician, historian and publicist. He was of Catholic faith. He studied to become a priest in the Catholic Seminary at Eger. Served in the First World War, afterwards joining the communist revolution in 1919, and held a position of first lieutenant in the Hungarian Red Army, and fought in the campaign against Czechoslovakia . After Horthy’s rise to power, he was transferred to the newly-formed national army, and conferred the title of vitéz. He then resumed his studies, obtaining a Ph.D. in philosophy in 1924, and one in legal and political sciences. He then returned to Eger, and while employed as gymnasium professor authored a number of works on Church and Hungarian history. He joined the Hungarian Social-Democratic Party, where he worked as an activist. His major work, An Honest History of the Hungarian Nation, appeared in 1937 under the guise of a left-wing publishing house, causing a great stir. He was sentenced to one year in prison in Szeged because of the ideas expressed in it. He then joined Szalasi Ferenc’s Arrow Cross Movement, and quickly rose through the ranks to become its main ideologue. After his release, he quarreled with Szalasi on ideological matters, and was cast out
from the party on the grounds of “anarchism”. He then became an open critic of the party, and joined the Volksbund movement, owing to his Saxon roots. After the Arrow Cross coup d’état in October 1944 he rejoined the ranks of the Arrow Cross Party. In 1945, he fled to Germany, where he was captured by American troops and extradited to Hungary. The People’s Court sentenced him to ten years at hard labor. After his release, he tried to emigrate to the United States, but was denied a green card, and settled in Vienna, where he became a publicist for the Arrow Cross émigrés. His ideological make-up consisted of a combination of anti-semitism, ultranationalism, peasant populism and an unique racial historical dialectic. In his magnum opus, An honest history of the Hungarian Nation, he worked out a theorem according to which Hungarian history was a result of the struggle between two opponent forces. These two groups were the component parts of the Hungarian race. The first one belonged to “true” Hungarians, whom Malnasi identified as “Ugric Magyars”, and owing to their rustic, but forceful characteristics, formed the bulk of Hungarian population around the time of the conquest of the Carpathian Basin. Their social position was always that of lower classes. The second element was that of warrior-like, aristocratic “Türkic Magyars”, who became leaders of the Hungarians, and set them on the path of conquest of the plains of Pannonia. The noble characteristics of this group notwithstanding, their craving for wealth and power also lead to a propensity to bargain with alien elements and bring about disasters throughout Hungarian history. Through a complicated maze of reasoning, Malnasi identified the fruitful and successful times in Hungarian history with those in which the country possessed leaders who were either of Ugric descent or respected their
rights. The aristocracy and urbanites, in an alliance with foreign elements, had caused a slow decay of the Hungarian national body and state, stretching back to the late Middle Ages, with brief episodes of Ugric reaffirmation, such as the Hungarian struggles against the Habsburgs. This teleological construct lead to the trauma of Trianon, and the contemporary decadence of society. Malnási’s analysis was curiously grounded in the material aspect of history, with rich details on relationships between social classes (peasantry, aristocracy, secular priesthood, bureaucracy), but his theoretical superstructure was a moralizing and spiritual one. He identified the material improvement of the peasantry and the disenfranchised (coupled with the expulsion of foreign elements) as the key to solving all of Hungary’s current problems. Within the Arrow Cross party he can be identified as one of the prominent members of its left wing.

Selected works: Málnási Ödön, Feladatok, Budapest : Könyv- és Lapkiadó, 1942; Málnási Ödön, A magyar nemzet őszinte története, Budapest : Cserépfalvi, 1937


9. Matolcsy Mátyás (Budapest., 1905. febr. 24. – Budapest., 1953. jún. 20.) Was an economist, publicist and fascist politician and activist. He was of Calvinist faith. He graduated from a Calvinist high school in Budapest, and then studied to become an industrial engineer. He then also obtained a diploma in economics and was awarded
the title of Ph.D. in the same field. After his doctorate, he studied at the London School of Economics and also received a number of scholarships which saw him work and study in the major universities of the United States, France and Germany. On his return, he was employed as a researcher in the Hungarian Economical Institute. Here he worked on the economics of agriculture and produced a number of well-received scholarly material. His work entitled The National Income of Hungary was especially well received abroad and published at Cambridge University Press. In 1935 he embarked on a political career, and was elected to the position of representative in the Lower House of Parliament on an Unitary Party platform. He published a number of books (The Plan of the New Land Reform-1935, New Life on Hungarian Soil-1938) in which he espoused the cause of small landed farmers and put forward plans to reform the relationships of land ownership by heavy-handed top-down legislation and political action. He brought these plans to debate in parliament as well, and entered into a number of protracted discursive exchanges with major landowners such as count Alfonz Pallavicini. Because of his radical populist stance he was forced to leave the Unitary Party, and remained for a while an independent representative. In 1938 he joined the ranks of the Independent Smallholders’ Party of Tibor Eckhardt, but soon left it with five of his colleagues and founded his own political formation. He began publishing his own journal entitled Magyarság Útja (The Hungarians’ Road), and from 1939 he reformed his party for the elections and won a mandate in the lower house on an Arrow Cross Front platform. He then became close to Ferenc Szalasi and fellow luminary Kalman Hubay and joined their formation, as one of the leaders of the technocratic, moderate faction within the
Arrow Cross Party (dubbed by some historians the “salon” fascists). He continued his publishing on various topics concerning rural economics and social reform (My Struggle for the Land-1939, The Agrarian Policy of the Axis States-1941) but also anti-Semitic propaganda publications (The Way of the Jews-1941). His ideology was one of a strong ultranationalism, with anti-Semitic and populist overtones. He was convinced the peasants constituted the life force in the body of the nation and the material with which the country might improve its military, economic and political condition. Therefore, the improvement of their material condition and social standing was imperative. This was to be achieved, according to Matolcsy, by a revolutionary transformation of the state, through some sort of dictatorship. The state would then act as a political agent, making use of precise measurements and statistics prepared by specialists of the field (such as himself), would transform the exploitation of land, regroup and reorder land ownership, concentrating on small holdings. He associated his concern for the peasantry with a sort of demographic obsession (present in many of his contemporary fascist thinkers), that the country would be depopulated and swallowed up by the more populous neighboring nations. In 1940, he joined Szalasi as he reformed the movement to be called the Arrow Cross Party-Hungarist Movement, and remained a member until 1942. In this year, despite the party ban, he was present in the festivities consecrating Horthy Istvan as Deputy Regent, and left the party to join the right-wing Hungarian Life Party. After 1945, he was sentenced to ten years imprisonment by the People’s Court, and died while incarcerated.

Selected works: Matolcsy Mátýás, A zsidók útja, Budapest: Magyarság Útja/ Centrum könyvkiadó, 1941; Matolcsy Mátýás, Föld,Nép,Élet. A tengelyhatalmak
agrárpoltikája és a magyar feladatok, Budapest: Centrum könyvkiadó, 1941; Matolcsy Mátyás, Az új földreform munkaterve, Budapest: Révai, 1935; Matolcsy Mátyás, Harcom a földért, Budapest: Magyarság Útja, 1939


10. Meskó Zoltán (Baja, 1883. márc. 12. – Nagybaracska, 1959. jún. 10.) He was a politician, journalist, and fascist activist. He was of Catholic faith. He graduated from the military lyceum at Morvafehertemplom, and then studied at the military academy in Vienna. He was awarded the rank of Second Lieutenant of the Austro-Hungarian Army and became a reservist in 1910. He dedicated his time to working in various organizations in the benefit of smallholders, and became the head secretary of the Smallholders’ Insurance Cooperative. He then served in the First World War on the Italian front, and was decorated for his performance in the Dolomite mountains. In 1917 he was elected to the Lower House of Parliament on an Independence Party platform. After the dissolution of this party, he served as főispán (prefect) of Baja, and then fled to the Kingdom of Serbs, Croats and Slovenes to escape the communist revolution of 1919. He was interned there for three months by the south Slav authorities, and after being released made his way to Szeged to join the counter-revolutionary forces of Horthy. He served in the government of Friedrich István as secretary of state for smallholders, and agriculture, respectively. In 1920 he became
political secretary of state in the Ministry of Internal Affairs, a position he held until 1921. He was one of the early members of the Smallholders Party, even organizing some the affairs around its founding. He was also a founding member of the National Peasant Society. He was elected to the Lower House on a Smallholder Party platform, and then switched to a Unitary Party platform, after the Smallholders were engulfed by the latter. In the Smallholder Party he held the position of executive staff president. After a number of his proposals, such as the taxing of wartime profiteers wealth by 80 per cent, and the raising of the land tax, he joined the parliamentary opposition. He then came back to the governmental platform in 1927, but continuously agitated for land and welfare reforms, and took a stance against monopolies. In the same year, he founded the popular daily Pesti Újság (Journal of Pest) and its supplement, the Nemzet Szava (Word of the Nation). Initially an agrarian publication, it transformed into the most popular fascist newspaper of the interwar period, after Mesko’s exit from the political scene being owned by the Arrow Cross Party as its version of the Völkischer Beobachter. He also founded the National Smallholders Front and the Society for the Hungarianization of Names. He was one of the early adopters of fascism in Hungary, and founded his own Hungarian National Socialist Peasant and Worker’s Party in June 16th 1932. This was done on a background of rising nationalism in Germany and the loss of Mesko’s faith in the Smallholder’s Party and the establishment’s willingness to help the lower classes. His articles in his journals at this time are full of lamentations about the dire situation of the country, and most importantly, the peasantry, which Mesko saw as the most important part of society. After the founding of his party, he began styling himself as a fascist-style
leader, attempting to forge a cult of personality between his followers, even appearing in before parliament in Hitler-style mustache and sporting a swastika. The outward style at this point in time of his movement was a mimicry of the various details of German and Italian fascist movements (swastika as a symbol, brown shirt, roman salute). He believed, as many of his fascist contemporaries, that a new fascist revolution will occur, sweeping away the decadent vestiges of what he dubbed “liberal-democracy and capitalism”, and that a new European world order will emerge. Although never before an outspoken anti-Semite, after his fascist turn he quickly adopted an anti-Semitic rhetoric. The peculiarity of his style of fascism was his strong conviction that the material and spiritual improvement of the peasantry was needed in order to enact the fascist revolutionary transformation of society. His brand of populism was exceptionally fervent, as was his anti-urban sentiment. After harassment by the authorities and accusations of mimetism in the press, he adopted the green shirt and the Arrow Cross as symbols (credited by historians as the first to do so). In 1934, he entered into a political pact with Sandor Festetics’ and Palffy Fidel’s fascist groups, the three campaigning together and calling themselves “the three leaders”. This pact would not last long, and Mesko failed to regain his seat in parliament in the elections of 1935, and 1938. After 1945, he was given a lifetime sentence by the People’s Court. He was amnestied in 1956, but died shortly thereafter.

Selected works: ifj. Meskó Zoltán, Nyilaskereszttel a magyar föld népéért , n.e., unknown; Meskó Zoltán, A magyarság hivatása, Budapest : Nemzet Szava, 1940


11. Pálfy Fidél, gróf (Pozsonyszentgyörgy, 1895. may. 6. – Budapest., 1946. march. 2.)

He was of Hungarian politician, landowner, fascist activist and publicist. He was of Catholic faith. He is one of the few fascist politicians of continuous notoriety from the outset of the movements until their downfall in 1945. The scion of a great landowning family, he followed a traditional pattern of education, graduating from the Ludovika military academy as a career officer. In 1919 he served as a contact between the French Entente Armies stationed in Hungary and the counter-revolutionary army of Horthy. Decommissioned in 1920, he moved to his estate, now found in Czechoslovakia. Soon afterward, he sold his estates there and purchased new ones in Hungary. In the early 1930’s, his financial situation had become dire due to the worldwide economic crisis, and he decided to enter politics on a national-socialist platform. In 1932, he joined Mesko Zoltán’s fledgling National Socialist Party, but left it within a year to found his own. His new party, called the United National Socialist Party-Arrow Cross Front, had at times allied itself with gróf Festetics’ and Mesko Zoltán’s formations, and at other times rivaled them for a larger piece of the fascist-leaning electorate. In 1939, his party joined the Arrow Cross coalition and managed to gain 11 seats in the Lower House, however, his mandate was revoked by authorities. In 1940, he unified his party with Szalasi Ferenc’s Arrow Cross Party, but
left it a year later in order to re-found his own party. He then joined Imredy Bela’s fascistoid Party of Hungarian Renewal with a number of his sympathizers. He was a staunch germanophile, and maintained close ties with the SS. After the Arrow Cross seizure of power in October 1944, he rejoined the Arrow Cross Party and gained a mandate as Minister of Agriculture within the Arrow Cross cabinet, a position he officially held until the end of the war. He was extradited from abroad in 1945. Found guilty of collaborating with the Nazis by the People’s Court, he was executed in 1946. The main elements of his political ideology consist of ultranationalism, antisemitism and populism. He had a very hard stance concerning the reform of the financial market, and authored a number of books and articles concerning the issue of land reform in Hungary. He considered the peasantry (and to a lesser extent, the working class) as the true repository of Hungarian ethnic and national values, contrasted to the “mercantilist”, cosmopolitan, individualist, capitalist value-set of liberalism residing in urban centers. In his works, he expressed the view that capitalism and communism were two facets of the same problem, the first causing the second, and both eating away at the body of the nation, erasing the national conscience of the community. Therefore, he favored the amelioration of the material needs of the lower classes under the guise of a strong dictatorship, which would also enact a cultural revolution in Hungary.

Selected works: Pálffy Fidél, Pillanatfelvételek a nagy korok fordulásai küszöbén, Budapest: Egyesült Magyar Nemzetiszocialista Párt, 19(37)


He was a journalist, publicist and fascist activist. After serving in the First World War as an enlisted private, he graduated from the Budapest University, with a degree in law, later receiving a Ph.D. in the same field. He was a member of Horthy’s National Army between 1919 and 1921. From 1921 onwards, he embarked on a career in journalism, becoming the director of newspapers such as Magyar Falu (Hungarian Village, between 1921-1938), Nemzeti Élet (National Life, 1935–38), Magyarság Útja (Road of Hungarianness, 1938–39) szerk.-je, and Magyarság (1939–44). His initial ideological stance of nationalism mixed with populism gave way to fascist sympathies around 1933, when he authored a number of works praising the Third Reich. His book entitled Modern Országépítés (Modern State-Building: a Comprehensive Plan), which appeared in 1933, envisioned a rationalized, ultranationalistic, centralized state apparatus, which would control and mediate almost every aspect of life for its citizenry. Even marriage and the health of the couple would fall under strict supervision. Most of his rhetoric was adapted from a German Nazi model, and he expressed his admiration for the German model in his works Aki megmentette Európát (The man who saved Europe, 1940) and Európa és Magyarország a Nemzetiszocializmus útján (Europe and Hungary on the road to
National Socialism, 1941). He joined the Arrow Cross movement around 1938, and was one of its chief advocates and publicists for the entire period of its existence. He escaped to Austria in 1945, and became one of the major figures among Arrow Cross émigrés, frequently publishing reports and articles in journals such as Új Magyarság (in Sao Paulo, co-editor), Új Hungáriá, Hídfő, Hidverők, Duna, and Magyar Egység. Selected works: Ráttkay R. Kálmán, Európa és Magyarország a nemzetiszocializmus útján, Budapest: Centrum könyvkedvező, 1941; Ráttkay R. Kálmán, Modern országépítés, Budapest: Hajdú Dénes, 1933


13. **Rátz Kálmán** (Komárom, 1888. August 10. – Switzerland, 1951). He was a Hungarian army officer, fascist politician and publicist. He was of Calvinist faith. He graduated from the Ludovica Military Academy, and fought in World War I as First Lieutenant of the First Cavalry Division of the Austro-Hungarian Army. He was decorated for his bravery, and was wounded multiple times during the war. He was captured by the Russians, and fought alongside the Red Army against the Czech Legion (according to his own account—he authored a book on the history of the Czech Legion). After the collapse, he took part in the founding of many patriotic and right-wing associations, the most important of which was MOVE (The Hungarian National Defense Association). He was jailed in February 1919 by the democratic Károlyi government for attempting a military coup. After his release, he was quite active in
the MOVE and other irredentist organizations. After 1930, he entered into an open conflict with the governmental policy and briefly sympathized with left-wing circles. He soon returned to favor Gyula Gömbös once again, after his rise to power, and gained a seat in the Lower House of parliament under the aegis of his party. While serving as a representative, he also gained a Ph.D. in philosophy from the University of Debrecen. He also authored a number of books on historical and economical topics. In 1938, as the Unitary Party was losing adherents, he joined the Arrow Cross movement, at this time called the Hungarist Party. After its ban in 1939, he joined fellow fascist politician Hubay Kálmán to create the Hungarian National Socialist Party-Hungarist Movement. He gained a mandate in the elections of 1939 under the colors of Szalasi Ferenc and Hubay’s Arrow Cross Coalition. He left the Arrow Cross Party-Hungarist Movement in 1941, and with secret government backing, founded a rival political organization, called the Independent Hungarian Socialist Party. Before the outbreak of hostilities with the Soviets, he visited the USSR in a failed attempt to secure commercial and diplomatic ties to Hungary. In 1944 he was arrested by the occupying German forces, and transferred to the Mauthausen-Gusen concentration camp (as punishment for his anti-german stance as leader of the Independent Hungarian Socialist Party). In September of the same year he was freed, and returned to Hungary. He was forced to emigrate to Switzerland in 1948, where he died.

Selected works: Rátz Kálmán, Imrédy Béla, Jaross B., A magyar megújulás pártja: Program, Budapest: 1944; Rátz Kálmán, Magyarság és zsidóság, Budapest : Centrum Ny., 194?
14. **Ruszkay (Ranzerberger) Jenő** (Budapest., 1887. January 1.–Budapest., 1946. June 22.) He was a Hungarian military officer and fascist politician. He was of Catholic faith. A career officer, he fought in World War I and attained the rank of Major General. After 1922 and until 1924, he operated as a diplomat, helping set up the Hungarian embassy in Ankara. Afterwards, he served as military lecturer and attaché to the embassy until October 1924. In late 1924 and until 1925 he served in the same position in Sofia. In the period between 1933 and 1935 he served as the head of the Hungarian Aerial Defense units. He was somewhat forcefully discharged because of his foray into politics in the 1st of May 1940. He joined the Arrow Cross Party-Hungarist movement in the September of the same year. He was tasked by Szalasi to supervise the party’s diplomatic affairs and external relationships, as well as use his contacts in the military. He held this position until February the 23rd 1942, during which time he represented the group of government-friendly (suspected by some historians to be double agents) national-socialists within the Arrow Cross Party. Ruszkay made a number of overtures to secure an audience for Szalasi at the prime-minister, with Imredy Bela, in order to merge his fascistoid Hungarian Renewal Party with the Arrow Cross, and with prince Albrecht, in order to secure Nazi ties. All of these attempts to make the Arrow Cross Party adopt a more friendly attitude towards the establishment failed, because of Szalasi’s intransigence. He left the party in 1942. After the 1944 coup d’état, he was reinstated as Major General in the Hungarian Army (November 6th), and put in charge of setting up the Hungarian divisions of the
SS. He was made SS-Obergruppenführer of the Waffen SS in February the 1st 1945. After the end of the war, he was captured by American troops, extradited to Hungary, where he was tried and executed by the People’s Court.

Selected works: none


15. Szalasi Ferenc (Kassa, 1897. January 6. – Budapest., 1946. March 12.) He was a Hungarian military officer, fascist politician, ideologue and activist, and head of state. He was of Catholic faith. He was of mixed heritage, German, Hungarian and Armenian (his great-grandfather’s name was Szálosján). Coming from a military family (his grandfathers had been officers in the Hungarian army since 1848), he graduated from the military academy at Kőszeg, also studying in Marosvásárhely and became an officer in the Austro-Hungarian army. He made Second Lieutenant by 1915, and went on to study further at the Maria Theresia Military Academy at Wiener Neustadt. He fought in the First World War on the Italian and French fronts, and was decorated. He was not involved directly in the events of 1918-19 or the counter-revolution, keeping his job in the military. He was promoted to the rank of captain in 1924. In 1925, he became a staff officer. He spent his time studying political theory, and by the early 1930’s, began developing his own brand of political ideology.
1930, he joined Taby Árpád’s (retired major of the Hungarian Army) secret racial defense society called The Hungarian Life Union. He was promoted to the rank of major in 1933, and elaborated various plans, both military and political, for the reorganization of both state and society. These blueprints were concentrated in a short work, the first of his many books, entitled The Plan for the Rebuilding of the Hungarian State (A magyar állam felépítésének terve, appeared 1933). He was noticed at this time by Gyula Gombos, but dismissed as not posing any serious political threat. In 1935, due to pressures from the General Staff of the Hungarian Army, which did not want its officers engaging in politics, and his own wishes, he was decommissioned. In March 1935 he founds his own political party, called The Party of National Will (Nemzet Akaratnak Partja), together with Csia Sandor. Its symbol was a stylized Iotachi cross, somewhat vaguely resembling a swastika, on top of a rising solar symbol. In addition, the initials of the party (N.A.P.), spelled out to mean the Hungarian word for sun. Szalasi published his second programmatic book in 1935, entitled Cél és követelések (Goal and Demands). He went on to run in the elections of 1936, but did not manage to secure even a single seat in the parliament. In the years between 1935 and 1937 his party was just one among the many national-socialistic parties of the period. In 1937, he started publishing a party newspaper, with the title Új Magyar Munkás (New Hungarian Worker). The articles in this short-lived publication caught the attention of the Minister of the Interior, Keresztes-Fischer Ferenc, due to the vitriolic nature with which they attacked not only Jews and the Left, but also the establishment. Szalasi was indicted, and the party was dissolved. He reformed his party under the name Magyar Nemzeti Szocialista Párt (Hungarian
National Socialist Party) in October 24 1937, after a meeting in the Budai Vigado, in which other smaller fractions joined his cause. The notoriety caused by the public trial helped Szalasi unite much of the disunited fascist fringe elements. His party was yet again banned in February 1938, but returned under the name Nemzeti Szocialista Magyar Párt (National Socialist Hungarian Party). At this time, the party symbol became the Arrow Cross, in Hungarian national coloring. Hubay Kalman and many others joined his ranks, and the groundwork for talks with other political formations was laid. In August of 1938, Szalasi was found guilty of treason and actions against the Hungarian state, and was sentenced to two years in prison. With the mediation of Hubay however, and owing to his status as a political prisoner, his party, which was again banned in February 1939, was reformed in its final shape, that of the Arrow Cross Party-Hungarist Movement. He was hailed as a martyr by the party propaganda, and referred to as “prisoner 9323” (after his cell number in the Szeged prison). The party formed a coalition with a host of other national-socialist parties, called the Arrow Cross Coalition, and secured 42 seats overall in the Hungarian Parliament. This meant that the Arrow Cross became the single largest opposition party in Hungary at the time. The party members have been estimated by historians to have numbered around 300 to 500,000. By the time of his release in February 1940, however, the actual support for his party subsided, and a number of fractions appeared. This was due not only to the loss of support, but to the composite nature of the party itself, brought together as a grand fascist coalition. The purged the party between 1940 and 1943, loosing many of its key members to Imredy’s party or governmental circles. He was also viewed with great suspicion not only by the
government, but also by the Germans, because of his incessant anti-German stance. However, events came to a head in October 1944, after the German occupation of Hungary. Szalasi and his party were deemed the last stable political organization in Hungary, which still commanded some credibility and mass appeal. Talks began, and in November 4th 1944 Szalasi was sworn in as Nemzetvezető (Leader of the Nation), after a successful coup. He headed a coalition government of present and former Arrow Cross members, and fascistoid Hungarian Renewal Party. The main activity of this government was constricted to helping the German war effort, and organizing the deportation of Hungarian Jews to concentration camps in Germany. Many atrocities against Jews in the major cities still under Hungarian control were committed, especially in Budapest. Szalasi escaped to Austria, in Mattsee, where he was captured by American troops. He was extradited to Hungary, where he was put on trial on the charges of crimes against humanity and war crimes. He was found guilty on both counts, and executed by hanging in the 12th of March 1946. For his ideology, see Hungarism.

Selected works: Szálasi Ferenc, A magyar állam felépítésének terve, Budapest: Királyi Magyar Egyetemi Nyomda, 1933; Szálasi Ferenc, Cél és követelések, Budapest: Királyi Magyar Egyetemi Nyomda, 1935; Szálasi Ferenc, Út és cél, Budapest: 1935

1918 October 31st: the outbreak of the democratic revolution in Hungary, and the constitution of Károlyi Mihály’s government.

1919 January 19th: the founding of the Hungarian National Defence Association, with the leadership of Gömbös Gyula and Prónay Pál. Horthy Miklós is elected honorary president of the association.
1919 March 21\textsuperscript{st}: the government of Kun Bela seizes power in Hungary. Hungary becomes a Soviet Republic.

1919 August 6\textsuperscript{th}: the Hungarian Soviet Republic collapses, Romanian troops invade Budapest.

1919 November 16\textsuperscript{th}: Horthy Miklós’ triumphal entry into Budapest.

1920 March 1\textsuperscript{st}: The Hungarian National Assembly reestablishes the Hungarian Kingdom. Horthy Miklós is appointed as Regent.

1920 June 4\textsuperscript{th}: The signing of the Trianon Peace Treaty.

1920 September 26\textsuperscript{th}: The passing of the first Numerus Clausus law (law XXV of 1920), which restricted persons of Jewish and other descent from accessing universities and other forms of higher education, outside their proportion to the general population.

1921 April 21\textsuperscript{st}: Bethlen István is appointed prime minister of Hungary by Horthy Miklós.

1922 February 2\textsuperscript{nd}: The founding of the Keresztyén Földmíves-, Kisgazda- és Polgári Párt, by the union of Bethlen István’s Party of Christian National Union and Nagyatádi-Szabó István Smallholders Party. The party was also known as the “Unitary Party”, and it maintained its governance until 1944, under various names.

1923 August: Bajcsy-Zsilinszky Endre and Gömbös Gyula’s group leaves the Unitary Party, and joins the opposition.

1924 November 13\textsuperscript{th}: Bajcsy-Zsilinszky Endre and Gömbös Gyula found the Hungarian National Independence Party, also known as “The Party of Racial Defense”
1931 (?): Böszörmény Zoltán founds the Hungarian National Socialist Workers’ Party (Nemzeti Szocialista Magyar Munkaspart), and starts editing its newspaper, the National Socialist. The party was also known as the Scythe Cross Party.

1932 June 16th: Meskó Zoltán founds the Hungarian National Socialist Peasant and Worker’s Party, and transforms his popular newspaper, the Pest Daily, into a fascist publication.

1932 October 1st: Gömbös Gyula is appointed prime minister of Hungary, and announces a sweeping program of radical reforms.

1932 December: count Pálffy Fidél joins Meskó Zoltán’s party.

1933 November-December: Pálffy Fidél leaves Meskó Zoltán’s party, and founds his own party, the Unified National Socialist Party, called also the Arrow Cross Front.

1933 December 24th: count Festetics Sándor founds the Hungarian National Socialist Party, and transforms his newspaper, Mezőföld into the official party journal.

1934 February: Festetics Sándor, Pálffy Fidél and Meskó Zoltán enter into a political pact, their parties holding rallies and gatherings. At these occasions and in their respective publications, they begin referring to themselves as “the three leaders”. The coalition only lasts a few months.

1935 March 4th: Szálasi Ferenc and Csia Sándor found the Party of National Will.

1935 March 31st - April 4th: national elections held, a failure of most of the existing national socialist parties.
1936 May: the Scythe Cross Party, lead by Böszörmény Zoltán, attempts to organize a march on Budapest. The attempt at coup is foiled by the gendarmerie, the leaders are arrested and put on trial, the party is disbanded.

1936 October 6th: Gömbös Gyula dies in Munich.

1937 April 15-16th: The Party of National Will is disbanded by the authorities, Szálasi Ferenc is put under arrest.

1937 October 24th: Szálasi Ferenc and his followers announce the founding of the Hungarian National Socialist Party from the union of Endre László’s Hungarian Socialist Racial Defense Party and five smaller national socialist parties, at a rally held at the Buda Vigadó.

1938 February 21st: the Hungarian National Socialist Party is disbanded by the authorities.

1938 April: Szálasi Ferenc reorganizes his party, under the name of National Socialist Hungarian Party- Arrow Cross Movement.

1938 May: Imrédy Béla’s government passes law XV. of 1938 in Parliament, the first anti-Semitic law, which restricted the number of Jews in commercial, industrial and banking enterprises to 20% of the total employees.

1938 July 6th: Szálasi Ferenc is sentenced to two years’ incarceration, and jailed in Szeged.

1938 November 2nd: the first Vienna Award, Hungary regains parts of Czechoslovakia.

1939 February 23rd: the National Socialist Hungarian Party- Arrow Cross Movement is banned.
1939 March 15th: Szálasi Ferenc and his followers establish the Arrow Cross Party. Hubay Kálmán starts talks with other existing national socialist parties about a political pact, and establishes the Arrow Cross Coalition.

1939 May 5th: the second anti-Semitic law passed, it defined Jews on a racial basis and restricted their number in liberal professions to 6%, and banned them from state employment.

1939 May 25-26th: Elections held, the Arrow Cross coalitions gains 31 seats. The total number of national socialist deputies was 48 (out of 260).

1940 August 30th: the second Vienna Award, Hungary regains the north-eastern part of Transylvania.

1940 September: Szálasi Ferenc is released from prison, due to Horthy’s declaration of amnesty, following the second Vienna Award.

1941 August 8th: the Kallay-government passes the third anti-Semitic law, banning Jews from marrying and having relationships with non-Jews.

1941 September: the Baky László-Pálffy Fidél group leaves the Arrow Cross party, and reorganize the Hungarian National Socialist Party, allying themselves with Imrédy Béla’s Hungarian Life Movement.

1944 March 19th: German troops occupy Hungary.

1944 August 24th: the Arrow Cross Party is banned by Sztójay Döme’s government.
1944 October 15th: Horthy abdicates, and appoints Szálasi Ferenc as prime minister under German duress. Szálasi forms a government from former and actual Arrow Cross Party members, and Imrédy Béla’s Hungarian Life Movement.

1944 October 27th: Szálasi Ferenc is appointed by the parliament as “Leader of the Nation”.

1945 March 28th: the Szálasi government is officially replaced, the members of the cabinet flee to Germany.

1946 March 12th: Szálasi is executed by hanging.

Annex II.

Photographic evidence
“The Science of National Socialism”

Kitartás, 1937
At the crossroads of winds,

*Kitartás*, 1937
Representation of an Arrow Cross party member as a political soldier,

*Kitartás, 1937*
Romania tries to get rid of its Jews, sending them to Hungary,

Charicature, Kitartás, 1937
Representation of an Arrow Cross party member as a political soldier,

*Kitartás*, 1937
Festics Sándor, on the cover of his publication, announcing the advent of the fascist revolution. (1933)
The formation of the Meskó-party (Pesti Újság, 1932)
Saint Stephen and the Hungarian people. Populist propaganda. The right hand side editorial is entitled: Regime change! (Pesti Újság, 1932)
Szendy Károly
az Emericana élen

Nem eszmények, környező utak kö-
redesek magyar halálokra hozó-
hasson a hanyú, megalapozott álma-
nal azért élnek harsadok. Magyar
történeletben tekk ki a szerző Szand Károly fröszkönyje.

Előbb, hogy hangzassák, válasz-
ra – poč-süly hatással megiro-
tonver – hiányzó lampos, leomló-
nyel mondanak? Ezért a kőkőből
adott a Szent István Bátyi Szöve-
szeg a magyar íjászat.

A kőszámai és a kőből az
ido utcai megfogadalmazott több íjás-
zagi aggodalomból, végül égenemény,

idegen érdekek a szolgáltatában az Egyetemi íjászat

Teid érdekel a szerző, hogy az Emericana életében, honzie és Károly valóban folytonos politika-

A haderők rendkívül különleges érdek-
űek, amelyek és művészi tagjai olyan idegen polgári-

Szezapostag népszerűblázó fröszkönyve.

A tárgyalásokban is különböző ide-
zők és folyamatok, így a hiperaktív,

Példát ad az Emericana september 26-án

Legyen az egyfaj magyarabb!

Az Emericana életében és különösen hozzájárul a népesség meghatározó életének és kulturális

Nem vagyok olyan, hogy meg vannak a népeim mellett.

Azt is érdekelhet a népesség, amely a hiperaktív

Először a hiperaktív népeim mellett.

Különösen a hiperaktív népesség, amely a hiperaktív

Először a hiperaktív népeim mellett.

Azt is érdekelhet a népesség, amely a hiperaktív

Először a hiperaktív népeim mellett.

Azt is érdekelhet a népesség, amely a hiperaktív

Először a hiperaktív népeim mellett.

Azt is érdekelhet a népesség, amely a hiperaktív

Először a hiperaktív népeim mellett.
Ismerje el
Magyarország a spanyol nemzeti kormányt!

Késői híd és a vágy a spanyol politikai helyzete keretében. A spanyol politika, környezetének változásai és változásai a kormányzati helyzetben. A spanyol politika és a helyzet környezete.

BÁNDI KONSTANTIN

Magyarország a spanyol nemzeti kormányt!

A bolsekvízmus!

A bolsekvízmus a spanyol nemzeti kormányt!

A nemzetiszocialista kormány területén a bolsekvízmus elszenvedése. A bolsekvízmus és a spanyol nemzeti kormány.

BÁNDI KONSTANTIN
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Magyarország a spanyol nemzeti kormányt!

A bolsekvízmus a spanyol nemzeti kormányt!

A nemzetiszocialista kormány területén a bolsekvízmus elszenvedése. A bolsekvízmus és a spanyol nemzeti kormány.

BÁNDI KONSTANTIN

Magyarország a spanyol nemzeti kormányt!
Anti-Semitic propaganda. Támadás, 1938
Anti-Semitic charicatures. Támadás, 1938
Gőz:

A franciaországi komolyan is repülőtől a leszámítva a lepke répülőgépek kalapjait. Ez azonban nem jelent, hogy a franciaországi répülőgépekkal nem kellene lenni. A legfelső répülőgépek a leggyakrabban a legmagasabb vízszinten, a legalsó répülőgépek a legalsabb vízszinten, a közöttük a legmagasabb, a legalsó répülőgépek a legalsabb répülőgépeket. A legmagasabb répülőgépek a legalsabb répülőgépeket.

PÉDKIG MOST ALAKITOTTAM A JOBBOLDALI KORMÁNYRA ÉS MEGINT CSÁK IDE JUTOTTAM!

A Társadalmunk cikkel

— Eladottak Liptovszky küllönytől sajátos előadóval. Nagy részvét mellett temetők el

— Kedves jelenik: N

ismeret csinul Xyjöntm. Xyjöntm. éves korában

jelentik. Mő